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The African Teachers •' ho read this journal 

will join with the Editors in sending their thanks 

to the Chief Inspectors for I’ative Education in the 

provinces of the Cape and Natal, for their kind 

greetings printed belovr.

Si Hhleli,
Kuyanglthokozisa ukukuthumela isi6ingelelo 

lapho usaqala ukugaqa.
Othishela 6a6antu, nxa sikhuluma ngeningi 

la6o, kuleli laseNyonyana 6az?sv;ele kakhulu izincwadi 
zokuoasiz? emse&enzini ya6o, kungakholce uku6a ngiha- 

lalise lapho ngizwayo ukuthi kuyalruvela incvrodi ethi- 

vra "TEACHING" ehlose uku6akhuthaza«
Ngivurneleke njengo6a ngingumhleli weNatal 

Teachers’ Journal, eseyineninyaka eminingana iqhu6a- 

qhu6a, ke ngigiyegiyele urmtv/ana lo ovelayo*

Kuso6ala ukuthi uyogcv/alisa ieikhala. Kgi- 

yethemba futhi ukuthi uyo 6a Is the It imvuselelo nesi- 

bindi othishela a6ayizin! ulungv/ane a6- lingayo ngawo- 

wonke ukunqo6a izilingo ond.iT/eni ezi6uqham*ma nale- 
yomimoya e6aqhu6pyo a6antu ”1:uup Gophumelcle ezifi- 

sweni za6o ezingcono°
Ngiyayitusa kakhulu indlela a6ase6enza ngayo 

othishela 6a6antu, a6athi, “>hezu kr/ezithiyo engithi 
zinga6achitha a6amhlope, 6adlule 6aveze imise6enzi 
eqatha n g oIc;ethem6ek& nangokumoniotheka«

Ngiyethembake ukuthi uTKACHING uyakusiza 
uku6a loT’omoya ung" heli. kunibe mhlauirbe ut'uklmez ele 

umlilo ovausuthi loko loko.
Pharabilike mntwana eraizameni yakhol 

Yimi,
ullhloli onkhulu verafundo ya6ansundu,

eNatali.
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The Sditors,

"TEACHING

Gentlemen,

It gives me great pleasure to send you a word 

of greeting for your first number*

Bantu teachers as a vhole are badly catered 
for in the Union of iouth Africa as far.as helpful 

literature is concerned, and I wes therefore vary glad 

to hear that a new journ 1 with the aims of TEACHING 
was coming into being.

May I, as editor of the "Natal Native Teachers' 
Journal'', which has be n going no” for a good feu yesrs, 

offer to TEACHING the felicitations of an elder brother?
You will supply ■ n&ed, and I hope you will 

give much inspiration nd courage to the thousands of 

teachers who are trying to k:ep the flag flying in the 

places remote from tlvj ordinary incentives to effort.

I have a great cVnirrtion for the way in which 
our Bantu teachers, in spit: of conditions which rould 

overwhelm their European collorgues, give a thoroughly 
sound day’s work in a f ithful end cheerful manner.

I r;m sure tlv t Z'jACHTKG will help to keep 
alive that spirit, and por- ibly rekindle the flame 
that has burnt lov .

All success to 3rour rofforts,

Yours faithfully, 

p.I'.l‘alcolra.
Chief Inspector of Native Education, 

Natal.

In sending a nonsago conveying good wishes for 

the success of the new monthly journal TEACHING which is 

being sponsored by tho jouth African Native College, I 
should like in tho first place to give a few details
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shov/ing wh.t prospects there are for young Native men and 

women in the teaching profession in the Cape Province..

In the year 193& there were employed in Native 
schools ided the Cape Education Department just under

4.000 touchers, of whom all but 150 were Natives. Of the

180.000 pupils enrolled in these schools 3,500 were in 

classes -bove the -rimary level.

o' ace 1930 the number of teachers employed h?s 

increased by 400, the total enrolment by 40,000 and post- 

>rim̂ rjr enrolment by 1 ,000. These figures cover a period 

during Imost the whole of which the funds available for 

Native jcluc tion have been seriously restricted, end yet 
they sho clerrly that the rate of advancement in Native 

education, so far as numbers are concerned, is 0 rapid one. 
The field of opportunity for the Native for service in the • 
teaching profession is expanding year by yBsr.

Ox the 3,500 pupils enrolled in poet-primary classes 

last year nearly 2,000 were student-teachers aiming at 

qualifying for service in primary schools; 1,000 were in 

second ry schools; . nd the remainder in industrial schools 

or do'•artncnts „ The number of Native pupils in secondary 

classes in the Province is still comparatively small. There 

are, ho~ ev r , u number of secondary schools in operation 

which ".re not yet being aided by the Department; and there 

are *lso schemes under consideration for the establishment 

of Native eecondery day-schools at various urban centres in 

the Provinc . The probabilities are that within the next 

ten years there will be a considerable increase in the number 
of Native secondary and high schools and in the number of 
pupils entering on courses of secondary education. To staff 

these schools there will be need of a supply of profession

ally trained Native teachers, preferably graduates, and to 
produce this sup ly the Missions and the Department look to 

the South African Native College at Fort Hare.

For employment on the staff of a Training school the 

ideal teechcr is one who has a degree and a professional 

certificate .~nd who has had some years of successful 

experience ; s ; teacher. Native male graduates with profess

ional tr iiiing t-re paid as assistants in Training, Secondary 

or High schools on the scale Sl8o - 9 - 306, and women with
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the same qualifications on the-scale £120 - 6 - 204; <'.nd such 
teachers may after five ye-rs’ service be granted a Good 
Service Allowance vhich amounts to about 1? per cent of 

their s'l?ries.

The appearance of a ne11 educational journal in 
South frica directing its attention s p e c i a l l y  to problems 
of Native Education is an event of real importance.

The Native teachers of the country should find such 

c periodical both interesting and helpful to them in thoir 

work; and all concerned, directly or indirectly, rith Native 
Education in the Union will join in wishing the department 

of Education at Fort Hare every success in this new venture.

G-.H.'Telsh.
Chief Inspector for Native 

itfucation.

--------- o---------
Quite Simple.

"The best way of learning to ride the very honour

able bicycle," says the famous oriental saga, Dr Sim Plici 

Ty, in his book "Nono Nse", "is not to peruse the ninety 

and nine chapters penned about the above-mentioned means of 
locomotion by the great Confusion (Blessed be his memoryI), 

nor to listen to the 3&5 eloquences of an Engineering 
Professor on the Chemistry and Physics and Metallurgy 

and Mechanics of the two-wheeled vehicle under discussion, 
but just to got a sample and —  RIDE IT ."

Really too stupidly simple, isn’t it? In fact, it 
is so obvious, that we teach our pupils to do sums by making 

them listen to our lectures on "Simple Proportion' or look 
on at our demonstrations on the blackboard; we teach then 

to speak English by talking all the time ourselves or t e l l 

ing them all about the Mechanics of Parsing and the Physio
logy of Pronunciation and the Science of Prosody —  to let 
them try to speak the language or do the sums themselves 

would be a waste of time, for they would do it b a d ly ... . .

Have you ever heard of the young man who took a 

Correspondence Course on "How to Drive a Motor-car"? You 
will find his portrait in the pages of this magazine........



'."hat TEACHING /ants to Do

To /-ll African Teachers - Greeting!

Like a green field of maize in a long drought, 

a teacher who stops growing, v/ithers 

and dies.

This is not a poem; it is the truth.

’ .hen do we teachers wither and die? As soon as we 
stop drinking life from the world around us — as 
soon ss we ston thinking new thoughts, welcoming new 

ideas, and trying out ne’- methods in our life-^ork, 
the most important worl: in the ’ orld today

•EDUCATING AFRICA--

then we wither and die.

Often the reason why we think so few ne’" thoughts, 
drink in so few new ideas, and try out so very few 

new methods, is that we have so little money to buy 

books and teachers’ mag zines, to go to teachers’ 

conferences, or to get the matori. Is for carrying 

out experiments in teaching. In order that every 

teacher who is interested in do5.ng his life-work 

well mry obtain the most useful modern ide s easily, 
inexpensively and simply, and in thia \7ay tohelp, 
encourage and link up the teachers in African Schools 
(especially Training and :3econd ry jchools) ?/ith the 

really good work'which m.'ny of them are doing, this 
magazine is being published'from this time on.

For the present, TEACHING ill be written in 

English; it v/ill be published rt the jouth African 

Native College, Fort Hare, Alice, on the first day 
of every month except January, February, July and 
December, when there will be no issue; oach number 

will contain about 20 pages of usoful information; 

and the subscription (including postrge) will be
2/6 per annum.

The people who -re looking 'ftor it, ares-



JSDIT0HS-I1J-CHI3F:- >-iF tthev/s, M. 'LL.B.j
rtr 1 J „lousseauf M .A., B .Ed., 

D.Litt.

EDITORIAL 6 PUBLI3IIT;.;f:- >7ATF:- the education
Vfcudents of the 3 .A.Native 

College.

ADVISORY BOARD four Xperts rctively engaged
in t -aching. , 

CONTRIBUTORS; ..............YCU..............

livery month there will b. .,n editorial on some general 
matter, such os .

Language Tx.chiaj,

Nature Studjr, 

examinations, ,yr 

Disciplineo

Then will folio*? two or threo rticlos full of detailed hints

on how to apply the editorial's i->ac to definite, practical
aspects of that subject, such a::

Learning to Ro dL,

Oral Composition,

Grammar - /h t to t a  ch, and how,
How to make tho • riting of Compositions

interesting and effective,
How to correct ;:p:i ork quickly and

actively.** t
How to encoura,; pupils to. write Poetry, 

and so on, and so on.7 n *
In connection with a series of ucli rticles a competition 

will be organized every ye r, to.oneour ge: Subscribers to 
try out the ideas suggested.

Furthet there will be riial ■ on other practical 
teaching problems 3

an Inquiry Page where op cial teaching difficulties 
sent in by you will be de. lt it'.;.

a ppge of drawings and diagrams, especially of useful 
apparatus that can be made by th;.- t cherj

space "or correspond nee ad reports of good work 
carried out by Subscribers or otli r...;

advice by experienced t ch ru to younger ones;
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wh?t other countries with conditions like ours are 

doing to solve their educational problems, e.g. Russia

and Mexico 5
information about book6 that teachers will find of

uses
a series of direct method lessons in one of the Bantu 

languages for teachers who want to learn it; 
a scries of similar Afrikaans lessons.

For some of this, the Editors are depending on 

YOU;
in fact, this is your magazine and it will succeed only if 

it makes you want to write to it about your ideas and its 

mistakes. To encourage this, the Editors will institute 
competitions for ideas, advice on how to improve the 

Tiagazine or African Schools, as well as by prizes of £1,

'J2. and 3 for the best teaching experiments of the year on 
some definite problem such as discipline, singing, home
made apparatus for Nature Study, etc.

So much to do; so few people to do i t . . . . . .

"Vanity of vanities, all things are vanity" --

unless YOU support our venture, 
it will be the worst vanity of a l l . . . .

So send in your name and address immediately to 

The Editors,

"TEACHING",
S.A.Native College,
Alice....................

and do not forget to enclose your subscription if you want 
to recoive futuro numbers of TSACHING.

------o------

Hot Air.

"Just words, words," said the young teacher, "that's 
what all this theory of education, all this psychology, 

these aims and principles come to. It doosn't help m6 to 

teich my subjects any better. Common-sense and experience 
are the things that make a successful teacher."

./as ho correct?
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Why Do we Do what we Do Do?

or. Psychology Simplified.
i'

I/hen Mr Jones came home after his lecture, his wife asked;

"Well, hovj did they like your lacturo?"

"Did they like it?" said Hr Jonos. "Why, -whan I sat 

doT;n, everybody said it wa,3 the best thing I 'd  tvur done."

—  Some of us havo laughed at this 5 others have not 
soon the joke. Tho former have n pleasant feeling inside 

them? tho lattor are. fooling irritatod. Vhy?

If you laughed, why did you? Because the best -rrt 

of poor Mr Jones's spooch w s  - r his sitting down! hat a 

hopeless speaker ho must h;vo boon! T7o laughed at him for 

the same reason that many people laugh at somobody who has 

an ugly face or who stutters or limps: without knowing it, 

we find it so pleasant to moot somobody who is inforiorto 

ourselves, that vo laugh out aloud. The man ti/ho is laughi.d 

at, honovor, fools angry, and so do tho, people T’ho hav^ 
been unable to see tho point in tho joke. TThy? Bocause 

the mockery makes them fool inferior to tho mockors? or 

bocause their inability to understand tho joko makes th<m 
foci that they haven’t got such good brains as those who 
do soo the joke. For the same reason wo bocomo angry ’. hen 
people say that our clothes aro ugly, or that our child is 
stupid, or that our raco is uncivilized or backward, or 
that our language is a primitive concatenation of barb ric 

noises incapable of expressing any noble thought. That is 
also why vie are pleased when somebody says? "’"/hat a nrotty 

dress you are ^earingj"* ors "Your little boy is really 

a most charming and intelligent child"; or; "Jhat a fino 

physique and highly developed mind your people posass'1' 3 
or: ''Tho pootic expressiveness and musical quality of 

your language aro unsurpassed, and fit it for the profound- 

est thoughts and tho most exact scientific ideas." ' hon 

somobody says things liko this, wo shout; "Throo choers 
for Hr X !" and wc say to ono another: "That man knows 
what he's talking about. I've never mot any oth>,r mpn 

v'ho has such a gift for seeing things as they really ar V
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This human characteristic o m?-y call tho desire for 

importance or self-assertion, or wo may give it a more 

inclusivo name: tho desire for self-preservation in tho faco 

of material and spiritual dangers. In order to exist at all, 
we must overcome those things which threaten our physical 
and our mental existence. That is why we hate what threatens 
our self-preservation, and like what helps our self-preserva- 

tion. Now, "TEACHING" believes that this desire for physical 
and spiritual self-preservation is a perfectly simple idea 
that will explain ninety-nine human problems out of every 

hundred. How this dosire or motive or instinct developed 

in the history of the human race, what are its dangers, and 
how it may be used, will be dealt with next month. This 

month we give a few examples, and suggest how it may be 

applied to some practical situations.

Here is one:- I want Icr X to come and mend my bicycle, 
so I knock at his study door and say: "Good morning, Mr X. 
What a fine lot of books you've got here in your study1 

Have you got a book on how to mend bicycles? You know, I'm 

an absolute duffer at it and ray bicycle tyre is punctured
and I haven't got the faintest idea how to put it right. --
Could you really? I t '3 a fully good of you to offer to 

help me, but you know I really don't want to waste your 

time — you havo such important work to d o .. . .I t 's  amazing 

how you can combine such an ability for doing practical 
things with your excellence at academic studies. . . .Thanks 

ever so much. There you've Made it perfect again. Goodbye."

This kind of thing is Called "tact". and it obviously 
consists in making Mr X feel an important person, a man 

whose self-preservation, so-far from being in danger, is 
raised above any possibility of attack. If I flatter him 

too much, however, he will sus -ect that I am elaying the 

fool with him, and will become very ^>ngry. So don't overdo 
your "tact". The value of tact is cle r whenever you have 
to try and get something out of somebody — when you have 
to interview some superior,,or when you Vr>ve to make a 

speech to an audience that is not very friendly to your 
point of view. It is a quality that enthusiastic young 
people are inclined to neglect when they want to introduce 

reforms in a school or a community or a country —  to their
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own sad disillusionment. Tho vested interests are too 
strong5 in other words, poodle are too attached to the 

things they are accustomed to ( .hy? How does that safe

guard their self-presorvation?), and too afraid of those 

"now-fangled ideas" introducoc! "by an ignorant young 

nincompoop.

Here are somo more probloms for solution by 
applying this idoas-

Comparisons aro odious --why?

Why was tho young reform* r callod 'an ignorant young 
nincompoop'? ---

Why aro you nervous ’ h jn you havo to mako a spocch?

Why do most pooplo (especially toachorsj) like to 

hoar thomsclvos talk? ./hy do other pooplu (especially 
pupils) got tirod of listening? /hy do pupils laugh so 
hoartily whon thoir teacher makes a joko? T;/hy do people 
liko to toll jokes?

Why doos a clever mpil become mischiovous in a dull 
class? ’.hy docs a bully b,coi.ie bully, and how should ho 

bo treated? ’Thy doos a pupil resent an unjust punishment, 
but accept a just ono ’ ithout anger? Vrtiy do pupils dislike 
"favouritism" so intonsoljr?

Which of thes~ composition subjects 'd l l  produco the 
bettor compositions, and hy? "A Snako", ors "A Witch
doctor has turned m  ̂ into mff-addorj now I write a letter 
to my mother, tolling all th„ things I am doing."

How can wo .got Childr -_n to Do what they Ought to Do?

( or, Miraculous i thod. )

In all tho cas.,s jiv n above, what human beings 
do is tho rosult of th„ desire for self-assertion, tho 

necessity of physical and o dritu 1 self-assertion or sclf- 

proscrvation. This also d tv-rminos tho intorosts of human 

beings, ns wo shall show in our next number? wo are inter

ested in the things that concern our self-presorvation.

Now, whon will ono's sIf-preservation bo more affected, 

when one listens to a lecture hunger, or when the hunger 

is right in one’s own stomach? whon one roads n nowspapor
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report of starvation in Spain, or when in a bioscopo film 

ono sues the people dying of starvation? Why the latter 
in oithcr cr.se? Bocause feeling the starving stomach is 
tho r -r.l thing, whereas the lecture is just words and more 
words; because seeing the starving people is more like the 
real thing than reading words about them.

If thorefore wo want people to bo interested in 

our ideas or subjects, wo must make them feci that these 
ideas or subjects concern their self-preservation5 and we 

can best do that if we make our ideas or subjocts look as 

much like the real thing as possible. The manufacturers 

of medicines roaliso this, and advertise their waros not 

by words alone, but by striking pictures —  they are trying 
to persuade us that we are suffering from real diseasos and 

th't their medicines ' re tho real cure. Just as SSLF- 

PR33fitYATION is tho fundamental in psychology, so REALISM 
is the fundamental in methods

Ono can most cloarly see that a thing affects one’s 
self-preservation if tho thing is tho Real Thing or 

as like tho Roal Thing as possible.

Thus in s' Hygiene lesson talking about "cleanliness" is 

not tho real thing; the roal thing is clean children 

wearing clean clothes, practising clean habits and living 

in clean houses —  a toacher who toaches Hygiene and does 

not produce thbso things should commit suicide. In a 

Language lesson definitions of nouns, relative pronouns, 
verbs -nd adverbs are not the roal thing; tho real thing 

is the lmguago itself as it is actu-.lly spoken .nd actually 

understood. In life the roal thing is not an article about 
the motor-c r; tho roal thing is tho actual motor-car with 
oneself inside (if possible!). Sometimes we can't got tho 
actual motor-crr (ospecially with ourselves inside); then 
wo must get something as like the Roal Thing as possible* 
a toy motor-car, or a movio picture, or a still picture, 
or a drawing, or a vivid description of a motor-car.

Hero is an oxample from a school subjectj- 

Thoro is ;-.n algebraic rule that "when equals are added to 

equals, tho results aro equal". How can this bo mado real? 
By using "equr.l roal things" instead of "equals". What 
"real things"? .ny roal things from roal lifo — tako
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bananas and applos, for instance —  things that wo can sec 

and bito and touch and tr-sto and oat (and when wo havo 
finished eating them, wo can fool that thoro is something 

in our stomachs). How can wo find out whether ono banana 

is equal to another banana? Just as wo find out whether 
ono bag of moalies is equal to another bag of moa.lios —  
by weighing thorn. So wo tako a roal scnlo (A). In each pan

%  a-.
— SQSI 

wo put two roal bananas (B). Now cloarly,
2 b~nanas______________- 2 bananas.

Then wo add ono apple to oach side and wo soo (C);
2 bananas 1 apple - 2 bananas 1 apqlo.

To save time, wo just v;rito b instoad of tho long bananas. 

and a instoad of applosi-

2b la = 2b la
Now wo add anothor apple to tho loft-h^nd pan (D)s-- 

.k

wp;-
j m

%

I-
-
.:;

i

#
-

V
;!

2b 2a i  2b la
But lot us 

2b
also add 

2a
an apple to tho right-hand pan (^)s- 

- 2b 2a
-

Somo moro experiments arc mndo with ro-̂1 things in tho samo 

way, and at last wo guido tho pupils to nrko the rule for 

thornsolvos ?
"If  you ^dd equal things to oqu^l things, thoy ~ro still equal." 

In a similar manners "If  you t-ko aw ay ..." "If  you multiply..", 

"If  you divide.."

But what's tho uso of '•11 this roundabout nonsense’
It's a waste of timo. Bosidos, a High School is not a kinder

garten with its mealy-mouthed soft podagogy. The value of 
Mathematics and other studios lios in tho vory fact that thoy 

arc difficult and thoroforo train tho child in will-power, in 
determination to ovorcomo, in the ability to attack any 
difficult task later and to ovorcomo it.
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This point of view is still frequently met with, 
even among teachers who have taken a course in educational 

Psychology; it has been disproved by exact experiments, but 
such popular views take a long time in dying - In a later 

issue we shall de-1 with it in detail* Does Latin train 
the will or the reason? Does Hathcmatics develop tho brain? 

These arc matters not of meroly hi-osophical interest; they 

influcnco everything wo do — tho type of Latin sontonco we 
give the pupils, the use wc make of English; tho sort of 

problems wo make tho nupils do, our uso of colourod chalk, 

and all kinds of things. Hero wo merely suggost tho following 

thought for consideration; hen docs one work hardest and use 
one’s brain most pnd produce the best results, whon one is 
forced to do something that on^ d o s n ’t want to do, or whon 
one is doing something in which one is deeply interested, 

that is, something that closely affects one’s self-oroservation? 

"’hen doos one run hardest, when r bull is chasing ono, or 

when tho sports mister orders ono to run? ' hen does ono 
exert oneself most, whon on is playing football, or whon 

one is digging in tho garden of someone else? To what 

does one ttond more carefully, a bioscopc film, or a 

lecture on the mathematics of Pythagoras? ».nd furhters 
i:jhat docs ono romombor better?

What then is the use of RiALISE?

(n) The pupils are intcrostcd throughout tho lesson 
because thoy can understand it and see that it 
is a part of their own real lifo ; because thoy 

are not baffled by it, they enjoy satisfied solf- 
assortion„

(b) Consequently thoy will not forgot it.

Those real things are oasily obtainable. If tho roal 

thing, for instanco p« oloohant, or Canada, is not so easily 

obtainable, then wc must got '7hat is most like tho roal thing. 
Wo lo~.vo it to our ro; dors to suggest how ono can got somothing 
that is very like the roal thing in te ching a losson on an 

clo-ih-nt or on Can'da, but :e must emphasize with all the 
force that no can commands

THS TEACHSR’S TTORDS, DEFINITIONS, TALKING, LECTURING 
’RE NOT THS REAL THING \T "LL«
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In later issues we shill sho hero easy r.nd usoful it 

is to p.pply those twin principles; hysical and spiritual 

self-preservation. and realism, to any education?1 problem.

In this issuo tho Departmental editors for the linguistic 
subjects and history ’.poly them briefly to their respective 

subjects.

----- _ oooooOoooooo-------

Ta CHING TH HOI ~ i-IJU-JGU,' G5 

by J.::.Danr-nr..

Once we grasp tho idei (a) thV.t the Child must be able 
to s tisfy his dosire for solf-assortion usofully in lang

uage, and (b) thrt the Child can moBt 

oasily and satisfactorily do this in tho language that has 

been part and parcel of liis real lifo from his earliest 
hours, we gr' sp tho root of the >rpblom of teaching tho 
homo-languago. Of all things in connoction with Bantu 

education, therofore, the most .-stonishing is tho nogloct 

of tho mother-tongue, especially in secondary schools. By 

the beauty of thoir sounds, th~ flexibility rnd richness 
of their vocabulary, J’nd tho poetic qurlity of their idiom 

tho Bantu languages aro ominontly fitted for such self- 

oxprossion »

But oven were the homo-1-ngu'go r.overty-strickon rnd 
orimitivo, for tho Child it "ould.still bo tho most valuablo 

of all languages. For tho Child there is no other language 

that hrs the samo t r.nsparencj' and .fullness of morning, tho 
samo power of evoking thoughts nd feelings. Only through 

its homo-langu-go can tho Child ^xprcss itsolf smoothly rnd 

satisfyingly, without jorks .nd stutters rnd embarrassments; 

only through its homo-languago, therefore, can it dovolop a 

smoothly, efficiently functioning mind and a sense of success

ful achievement, a solf-rospcct, thrt will help it to d-ro 

and to do successfully in lifo. Th.is is equally true of 

tho use of tho homo-languago as mocfxum of instruction, for 

it onablos tho child to prrtici vie. '.vholc-hoartodly in tho 
lesson. This, however, is tru_; of the modium not only from 
the point of view of solf-assortion but also from that of
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realism. Tho more remote n language is from ono's roal 

lifp, tho less morning it h^s for ono; tho closor it comcs 

to on^'s r^al lifo, the bettor one cm  understand it —  

that is, the moro cloarly ono can look through the words 

at thw ro'l things for which tho words stand. Thus tho 
sontcnco; "!reino Eltcrn liobon mich" is so fm  from our 

ovoryd y life as to bo unintelligible 3 to a less extent 

this is true of; "Parontos mo amant"; "My paronts lovo 

me" comcs closer to our everyday experience; but closest 

of -11 to one's ro-l lifo stands: "Abr.zali Vm  b yandi- 
th-.nd r'o It is this last sentence that is most pregnant 

with moaning for somebody whose home-language is Xhosa.
If therefore we want to see clearly the information and 
wisdom contained in History or the Scriptures or Nature 

Study, v/e must look for this information through the lang

uage that comes closest to our real, everyday lives, for 

that is the language that provides, for us, the most trans

parent vindow through which to view life.

As for our method,that should give the pupils 

raany opportunities for feeling important, and should 

always strive to be as like the situations of real life 

as possible. Grammar is not real life, for nobody walks 

about in real life sayings " a singular neuter noun in 

the accusative case" (if anybody did, we'd say he was a 

singulPr man, and send him to an asylum). That is why 

the people who cfen speak the Bantu languages best are not 
tho3Q who heve studied grammar, but those who have usod 

those languages in counting their sheep, in telling stories 
around the fire at night, in driving a bargain —  in 
short, those who havo used them in thoir daily livos 

whon they wore successfully asserting themselves. This 

combination of successful self-assertion with realism is 

the secret of succoss in teaching the Homelanguago as of 
toichini; m y  other subject.

------000000O000000------

Necessity is tho mother of invention.

"Jo human beings never think unloss we bump into 
some difficulty in roal lifo — and the harder wo bump, 
tho harder wo think."
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TEACHING THE OFFICIAL LINGUA? ^. 

by W.Ntloko.

In South Africa, as in mfny other p-rts of Africr, 

tho Br.ntu child lives in close juxtaposition to ^iuroporns 

whose languages "ire the official pnd economic languages 

of tho countries concerned. Tho principle of physical 
and spiritual self-preservation theroforo demands that 

tho child should ho embled to cope "S successfully as 

possible with this fact of its roal everyday life: and 

the principle of realism assures this success, provided 
that in our teaching methods we copy Real Life as closely 
as possible. If we non-Europeans are to live in harmony 

with the Europeans, and if we are to make the nocossary 

cultural adjustments successfully, then we must try to 

obtain a fair knowledge of the official language.

One of the official languages does figure jrominent- 
ly in the curricula of our schools, but unfortunatolyth 

tho teaching methods employed do not reflect roal life. 
There is far too much stress on grammatical structure 

and terminology, far too much talking about tho language 
by tho toachor, far too much attention to typos of vocab

ulary that tho child will seldom if ever meet in ordinary 

life (for instanco, abbot-abbess. wend. loo. wist), and 
far too much negloct of tho most elementary essentials 
of tho language in daily life, such as the pupils' them

selves speaking tho language, or the addrossing of letters. 
Are wo aiming at producing grammarians and philologists, 

or at encouraging the pupils to use t^e language here and 

now in actual spocch and writing? Some of thoso who have 
been "in the fiold ' for a long time will argue? "My 

experience provos that a child who is good in grammar 

will also bo good in the spoken land writton languoge."
Is this corroct? What grammatical explanation will 

holp tho Bantu child to avoid tho very common orrorj 

"The teachor made mo to got up"? Why do wo say? "The 

toachor causod mo to got up", or; I  was mado to got up", 
but? Tho toachor mado me got up"? No philologist can 
explain a simple thing like that: how can a child do it?
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But even if one can invont a grammatical explanation, to 

show for instanco why it is wrong to srys "All what he 

tells you is truo" (can you >rovo that it is wrong?), 

the child, if the explanation is to help it, will havo to 

recall the grammatical rule every time ho wants to use that 

phrase, which will wasto much time end energy. If one asks 

a normal Englishman (not a toachcrl) why the sentonco quoted 
above is wrong, he will says "Bccause English peoolo don't 

speak in that way" —  and that  ̂ is the truths there is no 
other explanation.

But how did English poo >lo lc^rn to s^eak as thoy do? 
Thus: From childhood thoy havo listened to grown-ups and 
nlay-rastes speaking about matters ''hich affected their 

solf-prcsorvation (food, nuniahmcnt, games, money, love, etc.) 

and they havo imitated thorn in sjac .̂king about such things 
themselves, without having to bo drilled in grammatical 

rules. Nov/, it is obviously impossible for our non-English 

children to loarn English in exactly tho smo realistic way, 

but tho moro closely we can xparoach to th~>t realism, the 

better they will lcrn  English. Differences there will be, 

just as the real life of tho non-English is different from 

the real life of tho English child, but these differences 

must not violato cither realism or self-assortion. Thus 

thoy must loarn to use "ail that’' correctly; the teacher 
must therefore collect sentences from real life that contain 

this phrase (in tho same way ass *the .Jnglish child uses such 

sentences every day), and lot the children use those (and 

others of thoir own making) many times over until the right 

phrase becomes a habit (just'ias it becomes with the English 
child). The children will got far more self-assertion from 

saying those things themselves than from listening to tho 
toachor giving them a dull grammatical rule. In the same 

way, when aro the children more free, lively and sclf- 
cxprcssive in using language —  whon thoy can accurately 

pick out tho abstract nouns in a sentence, or when thoy can 

stand up in front of an admiring and attentive class, tolling 
thorn "’That happened whon I visited the Empire Exhibition in 
Johannesburg in the holidays1!’

To sum uo? There aro languages without alphabets or 
grammar-books, but there are none without speech; tho 
activity of seoaking is the Roal Thing in language —



but even spoken words arc unreal unless they clearly 

picture the things of real life? the Real Thing in 

language as in everything else is Real ovoryday Life. 
And when shall wo speak best? fhen wo have something that 

wo really want to say, something that concorns our 

self-presorvation, mentally and physically.

------------------- 00O00----------------------

The editors regret that lack of space prevents their printing 

tho othor articlos on the various school subjects this month.

They will be printed ns,xt month.

FLYING OV-JR AFRICA.

b y  Z. II. Hat thews.

Tho continent of .frica is not infrequently described 

as tho Dark Continent. For most .--.ao-plo this description 

implies that Africa is a continent v.hich is for the most 
part still stoepod in ignor nco'‘ nd superstition and -11 

tho othor hideous things usu-.lly rssociatod with d rknoss. 

Far bo it from anyone, ospoci-.lly n. J frican, to deny that 

that there is much room for the epro; d of enlightenment in 

practically every corner of this vast portion of the c rth 
among ovory group represented there. But it is probably 

moro true to say that the darkness of j frica lies in the 

fact that it is very largely an unknown continent. The 
Rev. Edv in Smith, one of th~ ^rb'test living students of 
Africa and its probloms, in •. rdbont ; ddress before the 

Roy~l nthropological Institute'bon: as his subject:

•'/frica! r"hat do wo know of it?1' fter n cxhaustivo roviow 

of the work which has boon and i s  b̂  ing done in connection 
with frica by schol rs in different fields of knowledge, 
ho comos to tho following significant conclusions

"The answer can be summed u'; in a few words: Very little 

as yot. ¥hatovcr department' wo mine tho tale is much 
the same, -c havo only ccr -tched the surf ce of things 
hitherto."

All his roviow revealed to hr: -s - ^11 s.a to others who road 

it, is "tho immensity of the tas' . confronting us if wo are
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to gain sure knowledge of Africa and its inhabitants."

These words were brought very forcible to my mind by 

a r jeent trip to East and Central ,.frier as a member of the 

Ilakorore-lh; rtoum Commission appointed by tho Secretary of 
St vte for the Colonies to examine and report upon tho 

nature, extent nd future development of facilities for the 

higher education of Africans in the 3nst ''frican territories 

of Ug nd. , Fenya, Tanganyik , Zanzibar and even Northern Rho- 

desi-i. ■ nd Ny; sa.land. South Africa h d  the honour of supply
ing t: o of tho ton Commissioners who were entrusted with this 

important task, namely Dr Alexander Kerr, Principal of Fort 

Haro, -nd the writer. Our travels included a voy°go up tho 

ist co- st f , frica, touching at various ports such as 
Lourenco ; ; rques, Beira, D r-es-slaam, Tanga, Z nzibar and 

landing t Lomb; srj then by train through Kenya. Colony up to 

Uganda Protectorate; thence by Imporial airways up to Khartoum 

in thu. Egyptian Sud’.n, which was tho northernmost point we 
reached. Tho return journey was made by plane, from which 
tho writer discmb rked at Broken Hill in Norhtern Rhodesia, 
to continue the journey south by train through Northern -nd 

Southern Rhodesia, Bochuanaland Protectorate and thus into 
tho Union, i lthough this trip occupiod tho best p rt of three 
months, it g: vo one only a bird's-eye view of tho territories 

under British influence in East and Central Africa and no 

more th’.n tho briefest introduction to the immense but 

fascinating problems with which our brethren in the north 

arc gr-ppling.
Ono of tho most impressive things "bout Africa is its 

vastness. liny countries anout which their loading states
man re so loquacious that ono would think thoy covered the 

whole oi.ld, could be lifted bodily, if that wore physically 

^ossiblo, and stowed ■-'v.iay in a corner of tho vast expanse of 

Afric ■ • nd thus bo consigned to deserved oblivion. One can
not fly over those immense ns silent distances without boing 

almost over, helmed by the emptinoss of ..frica, without wondor- 
ing wh"t hidden wealth lies around and beneath those stupend

ous virgin forests and those vast swamps crying out for Man 

to bring thorn under control for the s tisf'ction of tho noods 

of Ihn. One willy-nilly allows one’s imagination to wander 
into th~ distant future, pondering ovor what will bocomo of 

tho continent when the conquests of Scionce will havo made
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possible settlement in many now uninhabited and uninhabit
able portions of tho continont. The only disquieting thought 

is that man is so vile that heals almost certain to dosocrato 

with his destructive weapons and implements and oornicious 
ide's tho numerous ploasing aspects to be found all ovorthc 
continent. Think of what might become of the Victoria F-'lls, 

that dream of grandeur and boauty unspeakable, if crn wore 

allowed to do what he wanted with it I Tho writer w s told 

by a reliable person that many of tho Amorican tourists who 
come t'o tho Victoria Falls make all kinds of stupid suggest

ions as to what they would do to nrko tho Victori' F-lls 

moro attractive. Tho Victoria Falls more attractivo!

Comment on that is needless, but if you visit tho Falls you 
will bo trkon to seo tho Big T-roo, a fine old trco which 

trs been growing unmolosted fojp generations until man — 

civilises m^n —  came .along, and now you will find it 

completely disfigurod with the signatures of all tho 
nonontics who thought th-t thnt thoir visit to tho F"11s 

w-̂s  ̂ suit°blG timo nd place for registering thoir cl-ims 

to romombr-nco by posterity. Ono 'groos with Julian Huxley 

thrt the thrilling thing about^ fric° is that it is the one 

p T t  of the world of continental magnitude in which there 

could arise ~ new civilisation, consciously planned or r.t 
lo^st consciously guidod from its beginnings, and yot one 

is aaprehensivo ."bout tho coming of so-called civilis tion 

to Africa, for it might involve "the gift of tho other 
concomitants of our civilisntign, including slums and over
grown cities, gross inoqualitios of woilth and opportunity, 
class discontent and chauvinist nationalism, the over
multiplication of tho unfit and tho horrors of war. 1

This reminds mo th°t I aip writing to -.frican studonts 
who have mado or hopo to mako to ching their profession»

Tho word "teaching" should bo ,the most sacred in the vocab
ulary of every African, because tho biggest problem with 
which frica is facod, is that of the education of her 
inhabitants. Everywhere ono went in East and Contr-1 

Africa ono was improssod by tho educational nocds of tho 
continent and by tno eagornoss of tho pooalo for it .

Countries like Uganda and Konya. to mention only those 
which wo visited for a fairly long timo, aro covorod with 

so-called "bush" schools in which ill-educated toachors
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are endeavouring to play thoir part in the enlightenment 

of tho continent. Tho various departments of government, 

os'ioci-Hy the Medic .1, ..gricultural rnd Veterinary are 

•uttin'g forth thoir best efforts to train Africans who 
v/ill help them to save Africa for the Africans. Tho 

v.'liolo situation is ono which is most challenging to 

•jfricans who re in possession of a greater measure of 
oduc tion to go out and share with thoir brethren further 

north tho education which they have rocoived. Everywhere 
vo vjorc mot with tho question, "Can't you send us some 

of your oduc tod Africans to come and work out here?"
Is it too much to hope that in time wo shall have a regular 
stream of African workers from the south who will look 

north for useful spheres of service? Such workers would 
have the satisfaction of finding, when they got up there, 

that they wore working in countries whoro the interests 

of Africans are considered of primary importance and whore 
there are no statutory bars to his development ■and 
employment.

One further word to those ,’frican tc chers who foel 
that for vrlid reasons they cannot ever join this education
al crusrde. Thorc is one thing which we can all do and 

that is to got to know nd to get othors to know moreabout 

ifric — about African history, about African peoples and 
tho v-rious aspects of their culture, their art, their 

music, their laws and customs, their past, present and 

future development. ’r,o can prepare our lessons on various 
subjects connected bottor than we Irvo done in the past, 
and so

increase tho appreci tion of our pupils of thoir 

continont and incidentally incre-se thoir confidence 

rnd self-respect ^nd thoir consciousness of tho 
responsibility which rests upon all Africans in 

this ta.sk of tho croation of a nov; and vital 
civilisation in ,,frica.

(To be continued).
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For the benefit of those readers who 
did not see last month's issue, we 

briefly sketch what \/e want to do, C: 
how we hope to do it.

±0 be an enthusiastic and successful teacher, one 
must always be thinking over and trying out new ideas.

Many teachers, however, find it difficult to keep out of 

the rut into which teachers tend to fall so soon —  find 

it difficult not to teach the sann lesson in the same way 
in 1/37 as they taught it in I 0''5'7, and as they were taught 
it in 1917 or 1907. One important rason is that often 
teachers do not have the mon-y to buy, the time to read, 

or the desire to digest the multitude of periodicals and 
books that are being published about teaching.

In order that every teachir in Africa who wants 

to do his life-work v/ 0.1, nay got the most use
ful modern ideas inexpensively, easily and (we 
hope) pleasantly, T^A^lL'G has been startod.

And in order to encourage teachnro to put such new 

ideas into practice in their schools, classes 
or subjects, it will annually give ?3 ;2 and 

1 in prizes for tho most successful attempts 
to do so.

Its main purpose will bo to help tcachers in non- 

European post-primary- schools in Africa, but 

other teachers in other schools will also find 
it helpful, for boy~ i : . l  00 boys and girls 

Hiii ; girls and teachers will be teachers 
the world over.



During 1938 there will probably be two compet
itions, one for teachers of language subjects, the other 

for teachers of scientific subjects. To prepare for that 

the remaining issues of TEACHING this year will deal 

especially with these subjects.

The Editorial Staff consists of:- 

Editors-in-Chief? Messrs Z.K.Matthews, M .A ., LL.B ., and
H.J.Rousseau, M .A., B .Sd ., D.Litt. 

Departmental Editorss Messrs J.M.Danana (Home Language), 
V/.Ntloko (English), V.A.Fowler (Afrikaans). 
R.G.Makalima (Latin), G.K.Nulliah (History), 

YJ.Nkomo (Biology), P.M.Mabiletsa (Nature 
Study), H.Smith (Mathematics), H.Nabe 
(Geography).

TEACHING is published at the South African 

Native College!, Fort Hare, Alice, every month, except 
perhaps in the holiday months, December, January, 

February and July. We should greatly appreciate it if  

readers would tell others about the magazine, and would 

send us the names and addresses of people likely to 
become subscribers.

The subscription is 2/6 oer year, and if \'e 

have not received yours before 1st June, 1937, ve shall 
conclude that you do not want further numbers of 
TSACHING-. Please address all letters to:- 

"TEACHING'",
S.African Native College,

Alice. (South Africa).

Our One-Track Philosophy.

The sun is a one-track sun, but it radiates 
light and life to all the world. TSACHING is a one- 

track magazine, but the amazing thing pbout the track it 
is on is that it radiates in all directions. And that's 
just why we follow this one track —  just because it is 
easy to follow and yet leads to the truth on all sides. 
Its track is this?-
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In order to live at ell, we must overcome those 
things which want to kill our body or our soul. Thus we 

have to obtain food, or our bodies will die; and from 

other people we have to receive respect, or our souls 
will starve ana perhaps die. Everything that we do is 
in some way caused by this necessity of preserving our 
bodies and our minds. This desire for physical and men

tal ceil-^reservation is thus the key that unlocks nine
ty-nine human actions and problems out of every hundred.
A child learns to love its mother or the person who 

"cares" for it , because its mother or nurse makes it. feel 

comfortable: end safe; a .mpty acts in the seme way to
wards its master or mistress. The child usually/ there
fore, loves its mother more than its father, because the 

father is usually less closely connected with its self- 

preservation end sometimes actually threatens its self- 

preservation by chastisement. I n a totally different 
sphere, we are delighted n^th a bioscope (cinema) picture 
or a novel if  the hero or heroine has successfully over

come all sorts of dangers and achieved happiness, because 
(perhaps without clearly knowing it) we have been imagin
ing ourselves to be that wonderful men or woman. Next 
time our readers visxt a bioscope, they should notice 
hov. their neighbours become excited when the hero is 

threatened by a blow end how they almost hold up their 

aims to ward off the blow. in the seme *.ey we ixke our 

jobs- when we feel th< t we tre not merely kee >j.ng our

selves i. live by them but ( re doing so in a manner thf t 
makes other people admire and envy us, either because of 

the large salary or because of the importance of the work 
we are doing.

These examples anti any others our readers care 
to think of in their own lives, show that we ere interested 
IN the things thet effect our physical and mental self- 
preservation. S u c h  things, we say, are "reel" to us, 
even if  they do not actually exist, like tikoloshe or 
ghosts or black mfgic. .0 can, however, most clearly see 
that : thing affects our self-preservation if it rerlly ex
ists (centre st a ghost, 1 nd a bull charging straight at us) 
end.11  it is present to our senses in a form as iike the 
real tiling <■■ s possible. ------

The a publication of this to the school is dec r;
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The pupils (liKe their elders) will be most intrr^steo u  
the subjects that most closely < fxect thex.r self- jreserva* 

tion in real life, and that are presented in a way most 

like real l ife 5 and the subjects thct they are most in

terested in, they will work hardest at and do their best 

in. Contrast the life ana vigour of a ies:on on dr err •... ; 

in which self-preservation ana realism are combined, a_y.! 

the dull grind of irregular verbs in Lata n, in which self- 

preservation is ignored and realism seems impossible.

Even subjects so closely affecting their self-preservation 

c s carpentry or commerce or cookery, may, however, beeore 

as dead as mutton if  the teacher presents them in a mea

ner far removed from that of real life , i f , for instance, 
he makes them spend weeks on making joints without usi~tg 
them in real articles of furniture, or on the theory or? 

explcdents before starting to write Shorthand, or on tn« 
chemistry of cakcs before baking ana eating the cakes 
themselves. Not only must one select subjects that a f 
fect the pupils * self-preservation and self-assertion an 

real life , but one must present them to the pupils, as 

far as is humanly possible, in the same way as they ar'’ 

presented in real life . In re;. 1 life , for example, 

children "pick up" languages with apparently no effort 
and certainly much more effectively than any language 

later learnt at school. Can we copy real life in scha >1i 
/.nd if  we can, why don't we?

The answers to these questions must be left f03 
later issues. In the following articles we can merely 
hint at them. We sincerely hope, however, that our read
ers will be sufficiently stimulated to inform us of ttnir 
criticisms, and we sincerely welcome any such letters.

0O0
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THE: TEACHING OF IJTTM.

by R. G. S. Makalima.

According to the views of fll  modern education
ists the best te&ching or learning is achieved only when 
the learner finds interest in the lesson.

It is generally true that the thing which 

rrouses one's interest is that which touches one’s self- 
xmportance, either directly or indirectly. Thus in 
teaching we should either aid or challenge the self-im
portance of the pupils.

This can be done if the pupils do something in 
the lesson themselves, and clo not merely listen to the 
teacher laying clown the law. They must occupy a posi

tion which makes them feel import?nt and strive to remain 
importsnt by performing their work well. Not the tef cher 

bub the pupils, should get opportunities for practice in * 

Latin. Together v;ith this opportunity for self-activity 
at least the ideas end words employed must be so carefully 
selected as to be as near the learner's actual exper

ience - his real life - as possible. Thus we must never 

use words or ideas foreign to the pupils' experiences, un
less we can bring them nearer by using pictures, maps, dia
grams and other apparatus that help to make the lescon 
more concrete and realistic.

In this connection \.e nuy note the shortcomings 
of the traditional method of teaching Latin - i s  far as' 

interest is concerned. The old books, in an endeavour to 
jroceed systematically on the lines of gramm?r and syntax 

ere obliged to inciudc cittdels, wilc-boars, standard- 

bearers and tusses, all of ;khich arc foreign to many nupils, 
while the ordinary every-day language of the Romans' is 
hardly touched. (What is the Latin for a "cow" or a 
"cat"?)

But we have to guard against another extreme in 
the use of new methods of teaching Latin. The new books, 

in an attempt to maice the subject real, tend to confuse the 
^upils by beginning at too many points at once.



example, if the teacher wants to introduce the word 

"puella" by the direct method, he has to say, "Haec est 

puella", thus introducing three words instead of one.

We have, therefore, to compromise by adopting 

ideas from both the direct method and the grammar method. 

Far more than in the case of English, it is impossible for 

the non-Latin pupil to learn Latin in the same way as the 

young Roman did: the real life of the two is very differ
ent. As in English, he has much less time and far fewer 

opportunities for 'picking up' the foreign language, so 
that the teacher cannot leave the pupil to pick up things 

haphazardly, but has to lead him according to a carefully 
thought out plan. But necer must any such plan become 

dead and unreal, frustrating the child's desire for self- 

assertion and achievement by its unintelligibility and 
apparent valuelessness.

----------- 0O0------------

HISTORY - OUR LIVING PAST.

BY G.K. Nulliah.

. + .m S±° ry is the £reat story of man's achievements, 
illuminating the present and inspriring the future It iq 
neither an illumination nor an inspiration, however,

h- I  f  ri”f  0f dead facts» statistics, battles 
and names, which dc not touch the pupil's present life.

I is the living past, both illumination and inspiration,

? ? ?  “  f " nS, life fr°m that part of time ^ c h  is 
most full of life for the pupil - the present moment; and 
when from this fin , look-out the pupil can survey the 

colour-ful procession of the ages; courageous deeds, 

noble conduct, personal achievement in government and art

t o r v ^ ^  the ° rdinary day ’ s wor* .  In short, His
torywill live only when there live in his mind all those

events which not only have made the pupil's present life

S t  l i f e ”  m V ? "  inSPire the pupil that prL-
ent life , which is continually becoming "the future,".

+ + +u J 1S th8 standP°in-t of this article, therefore ' 
that the aim of teaching history must be to make "the ’
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living past" touch the pupils'present self-a s^ertion at 
as many points as possible, Knci that this can best be 
done by employing realism in content and methoa. In 
this article we can do no more than suggest a few points, 
leaving fuller discussion for later articles. But let 

us apply these ideas to a typical problem of content:-
In the Cepe Province there are two .jossible 

history courses for Junior Certificate. The first 
starts from pre-history anu moves on to about 1750; 
the second starts about 1750 and comes aora to to-day.
Ox the two, the second, coming closer to the pupil's 
present life in thus year of grace, 1957, obviously csn 

be brought into relation with his present life more 

realistic*.ily and more frequently than the first. In
deed, if  the first stops at 1750, (as it does for the 
BOH# of Bantu pupils in Std. VII./who do not pass on to 

Std. VIIL'.'and the 90+?4 in Std. Vlii who never see 
Metric.), it is an obviously blind alley leading no
where. p.nd yet, so much is oar education under the 

spell of Matric. as entrance into the University, to the 
disregard of entrance into Real .Life, thit we have yet 

to hear of a secondary school that provides the second 
bourse. The pupils need information with a purpose in 

view - not for passing exams, but for solving problems 

in real life . So insistent, however, is the demand for 

exam results on the part of omployers, public, p?rents 
and principals, that the present writer, when he becomes 

a teacher, may hare to capitulate. Hot. then can he com

bine Results and Reality?
To many pupils (and to many teachers) the his

tory text book is the only source of information. Us
ually the compilers of it seem to have taken a prxcie in 
seeing how many det*: ils about the Peace of Viiiafranca 
or the Battle of Boumpla^ts they can compress into the 

sm. llest possible space. Now, if the teacher is to 
make history live for the pupils, he must first make it 
live for himself, and he can do that only by reading as 
widely f s possible until the aec a bones become clad with 
flesh, and alive with love and hatred, cunning and in
telligence. / nd even this will not happen unless the 
teacher, like his pupils, continually brings what he



rsads into relation with hi,3 or.'a preseat life . Thus the 

materiel in the book nust be enriched by s wealth of tho 

intimate details th?t constitute roal human life, anec

dotes, vivid (.description arc! narrativs. An atmosphere 
::ust brood over tb-j classroom. This could be created by 

piecing round 'she walls of the room interesting historical 

pictures, such as ‘tlio*o of j;ingaan, var. Riebeek, or I'oslis- 
(Not to be left on tho v/allr till they bocona eyesores). 

Historical picture.' could bo cxaTi.’nsd and ini er 011c 03 dr.. v  
from then by thp pup*la a.; to tho state of civilization, 
moral and pel: tier1 ideas, location of the scene, etc. 

iinc-cn?r0.3 and iiapj could constructed, the mors like 

tho real thing tho better (e .g . pictorial maps). Ths rn̂ k- 

-ng 0, -aodajs, to), will wore auroly and pleaa^ntly imp re.~ 
h^s oricol facts en a child'3 (or an adult1 s I ) mind than 

many page3 Ox print, the teacher1 a lesion procoode, 

the pupils could comoleto blank cap3 and timo-charts (30c 
p*ige 33)o Jir.f.avation is often possible, and simple rosear" 
into local and tribal history (tho sources for which are 
fast dying cff) io a 17/ay3 possible and profitablo. If at 
al_ po33ibls, a small pla’ 3 in the classroom could bo 

reserved fcr a historical museum housed in a packing case 

fitted up )y tiie pup_l", v?hc a.j.30 maks the collection, 

sometimes there p.s a magic- lantern; this should be made 
full use of. and not become buried undor dust in a lumber 

rooms one megic-lantern calk is worth hours of text-book 
study.

Hand in hand with the principle of Realism, 
go S3 that of self-asserticn and self-activity, as has 

becoma abundantly evident abov3, The pupils should bo 

given as many opportunities ez  possible of feeling import 
ant, e.g. by dramatising historical episodes, not necc.3- 

sarily in elaborate fashion. The pupils who take part in 

the play fool important, and therefore will eagerly take 
sndlsss trouble to rr.tke it roal and interesting to their 

audience. Those who have taken part in dramatizing such a 
enisodo know how it stands out ever after as a memorable 

oatch of bright and living colour amidst the level 
greyness of the surrounding teaching. Classroom 
discussions, and the investigation of modern oroblc 
in the light of history also do much to
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provide opportunities of self-assortion for the good of 

all- In the setting of essays, instead of asking the 

pupils to write about Sandile, one can suggest (after 

creating a suitable atmosphere) that they give an account 
of "What Sandile's spirit told me in a dream". In col
lecting information for such an essay, the pupils will 

put their heart and soul into the work, for they are 
the heroes of the story.

Civics should be similarly treated by pupil 
investigation into local government and state services, 

by actual experience of democratic institutions in pupil 

committees for sports or societies or clubs, and by li\- 
ing cooperation between the members cf the class commun

ity, each performing some important prrt of a common 

enterprise. It is an interesting comment on the unreality 

of our school system that this essential training for our 

future citizens in one of their most far-reaching functions 
has been dropped from the syllabus.

__________________ 00O00_______________
00O00

G30SRAPHY III SCHOOL.

By H. L. Nabe.

It is the great nim of education that, realizing 
that no one lives unto himself, we should learn to think 

of our neighbours as ourselves. Tince everybody the 
world over is our neighbour, it will be impossible to 

achieve this aim unless ne feel thr-t they are real people 
like ourselves end unless we really understand how they 
live and how their lives affect our3 , for instance in 

clothes, implements, food and home comforts. It also 

pays in cash to know how the neonle rith whom we trode 
live. * ' *

Treating of the world as the home of the child, 
the geography teacher, then, should aim at 
training the men and women of to-morrow to have 
a clear understanding of the world in which 
live and work (and may have to vote or fight) 
in order that they may be able to think *
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sanely about social, political and economic

matters.
There are, however, teachers of Geography, as 

of other subjects, who see no bigger aim than to get pu

pils through their exams so that they may get good re port 
from the inspector and e word of commendation from the 
principal. Such concentration on exams and oblivion to 
life , is likely to result in a presentation of the sub

ject that neither is like real life nor affects the self- 
preservation of the pupils. The extreme result of this 

attitude were the " Cepes ana Bays" teachers, a species 
fortunately almost wholly extinct to-aay. Twin brothers 

of the "1066-end-ell-th8t" history tee cherSj they made 

the pupils devour strings of capes end bsys end towns and 

what-not, in beautifully systematic orderj-- ("Nordkyn, 
North Cape, Skager Rak, Kattegat, Cape Nez") in the firm 

belief that thus their digestions would be trained to 

deal with the hara facts of adult geography. Whether 
they had ever seen or were ever likely to see a cepe or a 

bay, or even a jacture of these things, mattered not.
In short, the Child was lost sight of. Then, about 
tw enty years ; go, there appeareu the 111 sob? r-a nd-I s o- 
therm" teacher, v»ho sufferea from acute terminoiogitis 
and note-itis in an effort to base geography on such 
sciences as chemistry and physics. Once more the Child 

was forgotten: strictly logical notes and definitions 
were the centre of interest. Perhaps it was this teach

er who tried to convince the Child that the earth is 
round by talking about eclipses and crescent moons and 
planets and what-not, when obviously the only thing that 
could convince the Child was: being taken high enough in

to the ear to see the roundness. No wonder we developed 

little lying hypocrites who could rtttle off to the in
spector all the reasons for believing that the earth is 
round, while in their hearts they believed (like many of 
us grown-ups) that it was all bunkum.

Lastly came the "Home-of-Man11 teacher, deal
ing with the world as the place in which Man (or Child) 
is born, lives and «orks; not a dead and dissected world 
of rivers and railways or glaciers end trade winds, but a 

real, sensible world, for real, sensible people. Even
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here, however, there are dangers. Such statements as:

The forests of Germany cause many people to manufacture 

toys", and "Natural routes meet at Venice (or London) and 

therefore Venice (or London) is so important" leave a 

wrong impression of life . They make pupils assume explicit

ly or implicitly that men are forced by geographic condit

ions to act in particular ways, so that all men with 
tho same geographic environment will act in the same 
v;ay, whereat! actually men are free agents who can choose 

what use they shall make of environment. The physical 

geography of China, for instance, is very similar to 

that of the U .S .A ., but human life is very different.
Our : no ledge of geography should therefore make us 

realize the extent of our freedom on tho one hand, 

and our limitations on the other. If I know ray own 

limitations I may be able to sympathize with others 
and do my share in helping them.

How then may we through the study of geography 
train our children to become clear-sighted and broad

minded citizens of the world? By a combination of 

realism nnd self-preservation. From the former aspect, 
the teacher's skill in framing the teaching syllabus is 
seen not only in arranging that all parts are covered, 

but that they are covered in such a way that they build 

themselves up in the pupil’s mind into one coherent 
idea - a unified conception of the real world. The 

subjoci itself should be presented in close correlation 

with history (which is inexplicable without geography), 

nature study, agriculture, language work, mathematics, ’  
hand' or!, otc., in order that the pupil may realize that 

the subject is not confined to a certain period on the 

school time-table but touches real life at every point.

Real objects, pictures and films| newspaper cuttings; 
maps (the more like the real world, the better, e.g. 
relief maps, pictorial maps, maps with real samples 

mounted on them); globesj stories of travel - all these 
should combine in making the work intelligible, inter
esting and memorable.

These things will be particularly successful 
if the children's self-preservation, self-assertion, or 

3elf-accivity cab be brought into play. Thus it is
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the children who should be stimulated to collect real 
samples, pictures, newspapersj to me ice maps of all kinds 
ana even globesj to construct simple models, quadrants, 

theodolites, water-levels, and to experiment with these 
like real geographers and surveyors; to make e; cursions 
(correlated with nature study and history), to observe, 

and to eXjjeriment (e .g . erosion) j to examine pictures 
and drew conclusions - in short, to be placed in the .po

sition of reel discoverers end explorers. Above all, 
geography shoula const, ntly be brought home to them; 

starting from what is to them the reelest spot on ecrth, 
their home, they shoula first study the geography of 
their home, just as rerl, intelligent, human beings 

would study it outsiae that institution which symbolis
es the segregation of education from life , the school.
But - whet htp^ns to the wool or the mealies or the 

tobacco, by means of which their parents feed and clothe 
and house them? /nd where do their brothers go to in 

order to earn the money that buys more cattle for theii 
father?

Thus, starting from the realest spot on ecrth, 

the spot where the child lives, the geogrt ,hy 

teacher's task is "tracing geography outwrrds" 
from the child, just as the history teacher's 

task is"tracing history backwards" from the 
child.

--------------- oOo------ ----------
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by ¥. Nkomo.

The principle that education means the develop

ment of a person's self-assertion or individuality for 
the good of the whole community, through a realistic 
training in his own environment, ought to be the guiding 

principle of every teacher of biology or nature study.
In our own environments there is a wealth of educative 
material which we as teachers can well use to make our 
subject real nd v lu :ble. Tho country school, in fact, 
despite its poorer equipment,.h s in this subject a 

greater wealth of such materi 1 thin the town school.

The plants and animals and natural events such as winds 
and sunshine are there in greater abundance, and undis- 

torted, undefiled and undimmod by the artificiality of 

town life with its unbroken expanse of brick and cement, 
its grime and its smoko. Nov, in accordance with the 

principle that we must present our subjects to our pupils 

in a manner as closely •’ s possible approximating to the 

conditions under which self-assertion comes into play 

in real lif9 , we should clcarly take them out of school 
into ilnture's store of material and not coop them up in 
dingy classrooms. -That, howovor, is usually done?

First, there is the purely bookish method in ^hich 
words and words and more words are the staple food of 
teacher and tfsught —  lifeless, valueless unreality.

Then comes the teacher who first gives the theory, and 
then performs the experiment or observation himself, 

forgetting that we learn even intellectual facts only by 

doing them ourselves. To lesser extent than with the 
first type, this teacher may -ctually be blinded to the 

African teality around him, by the European text-book;

’to a lesser extent", however, for his experiments may 
force him to attend to the mterials available for his 
experiment in his environment. The third type, which 
together with the second includes the vast majority of 
nature study and biology teachers, is that in which the 
teacher gives the theory first and then lets the pupils 

perform the experiment to dig out f. cts that have"already
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been piled up in front of them. The second and third methods 

save a lot of trouble at the moment, for they make the 

subject fool-proof, and all of us know v/hat fools pupils 

usually are. By giving thon the theory as a sort of guide
book, we make it almost impossible for them to go wrong. 

Unfortunately for this point of view, it is a fact which 
all of us have experienced ourselves (whether we are pupils, 

professors or even principals), that we learn only by 

"trial and error", that is, by being given freedom to go 
wrong, and by actually going wrong more or less often.

(The late appearance of T 1ACHIHG is due to an accident, 

which has taught the editors more than much talking. -3d .)
So there is lastly the type of teacher who 

arranges things in such a way (for instance, by slily in

troducing frogs into the classroom) that the pupil is 
stimulated to perform experiments or make observations 

and then, under the stimulating guidance of the teacher, 
to draw conclusions - to construct his theory himself.
This teacher is still extremely rare, for it is a diffi

cult job to arrange things naturally, and still more dif

ficult to make use of the things that Nature has arranged 

in her own seasonal order and to mske that fit the sylla

bus order. Besides, it leaves lots of loop-holes for the 

pupils' original sin to squoeze through and do stupid 

things which waste much time in correcting. It is , however, 

the only method that can lay clrim to producing that sup
reme quality of modern life which every science (and Lat
in) no matter how taught, claim to create; the scientific 

attitude! for it is the only method employed by the real 
discoverer in real life , be he man-in-the-street or child- 
on-the-veld or scientist-in-the-laboratory. It is the dis

covery that we have made on our own, without anyone's tel

ling us beforehand v/hat wo should find, that is most deep

ly satisfying and most real, most lasting and most easily 

applicable to the real life from which it has sprung.
We can only very briefly apply this to definite 

teaching situations. In the country where ground is plen

tiful, the school should bo surrounded by a miniature fa 

farm an acre or two in extent. Here experiments with and 
observations of plants, animals and natural phenomena 

should be conducted. On tho one hand erecting simple
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cages, fowl-runs and small camps for rabbits, poultry, 

pigs, sheep and other animals m.kes it possible for the 

children to become thoroughly acquainted with their modes 

of life . On the other hand, they do so in a situation 

that is not concerned with school-books full of words, 

but that obviously affects their own liges, their own 
self-preservation in their everyday life . Thus biology 

and nature study, instead of being school—subjects be

ginning when the period-bell rings at 10.15 and stopping 
r.-hen it rings again at 10.55, prove to be the central 
and unifying point of the universe, tha study of that 
Life vhich alone makes the contents of the universe 

intelligible. The children see the necessity of wood

work — making cages and nests and fences, because there 
aro valuable living things to protect; agriculture - 

proving food for valuable living things; hygiene - look

ing after the health of valuable living things; erith- 

rcp-iAc - counting and buying and selling thw products and 
food of living things; geography - finding where those 

products go to and that food comes from, and where they 

m~y bo sold or bought most satisfactorily, and why; 

langu.-ge - giving information about these living things 

in speech to those close at hand and in writing to those 
at a distance; and morality - learning by painful "trial 

ana error that stealing the poultry-food of one’s neigh

bour is less satisfying than taking care of one’s own and. 

if  need be, working for money to buy more. In short, 

nature study becomes both the focal point and the radi- 

ating point of the universe, for an effective life In 
which we profess to prepare our pupils.

All sorts of objections will be raised. Whet 
;bout the town school without even a garden? Copy 
Reality as closely as possible; very often ground is 

avail blc near the school; if not, the teacher’s back

yard; if not, tins and boxes in school. If no reality 
is . vailable, the subject should be scrapped. vThat 

about the order given in the syllabus or text-book? and 

under what subject on the time-table should all this 

bo grouped: The writer may be pardoned for answering 
in the vigorous words of such an eminent educationist as
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Dr E. G. Malherbe, Director of the Union Bureau of 

Iducation;
"Subjects be blowedi Your work is not to teach 
subjects, but to interpret life . You must 

teach these growing youngsters above all to see 

life connectedly and whole. And how can you 

teach them that, when you yourself view it in the 
school as a lot of fragments called subjects 

(or syllabuses - W .N .) ? These children 

will be but a few years with you, after that 

they will leave school and have to face that 
vast and complicated thing called life - under 
modern social and economic conditions. They 
look to you for guidance and help more than 
ever before in the history of this country." 

(Education and the Poor White, p. 133»)
Now, neither Dr Malherbe nor we are 

advocating a haphazard jumping to and fro without a 

dominating purpose in the pupils' minds, building the 

whole into an orderly, sane structure? what we do object 
to is that pedantic orderliness which, like the scientist 

in the laboratory, insists on cutting up life like a 

prize rabbit or frog into thousands of bits of dead 

meat all arranged in superbly systematic but superbly 

lifeless order in neatly labelled preserving jars.

By having a clear idea of what we are aiming 
at and in accordance therewith, plotting out a course 

made realistic by collecting specimens, drawing, model
ling, constructing simple aquaria for water animals and 
terraria for land animals, making weather and life charts, 

linking up with geography and scouting, conducting 

simple plant and soil experiments over a period of time - 
by these and many other things copied from real life, 
even a town school, without money or ground, can obtain 

good "results" on the one hand, and prepare its pupils 

for living, on the other. The recipe for success isj 
some intelligence and lots of enthusiasm.

—0O0
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by P. M. Mabiletsa.

Because there is rarely rnything as real to us 
as our bodies, physiology and hygiene should combine real

ism end self-preservation in s unioue way snu be of ab

sorbing interest to our pupils. Unfortunately mrny 
teachers of this subject ere so over-ewed by text-book 

and. exf ruination that their attention is focussed on the 

memorising of words rather than the cultivatxon of heal

thy habits. in fact, so unreal is this subject fre
quently even to the teacher, that the -vriter has been 

strucK by the way m  which teachers, after studying it for 
years at school ano college, ano te£ ching it for years, to 
their pupils, disregard the must elementary rules of 

health, which they tell their pujiis tre so exceedingly 
important. Repeatedly he has attended teachers» meetings 
where every door and window was tightly shut, or had tea 

vmid swarms of flies, many of which were disporting 
themselves on the ca^e, the sugar, the tea-cups, and the 

face of the teacher’s bc.by. The usual excuse - lack of 

money and equipment in school - cannot be the reason for 
this unreality, thxs meaninglessnes,. of the hygiene 

learnt at school, for obviously the teaching can be prac
tised out of school only if  the teacher trices into account 
the lac,-. of money ana mocifxes hus edvice so that it can 
be put into practice in that locality.

Let us ta^e a lesion on "How to clean our teeth." 
How dead anu unreal thxs lesson often turns out to be in 
the hands, of a thoughtless teacher] The writer has known 
teachers, who, in the remote bsck-veld schools, where the 
pupils come into contact with civilisation only through 

the teacher ana the storekeeper six miles away, used com

binations of sounds lxke "tooth-brush", tooth-paste", to 
Native boys and girls who had never seen these things ?nd 
hau no money to buy them. The teacher should keep in 

mind the real l^fe of the ju.jils. and he may ask: * "..hat 
uo you do to your- teeth after eating pumpkin at home?'1 
The pupil will answer that he sharpens a small piece of 
wooa, removes the bits of food with the sharp end,
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end cleans the teeth ?<ith cola wood-e.sh, after -which he 

rinses his mouth with cold water. Why shoula the teach

er rlose his eyes to the reel situation, the method most 

practicable, most intelligible end most real to the life 

of the pupil* and emphasise the text-booic tccount, far 
removed from the pupil's life , merely because it is giv
en in e text-book intended for clifferr-nt conditions?

But thxs is by no mesns sufficient. V.e cannot be satis
fied i.ith c verbel account j v.e can be s'atisfxed only 
w.Lth the reel thing - kee ang tec-th clean. In this les
son, therefore, and daily thereafter, we should insist 

on "clean teeth drill", when the pupils actually perform 
the activity and the pupils or teacher suggests improve
ments on the traditional m^thoo.

The physiology ies_-ons shoula grow out of the 
health work, and aim solely at making that health work 
more intelligent and efiective; to concentrate on all 
the different nerves that pass from the brain to the body 
or to memorise the convolutions of the brain, is a crimi
nal waste 01 mental energy, for such knowledge is of 
value only to one brain specialist out of five million 
normal human bexngs. One cannot condemn such a prac

tice too vehemently. There is such a vast amount of 
vitally important information and such a large number of 
viteily .unjjortant habxts and attitudes to be thoroughly 

acquired, that onp cannot < aste time on mere fe.cts.
Let us illustrate with a lesson on "The structure of a 
tooth." The introduction will be a tooth-ache end an 
examination of the pupils' teeth by the pupils. The 
problem having been brought home to them, the teacher 
produces the apparatus; £ goat's lower jaw, wxth teeth, 
a saw, a pair ol pincers, end a sharp, strong needle for 
jjrobxng the teeth. "mho *ould like to pull out a tooth?" 
asks the teacher. ITager hands go up on all sxdes.

Ana so from the beginning the interest of the pupils has 
been captured simply because from the introduction the 
lesion h£S been made as like real life as possible.
The pupil struggles with the tooth until it is out - so 

like the uentist! The next question might be: "<<hat 
makes it so difficult to puli a bush out of the ground?" - 

the roots. "what could we call that part of the tooth
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which fixes the tooth to the jaw?" Guided by such Ques

tions, the pupils ere stimulated to thiniv at etch point, 
anc to reach etch small solution with a satisfying flash 
of insight.

To sum up: Because this subject is of such 
vitel importance to the pupils' lives, the teachcr's words 
definitions, tflicxng, lecturing* shoula, to ;n  even 

greater extent than in other subjects, bp reduced to an 

absolute minimum, end the pupils' activity increased to 
an absolute maximum. Unless hygiene is tjr£ctised, both 
hygxene and physiology are worse than valueless. It 

may be practised by realistic lessons starting from the 

pupils1 stomachs fnd eyes and ears, /.ith much activity, 
end simple, striKing diagrams; these lesions immedirtely 

to be followed by excursions of investigation on the play 

ground, and into the village; to be followed up by the 
election of pupils tu attend to uefimte little matters, 
(every pupil cs far as possible receiving some little re
sponsibility), such as the uaily "clean teeth drill", 
fmger-naii inspection, cle? n hancs inspection, open uin- 

aov.s inspection, clern play-ground inspection. This 

coulci very well be run on the scout c-ystem of patrols, 
every petrol being responsxbie for a stated period. In

spection is obvxousiy not enough: the ideas must be car
ried out here and now if  they are ever to be earned out 
later in other places. Ro the pupils may be led in the 

hand-work class to think out and construct possible me
thods,in miniiture, of disposing of human excreta, the 
teacher going round cnc stimulating them to critical ex

amination oi the oefects anc edvtJitaget of each, until 
in the end two or three prr cticcble systems have been 

developed. The next step is to carry these out in full- 
size dimensions, ant to experiment with them. Mere lec
tures on lctrines ere useless. Experiments with the 
d isL>osel of rubbish, first aid work, health campaigns 
(e .g . "Better Bcbies"), experiments to demonstrate the 

value of the new laeas to pujjils ana adults alike, real- 
istxc clay models to impress the food values of different 
vegetables, fruits, meats, etc. - these and many others 
should be undertaken if  the teaching of physiology and 
hygiene is to be of any value at all. Much extra work 
will have to be undertaken, and considerable opposition



will have to be tactfully overcome, and this will only 

be possible if  the teacher combines some intelligence 
with lots of enthusiasm.
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THE RELIGIOUS EDUCATION OF CHiT.nBFM t

by Rev. M. Carrick, M .A., B.D.

(We have pleasure in publishing this ar
ticle from the able pen of the Editor of the 

"Bantu Presbyterian Church Magazine", which is 
published monthly at Fort Hare. *.e arc deep
ly indebted to him for the valuable exper
ience in publishing such o magazine which he 
generously placed at our disposal, sno for the 
actuel assistance which he has given us.

Editors.)

In attempting to write on this subject, I 
shall pass over the obvious questions whxch the title 

raises in your minds, namely - what is religion? - anc., 
INhat is education? Should we stop to provide these 
definitions, we should spend endless time in debate 
and probably retch no unanimous conclusion. I shall, 

therefore, assume that my readers have a general worjc- 
ing knowledge of what education is and aims to do, and 
that they have a general knowledge of the Christian 
relxgion.

No-' , both religion and education attempt to 
do something to and with the personality of the child, 
and we must be agreed as to the meaning of personality 
before we proceed. If  the child is just a bodily 
existence, or a little animal, it will not be able to 
appreciate either religion or education. But we be
lieve the child is more than that and that however 
li&e an animal he may appear in his e«irly days, he soon 
developes powers that distinguish him from animals.
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These powers ere connected with the development of his 

personality, and centre round his e.notionf 1 life , his 

thought life end his will life . (We do not metn to di
vide the human mind into three separate compartments, for 

in tny act of a person the „hole mino, feelxng, thought 
and bill, is at -..ork; but this division helps us to see 
the development of human personality.)

(a) The emotional life ? Having risen from the 
animal level, man has within him the instincts of the 

animals. He is concerned about acquiring food, about 
protecting himself, about companionship, and so on. In 
his early days these instincts are expressed rs purely 

physical cravings. /  child may in innocence fondle a 
harmful snaKej but when it harms him, the instinct of 
repulsion is touched into life , and he is aware of an in
tense physical desire to get out of the presence of the 

snake. Similar experiences, e .g . fire, acwed to this 
one, set up in his mind the emot-ion of repulsion. ;.hen 
he a  n experience in himself this emotion without the pre
sentation of the actual stimuli (snake or fire) in the 
outer world, he will have developed in his mind the sen

timent that corresponds to the emotion, in this case, the 
sentiment of hate. Fvery instinct has a corresponding 

emotion, ana every emotion hct> the power of establishing 

in the mind a definite sentiment. It is these sentiments 
that control a man's t«stes anu aspirations, and that are 
revealed in his attitude to life snri society.

(b) The thought l ife ; /.s in the case of the 
emotional life , early observetiono are (jurely physical in 
character, and concern sensations of warmth «nd cold, pain 
and comfort. when these vague sensations become more de
fined they are called perceptions and es such can be clas
sified, iaenti.fj.ed and recognised. Verxous kinds of 
warmth, for example, from a. fire or from blankets can be 
distinguished. These perceptions are the raw material 

which the mind uses in making judgements - when fire is 
perceived, the mind may pass an act of judgement and de
clare that fire is a gooo thing when confined to a cer

tain space; we are continually making judgements of this 
nature. But if  we had actua.lly to perceive a fire in or
der to make such judgements, life would become hopelessly
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encumbered, so the mind has aeveloped the faculty of 
imagining its objects without actually perceiving th m 

in the external world. Much of our thinking is carried 

on by the use of imagination. We can conclude this 
account of our thinking processes by saying that it -s 
possible for the mind to operate without the use of 
images at all, (although some psychologists deny this , 
and this is the dizzy height in which there lives the 

philosopher with his love of abstract language and hi 
desire nob to confuse his tnimcxng by the use of pic
ture or meta^or.

(c) The will Life; We have spoken about 

.instincts and emotions as expressed and of judgements 
as acts, ana this serves to show how these three ele
ments of personality are inter-related, for it is the 
will that is responsible for putting into operation 
the thoughts ana feeling.? of a person. Our ideas and 

feelings do not express themselves at random end by 

chance, for what we mean by a person and by personality 
is that £ ctions are within fairly wide limits predict
able. If  we htive taseu che trouble to make a friend 
and have unconsciously watched his behaviour and atti

tude to life , we know almost certainly what will be his 
action in a given situation. The reason for this is 
that the will is responsible for organising the activi
ty of the whole1 aind and for putting into practice 
ideas and sentiments that are co-ordinated by it .

fr'e shell leave you to think out implications 
of this view of personality for religion and for edu
cation till  next month, when i*e shall continue this 
article.

-------------- oQo---------------

*
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FLYING OVER AFRICA. TT.

by Mr Z. K. Matthews, M .A ., LL.B.

In the last issue of "Teaching", I tried to 
give you a few general impressions of the continent of 
Africa. Nov; we must retrace our steps end go over our 
journey slightly more systematically.

The first pert of our trxp was made by boat.
As you know, the Union Castle Steamship Company has a 
number of what are called Intermediate boats which start 
from London, sail down the u e s t  Coast of Africa, calling 

at most of the important ports, and continue their voyage 
up the Fast Coast of Africa, through the Red Sea and the 
Mediterranefn Sea, and so back to London. At the same 

time a number of Intermediate boats go in the opposite 
direction, i .e .  Irom London, through the Mediterranean, 

down the Red Sea tnd the East Coast of Africa, up the 

Ivest Const, ana back to London. It takes from six to 
eight weeks to make the round trip. The advantage of 
the Intermediate boats is thet they cell at a number of 
ports, thus breaking the monotony of sea travel with 

peeps into many lands, enabling people to see something, 
of life in those countries. They do not, however, stop 
long enough anywhere to enable one to see much of the 
hinterland that lies beyond the ports.

We sailed from East London in the "Lltnstephen 
Castle" on the 18th December. As you may guess, that 
was rather close to Christmas, and consequently the 

boat was packed, not only with tourists from overseas, 
but with South Africans who were taking a holiday trip 

up the Fast Coast. The number of people on board wxth 
a Scotch accent, gave the lie to the story that those 
worthy members of the British Empire are the least 
ready to pert with their money. Having such a large 
company on board makes lxfe on the boat very gay, but 
not as restful as those in search of some respite from 
the hustle anu bustle of life would like. Having a 

number of boisterous and irresponsible young people on 
board also does not add to the cleanliness of the boat, 
especially if  it happens to be an old-fashioned one
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iiKe the "Llcnstephan Castle."

Our first foreign port of call was Lourenco 
Marques. Here we came into contsct with the Portuguese 
and were able to see something of life in a country un

der Portuguese rule. Seeing the Portuguese always 

takes one's mind bach to the early days of modern ^fricen 
History. fthst intrepid sailors those old Portuguese 
must have been to brave the open sea in the frail ships 

of their day.' But for their courage, even if  lured on 

by tho hope of rich merchandise at the end of their 
voyages, /frice might iitill have been ''terrc incognita" 
on the maps of the world. Then one cannot helo think
ing of the part they played rn the opening up of certain 

parts of Africa. Theal tells us that for two centuries 
the Portuguese had mission stations .in parte of what is 
now Rhodesia, and there they tried to make up with some 

constructive work Tor the havoc they wrought in Native 
life with their slave-trading. Still, when one looks 
at the Portuguese to-day, one can hardly believe that 
they come of the stocic of Vasco da Gama and P'AImeidr.
They look a poor lot physically, and judging by the 

length of time they take to supply ships calling at their 

ports with what they want, ths early exploits of their 
ancestors seem to have exhausted all their energy and 
lef-t with nothing to pass on to their descendants.

Thai-, ov.jrht to remind us of our responsibility toward pos
terity. The character of our descendants will defend 
very largely upon hov; -,ve conduct Our lives now. To re
turn to the present-day Portuguese, there is one thing 
they do not seem to have lost, and that is the spirit of 

gambling, which is still very much in evidence among them, 
not only in the form of the lotteries with thich they 
have familiarized us evan in South Africa, but in the 
form of Casinos - places of entertainment, in wluch the 
patrons are relieved of as much as possible of their 
worldly possessions. We tv r beseecheci by the demonstra

tive Portuguese to avail ourselves during our stay in 
Lourenco Marques, of the opportunity to visit these dens 
of questionable pleasures, but we preferred the monotony, 

of life on boara to the night life in a Casino. The oth

er Portuguese port at which we called was Bpira, a port



which is much used by Southern end Northern end Southern 
Rhodesia, as well as by Nyas&land. Here again there 

were most tantalizing delays in the loading and unloading 
of the ship, end we were glad to see the last of Portuguese 
territory on December 27th.

Our next port of call was Dar-es-Salaam, which 
is in Tanganyika Territory, the old German East Africa.

We were now getting into touch with the real East Africa, 

and we were consequently not surprised to find the boat 
boarded by numerous Indian tradesmen pressing their 

merchandise upon the passengers - curios of various kinds, 

articles of clothing whose cheapness disclosed their Japan
ese origin, were to be had for almost next to nothing.
It was only later when piople at their leisure examined 

what they had bought, that they discovered how they had 
been "had", when they found out for instance that they 

were in possession of shirts with the right size as far 
as the collar was concerned, but not as far as the rest 
of the body was concerned. Be that as it may, JJer-es- 

Salaam is a magnificent bay dotted with picturesque is
lands with lovely tropical vegetation. On the water 
front stands a magnificent cathedral, the first one of the 
many splendid edifices dedicated to the worship of God 

that we were privileged to see in East Africa. It must 
have given the Germans much pain to lose that Colony.

We arrived at Zanzibar, our next port of cell, 
on New Year's Day. Zanzibar is a British Protectorate 
ruled over by a Sultan, who has held his position for 

25 years. in fact, the whole island was decorated with 
flags, etc. for his Jubilee celebrations, which were then 

in progress. Suitable notice was toicen of this import
ant event by different Governments, including the Union 
Government, while the King conferred a Knighthood upon 
the Sultan. Our ship stood far out at sea, while visi

tors to the shore went in small boats manned by Africans. 
One had no difficulty in getting a guide to show one the 

sights of this thickly populated island - 185 persons to 
the square mile. (Union of South Africa: 15 to the 

square mile). The narrow streets were simply crammed 
with humanity and rapidly one was t; ken to see the old 

slave market where the sordid business of traffic in
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human beings used to be carried on. On this site now 
stands a Christian church. As we passed the Sultan's 

palace, the guide reminded us that the Sultan's harem used 
to house no less than 100 wives, end he hastened to add, 

somewhat regretfully one thought, "Now Sultan only got 
one." The museum contained many interesting relics con
nected with the history of the island, which, as students 
of history know, has been by no means uneventful. Here 

and there one comes across schools which have been put up 

by His Highness, the Aga Khan, for the education of the 
children of that section of the Mahommedons of which he 
is the heed. The heavy scent of cloves bore testimony 

to the fact that Zanzibar tas the greatest cloves-industry 
in the world. Our stay in Zanzibar was very short, but 
altogether it seemed a pleasant place in which to spend 
a holiday. Leaving there about 4 p.m., at 9 p.m. we 
arrived at Tonga, where we spent the night. fie left 

there the next morning to arrive at our last port of call, 
Mombasa, at 2 p.m. on January 2nd.
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Tvhat life-work should s. particular child be 
advised to prepare himself or herself for? I t is usual
ly very difficult for parents or teachers to decide v/hft 
kinds of work would be best for their children, and how 

to guide them in choosing a career. This difficulty is 
largely due to lack of full and accurate knowledge about 
various matters:-

(a) The intellectual talents and character traitb
of evexy child;

(b) All the different vocations that are open to
them;

(c) The intellectual talents and character traits

needed to make a man succeed in a particul? r 
vocation;

(£) The prospects in the different vocations;
chances of finding employment; opportuni
ties for doing good to one's people; sala
ries; chances of promotion; status;

(e) The training needed to prepare for a particu

lar vocation: at what piece? how meiy 

years? what does it cost? what specific 
courses end subjects?

In pursuance of its policy of serving the Bantu 
and Non-European peoples of Africa 6s fully as possible 
the South African Native College hopes to publish a book
let, this year giving such information for the guidance of 
Bantu end Non-European schools and homes. In order to 

make this booklet as useful as possible, TEACHING has 
been asked to publish r. pr limirr.nseries of short articles 
on the various careers, and you are earnestly requested 

to send us any criticisms, views and information about 
these matters that you may have in mind.

«,e intend to deal with the chief vocations in 
the following order;-

May; Teaching and Ministry.

June; Commerce and Agriculture.
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August: interpreters end clerks, and Sur
veying.

We shall also suggest other modes of employment 

and possible ways of training for these. v;hile concen
trating on the South African Native College and the Union 
of South /.frica, we shall not confine ourselves to these.

-------------- ----------------- oOo--------------------------------

fRSA.il

)UPON EMPLOYMENT BUREAU.
IAY,

937
lCHING

There is such a need of teachers with high quali
fications to fill  VcCfr-t posts in Native institutions oil 
over Southern Pfrica, that the S. A. Native College is at 

times inundated v.ith urgent requests for information i bout 
probable candidates for such posts. It is often impossib
le immediately to give the school authority concerned in

formation about such men and women, or to let probable can
didates know quickly about the vacant posts. In colla
boration with the College authorities, therefore, TEACHING 
is establishing a Bureau for collecting information, in 

order, with as little delay ts possible, to bring together 
the men who might want such & post, and the school author
ity wanting such a man.

£ny Most-primaiy teacher who is out of employment 
or who would like to teach in some other school, is there
fore requested to communicate with TEACHING, enclosing 
the coupon which will always be found at the head of this 
section. He will then be sent a form to fill  in. Any 
institution or education authority wanting a teacher, either 
at the time or within a year afterwards, is requested to do 
the same, when a form will be sent to them for giving par
ticulars about the post in question. Then TEACHING will 
do its best to bring the right applicants into touch with 
the right authorities. No such information will be di
vulged to unauthorized persons, but all information cf this 
kind will be dealt with in the strictest confidence if  the
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teacher or school authority notes CONFIDENTIAL on the 
form supplied. Yfe shall make no charge for this service 
except the Burefu Coupon and 6d. in stamps to cover post
age. The coupon must not be more than one month old.

---------------------- oOo------------------------

•AFRICAN TEACHERS AND RFSFARCH.

A great deal of interest is being taken in 
things African to-day. Besides those inquisitive and ir
ritating people who look upon the African as a museum spe
cimen or as something reminding them of their connection 
with so-called "missing links" in the zoological series, 
there are numerous students who have a genuine desire to 
be better informed about Africa and her peoples and some 
of the results of their researches have been embodied in 
interesting books on African life. One need only refer 
to Dr. Monica Hunter's excellent study on Pondo Life in 
her "Reaction to Conquest", to remind our readers of what 
is being done by painstaking students in this matter of 
making Africa better known to the world. The names of 
people like Prof. Shapera and Prof. Lestrade, both of Cape 
Town University, Mrs. Hcernle and Prof. Doke, both of the 
viitwatersr&nd University, Dr. Brookes of Adams College,
Natal, Mr. J. D. Rheinallt Jones, Prof. Mac Millan,
Mrs. Ballinger will always be remembered for their research
es into different aspects of Native Life and Thought in 
this country. They have done much to interpret the mind 
and feelings of the inarticulate Bantu to those who have 
ears to hear and minds with which to comprehend.

Now this business of getting to know what is f t  
the back of the mind of people who belong to a different 
race and different culture from one's own is not easy.
It is a task which could be performed much more expedi
tiously and much more satisfactorily if Africans themselves 
had a hand in it. All these v.orkers referred to above will 
readily testify to the immense help they have obtained in 
their researches from intelligent Africans, once they had 
been made to see the signigicrnce of the work which was 
being done. Consequently questions are being asked among
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these scholars as to what can be done to interest /fricans 
particularly educated Africans, in the field of /frican 
Research, and what training they might be given to fit 
them for their work. For there xS nothing easier but no
thing more erroneous than to assume that simply because 
one is an African, one must be at an advantage 8S compared 
with a foreigner in bringing to light information about 
Africans. This is a task which requires intelligence,
Keen observation, methodical enquiry and insight to pene
trate below mere externals to find the root of the matter 
under investigation. Even training will not put these 
qualities into one if they do not exist, but if they are 
present, they are all the better for e little training.
The African is no exception to the rule that even the 
talented req uire training and industry in order to make 
the best use of their gifts.

This is a matter to which teachers in particular 
should give their attention. The field of Native educa
tion is one which is full of problems which African teach- • 
ers can help to solve, or in which they might at least take 
an intelligent interest. The teacher who does not con
stantly ask himself questions - and try to answer them to * 
the best of his ability - about his work:- about his pu
pils, about the curriculum which is in vogue in his school, 
about the m  ethoas which he is using in his teaching, about 
the influence of his school on his community, about what 
happens to his pupils alter school, about their recreation, 
their religious life, their diet, their economic life, 
their health - the teacher whose mind is completely blank 
about all these problems and many more, is not really worth 
his place in the school. I can almost hear the con
scientious teacher say, "I am so busy preparing lessons 
and seeing to the efficient running of ny classes, that I 
couldn’t possibly be asking myself questions about my work 
and, what's more, I certainly have no time to try to 
answer such questions". But when we remember that we stay 
in these schools year in, year out, is it too much to ex
pect that we might, as the years go by, extend the rtnge of 
our interests, as far as our schools are concerned? Just 
think of how much information we might in time amass if we * 
made it a habit to jot down in a note-book thoughts that



occasionally occurred to us about these problems, in
formation that we come by perhaps in the course of a con
versation with a parent, the local storekeeper or the in
spector. During the vacations we might try to work up 
these scraps of information into something more syste
matic, excnange views on them with our fellow teachers, 
perhaps at the local Branch of the Teachers* Associations 
or through the columns of the Teachers' Magazine or of 
"Teeching". How much this would add to our profession
al growth! I feel sure that the Jesuits of such an at
titude towards the field of education in which we are en
gaged would soon be reflected in our work in the school. 
Now start with some purely local problem which you are 
able to handle, write to "Teaching" about it and the 
Editors will endeavour to assist you by indicating the 
issues involved, the lines of enquiry which you might 
adopt, the methods you require to follow and the use to 
which the results of your investigations might be put.
In our next issue we shall tell you something about what 
the Negroes in America are doing about making the Negro 
better known, not only among whites, but even among the 
Negroes.-: themselves.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------- O Q 0 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------
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PROBLEM 
COUPON. 1
MAY, ! IS THIS YOUR PROBLEM TOO? 

1937.
TEACHING. :

In this section, any difficulties sent in by our 
subscribers will be dealt with, and information 
will be given, where requested. Any information 
supplied may be accepted as the most expert cb- 
tainable. Every inquiry must be accompanied 
by a Id. stamp, and the coupon found on this 
page. The coupon must not be more then one 
month old.

(Appar. I) "How c m  I get a strong, inexpensive pasto?"
Every teacher needs paste for all sorts of pur

poses; covering and mending books, pasting pictures or; to 
sheets of paper, pasting cuttings from newspapers and 
zines into a "scrapbook”, making models, etc. Here are 
three recipes:-

(a) Take white meal or flour (1 dessert-sp<5on- 
ful makes about 1 cupful of pa ste). Add a little cold 
water, anti mix the meal end water into a smooth paste. 
(N.B. There must be no limps.) Then, for every spoon
ful of flour you have used, add \ cupful of cold water 
and mix the paste and water until the resultant liquid 
contains no lumps. Now heat it, stirring all the time 
and adding extra water as the paste thickens, until it 
boils; let it boil for about 5 minutes (continue stir
ring) . Add a. little water if the paste is too thick, 
for it thickens on cooling - This paste is cheap end 
strong, but goes bad after three days. It is excellent 
for use when there is much pasting to be done in a short 
time.

(b) To make paste that will not go bad, do the 
same as in (a), but stir about 5 drops of oil of cloves 
for every 2 cupfuls of paste, into the paste just after 
taking it off the fire. Pour the paste into wide-mouth
ed bottles or jars for use ( e.g. Bovril or Marmite 
bottles). This paste keeps for a very long time and is
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a very strong adhesive. Oil of cloves may be bought from 
a chemist.

(c) Buy b lb. dextrin from a chemist, make it 
into a paste as in (a), and add oil of cloves as in (b).
This paste will never go bid, but it is not such a strong 
adhesive end costs a little more.

(Appar. 2) "I teach geography end history. The principal 
says I lecture too much and must let the pupils work along 
with me. He advises me to use blank maps, but we have no 
machine for making many copies. Can you suggest how I can 
obtain a large number of outline maps and how to use them?

t/e should have more head-masters like this, for 
he believes in the PUPIL’S SELF—ACTIVITY. Later we 
shall describe in detail how such maps and other similar 
apparatus may be used effectively, end how to produce them 
by methods (b) and (c) below. The easiest ways of obtain
ing many copies, is by:-

(a) Cyclostyle or duplicator;
(b) Hectograph;
(d) Stencils;
(e) Templates or cardboard cut-outs.

(a) produces good results end almost unlimited copies, but is 
expensive to buy and to operate; (b) fairly good results,
50 - 100 copies, fairly inexpensive (in a later issue we 
shall describe how to make several kinds); (c) and (d) 
produce good results if carefully carried out.

We must emphasize accuracy: unless a teacher takes 
time and trouble to make an accurate cut-out (or 
other piece of apparatus), the copies he makes will 
be inaccurate and cause much unnecessary misunder
standing, trouble and waste of time in class.
Very few teachers realise the necessity of real 
accurrcy in making apparatus or Jxagrams.
In this issue we enclose a sample of (a), a method 

that may be used with excellent results to make many copies of 
birds, animals, plants, objects, people, etc., either on the 
blackboard or on paper, for use in arithmetic, oral composi
tion, geography, history, handwork, etc.

Accurately trace the original, which should be 
larger then the sample enclosed, on to a piece of cardboard.
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Cut it out carefully with sharp scissors. Where tiny 
pieces have to be cut out, lay the cardboard on a piece 
of wood and use e sharp, pointed knife or an old razor- 
blade broken in two w •■'hen the cut-out it
finished, lay it on I ] the paper that you
want to give your —  f pupils, and trace
the outline carefully with a sharp pencil. To guxde 
your pupils in completing the blank, you may cut one or 
two points of reference on the cardboard map and trace 
these on to the blank map. In the sample enclosed, 
Pretoria, as well as pieces of the Limpopo and Orange 
Rivers, have been cut out in this way. Other points of 
reference:- 'm ftalfish Bay; L: Luderitz; B: Bloem
fontein; M: Maseru; D: Durban; E: Erst London.

It is best to maice two or three cut-outs, and 
ask different pupils each to tr?ce (say) 10 blank maps. 
This saves your time, interests them, and helps them to 
remember the map better. Fach pupil could use one 
blank (say) for indicating the build and climate of South 
Africa, another for vegetation ana products, etc.: or 
one for the present-day political division of South .Af
rica, another for the spread of European poTver, etc.
As the lesson proceeds, the teacher’s large blank map 
on the blackboard or on brov.n papery filled in (preferebly 
by the pupils), and each pupil does the same on his own 
map. This he afterwards pastes into his note-book, or 
preserves with other maps of tho same kind in a thick 
brown-paper cover.

•oOo
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EDITORIAL 

SELF ~ tihe »Torst, sad the Beat

Studying life under the guidance of numberless different 
teachers and subjects* we are unable to see it as a connected -whole 
grouped round one central idea* In consequence we either see It 
as a baffling jumble of facts, 03? neatly put the facts derived 
from the different sources into separate pigeonholes which bear 
no relation to one another or to the Life to which they owe their 
existence^ "Books on psychology or teaching, for instance, are 
rcass.es of apparently unrelated and mutually independent facts and 
rules-about thousands of neurons and nerves, hundreds of instincts 
and complexes, tens of methods -  "direct", ndramatic”, "converses ic-i 
"basic’1, "look-and-say", ’ sentence', "phonic", "inductive", "problem"* 
”discovery", “heuristic", "project", "topic", "global"" and what-not - 
c>ach of viiioh we nave to ’cram1* separately and apply separately 
(if we over doj)» To TEACHING this seems futile from the point of 
view both of good living and of good teachingP It has therefore 
adopted as its guiding principles (until bhey are disproved or dis
placed by something better^ two simple, intelligible ideas which 
run through all oiie, and tnus not only explain why living things 
do what they do, but also guide l5an (be he politician, doctor, 
civil servant, minister or teacher) to influence living things 
effectively*

These twin principles were stated, rather briefly owing 
to lac/; of space, nn our May issue s** (l) Thyrsi,cal and mental self— 
preservation! "In order to live at all, we'^ims^ over’come"those **" 
things which v/ant to W.ll our body or our soul,, ̂ Everything that we 
do is in some way caused by this necessity of preserving our bodies 
and our minds0" l)

l) The terms usually' employed by Educationists are "self- 
expression", "self-realization",_ "liberation of capacity", "complete 
living , jnja.iviaval5.ty , hormo1', etc» 1'% prefer "self-preservation1 
because, being 'ne root, of all the rest, it :1s less vague and more 
us of j. .l *, it must oe clearly understood, however^ that we are not 
encouraging c.t ude animal self-preswrvafc ion'1, as one critic has put it*
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(2) Realism : "We can most clearly see that a thing affects 
our self-preservation if it really exists, and if it is presented 
to our senses in a form as like the real thing as possible."
■In this editorial we confine ourselves to discussing the former, 
leaving "Realism" for our August issue.

Both principles flow frcm the simple fact that if any- 
thinking or doing is to take place at all, it can only take place 
in and through some individual person, some "Self" living in this 
real world and colouring everything that it thinks and does. 
Self-preservation is thus a primary need of individual and social 

life.
Such a statement seems to be contrary to the dictum that 

he who wants to save his life shall lose it. But the apparent 
contradiction can be resolved if we remember that primary needs 
are in the course of life of both individuals and groups complemented 
by secondary needs which are higher and in time become no less 
fundamental than the primary ones from which they took their rise.
To say, for instance, that hunger is a fundamental human need does 
not mean that man lives by bread alones Man has come to realize 
that there are foods which are more satisfying than bread or other 
phvs:ce.l foods and he strives more earnestly to feed himself in 
these higher waysn In addition to hungering after food he hungers 
after righteousness; but he still hungers, and he strives to satisfy 
that hunger. Similarly the man who goes to the stake rather than 
compromise on a fundamental principle is convinced that that is the 
best way in which to preserve his "Self". He has come to regard 
self~preservution as a spiritual rather than a merely physical 
thing. We are convinced that it would destroy the whole value 
of self-sacrifice in human life if we were to admit that people 
who sacrifice either themselves or anything that is dear to them 
are not thus giving expression to their best "Selves", in other 
words preserving their "Selves" or the things they hold dear in the 
best way possible. We think it is futile to deny that our sacrifice 
or our devotion to apparently lost causes gives us the deepest 
kind of satisfaction; even in death or defeat we feel that we 
are gaining a victory over evil. To satisfy the Self does not 
necessarily imply selfishness; nor does to be selfless impiy 
finding no satisfaction in what one is doing. This is of course 
the attitude of the man who is constantly reminding those who 
have the benefit of his self-sacrifice what he has given up in 
order to work for their welfare. It is of such people that it is 
often said that whatever they nay say or think to the contrary, 
theirs is no self-sacrifice. Unless our self-sacrifice becomes 
a thing of joy to us, it would appear to be resting on a fairly 
low plane. ” It is the great duty of educators of all kinds to 
develop in men and women such joyous self-sacrifice, and they can 
do that not by closing their eyes to the fact the vast majority 
of human actions are of the more or less crudely self-assartive 
type, but by facing up to it and actually using self-assertion 
as the raw material for joyous self-sacrifice.



Supposing for the moment that there is seme truth in this 
idea that "self-preservation" is at the root of human action i[and 
there must be - why else all cur sermons against selfishness?), 
how did it become so strong? According to the theory of evolution, 
which may be correct or incorrect, but certainly resembles the 
account of the Bible very closely, the first living thing was a 
tiny speck of jelly-like matter in the ocean* Having to preserve 
its life in the face of dangers, it developed various means of 
self-preservation, one of the earliest being reproduction by simply 
dividing up into two equal halves, sc that if the one half was 
destroyed the other half still existed, In the course of millions 
of years (so the evolutionists say) those means of self-preservation 
became increasingly effectives thus sex,2-* curiosity,, pugnacity, 
the herd, maternal and other instincts developed, so that evolution 
is really an impressive pageant of struggling creatures gaining 
better and better modes of self-preser-'Tation in the battle of life* 
Some of these proved so useful that they became very important* 
in fact, some of them., like sex., curiosity and the mind, may in 
some cases be stronger than the need of physical self-preservation* 

TNhether we accept the theory of evolution or not, -ve 
cannot deny che tremendous power of :'self'. /.& m e n’s minds 
produced more and more efficient artificial methods of self- 
preservation, such as writing, weapons, ships, machines, etc,, they 
were enabled, like Caesar, ^capoleon, or nineteenth century Europe, 
to extend the sphere of their self-assertion until it threatened 
to destroy the whole world if the world did not meekly submit*
To try and curb these self-assertions, the League of Nations was 
founded* he League, sti. 11 m  ito ^nr.-y twenties, has proved 
too weak to control an instinct developed in the course of countless 
centuries; but at aD.l events more and more people are beginning 
to realize that another wcrld clash of self-assertions will destroy 
them all. In all age3, of course., great individuals have realized 
this. Lacose, Buudha, Confucius. Socrates, j~lato, Asoka and others 
have preached cooperation in all spheres of life, personal, social 
and international. Two thousand years ago the Founder of our 
faith Himself taught and lived it: "Thou shalt Icve thy neighbour 
as thyself;” indeed: "love your e n e m i e s b l e s s  them that curse you, 
do good to them that aate you." From dailv experience, every one 
of us knows that tlvas advice works; why then, efter 2,000 years 
do we so seldom either in private or in public or in political 
life, "if a man strikes us on the one cheek, offer him the other 
as well"? Because that self-assertion whicn is the product of 
countless centuries is stiii. too ueeply rooted ir cur natures*

2) Sex is thus a later and less fundamental instinct, although the 
psychoanalysts make it all-important.
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Shall we leave it at that? Shall we teachers submit 
to the bitter hatred and chaos of cruds self-preservation? Never I 
Above all others we are the men end women whose sacred duty it is 
gradually to mould a nobler future* HOW? By crushing this 
"diabolical" self-assertion of pupils or persons or peoples by 
our own self-assertion as has been done since the world began?
NO* That way lies madness and hatred and bestiality from which 
flow continuing conflict and crime, as numberless investigations 
have shown. Only out of the materials that we have can we mould 
anything jit all; only by using their self-assertion for the common 
wea1 *can we develop harmonious cooperation between pupil and pupil, 
between people and peoples only if every individual or every 
nation finds self-assertion in the group, only if no pupil or 
person or people feels ‘physically or mentally threatened, is full 
cooperation possible. Our readers have but to glance around them 
to find hundreds of examples of this truthc. In Africa, we say, 
our schools p.re founded upon the principles of love and co
operation* Yet it is one of the greatest school crimes for one 
pupil to help another in his work, and it; is one of the greatest 
school honours for one pupil to come top •- to assert himself over 
the rest* Competition., not cooperation, is what we practise and 
encourage; self-seeking, not self-sacrifice. And then, when a 
pupil or a person or a people has been guilty of asserting itself 
at the expense of our own self-assertion, do we try to cure it by 
the method -chat Christ practised and that we preach? Oh no J 
"Offering the other cheek" is too idealistic - it would never workJ 
("What matter if psychologists and practical educators have proved 
that it does?) Fancy showing hospitality to a burglar or an invaderJ 
So we use cane or prison or guns in the service of "right" - our 
own right of course - merely perpetuating that which we profess 
to cure.

In despair we cry; "Tfliat can w e do in school?" The 
worId is drifting to the brink of another chaotic cataract, and 
this time Africa is drifting with itc This then is the teacher;s 
main task: To refine crude self-assertion by guiding his pupils 
to exert themselves in the interest not merely of themselves but 
of a group, the size of which should gradually extend so as to include 
more and more people, until at last the chi'Id: s interests are 
identified not merely with one village or one party or one language 
or one colour or one people, but with Humanity. Lecturing on the 
badness of ’’self1' (especially if* as is usual, it is backed up 
by a self-assertive presentation of the villains of history - those 
who opposed one's own group) is worse Than useless; the only 
way in which cur pupils can learn to practise cooperation, is by 
practising it, and the best place for them to do so is in school.



now? In later issues we shall deal with this in ds-a.il; here 
we oar. merely suggest*

It is not only possible but advantageous in our crowded 
schools to get each class to organize itself into groups headed 
by "group leaders” in a similar manner to the Boy Scout system.
In a subject like physics or mathematics each group works at its 
appointed task, its members discussing their difficulties among 
themselves, and asking the teacherss help only if they are quite 
baffled. In a subject like handwork or history each group 
works at its chosen subsection of a bigger job, the work of the 
various groups being brought together in the end to form (say) 
a "museum" case or a detailed reporc on the Franco-Prussian 
7/ar„ These are not visionary schemesj they have been and are 
being carried out in real schools. The whole school might be 
engaged in such a community project as a pageant or a swimming 
bath - such things, mirabile dicta* have been done as near home 
as our own Union of South Africa « each section, and each individual 
in each section, finding self-assertion in doing the test possible 
work, and the whole school and community rejoicing in the excellent 
work of their school* In these and many other ways self- 
assertion widens cut until it passes imperceptibly into whole*-- 
hearteo. cooperation» That is the way in which cooperation develops 
in real life; it is therefore the only -.v>.y in -which we can develop 
it in the school*

This, the most vital task of our educational system, 
is the most grossly neglected; we think that -talking about It 
will develop it in our pupils I We have already taken up so much 
space, however* that we must postpone its further discussion 
to a number that can be devoted chiefly to the problems of 
discipline and character training,

------- -— — — oooooooooooo—

The Editors accept sole responsibility for all unorthodox views on Education
in this and all later issues of TEACHING.
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m  M m - T B ACK EDUCATIONAL PHILOSOPHY 

By Alexander Kerr, M.A., L L»D.

It is by no means an easy task to confine one*s 
’philosophy' within the boundaries of sn article capable of 
being acc offline dated in the pages of a humble little magazine 
like TEACHING «-*■ the taok indeed reminds me of the gentleman 
who wrote a penny book oil the Trinity — - but the discipline 
of doing so may be salutary, and may succeed in suggesting, 
at any rate., that there is more to L&fe and therefore to 
Education* than can be expressed in the formula ,fSelf- 
Preservation" even wiinn extended to most generous limits. One 
may concede to Herbert Spencer and others that knowledge of how 
to preserve and care for body and mind is the most elementary of 
the concerns of human beings, and thtt net much in the general 
run of things can be accomplished by us if we do not survive*
Nine children were born to the parents of Benjamin Jowett,
Mister of Balliol, but two only outlived those parents, an 
example of family mortality that does not stand alone, and 
from which it is arguable that health, and the conditions of 
irs maintenance, were not known in the first half of the 19th 
century as they are now by the majority of educated people 
in England, One might, without exaggeration, go further and cay 
that;, for many people in South Africa today, knowledge of how 
to preserve themselves and their children in existence is the 
prime necessity, It is net every death that is socially 
significant, and for most of us a fairly long period is 
required if we arc to contribute anything at all to the up~ 
building of a fair society, present or future,,

But when I have enjoined this —  which in fact 
amounts tc no more than a conscious reinforcement of one of 
the strongest instincts —  upon myself as a citizen and above 
all as a teacher, I am still confronted with "che problem % To what 
end is ray survival' "What cosmic necessity is there for my ex
istence at all? T h e  answer to this, in moments of pessjax sm, 
is devastating, and reassurance only returns with the recollection 
that there is one instinct which impels me tc live, and I conclude 
that there must be purpose in life itself and for me, can I but 
discover •what they are*

I believe that every teacher worthy of the name must 
have his philosophy, and that the whole of life is inadequate 
for a complete formu3vation of it, to say nothing of habitual 
obedience to its precepts; but I also believe that history has 
not left us without guide-posts to the main roads along which 
hijmanity must travel if it is to reach an end worthy of the 
destiny thab the best in all ages have desired for it.
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As teachers we cannot cECQpo the obligation of equipping 
our pupils for survival- and this involves the much more complex: 
discipline of adequate preparation for making a living. This 
again necessitates a knowledge of the manifold requirements of 
Society4- and of the capacities of individuals to meet these 
requirementsoHere the well-nigh endless variety of opportunity 
is both a stumbling block and a challenge to the teacher. Even 
before the special work that a youth is called to do is determined, 
there are certain intricate skills in which he must be trained, 
and for long and how patiently only the teacher and the child 
together know. For ordinary civil use Society requires skill 
of language in its forms of speaking, reading and writing.
Tedious is the acquirement of these elements, &y.d never, however 
long life lasts, do we reach perfection in them. Added to these 
there is the science of measurement, whether by number or by line, 
with its extraordinarily varied application to the practice of 
living. There is also to be apprehended the syast knowledge of 
the world as it is* Even if useless knowledge be excluded, what 
a life-long occupation is hero.* Sun and Star. Wind and Water,
Land and Climate, how neoessary and yet how impossible to impart 
to the child in any utilizable quantity* Even after thi3 
instruction he m  11 have only a Robinson Crusoe equipment if 
he is unaware of the ways of man in society, how he came where 
we find him, and why he stays, as he does, in relatively 
settled groups, together with a survey, more or less complete, 
of the systems of morality, law, or custom, vdiioh have been built 
up through the ages. tioreover, no teaoher or parent is ignorant 
of the fact that not only knowledge but incessant habituation is 
required in this as in other fields, and thafc Time is a main factor 
in the process. Hints only the teacher can give, warning here, 
encouragement there, exemplifying always his instruction as far 
as human nature allows, but trusting principally to the self
regulating and self-propelling powers of the young of the human 
speoies. Since specialization of function in any but the most 
simple of societies is necessitated, here surely is a forest 
in which many tracks and intercommunicating paths must be out, 
lifetime occupation for teacher and pupil, as auxiliary or self- 
directing personalities*

Yet even if our pupil does all that he ought to do 
with a view ultimately to making a living, he cannot be called, 
in any gonerous or worthwhile sense of the term, eduoated, or 
even civilized. If he thinks only of what Society oan give him 
by way of employment in order to make a living, he is but * noor 
featherless bi-ped. Humanity places small value on those 
whose labours have merely contributed to their own survival or 
advancement. It has a hierarchy even of benevolences, and 
reserves its highest admiration for bhose who, for the general 
good, have most costingly surrendered. Sometimes it is tardy 
in recognising such in their lifetime, but it rarely makes any



mistake in the, long run. We ought, therefore, to accept its 
judgments as pointers for our own conduct, oven though we may 
not be asked to travel the road of renunciation to the bitter 
end. We may believe or not with Tennyson that "The crags of 
Duty, scaled, are close upon the shining table-lands to which 
our God Himself is mocn and sunr 11 with its hint of reward after 
endeavour and endurance, but not the most realistic of us need 
labour under the delusion that humanity reveres those who preserve 
rather than those who give themselves. Hone of us is perfect 
in sacrifice or even in service, but we should be the blindest 
of blind leaders if we failed to recognise and uphold the ideal 
which we believe the whole course of History has attested for 
us, even at the cost of self-sacrifioe,

I believe thereforo that Ethics as well as Psychology 
is necessary for the young teacher*. the ’Ought* as well as 
the ’Is*; that inducing to an appreciation of Truth and Beauty 
and Goodness is not only a prime duty of every teacher to his 
pupil, but a God-given privileges that admidst all the change 
that eddies swirling around us, the heart of man remains true 
to these and finds no other resting place; and that unless we 
consciously set our hearts, upon disclosing them, as far as in 
us lies, to our pvipiis, they will accuse us afterwards of having 
implanted a lie in their very souls»

’For Love and Beauty and Delight, there is no death nor change.’

------------- -ooooooOcooooo— ---------- -----

THIS "3 E LF-PRES ER7AT10IT" I

Dr. 0.Co Jensen, lecturer in philosophy and psychology at the 
S„A, Native College, writes:-

Dear TEACHING,

Before aiming a blow at you, tut n0t, I hope, below the. 

belt, I congratulate you on jrcur enterprise and zeal. I am 
sure you will help teachers to make their lessens concrete 
and interesting for you give practical ercamples of how to do 
this ” your method of Realism. Unfortunately you have 
fettered this method with a very questionable philosophy of 
education. According to you, teaching cannot be real or 
effective unless it panders to the student’s desire to feel 
important: this is the interpretation of"Self"Preservation" 
forced upon intelligent readers by your whole tone and emphasesj
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and in places this interpretation is explicitly given by you, 
i'o doubt there is a philosophical theory of self- 

preservation which argues that everything precious to us is part 
of ourselves, and therefore in doing our utmost to protect what 
we believe to be most precious - and this is surely highly 
moral - we are preserving ourselves. We are even prepared to 
lose cur lives in sc doing; i.e.. we may accept self-destruction 
as a means of self-preservation. If this is your paradoxical 
and recondite philosophy of self-preservation, you ought to give 
it another name; for ycur readers will understand by self- 
preservation what you have cncouragod them to think, viz. a desire 
to make oneself felt and admired, and this vulgar self-assertion, 
being confused with the ethical kind, will appear to have beer- 
sanctioned by you as the best Educational, if not moral, principle.

Now self-assertion in the ordirary sense of the word 
is destructive of all -chat is good, for it prostitutes all that 
is good in itself by making it a means to self-glorification, 
power, and social orsteem. You should therefore never risk 
confusing it with an ethical principle unsuitably 'called self- 
assertion in a higher sense. Eut you have made this confusion 
with the result that you and your contributors really mean self- 
assertion in the vulgar ser.se and give it the moral aura of 
self-assertion in some abstruse ethical sense.

There is a vast difference between asserting, or 
perhaps one should say exerting mysoIf on behalf of what is 
true and good, and simply throwing my weight abcut,, using any 
accomplice present, of real or fictitious- merit, simply to make, 
an improssion on others. In the former case .1 am a limy s a little 
fearful that what I think is true or good may not be so, gnH as 
I want what is really true and good I.shall always be ready to 
revise ray .judgments in the light of what others say. In the 
latter case 1" will defend dogmatically whatever I may have come 
to uphold as true or good? I do not really want to know what 
is true or good, I only want to appear to myself and to others 
to be in the right because I am too full of my own importance 
to admit, that I could over be in the wrong0

If it is the first kind of aeIf-assertion you wish to 
evoke in education, then encourage those you seek to influence, 
to be self-forgetful , directing their attention to the value 
and it,xpcrtari.ce of wfiat you are teaching, end not tb the 
importance they will acquire* Attention should be objective, 
out-looking. Appeal to self-assertion and the desire for importance 
in education and those you influence will pick up only what flatters 
their vanity, blinding themselves to anything above them that 
might humble them. It is only by looking outwards to what
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is good aid important in its own rights and not simply as a 
means to enhance one's self-importance and support ones aggressive
ness that life can be anything but empty, mean, shrunken and 
devoid of all value*

In place of your philosophy of self-assertion* I suggest 
self-forgetfulness, humility, the good and true as ends in 
themselves.

Yo’irs,

0.0. Jensen.

— - oooooooOOOooooooc------------- •—

]>V\Ki:.G L’ATHEMVriCj K U M N

- by 81018152119195121

Just imagine a big book of 650 pages, selling in 
South Africa at ever 16/-, written about I&tths of all subjects - 
of course only a few hundred professors would bay the thing!
Yet in two months more than twenty thousand copies were printed 
and Hogben’s "Iathematics for the Million" became the subject 
of animated discussion all over the worlds, Anybody who knows 
anything about publishing bookss realizes that a miracle has 
happened. And the explanation? Simply "Realism" in the 
service of "Self-preservation"-I With more authority than 
our humble little TEAC'inilG can * Prof. Hogben opened 
man's eyes to a fact that seemed revolutionary because it had 
never occurred to them before: thfvb maths, like any other 
subject, owes its birth not to some desire for "training the 
intellect" but to the real needs of real men in their real 
everyday lives - counting their cattle, laying out their lands, 
building their houses, paying their mites, calculating their 
calendar or their crops or their cash? nay, more than that: 
that maths can continue to live and grow only as long as it is 
not an intellectual game for developing mental muscles but a real 
instrument for use by real men in meeting the real needs of their 
real everyday lives*

"Our studies in mathematics are going to show us that 
whenever the culture of a people loses contact with the 
common life of mankind and becomes exclusively the play
thing of a leisure class, it is beoacfS^ a priestsraft*. It 
is destined to end, as does all priestcraft, in superstition*



"To be proud of intellectual isolation from the common life 
of mankind and to be disdainful of the great social task o£ 
education is as stupid as it is wicked. It is the end of 
progress in knowledge,,.

We live in a welter of figures: cookery recipes, 
railway time-tables, unemployment aggregates, fines, taxes, 
war debts, overtime schedules, speed limits*,.calories, 
babies' weights, clinical temperatures, rainfall, hours of sun
shine, mctoring records,bankrates, freight rates, death rates, 
discount, interest, lotteries, wave lengths, ard tyre pressures,," 
(We may add: export quotas, maize and wool subsidies, * average 
school attendance, salary scales. Native Development Accounts, 
parliamentary budgets, intelligence tests„<■«)
In this world of figures, "the modern Diderot has got to learn 
the language of sise in self-defcnoe. because no society is 
safe in the nands of ibs clever people*,*When a committee cf 
experts announce that fcne average .Tan oar. live on his unemploy
ment allowance, or the average child is getting sufficient"milk, 
the mere mention of an average or the citation of a list of 
figures is enough to paralyse intelligent critisfcsm. In 
reality half or more than half the population may not be getting 
enough to live on vfoen the average man or child has enough,,. 
Entrusting the laws of human society, cooial statistics, 
population, :iianss hereditary make-up, the balance of trade, 
to the isolated mathematician without ohocking his conclusion 
is like letting a ocnunittco cf philologists manufacture the 
truths of human, animal, or plant ens-.tomy from the resources 
of their imagirations^"

Why then, if maths is so important to human welfare in 
real life, is it so unexciting at school and university.’
Just because j.t has been torn away from the real life cf mankind 
in an attempt to raise it above the debasing activi^;ies~^f”vale~* 
man and turn it intc a moans cf elevated spiritual 'culture" - 
a spirit typical of the professor who gave the famous toast :

Hero? s to Pure -&.th emetics — and may r.t never be of use to anybody I

(Peer man; h.o i/au a processor of it. and h^ had tj preserve his 
soIf-respeot somehowo)

Partly this 5.s a relic of that pernicious Medieval attitude to 
learning which, being too ignorantly clever to sen tha obvious 
meaning of its studies, searched for some transcendental meaning, 
some philosophical significance hidden to the eyes of the vulgar 
uneducated herd, argued acrimoniously about the number o f angels 
who could sit on a pin-point, and pretended to be entirely 
intellectual and "cultural", while all the time it was narrowly
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vocational,, training would-be monies, priests, lawyers and 
doctors, and training them badlyj This spirit has persisted in 
our modern ’’cultural" vocational institutions, the universities, 
and therefore in its products, university trained teachers*
Partly, however, it is a matter beyond the control of the 
individual teacher, for syllabuses are prescribed by external 
boards, 0:1 which university professors are but too well repre
sented, But if that is so. what can wo do about it? On the 
one hand we can try tc get it alteredf and on the other we can 
try to counteract its evils.

First of all, we can find out what arithmetic and maths 
really are,and perhaps the best way of doing that is by reading 
Eogben1 s book* Then we can tell our colleagues and cur teachers’ 
associations, and they cun tell the Powers that Be* It is of 
the utmost importance, however, to be "tactful" in doing so 
(that is.' to introduce and intermingle our criticisms with judicious 
flattery), or such advocates of selfless intellectual culture as 
still exist will become remarkably angry at our attacking their 
ideas. This article, for instance, is not tactfpl; buc then 
it was meant to provoke thought somehow*

While tnis is slowly going on — and we must warn youthful 
teachers to "go slow" - we can introduce ’’Reality" into the subject 
in various ways. By the principle of Realism . which will be 
dealt with in the August issue, is meant that we must find out 
how people use a particular subject in real life, and then we 
must try to do the same in school. One m y  of doing this with 
maths is by tracing the story of maths through the ages, as 
Prcf0 Hogben has done; thus we see how it started and developed 
because people had various needs to satisfy and could satisfy their 
needs^ only by using iraths, and then we must copy their real needs 
in school and their ways of solving thoaa real needs', Yi/Iien 
primitive peopTe, for instance, oegan to keep large numbers of 
cattle and sheep, they were unabife to recognize every animal, 
and had a new needs to find ouu quickly whether their neighbour 
or enemy had stolen any. or whether any had been lost. This 
need made them learn to count large numbers. Can we introduce 
such a heed into school when we want our pupils to learn to count 
large numbers? Another example: In ancient Egypt when the Nile 
floods subsided, they washed away the boundaries between the farms, 
and as no one knew which was his ground and which his neighbours \ 
there was much quarrelling and unpleasantness. Out of this real 
need developed geometry and surveyings for only by careful 
measurement could the position of the old bp’mdaries be fixed*
Can we introduoe such a need into school geometry, and can we let
our pupils solve it by actually carrying out the operations of
real surveyors I ue can5 How? — In short : We must copy Real Life



as closely as. possible..in'maths as in any other subject*
A .yrord of warning : l&ny situations in real life 

do not need maths to solve them; to make our pupils solve them 
mathematically is therefore unlike real life * Here are two

examples s- A  ------------- g  / ^ W ( jSohool

j > 1 ' "  "
./
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Fis-la

Need s To reach school quickly. Hot solve it? The geometri
cian will start to prove laboriously that two sides of a triangle 
are together greater than the third; that CE is therefore 
shorter than CA plus AB; and therefore that the quickest way tc 
reach school is straight, across the field. But any child of' three 
knows that from real experience* and before the geometrician is 
halfway through the prtc I:,, the child is quite across the field 
and doing his sums in school* j— :----Seal posts

— jyp.-.— - - =*■-

i ■•X :/ /'
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I ! / /
|7 ' Rugby field
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Heeds To score a try* How best do it - oy kicking the ball 
from E or C? The mathematician will sit down on the field and 
start tc prove that the best point is such that DC^~ DA.. DB.
At this point C the angle ACB is greatest and thus there is the 
widest range to kick in for the purpose of scoring a try*
If any other point E is taken along. DX, the mathematician can 
prove to anybody, still interested that the angle AEB is less 
than the angle ACB > By this time the try has been scored by 
somebody who, ever since he was six. years old,. knew from real 
experience which was the best spot to kick from; but if the 
mathematician has not yet been run over upon resumption of 
play., he has to start drawing accurately p. circle and a number 
of lines on the field; so we might as well leave the poor 
fellow to his fate.

Such pretence at introducing Real Life into maths 
teaching is more prevalent in the case of arithmetic» Think 
of the numerous sums about a t«?.nk w M o h  *rn pipes acre filling at 
different speeds - while all the time the water is running out
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at the bottom^ One would really imagine that one had by mistake 
come into a lunatic asylum,, where people are engaged in discovering 
how long it would take to travel from Hew York to London in a 
motor-car averaging 27s miles per hour; or in selling 311 
pumpkins afc £8 s 7 : Ilf-, 1? others at 10/lIod;, and giving the 
buyer a discount of 3 099%e Perhaps even worse are sums about 
mercantile insurance,, bankers5 discount,, stocks and shares, and 
most of the other mathematical stcck-dn-'bradeo If our children 
are going to need a knowledge of compound interest in real 
life, they must experience it in reallife under the teacher*s 
guidance « let us open a savings bank account for them,, 
and w e *11 have our work cut out to hide the facts of compound 
interest from them0

Having stimulated the pupils5 desire to learn, our 
task is to give them so much practice in a wide variety of real 
situations that the arithmetical or mathematical processes 
become automat ie6 The common mistake in maths as in other 
subjects is that the necessary practice and repetition is 
given in an unreal,- unattractive, monotonous way ” think of 
conjugations in Latin, spelling in English,, or grammar in the 
mother-tongue9 The sotting up of a classroom shop (even if it 
is only a play-shop) where the pupils can actually buy and sell 
sugar and marbles and pencils end what~.act will give endless 
opportunities for such repetition in a real settingo In 
addition to gaining skill in maths® they are gaining the 
general knowledge that is invaluable in life s prises cf 
various commodities^, re 1st ion between quality and price,, 
geographical origin of good3* economics cf supply aitd 
demand, as well as real practice in managing money0 The 
amazing speed and accuracy that people attain in such things in 
real life under the pressure of self-preservation « think 
of bank tellers, cashiers,, bank clerks « should be proof 
enough that the best way cf learning anything is by combining 
"realism" and "sseif»pre:.ervat ion"

(At the kind suggestion of Mr0 JoW. MxcquarriOr, Principal of 
the Lovedale Training College, TEACHING is starting an 
experiment in the realistic teaching of maths in the Training 

College in July0 Next year therefore we shall deal in 
greater detail with this subject-.)

oooooooOOOOccooo o t v — ..— -
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THE RELIGIOUS EDUCATION OF CHILDHSH - 2 

By Beg« ?&mgo Carrick, M.A.,B0D a

We considered last month the component parts of the 
child’s personality - his emotional life, thought life and will 
life; we come now to the place of education in the Christian 
religion. There are two things tc be noticed about the 
Christian religion ; (l) It is a fellowship. From its earliest 
days the adherents of its faith gathered in little groups to 
hear stories about Jesus and sayings of Jesus on the basis of 
which they attempted tc construct their lives* What impressed 
the Romans and Greeks of the first centuries of our ora was the 
way in which Christian people held together and the pleasantness 
of the relationship between them*

(2 ) It is a religion that can be studied in 
a book; the Bible presents to us tho facts about the nation 
whose religious insight and hope made possible the advent of 
Christ, and the New Testament tells us of His life, death and 
resurrection. Thus the books of the Bible are the product of 
the religion which they express; they enshrine the religious 
experience, the faith about life, of the men of \thcm they tell. 
That is bo say, there existed firstly, a religious attitude to 
life, and secondly, the expression of this in the words of 
a Book,

From these two points there follow certain clear 
deductions about the teaching of Christianity ?

(l) The subject, matter of the Christian 
religion is not merely information. It is possible to teach 
the Bible in the same way in which one teaches history; 
but that is not teaching religion, and it 13 not teaching 
the Christian religion. The interpretation of the 
literature of the Eible may miss the essential points about 
the literature if the exposition, meaning, and spirit of 
a book are not applied tc the real situations of life and 
personality* The aim of religion, and especially of the 
Christian religion, is not simply that men should think 
differently, but that they should be different. A man 
is different when his heart is changed^, when new sentiments of 
love, joy and peace dictate to his thought and will 
considerations and actions of charity to all. This cnango 
comes upon men and upon children when they sec thee© new 
qualities of life shining out in the life of parents aid 
teachcrs* Example is a powerful factor in the life of a child.
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yet how many parents tall their children to go to Church or 
Sabbath School and do not go themselves? How many teachers reveal 
to their pupils a spirit Which is not in keeping with the mind 
of Christ? The responsibility of undertaking religious in-,, 
struction is that of revealing in our own life and personality® c ^ 0 
the Biblical characters whom we seek to interpret to the 
chiidren.

(2 ) This leads us to a simple fact about 
Christian education, If Christianity is a fellowship, a 
faith, a spirit., as indeed it is, thsh its religious education 
must be carried through in an atmosphere of worship, A short 
prayer and a simple hymn with which a lssson is begun may enshrine 
more of tho Graciousness of Christ’s life and may ma3:e it more 
easily available for the children than muoh lengthy exposition 
of a book, The hymns and prayers can often bo chosen to fit 
in with the subject on hand.

--—  ---"“'OOOGCOOCOCCCC'DC‘--------- -

FLYING OVER A FRICA - 111, 

by Z *X. Matthews*

Our port of entry into Last Africa was Mombasa. As 
Julian Huxley puts it in his well-known book "Africa View",
'It is impressive to sail into Rilindini and see here, in the 
heart of the tropics, a fine harbour with berthing accommo
dation for five large shipt;, as well as anchorage for 
innumerable others", There is an old harbour in which you 
may see oanoes, Arab dhows, in fact all the different types 
of craft used for generations by East African natives and the 
Asiatics who first made contact with them. Then you see 
the new harbour representing the last word in mode in commereid 
equipment and warehouses. Everywhere one is struck by the 
contrast between the old and the new, the old Africa quietly 
pursuing the even tenor of its course, and the new Tilth its 
ceaseless hustle and buscle ~ the statoly buildings which have 
been put up for the use of the new Government and its officials 
and ether European residents in the country, ann behind this 
attractive facade the native quarters which* taken as a whole, 
are the very reverse of attractive, except perhaps to globe
trotters, To remove these unsightly contrasts is the end
less tf.sk of mail of goodwill not only in Africa but in overy
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part of the world, and there is plenty of ovidenoe in East 
Africa that these problems are "being tackled in the right 
spirit, or at least increasingly in that spirit.

One of the inconveniences of travelling in foreign 
countries is the difficulty of convincing the immigration 
and customs officials of the country you are visiting that 
you are a fit and proper person to associate with the 
inhabitants of their country* One has to be prepared to 
answor all kinds of qestions, some rather personal, but 
what is even more irritating is the amount of time this 
inquisition consumes. We were saved muoh cf this bother 
by the faot that the Uganda Government* at -vhose invitation 
we had gone to East Africa, has at Mombasa what is known as 
the Coast Agoat. a man. whose duty it is to vouch for 
Government vanTtors and to pilot them through the immigration 
and oustoms requirementso Through the good offices of this 
gentleman we found ourselves with time enough to take a 
drive through the town and do a bit of sight-seeing before 
taking the train for Nairobi*

It was not without a cercair amount of trepidation 
that we felt the train moving away from the coast into the 
hinterland about whose mosquitoes, tsetse-flies and jiggers 
we had heal’d and read so much., to say nothing of the heat.
One was somewhat comforted by the faot that the cotuoar tments 
in whioh we were travelling were provided with else trio fan6, 
while the windows were provided with mosquito-netting which* 
according to a notice in the compartment, would be put up 
at appropriate places by the attendant;. Being a South 
African, I was somewhat horri.fa.ed to d i m  over that this 
attendant wi*s black and ohat^ when at hie invitation I went 
to the Dining Car, not only did this occasion no consternation 
among my white fellow-passengers* but all the attendants there 
seemed to have somewhat more than their fair chare of pigmsnta- 
tionf Gradually one discovered that the noii-*white staff on- 
the Kenya and tigenda Railways is fairly considerable and it', 
not confined to the less* responsible postsa The general 
unkindness of the East African climato has forced upon the 
Government there th- greater use ir their service of the 
native inhabitants of the country and people from different 
parts of Asia who can st&>t the climatic conditions better* 
Station-masters, guards, engine-drivers- shunters,, stewards, 
etc., are being increasingly da-asm from the ranks*of the 
non-whites, with apparently no loss of effioiency in the 
railway service„ For the purpose of training these people 
in thexr various duties the Kenya and Uganda Baiiwpys run
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a special school in Nairobi attended hy Africans from different 
parts of the oountry and on the basis of the small amount of 
education that they are able to receive in their elementary 
schools is built the superstructure of the technical efficiency 
necessary for the successful running of East African trains.
As oducational standards improve, better educational 
qualifications are expected from the recruits and, according 
to reports, better scrri^e is given. Admittedly'the wages° 
roceivod by these useful Africans and Asiatics is not very 
high, but the important thing is that they have the opportunity 
to work in directions denied to many in more highly civilised 
countries in this continent, and that they discharge their 
duties to the aitisl a.ction of those who employ them.

Before cne reaches Nairobi j one gets an opportunity 
of seeing something of the game which is so plentiful in 
Africa. On the Athi plains made famous by the writer of 
"The I&n-Eaters of Isave" may be seen quite close to the 
railway line, roaming about qite leisurely, gazelle and 
giraffe; zebra and wildebeest - indeed, game of every 
variety, a picturesque sight which ought to be preserved as 
long as possibleo A n  American tourist who had spent much time 
hunting in East Africa told me that he had lost much weight 
through chasing koodoo for two weeks, without any success*
%  sympathy was, I need hardly say, with the koodoo.

Nairobi is, if anything, even more impressive 
than Mombasa* For ore thing it is farther inland and yet 
it strikes cne as about as up— to—date a town as one can expect 
to find in the Dark Continent, with a population of about 50,000, 
mary imposing buildings, the centre of trade and transport 
by road, rail or air, with a fairly oool climate, although 
close to the Equator, being some 6000 feet above sea-levela

lihile in Kenya we me.de our headq’iarters at Xikuyu, 
a mission station of the Church of Scotland Mission, about
14 miles outside Hairobi. Being about 7000 feet above sea- 
level, it is even cooler than Nairobi. A s a matter of fact 
it was so oold on our first night that we wore grateful to our 
hostess for providing a fire - this in S u m e r  on the Equator I 
The Kikuyu Mission Station is situated among the Kikuyu, one 
of the most important African tribes in East Africa, cne of 
whose chief faults in the view <f some is that they are 
settled in a part of Kenya which is eminently suited for 
white settlement* Another of their vices is that they have 
taken up coffee-growing in competition with white settlers, 
much to the annoyance of the latter who oomplain that 
native grown coffee is inferior in quality and therefore 
brings down the price of all types of Kenya coffee.



But tho Kikuyu are a determined people who are working hard 
to retain their rights by means of organisation and the improve
ment of their methods of cultivation under the guidance of the 
officials of the Department of Agricultureo

One of the most impressive things in Kfikuyu is the 
magnificent Church of the Torch erected there by the Church 
of Scotland Mission? It took five years to build, and it was 
interesting to discover that this fine piece of architecture 
was put up almost entirely by African labour0 with only one 
European master builder to direct operations©' Built entirely 
of stone cut and prepared by those labourers, m t h  fine stained 
glass windows and torches dedicated to outstanding workers in 
the history of the C»S«.M\,a it is a splendid monument to their 
devotion to the cause of African upliftmonte.

Another noteworthy fact about Kikuyu M.S* is the 
Alliance High School yihich was foundod about ten years ego, 
one of the few secondary schools in Konya* As its name 
indicates it is a school in which the various Protestant missionary 
societies are collaborating in oducatioml worka It is run 
by a Board of Governors on which these missions and the 
Government are represented., end for somo years it has been 
taking boys up to about the Junior Certificate stage.
Beginning from next year., the school is to becomc co-oducational 
and to take its students a stago fur I hex** i 0e e to the I/ktriou- 
lation stage0 For us at Fort Haro one of the most interesting 
things about this schook is that a former student of Fort Hare,
Mr« E. Mathu, is a worthy member of its staff. Such an 
instance of patriotism and service that is really African in 
its scope, makes us hope that the day is nob far distant when 
Bantu men and woman trained in the Union will bo serving 
their people in all parts of Afrioao

----- — — -ooooooOOOoooooo*""— - - - - -
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PUTT 1133 LIFE INTO IAi'GGAGE TEACHING

The main principles of language teaching are stated 
in cur April issue, pp. 14 - 18, These principles may "be 
summed up in the phrase : Realism in the service cf Self- 
prescrvation; that is, we must find out how people in Real 
Life satisfy their needs (hunger, clothes, etc.) by using 
language, and then we rmst copy Real Life in school,

Various articles on this subject will be published 
in cur August issue. They will deal not only with the Official 
languages but also with tho Home Iangueges, for the latter are 
in even greater reed of better methods of coaching, In the 
meantime we suggest the following questions for careful con
sideration :~

(1) What language do our children speak best? Hot/ did they 
learn it - by reading? by writing? by translating
(to explain new words)? by learning grammar rules?
T/Shat did they learn first - reading, trriting or 
speaking?

(2) YJhat kinds of tilings did they speak about first? 
rthat kinds of things do they speak about most? Why, 
then, do people speak? About what things do people 
speak most eargerly and most eloquently? Did they speak 
perfectly from the first? How did they improve? Did 
they use the whole vocabulary of the language from the 
first? How did they learn new words? How did their 
pronunciation improve - as the result of lessons on 
vocal cords, larynxes and vowel charts?

(3) Why do people read in Real Life - 00 improve their 
pronunciation or their grammar, or to gain information

about something, or for enjoyment? How do people read - 
aloud or silently, all together or separately? whole 
c encences at a time, or words, or letter.3? for instance 
"Tee aitch ee, the; see ay tee, oat; ess ay tee, sat; 
oh on, on; tee aitch o©r the; en ay tee, mat", or™

"The - cat - sat - on - the -"mat", or s "The cat 
sat on the mat"? (V9ho wants to read such rubbish 
anywayi )

(4) Why do people write in Real Life - to get scolded,
or punished, or praised^ or marks, or money, or shoes 
(from a store), or news or love (from some person)?
How do they write - a stroke at a time, or a letter 
at a time, or a word at a time; for instance :
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I —  i f  f  f  t  f  f. 1  f
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OR: f/tsr. C% i4 .'V’U rft-iiru ; ,C a A

• y&&&L/Yls <Z/?sf'Cî ’£c'̂ uisC*. 'r,r't-ty ''hf*2?y!'fLC'?i'l ,t£ /n jC  ,■&(/'
When do people ha^e to spell, wh£n they Speak or when they 
write What do people have to write most - letters, articles . ‘ 
stories, essays, explanations (.paraphrases), or summaries?

(.5; -n what ways can Real Life net be copied in School? 
in what way3 can we, hut don:t we, copy Heal Life" 
in school?

“OooooOOOooooo-

TRAIIIIIIG AFRIGA1-E-. FOR BUS IKBSS '

i: C -s Natc Com, Teacher's Cert."

th«t TFAc J S ^ S L  “ I™ * U3 at Afri°& ~n 'the r^ l i stic -way 
that TEACHING advocates, we see the Africans, in rh*ir search
for better methods of "self-preserrat ion”, c o i n i n g  « r e

°f' -7hat appeaxs to them in European civilization

restlI S  -i ^  th6f  S  Afr5'can civilization* The final
result m  _1 be neither wholly European nor wholly African

W , Y y?  !u13 ^  Wil1 ^ u b t e d l y  make finable oontri- 
bufcions to the progress of l'Jemkind as a whole. If anv solid 
progress is to be made in natters spiritual and cultural 
owever, u  must be based on solid progress in matters physical 

and economao - m  health, agriculture, trade, industry

s i S - e d ^ h a t ^ f d  "Ikn °a-mCt liV8 ^  tread S f e / "  He con-
for limine ^hft - ^ 8 n °UTi0U3ly ^ o e s s w y  foundationIor living *hat there was no need for Him specially tc say
so, Umortunately the spit it of the Middle Ages, when
inte.iecUuaxs spoke and wrote as if they were angels who

occuL5"onSW1fhf at tr3adj ^  Consequent^  d®spised the base 
? F : ^  ?f arming, manufacturing and trading which

catered ior the animal part of Fan, is still too much with us
We smxie apologetically and patronizingly at the conuercial

Sirat°Sn°at °jfses,in.0xir ^ o c U 9 and gaze with earnest 
admiration^at the academic pupiib who are of .course Koine;

g ^ e r o ' 1 S f “\ l6\d0rS’ We * < * * *  *"* &greatest o. readers - teacher, minister, lawyer, doctor -
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can neither lead nor even exist unless there is a vast 
number of people who, by the fruits of their daily toil, 
support his life and his c&use. The Africans are beginning 
to realize this, and, largely by their own efforts, are 
establishing shops, stores, cooperative societies, otc.
These in turn must depend on progressive farmers producing 
more and better maize, corn, cattle, wool, cheese and so 
on. To sum up I In the future Africans will need to know 
more and more about the commercial methods that have been 
found best in the oxperience of hundreds of years.

But how should we train the future leaders of African 
commerce? It is agreed by those most competent to judge, 
that a general, theoretical training is useless by itselfj 
in facrfc, most business firms prefer matriculated boys with 
a technioal college training to B.Com.’s from a university, 
for in the case of the former practice and theory go hand 
in hand. It is a striking fact, too, that many of the most 
successful business men conspicuously lack theoretical 
knowledge and "culture". Their success has been due to 
the fact that they gained their experience under pressure 
of the needs of real life; and if we want our pupils to be 
successful, we must copy real life as closely as possible.
In an Institution, for instance, there is always a requisites 
store and sometimes a general dealer’s or other store.
We submit that these may oasily be used for the training of 
our commercial pupils, who should staff them in turn under 
the supervision of the teacher of Commerce in conjunction 
with the manager concerned. Only such a training in the 
real situation is definitely useful.

The writer, however, is the last person to advocate 
a narrowly vocational training which wfi.ll make the pupil 
blind to all the other important things in life. It is 
essential to have a wide general knowledge of the other 
spheres of lifo related to one’s own sphere, and there is 
hardly any sphere that can coordinate and explain social 
life so well as Commeroe. Modern civilization has become 
so complicated that the study of Commerce and Economics 
("the study of mankind in the ordinary everyday business 
of life") has become essential if one is not content to 
remain a mere cog in a great machine. In fact, without 
a grasp of these subjects, no man, be he ever so learned, 
can really understand wliat is going on in the world around 
him - why we are getting more for our wool now than a year 
ago, why we get better prices in some tewns than in others, 
why the vh ole world is fighting unofficially in Spain, 
why African associations so often crash financially, why



why an anti-Jewish movement has started in South Africa, etc#
- and without such an intelligent participation in the 
affairs of his community no man can be "culture d"c •' Fqf 
instar.ce, very fow housewives (cr husbands for that;matter) 
understand their obligations under contracts of purchase 
and sale into which they enter so lightly. But -'ignorance 
of the law is no excuse", and though the law has been made, 
fcr our protection, through our lack of knowledge we suffer 
many unnecessary hardships * Some housewives for example 
unwittingly pay as much as 16% interest on furniture purchased 
in some Hire-Purchase agreements* To take another example; • 
how many of us know whore the ingredients.of that chocolate 
we enjoy come from, and the organization behind the manu
facture and Bale of such a popular article? Or again, do 
we realize and understand the various services the post 
officos and banks offer ns?

Education has been defined as a preparation for 
life, yet so often one hoars parents say to their childrens 
"You cannot expect me to help you with your homework; I 
have forgotten all I over learnt at- school.." But if we- . t 
conclude that for theia education has apparently been no. . • 
preparation for life,, having beon oast overboard as so muoh 
mental ballast, we are told that education is what remains •' 
when one has forgotten everything one learnt at 3choolj 
and if we argue that education must then be equal tc 0, we 
hear vague remarks about "character training" ana "mental 
discipline"' as the really important thing in oducaticnB 
This floors us, for it is comfortably metaphysical 
and not open to our crude physical means of investigation. 
Quibbling apart, however, have we as educationists truly 
prepared-a man or woman for the important role he or- she 
has to play in life if we have given them no commercial or 
domestic science training? How many homes sr e wrecked 
because either party does not understand how to spend or 
save or cook or look after the children wisely! It is said 
that education must be centered round the child and pim 
solely at his benefit; yet we continue to pour into him 
a mass of facts that benefit him only in the examination 
room - if it does there i In fact, even from the "character 
training" aspect, "real" subjects are to be preferred to 
subjects that profess to train character by their difficulty 
and unreality. Even in the writer’s short teaching career 
he has seen students develop a dull, deadening sense of 
inferiority because of their repeated failure to master 
the ordinary academic subjects; as long as they continued 
thus, they could never taste the joy of healthy achievement
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whioh is the basis of self-respect and therefore essential 
to good work in any branch of life0 Why was this mastery 
impossiblo? The simple reason was that the students could 
not see the real value of the subjects they were studying, 
found them difficult to grasp because they had never had 
any experience in dealing with them in real life as they 
had had with (say) goography or English, and thus lost 
interesto The writer has seen these same students turn to 
conmercial, domestic science or technical courses, and life 
to them has become woirfch living once more, because they 
were now studying subjects which to them were filled with 
the living interest of their own lives and which enabled 
them, not only in school but in the life that was to follow, 
to achieve, to do things themselves,, instead of always being 
done things to by other people - being put ax the bottom 
of the class, or scolded or punished* or laughed et o The 
highest educational authority in South Africa, the Union 
Education Department, has- realised the importance of 
Commercial Education, and last year the Publio Service 
Conmission announced that the respective Commercial Certificates 
would be recognized as equivalent to the respective Academic 
Certificates, the Commercial Junior Certificate standing 
on the same basis as the Academic Junior Certificate, and 
the Senior Certificates similar !y0 Unfortunately the 
Universities insist on academic subjects as an entrance 
qualification; but we may re-st assured that even the 
Universities will before very I^ng hate to yield to the 
slashing onslaught of sxtrrounding Reality, as they did in 
the case of Science under pressure of the Industrial Revolution 
during the 19th century,, and as they are doing today in the 
introduction of Geography,, Economicsa Social Scienoe, Domestic 
Science, Agriculture3 Education and many others, which to
day have left to Plato and St Thomas Aquinas a very small 
share of their hitherto undivided honourso

In the August issue the writer hopes to deal with 
the best methods of teaching Cormero^o

----------ooocoooOOCooooooo~”--“---

BHPLOYMBNT BUREAU (3ee also p. 33)

Teachers Wanted:-

4. TRANSFEI (Butterworth): Presbyterian; Training School assistant; Grad
uate with teaching certificato.

5. TRANSVAAL (Pretoria): High School; assistants; two Graduates with
teaching cortificatos; to take Nativo students up to Junior Cort.



AFRICAN TEACHERS AND RESEARCH

By Z e K<. 1/a.tthews

In. the last issue of "Teaching" we decided that 
we would look beyond our own country and find out what is 
being done b y  the Negroes in the field of research into 
Negro life and History®

All of us know that the Negroes have fox* centuries 
been living in America in close contact with Western civilisation 
both during the days of their slavery and since„ Their long 
association with white people almost obliterated entirely 
L-heir African background, their Negro songs, their cheerful 
disposition and their physical features being among the main 
elements which remained to betray their origin* T/Jhen they 
obtained their emancipation there was a tendency among some 
Negroes to look down upon their African background and to 
teach their children to regard their past as being unworthy 
ox remembrance and tc make bhem believe that their future 
lay in their complete identification with Western civilisation*
On the other hand some felt that while the future of American 
Negroes naturally depended upon the extent to which thay could 
co-operate^with white Americans in the building up of an 
American civilisation, it would not be out of place for Negroes 
to study and to make better known their African background. 
Accordingly they founded what is known as the Association 
for the Study of Negro Life and History© The association, 
took as its main objccts s'-*

(l) To collect sociological and historical data; (2) to publish 
books on Uegro Life and History; (3) to promote the study 
01 the Negro through clubs and schools; (4) tc bring about 
harmony b e w e e n  the races by interpreting the one to the other„ 

^This seemed a hopeless task* For there is nothing: 
more difficult than to persuacfea generally despised group 
of people that they do not in fact deserve all the contumely 
which is neaped upon them and that there are aspects of their 
lives and characters which entitle them to a better place 
in their^own estimation and in that of their neighbours«
They believed that by patient research into Negro Life and 
History, both past and present, they could show that the 
record of the Negro in the history of peoples generally was

™fanMone af? ne®d not be forgotten by anyone, much less 
by the Negro himself. This record, in the words of one 
of the most active members of the Association, Dr. Charles
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H. Wesley of Howard. University, "must be dug up from the 
past and presented to the ciro-le of scholars in scientific 
form and then through stories and dramatizations'that will 
permeate our educational system."- Convinced that the 
achievements of the Negro properly £et forth will crown 
him as a factor in early human progrees and a maker of 
modern civilization^ the members of the Association have 
undertaken investigations into the social and economic 
conditions of the Negro and have disseminated the information 
thus arrived at throughout the length and. breadth of their 
country® The result of their work has been, an ong other 
things,, to direct the attention of students and «f the 
public generally to the importance of the Negro as a factor 
in American and in world civilization. Negro history is 
studied as a subject in all American schools and colleges 
and the celebration of Negro History Week, an annual event’ 
in America, is of nation-wide importance and has led to the 
keener appreciation of the Negro all round. Their numerous 
publications have made the Ilegro the best known group of 
African origin, -with the possible exception of the Egyptians, 
in the whole world*

All this work has been done principally by Negro 
teachers of schools and colloges, who are no less busy than 
people following the same profession anywhere else.
Starting from small beginnings, with little groups here and 
there willing to spend a little of their spare time in 
probing into the social and economic problems of their own 
people, they have been able to achieve significant results 
in matters of local and of national importance.

I submit that our African toachers can by like 
application and devotion achieve similar results in our 
own country. Our Teachers’ Associations could, for 
example, develop research conmittees which might make it 
their duty to -undertake investigations, limited in scope 
to begin with, into social,economic and educational problems 
affeoting their people, and encourage those among them who 
are keen to undertake such investigations on behalf of the 
Teachers’ Associations. The discussion of the results 
of such investigations in both branch and generel meeting 
would add much to their general interest and to the 
development ef a wider professional outlook among African 
teachers. A  beginning has already been made by the Natal 
Teachers 1 Society which has organised within its ranks 
an Association for the Study «f the Zulu language and 
literature, which has already received Departmental 
recognition in Natal. No doubt similar associations for
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the study of other aspects of Zulu life will follow v 
These sootional associations will in timo develop into 
ane big movement for the study cf all problems connected 
with that important tribe, Vjhen similar societies have 
been organised among the other tribal groups, the stage 
will be sot for the combination of these reginal 
associations into an African Association ror the Study of 
African life end History*

------------ ooooccoOCCoocoooo------- ---—

THE PIACE_ OF AFRICA!" IgJBT.C _ Tl~ _ OUk SCHOOL:

By. !£rs. Z.K, rfet thews.

•Before we can shew what place this very important 
branch of art can and should » soupy in the curricula of 
our schools and colleges it would do us good tc go back 
a few decades and srs what haim has already been done by 
well meaning friends to dectroy this aspect of Bantu life.

It is perhaps 110 exaggeration to say that more 
harm has been done in South Africa •- with the bast 
intentions of course - to African fora* of recreation than 
to perhaps any othor sphere of African life. In their 
earnest zeal tc uproot all that was savage and barbaric 
in African life, the settlor and the missionary a H I ®  
stamped out and discouraged everything which they con
sidered inconsistent with their new teaching er which 
interfered with their opening up of the country for 
development. Forms ©f recreation had to give way tc new 
ideas of work or religious belief. Thus in the very 
laudable desire to improve the African’s status in various 
directions more pressing than forms cf recreation, one of 
the most fundamental aspects of his life suffered aclipse, 
the coining together of young and old to participate in 
singing and dancing and other ceremonial functions.
Tode&r one of the commonest criticisms of African boys and 
girls, for example in cur boarding schools, is that they 
are too dull and will not readily take part in games.
One of the most trying Jobs in such schools is to be 
games-master. Unless games and music are definitely 
included in the time-table they are not ready to take part 
in them, except for just a few. One reason for this is 
probably the fact thsb many of our present day pupils
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are in the third or fourth generation of Christian upbringing 
and white contact * Years before them their grandparents 
and parents were being taught how to work and stop playing, 
While they may have learnt the lesson of the dignity of 
labour in a rather imperfect way, still they have also 
begun to teach their children that play is silvern but work 
is golden. And as Afrioan song was almost inextricably 
interwoven with play. dancing, story-telling, witchcraft, 
hunting, fighting? whenever these forms of activity 
disappeared, music follow the same course, I<bst of the 
songs thafc have disappeared are those that deal with the 
most colourful aspect of African life - songs sung at 
initiation and ether ceremonial functions - and what we 
have left are some of the monotonous work songs and 
lullabies, the only colourful songs that have been 
retained being war-songs which in IJatai especially are 
often heard at war-dances held for the entertainment of 
distinguished visitors like the Prince of Wales, or the 
Governor General or American Scurists,

Thus in Southern Africa at least, it is today 
very difficult to find anything original in Afrioan music, 
Most folk-songs have undergone changes 3ither in their 
words or in the situation under Ttfhich thoy are sung in order 
not to offend the susceptibilities of Christian parents 
and teachers, and this has affected the structure of Africai 
songs very considerably. In talcing away action and dance 
you took away what had given form and added to the rhythm 
of the song, and being compelled to sing Western music, 
especially in the form of hymns requiring much solemnity 
and decorum^ has not tended to the preservation of 
African music or to its development along African lines. 
Fortunately the African manner of singing still remains*

New then, whack we as teachers have to realise 
is that this whole situation is most deplorable and 
something will have to be done and pretty soon too to mend 
matters and see to it that the little that is left in our 
music is captured before it is too late* We must under~ 
stand that we owe it to the future composers and musicians 
to preserve for them what will be the basic themes in their 
works - the folic songs of their own people. Only that 
will give to African music its distinctive characteristics 
and qualities, not, as so many friends would like to tell 
us, deveicuent along its cr.vn lines. We must encourage 
all we oan the study of Western music because only when we 
know all we can about it shall we be able to appreciate 
and develop cur cv.11, A very great deal can be said on



this subject and this little article has barely touched 
the real problem we are after solving, viz. what to do in 
our schools to help preserve African Masic.

•000000OOO000000

OUR SUBSCRIBERS : As it costs about Id. to send a receipt : 
to every reader who has paid his Z/&9 we publish a list 
of new subscribers every two months as an official 

acknowledgement. We do so this month.
We shall be greatly indebted to our readers 

if they will tell their colleagues about TEACHING, and send 
us the names and addresses of any who are likely to subscribe. 
We want to record our particular appreciation of the help , 
the Direct®r of Native Education for Southern Rhodesia 
has given us by publishing a note about TEACHI1TG in the 
Education Circular. ■j**'. . -
S .A.N.C. : We should also appreciate it if readers would 

make' out lists of the names and present addresses of all 
ex-students of the S.A. Native College that they can 

think of, and send them to us.
BUR CONTRIBUTORS : Among our new contributors this month \ 

are Dr. Kerr, Prinafep&l of the S.A. Native Collego, and 
Mr. E.H. MjAllister, who has charge of the Commercial

at Lovedale. We appreciate such signs of widening 
interest, and assure our readers once more that we shall 
always welcome both their articles and their criticisms.
We thank them the more sincerely because we realize how 
muoh other work they have to do. , Mj//
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: jft> J , S HOULD' I' BECQi E ?

The Real Business of Life* by A. ft. Other0 -•

'When a factory has spent £30 in making a typewriter-de-luxe, or £60 
in making a motorcycle-and-sidecar-de-luxe, or £120 in making a motorcar, it 
doesn't just push them outside its gates to stay there forgotten in the rain 
and dust. fto1. It carefully organizes hundreds of shops, thousands of men, and 
millions of advertisements all over the world with one single aim: To send its 
products to the places where they are most needed. Even then a good, factory 
does not wash its hands of its products, but keeps in touch with them in order 
to keep on helping and advising.

In South Africa the factories bhat produce the- most costly products 
are the schools- By the time a Bantu pupil has completed Std? 6, more than £30 
has been spent on him by the Government, the school, and his parents;by Junior 
Certificate, £60; by Katric, £120. (For other non-European pupils the expendit
ures area £60; £120; £180,) And .when we.have spent so much money and trouble 
on our products and are sending them out, do we take care to place them where 
they are most needed and where the money and trouble we have put into them will 
not be wasted? And do we keep on helping and advising? Hoi The school thinks 
it has done its duty; its duty is to impart "culture”, the essential part of 
vriiich is that it keeps away from "utility" or usefulness in daii ly life - it 
refuses to soil its hands with the menial business of earning a living in Seal 
Life. So the school pushes its pupils outside and forgets about them - there 
are sc many other pupils in school clamouring for culture1 The value of tho 
factory1s products will steadily fall; the value of ours should staadily rise. 
After ten years the motorcar will be worth £10: and .our pupil should be worth 
£ 1,000 or more. Yet we seem to care less .about what happens to cur human pro
ducts than the factory cares about its dead products. If a factory were to 
carry on business in the way that the school does, it would be bankrupt in less 
than no time. And so the factory, influenced by crude self-preservation, .takes 
ilore trouble to help its products and the community than does the school, which 
claims to be influenced only by the wish to help its pupils and bhe community 
into which the pupils go, We may ask any school in our neighbourhood what has 
become of its pupils, and we shall find that, unless they have settled near to 
the school, it can seldom if over tell us*

The Editors ask me to stress that no educationist wants schools to 
be factories turning out hundreds of pupils exactly alike» A school based on 
the principle of "physical and mental self-preservation", they say, will give 
every separate pupil the particular education that is best for its "self-pre
servation", and not force all of their pupils through the same subjects at the 
same speed. Thus a. pupil who is no good at arithmetic but good at drawing, is 
not to be forced to learn decimal fractions and milligrams but to be given spe
cial help in drawing. We must ask TEACHING to show us how to do this, . for at 
present examinations and inspections must find every pupil at the same points

We teachers cannot continue to neglect our pupils' fabe in Real Life 
like this, even if we gain nothing ourselves except erbra work. It's easy tc 
talk about "serving our people" and "self~sacrifico:, but talk does no good. 
Going out of school into the Real Business of Life is the most serious thing a 
child can do. If a child who has the ability and character that will make him 
a good carpenter gets no sound advice and becomes a doctor, we lose a good car-
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penter and get a bad doctor who makes both himself and his community 'unhappy* 
If a child who could become a good doctor through lack of advice and help bo- 
comes. a carpenter, we lose a good doctor and get a carpenter who makes chairs 
we can't sit on. Such a person can never find real happiness in his work; he 
is "a round peg in a square hole". In short, the child needs advice and help 
in stepping out into the world; we must give it to him* for few parents possess 
the necessary knowledge. To do that well, we must knew: a) the pupil; bj Life.

a). What is his own desire? It is a great mistake to force him into some 
occupation. On the other hand before he is about 14 his own wish may just be 
a passing one. Therefore -

Has he had any experience of the kind of work he wanvs?
yfoat. do his parents think about the matter?
Mow does he stand in the various school subjects? If he dislikes arith

metic or maths* for instance, he cannot take a science course or become a doc
tor. If he is weak at English or Latin he cannot become a lawyer. If he is 5% 
below average he probably won't pass J.C.. and unless he is about 10% above the 
average he won’t pass matric; in either case it is a waste of time teaching him 
subjects like physics, chemistry, moths or Latin.

Does he have pny special talents?
What are his interests cut of sohool?
/hat kind of character does he have? - what kind of brain? - health?
To what institution does he intend to go next?

b). In this series of articles the Editors will examine the different occu
pations available and try tc show v/hat kind of child is neeaed for each one. It 
is important to advise strictly according to the facts thus obtained about the 
particular pupil, and not to be influenced by our own likes and dislikes. Each 
principal should keep a record of the pupils in his school, for instance in a 
big. note book like this:-
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bnppens to our pupils when they leave us?" If we can find out what percentage 
or our past pupils have gone into the different occupations over a number of 
years-, we have a fairly safe prophecy of what is going to happen to our present 
pupils, and we can teach the school subjects in ways that lend interest to nnH 
illuminate not only those occupations but the subjects as well.

These are a few of the many ways in which we can - and must - bring 
Real Life into the schoolroom. In the case of particular children, the Editors 
tell me, they are prepared to give advice on the same conditions as those men
tioned in the PROBLEM section.

----oOo----

1. Should I Become a Minister of Religion? .by Rev. M. Carriclc, M.A., B.D.

For long, men have thought it to be the exclusive right of ministers to 
say that they had been called to their task. We realize now that any noble and 
honest work is a divine vocation, for God and His world need teachers, doctors., 
businessmen, interpreters, carpenters, and so on. But unlike men of these pro
fessions the Christian minister must know that the hand of God has been laid 
upon him for this special task; if he embarks upon it without this conviction 
he will soon fall by the m y .

But let us turn to the qualities required of him. 
l) • lie must be a propheb, and he must be able to model himself upon the proph
ets of the Old Testament and upon Jesus Christ in order to proclaim effectively 
the message of God for them. He is a seer who can watch the trend of thought 
and spirit in the lives of his contemporaries and tell them when their thinking 
and spirit are contrary to aod's will. He thus requires powers of eloquence 
and simple statement of eternal truths, as well as vigion of the people's needso 
2;. He must be a priest, and thus represent God to His people. Frcm one point 
of v i w  when a congregation calls a minister to them they are saying, "We have 
to live a herd life on the land or at our trade and we are inclined to miss the 
sense of things divine and lose touch with God: now we want you to live close 
to God all week and when Sabbath comes to interpret God and His will to us, so 
keeping eternal truths alive in our minds." Therefore the minister's private 
life needs carefui watching. But no priest lives unto himself, and so he does 
not close himself up in the manse all day to commune with God, he must go out 
among his congregation and impart the spirit of Christ to their daily lives.
If a minister has the priestly qualities of sympathy and spiritual understand
ing he will find his people coming to him about all their needs - material and 
spiritual, and then he has an opportunity of leading them into yet deeper know
ledge of God and fellowship with Him.

"Rhat are the prospects in the vocation of the Holy Ministry? The pros- 
peet is the establishment of the Kingdom of God upon earth - leadership in the 
most glorious and most needed task in the world today, the bringing in of a 
right spirit between God and men and the conquest of sin and the power of Sat
an in human life. The opportunities for African ministers are wellnigh inex
haustible, for the problems of the work are real. Men with a talent for organ
ization, for planning the work of their congregation, are badly needed, for 
much of the work is ineffective because it is not planned. Here are some of 
the items requiring thoughtful organization: the teaching of Scripture in the 
day-school and its supervision; the systematic visitation of out-stations and 
of the people in their homes; the cooperation of the minister, as school man
ager, vri.tb his teachers; the training of leaders for the Sabbath school, the 
Pathfinder Scouts and the Wayfarer Guides; the enlisting of the children into



chase movements; the stimulation of Bible Study; and sc on,

The ordinary questions that men ask of other professions such as, 'vhat 
wi!- te ny salary? hat are my chances of promotion? I/hat will be my status? 
cannot be applied +o the Ministry,fcr the ordinary rules of worldly preferment 
do not epply. I should like to suggest that the less these questions apply in 
all professions, the bettor it will, be for ail concerned. In every vocation, 
but especially in the ministry, a man must enter because he loves the work.

Training for the Ministry: Every Church trains its own candidates, or 
makes provision for* their training, so that it is impossible to take a theolog
ical course ond chon decide with which Church une will serve. A candidate for 
the ministry must therefore be accepted as such before he can commence train
ing at ail.

The details cf courses and training offered by these Churches which train 
African ministers are too lengthy for incorporation in TEACHING, but those who 
desire it can obtain fuil in.-.crmotxon aoou~c cntranc-e qualifications, duration 
and cost of training, onrsaries, etc., from the following centres
i.x.. cncd . - r'.nrch 01 j outn \xrj ca: Rgve / «J.Oook, uesloy House, Fort Hare,

Alice, C.p.
Dantu Presbyterian Church of S.A •• Kev. Mungo Garrick, Iona House, Fort Hare,

.Alice, C.P.
Church of-the Province (Anglican): 'unite to the Bishop of your own Diocese.

cooooOoonoc

The object nf this Bureau is to bring together the teachers who want 
posts, and the Schools which wart Teachers - anywhere in Africa. If

liJ'L G Y E .E i'.T  BUREAU
BUREAU
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JUNE
1937

TEACHING

start January 1938,, but apply immediately.

posts Wanted;--

six moncns‘ experience; free now.
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IS THIS YOUR PROBLEM TOO?

Every second month TEACHING answers difficulties sent in by its 
subscribers. Send your problem with the Problem Coupon & Id- 
stamp. Wehave been asked to explain how tc make a gcod. but 
choap duplicator . At prssent we are carrying ouu experiments 
with two types; next me nth we publish the better one j
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We sincerely appreciate our Subscribers’ good wishes, publicity, and subscriptions. 
— We regret that no back numbers are available. — For six or more oopies sent mon
thly to the same address the annual subscription is 2/- per copy. — The following 
list is the only official receipt we issue:-
Mr Baldry, University of Cape Town; Mr Ball, Wesley College, Salt River; Mr Bo- 
pela, Ohlange Institute, Natal; Mr Bourgaize, Mtoko, S.Rhodesia; Mr Brand, Mor- 
genster, S.R.; Mr Brown, Lovedale; Mr Bulube, Aliwal North; Mr Chabeli, Leribe, 
Basutoland; Prof. dr. Coetzee, Potchefstroom; M a j . Cowan, Sinoia, S.R.; Rev. 
D.J.Darlow, Fort Hare; Bantu Reading Room, c/o Prof. Doke, Johannesburg; Mr. J. 
Dugard, Healdtown; M a j . Durman, Salisbury; Miss Ellenu, Mutambara, S.R.; Bishop 
Ferguson-Davie, Fort Hare; Bishop Fuller, Pietersburg (2 copies); Mr Giffen,
Fort Hare; Miss Grieve, Lovedale; Mr Habedi, Rosettenville; Miss Henderson, 
Lovedale; Mr Hlubi, Koenigsberg, Natal; Prof. Hoernle, Johannesburg; Miss Hub
bard, All Saints; Miss Hudson, Hope Fountain, S.R.; Dr Jensen, Fort Hare; Mr 
Jijana, Clarkebury; Mr Johnson, Chief Inspector, Zanzibar; Mrs Rheinallt Jones, 
Johannesburg; Mr Jordan, Kroonstad; Mr Kailichurun. Ladysmith; Principal Dr A. 
Kerr, Fort Hare; Rev. Fr. Ketterer, Salisbury; Mr Kwinana, St Matthews; Miss 
Lyle, Fort Hare; Mr Mabude, Flagstaff; Miss McCall, Fort Hare; Mr Macquarrie, 
Lovedale; I.Ir Makalima, Fort Hare; Mr Mahlasela, Clarkebury; Miss Mahlangeni, 
Indaleni, Natal; Mr Malcolm, Chief Inspector, Natal; Mr Meshologu, Morija, Bas
utoland; Mr Mathu, Kikuyu, Kenya; Mr Matthews, Kimberley; Mr Mdlatu, Clarkebu
ry; Mr Mdledle, Lovedale; Mr Mdondolo, Clarkebury; Mr Mjamba, Impolweni; Mr 
Mothusi, Mochudi; Mr Mpumlwana, St Matthews; Miss Mpumlwana, Fort Hare; Rev. F. 
Mussel, Selukwe, S.R. (0 copies); Mr Myambo, Salisbury; Mr Naidoo, Ladysmith ;
Miss lit ant ale, Kroonstad; Mr Nfcja, Modderpoort; Mr Ktola, Emf undi sweni; Mr Ntu- 
si, Adams College, Natal; Mr Owen, Inyazura, S.R.; Sister Peter, Salisbury; The 
Principal, Training College, Grahamstown; Mr Qunta, Langa, CapeTown; Director 
of Native Education, S.R. (2 copies); Miss Rogers, Lovedale; Prof. Scrimgeour,
Cape Town; Mr Shembe, Fort Hare; Mr Sikunyana, Serowe, Bechuanaland; Miss Soga, 
Kroonstad; Superintendent of Education, Swaziland (2 copies); Ma j . Tabor, Glon- 
dale, S.R.; Mr Tau, Maseru, Basutoland; Mr Thelejane, Emfundisweni; Miss Tooke, 
Fort Hare; Rev. P. True, Modderpoort, O.F.S.; Mr Tsotsi, Blyihswood; Mr White- 
ford, University of Cape Town; Miss William, Riversdale; Rev. A. Winter, Penha- 
longa, S.R.; Mr Zwakala, Ohlange Institute, Natal.
Mr Bacon, St Cuthbert’s, C.P.; Mr Gcanga, Box 30, iingcoco; Ins 'ector Mr Maram- 
banaj fingcoboj Mr J.T.Mohapaloa, Fort Hare; Mr Sikunyana, Sere , Bechuanaland;
Dr -Strachan, Fort Hare; Mr Voyi, All Saints; Principal, Training College, 
Zonneblooivi, Cape ToY/n.

STOP PRESS NEVJS iYl 
— © •

The Editors have discovered that they are not infallible after all - they don’t 
know everything, and they do make mistakes. But they assure you that they do 
that without trying, and that they m i l  always be very glad if you will point 
out their mistakes, and gladder still if you will send them advice on how the 
articles in TEACHING should be written. Perhaps some of our articles have so 
far been rather high-faluting but TEACHING is determined, with your help, to be

really useful.
2 .

The Editors are very sorry, but after this issue they will be forced to stop 
being generous and send TEACHING only to Subscribers. So if you want TEACHING

send 2/61 
3.

If TEACHING were printed it would look grander, but it would cost five or six 
times more. The Editors prefer to spend the money on making it useful rather

than grand.
-------O0§-------



Sunday School Competition for Bantu

Subjects "Fran the Parable of the ■ .heat and 

the Tares name two lessons suit able" "for' Bantu 
children, and say how you would teach then.71

Three cash prizes, and three book prizes.
To entrance fee* Full information from:- 

Thw National Sunday School Association,
P.O.Box, 17, Pert Llizabeth.

— - ' - O ' ,  o --------

Bantu ’elfare Trust Lectures.

Under the auspices of the Bantu vie If are Trust, 
the well-known authority on Bantu languages, 
Prof. lestrade of the University of Cape Town, 
■will deliver a series of lectures on:- 

"Some Aspects of the Bantu Languages", 

at Fort Hare, front 19th to 23rd July, 1937,

The past, the present and the future of these 

languages will be dealt with. All interested 
are cordially invited. e hope to refer to 
these lectures in our next issue.

---ooCoo— -

Bantu Arts and Crafts U useunic

The Department of African Studies at Fort Hare 
is building up a collection of specimens of our 
.bantu -jrts and Crafts. Headers who possess or 

cone across specimens that they would like to 
have included in such a collection, are asked 

to write to h r  Z.A.!%tthews regarding the con
ditions under which these nay be obtained.

— ooOoo— ■-

THIS MOUTH'S I^QTTO;-

The difficult thing is what takes a little 
tine, and the impossible thing is what takes 
a little longer. —

The famous explorer Nansen.

■Hat Others Say

"Grammar - a great deal of nonsense; arithme
tic - er obsession. —  Sir William M 1 ICechnie.



SOUTH A F R I C A N ___NATIVE CO U S G E

FORT HARE

MAY ESTHER BEDFORD COMPETITION

PRIZES FOR BAN TO LITSRATUHE, ART AND MUSIC.

In 1935, by the kind iterest of Dr. and Mrs. Ifcmford, formerly of 'K’ngali 
nyika Territory,^(nd now of the Institute of Education, London Universii 
sum of £50 annually, for three years, was made available for jrizes to be 
awarded for tho beat original work in Bantu Literature, Art and liisic  
competitions have boen held so far, the subjects for 1935 being Wood- 
carving and Sculpture or Modelling, qnd a prose work in a Bantu Language; 
and those for 1936 being Music and Poetry. The results of thos- competi
tions have snow* that Bantu talent in these spheres of work is deserving oJ 
encouragement. ?■ • \

Now^contributions are being invited for the final competition under 
the original scheme and it is hoped that the work submitted will encourage 
the Committee responsible for it to approach the donors for a further g: 
for the promotion of Bantu Literature, Art and Music.

The competition for 1937 is as followsj-

LITSRATURE; The best original unpublished work in Drama 
in a Bantu Language, with English translation.

(b) ART: The best original work in Painting or Drawing.

1. The Committee reserves the right to withhold award if work
submitted be not up to the standard required, and also to divide 
the prize if necessary.

2. The work, which will remain the property of the competitor, must
be suomitted by October 1st, 1937, addressed to the Principal

5?UthJtfrican Native College, Fort Hare, Alice, C.P. Hotice’of 
dispatch should be sent at the same time*

3. EnglijK|tranlations must be literal enough to convey Bantu idiom. 
They must be written on the pages opposite the Bantu version so 
that they may be read together. They need not be by the authors 
Ox the Bantu version.

4. j,ach entry must be accompanied by a written declaration that it is 
the unaided work of the competitor# '

5. tfork must-be sent at the owner's risk; its safety will not be

y done.guaranteed. Packing should be carefully done.
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Bring the World into the School 

Putting Life into Language Teaching 

Shall I Become a Teacher? 
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EDITORIAL 1I0TES,

Roalism in School.
Tc leave as much space as possible for other articles, and not to 

bore their readers rr.th Ion;;; editorials, the editors are postponing the 
promised Editorial on 'Realism" till next months As all the articles on 
Language teaching are bajed on "Realism", however, a few simple explan
ations are neceee&ry.

"Realism" answers our questions about every part of the school work: 
(l) Which subjects should I teach..- and which parts of them? (2) Which 
methods should I use to teaoh them? (s) H oy/ should I organize or arrange 
my subjects, my lessons, my pupils and my school? The Answer is: "Copy 
Real Life'."

Very few of us are allowed to decide the fi: st question, for what we 
must teach is fixed by other peoplee -But we can do two things about its
(a) We can think about it„ and try to make ocher people think about it 
until,.through our principals and our Teachers* Associations we . can in
fluence the people who fix our syllabuses* (b) That will take, a long 
time. In the meantime we have to teach syllabuses that are often "un- 
realistic'1,, TEACHING suggests that in such a case the unrealistic bits 
should be either left out, or else taught without spending too much 
time on them, or else taught by methods that are as realistic as possible*

Fortunately we or our principals can decide questions 2 and 3 : our 
methods and our organization* It is in these two matters that "Realism" 
can be"of greatest immediate use, although the syllabus taught is really 
the fundamental thing*

.What then, is this "Realism"? Just this: We learn to do a t h i n g__
only by doing that thing, not by doing something else,, V/e don’t learn to 
play the piano by practising on a petrol tin; we d o n’t learn to swim by 
practising riding a bicycle, or even by reading a ^lot of books or listen
ing to a lot of lectures on swimming, ITo:- we learn tc play the piano 
by playing the piano; we lea^n to swim by getting irrto the water and 
swimming« Of course v/e swallow mouthfuls of water, but they make us so 
much keener to swim well* In short: Practise on the Real Thing it
self 9 Low, in school we say we want the prpils to learn to doalsuccess- 
fully with Real Life outside the school —  its diseases, its crops, its 
business, and so on. It follows that we must let ther\ practise on Real 
Life itselfe But what do we do? We try to teach our pupils how to 
make health conditions better not by going outside and trying to make them 
better, but by teaching long lists of words, words, words: innominate 
bones, olecranon, pronation, thorax5 metacarpal bones, glottis, epiglottis
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........... And then we wonder why they never think of trying to make
their homes more healthyi

Here are some examples of the questions that every teacher has to 
answer, and of the way in which the motto "Copy Real Life outside the 
School" solves them:- 

(Syllabus) Should we teach English, or Chinese or neither? (fflhat is neces
sary in Real Life outside the school?) TJhat should our pupils learn to 
read: Chaucer, or English newspapers? (what is needed in Real Life?)
What should we teach: Physics, or Cookery?

(ifethod) ■ Row should children learn to add and subtract money: from books, or 
in a shop? ' (When do people use money in Real Life?) Plow should they 
learn to sew: by reading books, by making the different kinds of stitch
es, or by sewing clothes? (What do women do in Real Life?) How should 
drill be taught: by; explaining in words, or by making the pupils imitate 
you? (How do people learn to make bodily movements in Real Life?) by 
starting with simple arm movements, or by starting with games? (What 
kind of movements do they like to make in Real Life?)

(Organization) Should girls and boys go to separate schools? (Are men and 
women separated in Real Life?) Should we teach our subject in their home- 
language, or in a foreign language? (What language is used in their Real 
Life outside the School?)

But sometimes the conditions of Real Life are bad —  should we copy 
the slums? gangsters? prison treatment of offenders? No: that is 
where "physical and mental self-preservation" helps us to avoid the mis
takes and evils of Real Lifeo This is dealt with on page 3.

THO COMFETITIOES

"TEACHING" is sure that its readers have discovered many excellent ideas about 
teaching during their experience as teachers, and that they also see some weak
nesses in the ideas put forward by "TEACHING". Therefore it will from time to 
time offer prizes for such ideas (so that other teachers may also benefit) and 
for such difficulties (so that "TEACHING" may try to help). In connection with 
our articles on language Teaching, we offer two prizes of 5/- each for the two 
best letters on:

"Ideas I have found useful in teaching the Official language"; 
and: "Difficulties that are hard to overcome in teaching the Offici

al language".
Entries must reach "TEACHING" before the end of December, 1937. Readers do not 
need to write compositions on these subjects; what "TEACHING" wants is lists of 
good ideas (with brief explanations) and of difficulties (with brief explanations).

A Recent Conference

During the holidays one of the editors had the pri
vilege of attending the annual conference of the 
Teachers’ league of South Africa meeting in Port 
Elizabeth this year under the presidency of the 
Principal of the Livingstone High School, Cape 
Town, Mr E.C.Roberts, B.A. This association of 
Coloured teachers has as its motto "Let us live for 
our Children" —  a watch-word that should be writ
ten on the heart of every teacher. The discussions 
showed that it was not a mere catch-word.
Other Conferences are reported on page 20.



•May we be Practical?

last month’s Editorial o n ."physical and mental self-preservation" 
was rather philosophical and perhaps difficult to understand. It was 
stated there that the need for "self-preservation" is the cause of 
everything that.human beings do; in other words, we. do the things we 
do,.because we have to keep our bodies and our minds alive. For
instance, if someone threatens our' bodies by taking our food away or 
beating us, or threatens our minds by saying that our opinions. are 
v.yong or stupid, we try to stop hit:. Tron doing so —  we defend 
ourselves with words or 'with weapons a

How what has this got, to do w ith teachers? This:- If a teacher 
wants-to influence his pupils or other people fcr good, he must make 
use of their need for"self-preservation"® If for instance he wants 
to persuade them to move a cattle-lcraal away from their houses, he- 
iaust be very careful not to attack their idoas about these things. In 
later issv.es we shall give advice on how to use it in deciding which 
subjects to teach, how to teach them, and how to arrange one’s class
es and lessons; in dealing with other people (like parents, princi
pals, .teachers, inspectors); in delivering a speech; in business;and 
so on. -Here we can only give a few examples tc show how it should 
guide one in dealing with one’s pupils. We give two general rules:

(a) Kever let people feel that they are in any danger from you, either ii 
body or in mind;-. ' ' *

(b) Clive .them as many chances for success, as you can, especially in ways 
that help others also (never it ways that "harm" themJT

There; is not enough space to deal with (b) this month, so we give some 
examples of (a):-

"I must never make a pupil feel inferior."
I must punish a pupil on?;, when it is absolutely necessary; I must 
never scold him or call him "a fool", "stupid", "lazy11, "liar"; I 
must never make him wear a dunce-cap or stand in a corner or make a 
fool of him in any way. It may be difficult not to do one or other 
of these things, for we are all human. When a child fails to under
stand our explanations, he seems to say that we give bad explanations; 
so we attempt to preserve ourselves by cabling him a fool# (How
often a teacher tells his principal that his class" is unusually stu
pid! He is. afraid to be blamed if they do badly, so he blames them)„ 
If we become , angry when a pupil is "stupid", we show that we care more 
about our own self-preservation thar about his —  about helping him 
to improve. But if we are always friendly and helpful, he will feel 
that we are really trying to help him and he will be oager to do what 
we advise him. On the other hand, pupils who are always criticized 
dislike their teacher, make life unpleasant for him if they can, and 
do bad work. Children want to be friends with their teachers and to 
be praised, and if we again and again criticize their attempts we may 
spoil their lives not only at school, but ever after. So;

"I must praise, every bit of good vrork and not take too much notice of mis
takes o~:r Our pupils, like ourselves"" are- not perfect; but our pupils, life© . 

ourselves, improve most if their work is praised, and if they are then
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shovm how they may make it even bettor: "That's really good, John. You 
are getting on very well. But supposing you had just done this —  see 
the difference it makes? Try that next time," This may be stated in 
another way:

"I must never ridicule a child, o or let others ridicule him." We dislike be
ing laughed at and made to seen," foolish; others dislike it just as much 
as we do. Scientists have found that the commonest reason why children 
dislike a teacher and his subjects, is that he is sarcastic, saying bi
ting things that make them feel fools in front of everybody. Teachers 
often do that with a new pupil from another school. Pupils don't work 
any harder, but get to hate the teacher and his work. We must also 
never let one child get success by making another suffer? for instance, 
a clever child should not laugh at a duller child who can't do the work 
so well. Because children feel inferior to the big grown-ups but can’t 
"get their own back", they are often little savages to. any child who 
seems inferior to them. (So:

"I must never malas any child feel I can order him about just because I am big
ger than hei/O * " ” * ‘ " “ “

A child is usually teased and played the fool with if he has some visible 
defect —  ragged or strange clothes, a weak body, an ugly face., a stam
mer, weak eyes, a hunch-back, etc. This should not happen, and the 
teacher should try to be his friend and to help him (e.g* have ears or 
adenoids attended to): that is —

"I must remove or remedy noticeable defects" if at all possible. Never should 
the teacher make fun of him by imitating his stutter,by nicknames like 
"Baby Face", "Tom Thumb" or "Tatters", or by saying things like: "Can't 
you hear? Go and wash your ears," or: "Look at the big lump of meat 
standing thereI" A  teacher who does such things is a criminal. But the 
real teacher will try to make no pupil even feel different from the rest. 
If a pupil cannot see very well on the blackboard, such a teacher will 
move him to the front quietly so that nobody notices itj otherwise the 
pupil may feel shy and unhappy. One last rule:

"I mustjgqually friendly and sympathetic to all." To have favourites is to 
make the rest of the class feel inferior., and then they will hate the 
teacher and his favourites. To be equally friendly to all is to make 
them feel that one wants to help all of them.

short:

"I must never let any pupil feel that his person
ality (ubuntu) is in dangor of being destroyed-*11

(Continued from p. 15: Hearing People Speak)

Stories told outside will be tcld in the teacher's basic 
English in school, stories will be made up by the teach
er about the kind of life that his pupils live outside, 
and so on. In a later issue of TEACHING we shall show 
carefully how this may be done. Here we just emphasize: 
First things first. The pupils can go on to less neces
sary things when they have thoroughly mastered the most 
necessary ones* (To be continued).
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CVER AFRICA: IV.

Kq Matthews

One ci ohe most interesting educational exper i?©nts in Kenya is that 
of the training of Jeanes teachers. The conception of the Jeanes teacher, 
like so many other dynamic ideas in the field of education, was first 
put into practice and developed in .America by educationists interested 
in Eegi o welfare, In ohe Southern Spates, for many years it was felt 
that the ordinary school iu the I'egro ccmuunity was not discharging ade
quately its social functions as an agency for the promotion of community 
vrelfare. This unsatisfactory .state o? affairs vas due to the x'act that 
the ordinary teacher, partly because of his training or lack of it and 
parcly because 01 his preoccupacion with 'che routine tasic of imparting 
knowledge and skill to his pupils, did not, in fact could not address him
self with anythin; like the required degree of application to the task of 
bringing abouc desiraole social improvements in the coini\unity from which 
1-j.s pupils were drawn* A solution for this problem liras sought not along 
the. lines of merely increasing the staff of the school but rather by pro
viding a type of worker w'.io could form a link between the school and "the 
communityj who, through periodical visits to the sc}cols in her district 
could at_.erp.po to do two things, namely: (l) to encourage and help the or
dinary school teachers to -ake their schools better educational centres 
basing their work upon the noads of the cam. unity; and ( 2 ) to encourage 
and help parents by means of careful demonstrations to make their homes 
more attractive to their children and their neighbours and bo take a more 
intelligent interest in the local school. Through the generosity of 
hass Anna T. Jeanes. a wealthy Auerican lady, this type of worker, so es
sential to backward communities which generally lack the usual amenities 
of* civilised life, was put into the field, and the name of M ss Virginia 
Randolph. che xirst Jeanes teacher, whose unusual skill and ter si stance 
soon put the movement on a sound footing, will live forever in the en- 
nals 01 r.egro iiducation. To-day the Jeanes teacher in America has a 
well-known and highly appreciated place in the system of llegro upliftment 
In due course, especially after the visit of the two Phelps-Stokes Com
missions to Africa, the idea was conceived of trying to do the same kind 
of thing 111 Africa* The result is that a modified system of Jeanes 
training has been started in different parts cf the continent, e.g. at 
Hope Fountain in Southern Rhodesia, at llazabuka in Northern Rhodesia, at 
Kabete in ^enya, and elsewhere. That a fair amount of progress in the 
trailsplanting of the Jeanes plan has been made may be gathered from the 
fact that two years ago the Jeanes Schools in Africa held an important 
conference in Salisbury, Southern Rhodesia, which was attended by many 
distinguished educationistsa The report of that conference has been 
published under tno i.itle Village Ed.ucation in Africa” and every African 
teacher ought to read and digest it® As Dr» Keppel, President of the 
Carnegie Corporation, ITew York, soys in hi3 introduction to this report,
"As an educational and sociological docû iient, this record is not merely 
of current interest, but of permanent usefulness."

During trip to i^ast Airica, I had the pleasure of visiting two 
Jeanes Training Schools, namely, the one at Kabete in Kenya and the one
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™  r  Rhodesia. The former is situated right in the 
K f !  f‘e ‘^tayuSoEerTO and so is within easy reach of the type of 

community it seeks to serve. The latter is rather distant from the

t T H T l  ^  for purposes of convenience placed close
ta 1 Stb ln close Proximity to the Agricultural Experimen
tal Station of the Government of ITorthorn Rhodesia. In both of these

their1® authorities concentrate upon the training of married men and

Of thp T * ®par in& ln ls respect from American practice where most

to ^ ^ T 6Sv, a T S are WOmen° B°th sch00ls are Government concerns 
to ydiich teachers of some experience are sent for special training by

l^stsU?n +S1°nS °r Government* At the end of their training, which
th6y.return t0 their Missions or to Government posts 

to undertalce the supervision of a number of schools and the direction of 
so lftl activities calculated to improve community standards in hen 1th 
hygiene and sanitation, agriculture and home life generally. *

The Jeanes school at Kabete is itself a model village, for durine 
term tneteachers m  training, together with their wives and children 
live in two-roomed cottages made of brick, with a small garden surromd-

life ^ SC° “t r  th6y ^  aS far aS P°ssible ordinary home
®rs’ ^ot^?rs ^  children all have an opportunity «f being

School il! f ° r t 64-they Wl11 lead affcer their st8y at the Jeanes
i I  - \  4 u *eachers ln t im in g  run a Co-operative Store and a Bank

In i f " 1 S° r thJng ab°Ut th6Se ^ r t a n t  economic ventures.
the local village they have an opportunity to try out the methods of 

social work which they are being taught. An im p o r t ^  aspect of the

studenL ff Ŵ Ch 13 minly Eur°Pean' is t0 keep in touch with the
the s t ^ f ^  Tn- J r  rTeturned to their ordinary work* A member of

S L  J? Jeanes teachers, finds out what they are doing, 
discusses with them their difficulties, and so collects information £h!t 
helps the staff in the re-organisation of their work to meet African con

ations. At regular intervals Refresher Courses are held at the Jeanes 
School and those already in the field return to the school and endeavour 
to keep up-to-date in their methods and fresh in their outlook,

■H™ S ^ h6L the f?anes Sch°ol is a comraendable type of adult educa
tion. While the ordinary school takes proper care of the education of 
the young,^ some sort of attack must be made upon the problems of the 

S ’ST ’TJ*1*8 f 1 the village, for the latter, if they are not in sympathy 
™ Ih t  and objectives of the school, can act as an effective brake

I * Pr<>S«ss of the community. The Jeans teacher endeavours to break 
down the natural conservatism of the adult who is loath to try out new
ways of doing things both in his individual life and in the life of the 
community as a whole.
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FUTTIi:G LIFE HTTP LANGUAGE .TE&CHim 

by H . -J. Rousseau,

Tho ntdn principles of language teaching are stated 

in cur April issue, pp. 14 - 18, These principles may be 
summed up in the phre.se : Realism in the servioc of Self- 
preservation; that is, ’.ve must find out how people in Real 
life satisfy their needs (hunger, clothss, etc.) by using 
language, and then we must copy Real life in school,

Various articles on this subject will be published 
in future issues. They will deal not only with the Official 
languages but alto with the Home Languages, for the latter are 
in even greater need of better methods of teaching. In the 
iiieontime we suggest the following questions for careful con
sideration

(l) Vihat language do our children speak best? Hciw did they 
learn it - by reading? by -writing? by transiting 
(be explain now words/? by learning grammar rules?
1%at did they learn first - reading.* writing or 
speaking?

(?) Y.'hat kind,3 ci* things did they speak about first?
Yftiat kinds of things do th«y apeak about most? Why, 
then, do people speak? Abour- what things do pecpls 
speak most sargorly and most eloquently? Did they speak 
perfectly from the first? How did they improve? Did 
they use the whole vocabulary ?f the language from the 
first? How did they learn new words? How did theii 
pronunciation improve - as the result of lessons on ■ 

vocal cords,- laryrxs.fi aid Vowel charts?
(3) Yilhy do people, read in Heal Life - bo improve their 

pror.\mciation cr thoir grairmaĵ  or tc gain information
about something, or for enjoyment? How do people read - 
aloud or nilently9 all together or separately? whole 

s entences at a time, or words, or letters; for instance 
"Tse aitch eo, the; see ay tee. oat: oss ay tse, sat; 
oh on, on; tee aitoh 03; th?; em ay te3, mat", or 

"The - cat - sat - or, *• tho - mat''., oi : ’’The cat 
sat cr the mat"? (VJho wants to read such rubbish 

anywayi)
(4) Yihy do people write in Real Life - tc got scolded,

or punished, or praised, or marks * or money, or shoes 
(from 0 store), cr news or love (from some parson)?
How do they write - a stroke at a time, or a letter 
at a time, or a word at a time: for instance 5
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YJhen do'7 people have to spell, when they speak or when they 
■write? What do people have to write most - letters, articles, 
stories, ossays, explanations (paraphrases), or summaries?

(5) In what ways can Real Life not be copied in School?
In what ways can we, but don’t we, copy Real Life 
i‘a eohcol?

Geners.1 •
------ T h e  most important of all subjects in school is language, because it ^is

the most important of all subjects in life outside the school. People can live 
without arithmetic, without geography, without history, but they cannot live to
gether without some sort of language. In fact, language is the foundation of 
every other subject, for they all need it. If the foundation is weak, the whole 
building is weak. That is why it is the first subject to be discussed by TEACH
ING. It is such a big subject, however, that we should need to write several 
thick books if we wanted to discuss it fully. Instead we shall later give a 
list of books that will help our readers. It is fortunate for us that there are 
more and better books in English on language teaching than in any other language. 
In these articles just a simple outline can be given, with as many useful hints 
as possible - lists of composition subjects, advioe on letter writing, on cor
recting written and oral work, etc. We start with the usual method of study

ing any language — grammar.

"GRAMMAR — A GREAT DEAL OF NONSENSE."

The greatest experts on language teaching agree that grammar  ̂
less for learning any language. Many years ago the famous educationist Herbert 
Spencer" condemned '''That intensely stupid custom, the teaching of grammar to chil
dren". In 1905 the official English handbook of "Suggestions to- Teachers0 *ug- 
gested that it should not be taught and stated: "With the younger scholars it 
should be discontinued altogether". The greatest language scholar of to-day,who 
has written a valuable book on the teaching of language, Prof. Jespersen, con
demns it. Dr Ballard, one of the foremost English educationists and the best 
writer on the teaching of English, of which he has had wide experience as teach
er and His Majesty’ s Inspector of schools in England, says: "It is ju#t as 
reasonable for shildren of thirteen to practise needlwwork in order to improve 
their geography as to study grammar in order to improve their composition. And

so we could quote many others.
But if it is useless, why does every pupil study it in school, not on

ly when they are learning a new language, but even when they are learning their 
own? Just the traditions of the ignorant Middle Ages. It happened like this:-

For about 1,500 years after Christ was bom, Latin was taught all over 
Western Europe as the only educated language of the time, even though after 50c



A.D. it was dead - no more spoken by people in their real, every-day lives - in 
their houses, on their farms, in their shops, on the streets. In other words,it 
did not any more help people to preserve themselves in Real Life. liow, when 
anything, whether it is an ox-wagori or a language or a school suDject, does not 
help people's self-preservation in Real life any more, they throw it away and 
use something that does help their self-preservation - a lorry or a railway or a 
different language, etc, Usually it is a long time before people make up their 
minds to throw such a thing away. They like the old thing because they know so 
well how to control it, and dislike the "new-fangled" thing because they don't 
lmow how to use it and so are afraid of it. ,So peopie usually put the old thing 
in a museum, ’.‘/here it is studied as a dead thing of the past. That was what hap
pened to Latin: it was put away in grammar-books, and people studied these to 
find out what Latin was like when it was alive. But in the end the people of 
Western Europe became tired cf writing and studying only Latin and began writing 
and studying their own living languages as well. In England this happened about 
the year 1400. Latin itself, however, was also studied, and it is only to-day 
that it is at last being pushed right out of the schools of Europe.

Unfortunately, when about 3/CO the Real Life surrounding the school in 
England forced English into the school, the teachers were so used to teaching 
Latin from grammar-books that, they began teaching English, in the same way, and 
made’ t h ¥ T n g l i s h u u ;F  as like that of Latin as possible, although the two 
languages were quite different. The same kind of thing happened to the study of 
French in France, Dutch in Holland, German in Germany, and so on. 'When these 
languages came to Africa, they did the same thing to the African languages: the 
Europeans studied thorn by the 5TLatin Grammar Method:i to which they were accustom
ed, and the little Africans had to do so too in school, although the Latin Gram
mar Method is far nore unsuitable for the African languages. It is a pit' that 
this method should have been imposed or the African languages just when it is at 
last being thrown off by the European languages. This "old grammar of parsing 
and analysis, which cast a blight on the elementary schools of England'1, as Dr 
Ballard soys, is so different from the way in .-which we speak in Real Life out
side the school that it is useless and unreal and therefore one of the most hat
ed.subjects in primary schools. Unfortunately the teacher seldom sees that his 

pupils dislike it, for (in Dr Ballard's words)
"When I taught English grammar, as I did for many years to all grades of pu
pils, I thoroughly enjoyed the experience. And I imagined that my pupils en
joyed it too. Looking back at those days through the experience of later 
years, I cannot but think that I was deceived. The bore never bores himself; 
he only, bores others. And the trouble is that he doesn't know it ."

There are of course many oeople who think that the very fact that the 
pupils dislike tho subject is good for them, because it trains their wills for 
overcoming all the unpleasant tasks of later life. Vfe shall have to discussthis 
idea at some later tima, for it is very prevalent; but here we need just say it 
is a quite wrong idea. The writer of this article is convinced that the sooner 
grammar is thrown out of school, the better. He has himself taught English, Af
rikaans and Latin with and without grammar, and he sees no reason why„ 
uages should be different in this respect. For most teachers 
Latin will have to be an exception, because we know it badly.1 
The grammar method wastes the teacher's and pupils' time and 
energy learning with difficulty useless, uninteresting terms 
like "gerund", "predicative", "voiced labiodental fricative^1; 
time and energy which might be so much better used learning 
new, real sentences and words. In "young" languages like the 
African the danger is particularly great that the teacher may

Aubu^ ltfoY_________________________ ____ "TEACniLfr-^............... _ ........  9
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adopt "the grammar-boolc attitude" anrf t™  j-v _____ , .

s r s s r f t ' & s s p e iH n E ;  i f  they * “ '*■ « * ■  ‘ ~ -

ther to . p S ^ J r L T o r S g u L ! 0^  f o T  ^  ^  ^
ny exact experiments have been made to find out* earn a new language. Ma-

statement above. At the end of this s e S s  o ° Ur

our readers can make such experiments themselves; after all8 that is“the6 * 7  
way to decide the matter. The trouble + Z l+ 1C, ~ i i  that ls th© only

good have never tried to find out by experiment whether i t ^ r L ^ g o o d ^ ^ y

thlv Xt themselves that they have never doubted its value If
they didn t have the grammar-book to follow pace bv dap-p -t-ho-w -m v i 
and they are afraid nf“ 4-v. c-i- -i_u 3 - u P®ge, they would be lost -

never saw a Greek grammar, and Shakespeare never saw an English one The Ital°

1 1 J

z  hr  “
know v/hat a " t W  „ s if v,e asked them? - And ° 3°  W° Uld DOt

1 ^ 5  S r t i 'i i S S * *  “

S ^ w S S S i a s S K S 8-!**
Even the greatest grammatical experts ogn»t explain anythin- Th t C^ ,  w ^ e .

”  often quarrel with one another' because they^'exolain" thine-s diVr S°
How then can we expect children to under** 7 \ »

~ ^o n g ? 5ut inore than that: li'ow can we exp'ect the child -f- f? . a n o t h e r  is

livel A ^ L T l J  '"■* l U ‘ that he dieS; It is there^here he
ives, All what he says is true; This is your coat which you boueht^---ThP

other was a man. th« n t .w  « r,.;v.i. a -7„-,..jirr7~ _ you oougnt, ihe
r f  b*- *. -, :L  7 gir1' A ^ulu blg village; Dear Friend; Honour-
di7r*«d • V  tolVe me — -■ ■ money' The Responsible Government was " intro-

Child still0^ r ? L “ eSETOri?“ heXPh ^ d ' bU?, the exPW i ™  " ““Id o o n lw ' the
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about it - it would, be certain. So I must say:. 'Perhaps I shall come to school’." 
After standing-dumb like this for a minute or sc while his friend is wondering 
whether he has .taken leave of .his senses, he begins again: , "ITo, perhaps I shall 
come to school*” Can we blame any pupil for not speaking in such a stupid way? 
How often one.hears a grown-up with S .A .’‘in'English saying things like: "It 
could be .possible if one had the money." If one .drew his attention to it, he 
might be able to'.'see the mistake, and would certainly, once he saw it, beT * able 
to- explain why it was wrong; but next time he does it again. The only reason 
wprth anything at all is this: "English people don't say that.. They say; "It 
might be possible." tow you say that.» . .Good« l*ow supposing I had no- books and 
you had no books, would it be possible to teach you English? Yes, it-be poss
ible, Everybody say that. Good., Peter, say it ,"  etc, (Each example goes on 
the blackboard, The class say it in chorus end singly; make examples of their 
own; write further ones for home-work; revise quickly next day, end'later too.)

Another examples We' are told we must learn to- perse and, analyze be
cause we shall then be able tc speak better . Here are some simple sentences- ev
eryone .uses. The writer has never yet found anybody who could parse or...analyze 
them correctly: (Parse) Re.your, letter• This was asked for; (Analyze) He had a 
fine house in which to live; By the time the work, has been finished, nobody will 
went it,. We can’t parse. or analyze these correctly, but we can use them correct
ly. So why waste time on parsing and analyzing? ITo child h4s ever since the- 
•world, hejr'an done the kind cf thing that the official teachers’ handbook of"'the 
most-advanced..Department of Education in. Africa says"he"does in-'the-following 

-paragraph:. "There is no'-~'doubt-thaVSA-£s'.:-> .̂2pful to the child if he has nade : a " ‘: 
Long,- involved sentence to be -able, to look-.critically at a subordinate - clause 
and Say to himself: . 'It is assumed t'hat -thir. subordinate clause .perrap''the 
work of an adverb (or an adjective, as the-case may be); therefore I must al- 

- : ter my sentence in such a way. that it is quite 'cle&r "to everybody that the 
sentence really performs that- work.’ " Here' is such an. involved sentence,and 

.- ■ our readers can judge for. themselves which is better - to train the pupils to 

.make simple/, short, clear sentences; or to train them to- analyze grammatically 
every sentence they speak or' -writec—■■ ■ ■*'

"For seeing those things whiTh’-are equal .must needs ail' have one measure, if 
I cannot but wish to receive all good, even as mluc'h a£"e'Very man’ s hand"as a- 
ny men. can wish unto his own soul, how should I look'to have any part of my 

.-; . I,..desirV' herein satisfied, unless myself be careful to satisfy the like desire 
I which, is' in other men," -

.Has any reader analyzed this? How then can we expect any child to do it?
There are many other arguments against teaching grammar, but we must 

stop. The teacher, however, may well ask: "If grammar is useless, what can I 
do about it?'1 In the first place, his -pupils must pass, and the inspectors and 

. v- examiners ask for grammar. In the second place, how should he teach .his _oupils 
■ to use. their own language and the official language if he does not teach grammar? 
The second question will be answered in the nsxfc article on "Speaking in Real 

.-v.,.. Life". The first was answered on page 1: (a) Prove tc other
- people that it is useless. Think about the matter; collect 

arguments; make experiments. Persuade your Teachers’ Assoc- 
iations to discuss it,'ATrite to TEAC-EIL'G.ajLd..we shall try to 
help. In the end it va.Il be possible to influence the Eduo- £

(• ation. Pepartffients, Examiners and Inspectors. • • < 1

(b) Meanwhile, waste -as little time as possible on grammar.
Teach only what the Examiners or Inspectors want - nothing 
more. And teach that little In a way as close to the way of /'
Real Life as possible, as we shall try to show now........... . J
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SPEAKING III REAL LIFE.

Our advice is simple: Copy Real LifeI Why do we use 
a language in real life outside the school? To get what a/ant 

food, help, etc. The better we use the language, the better 
*we get what we want, and so we improve. If we didn't want anything 
we should never learn to use the language. How do we learn to use 
it? Just as we learn to swim by swimming, so we learn to use any 

language by using it - not by using some other language, or by letting someone 
else use it for us. If our readers think of the Europeans they know, they will 
agree that those who "picked it up" in trying to get what they wanted as traders 
or farmers or children often speak the local Bantu language as if it were their 
home-language. What about those who learnt it from books? In the same way it is 
well-known that the best Bantu interpreters are those who have learnt the offic
ial languages in the business of daily life. All languages, whether home or for
eign, should be learnt by the Real Life Method. That does not mean that they 
should not be studied; in Real Life people often think and argue about the exact 
meaning of a sentence or word, and that is the kind of language study that ought 
to go on in school, at least in the higher standards. But not to begin with. How 
when a baby is born, it does not know any language, but has to learn its unknown 
home-language in the same way as it later learns an unknown foreign language.

How does the baby learn its home-language, or the adult a foreign language in Real 
Life? (.Please think of some real baby you know, and some real adult you know, 
e.g. a trader). (l )They live among real things that make them want something - 
the baby is hungry and wants food, the trader may also be hungry and certainly 
wants to sell his goods. This want is absolutely essential. ( 2) Then they hear 
certain sentences again and again. The hungry baby cries, his mother comes, and 
while she says something like this: ''Mama's darling'. Mama gives nice food," she 
feeds him. He hears such sentences for about 12 months, until, when he wants her, 
he shouts: "Mamal" In the same way the trader hears his customers, while they 
point to gy > saying: "Ndifuna ilcetile, " until he himself says: "Iketile?"
(3)So theyyjv ^ begin using these sentences to get what they want.If  successful
(4)they V, / keep on saying' the sentences that helped them. (~5)Years later, 
the baby learns to read, (6 ;later still to writ~

These six things are important in the order given: Wanting is the most 
important; hearing comes next and is more important than speaking; but speaking 
is more important than reading; and writing is least important of all. We speak 
less than we hear; read less than we speak; and write least of all. In school 
we should give them in that order too. In this article we can only write about 1 
and 2: Wanting, and hearing (and part of 2 will have to stay over for Sept.).

In school the child must learn in the same way..

WANTIHG TO SPEAK
Fortunately, as far as English is concerned, our pupils want to learn very much. 
Unfortunately, when they come to school they already have a language with which 
they can get most of the things they want; and besides, the school does not have 
things which make them want to speak as much as the baby's hunger makes him want 
to speak. So we must try to collect as many situations as we can that do make 
them want to speak in life outside^ and copy them in school. Here are a few ex
amples:- We speak best in real life when (a)we are not afraid, and (b)are tell
ing others about something fine that we have done, or (c)something of importance 
to us; (d)when we are trying to persuade others to do something we want, or (e) 
feel that we are using the language well, or (f)feel that we are succeeding.
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In school^ (a)The teacher must not make his pupils afraid or shy (e.g. hy criti
cizing uheir mistakes., but be friendly ana encourage them.

, . n r 6 ch--ldren should do things, and tell the others what they are
oing, e.g, I am cleaning the blackboard”, "Cluck-cluck-cluck, I am a hen and I

r , ^ Ĉ +t enE ; i they haVe done  ̂ e ,g ‘ "How 1 made these clayoxen , How I killed the snake', “What to do with old motorcar tyres",

* * ^  B^llard says: "Children of all ages are interested in
food and drink - all ages from 'the cradle to the crypt. If they are not, we had 
e^ter ca 1 in a doctor0„ .Advancing years-will bring reticence, but they willnot 
ring a change of heart.. (Money) "To get the maximumof fun out of the minimum 

ox^money is to these young-people- a perennial problem," (Clothes) Girls especi- 

^  iyn ^  ?  jlotheSt 0i:h®r things they like to talk about: "our new
i K  J P £athef got, such a &ood crop", "what I want to be", "what my brother

S  in Sh0rt5 ^ y thinS that makes them feel important-. As
Dr Ballarci says: xf we are to be true.to our principle of letting the mouth

from our\°f ^  ^  We not ezcIude these ^bman interests
. oin our leosons,. Morally they are neutral things; neither good nor bad in them
selves, but things to be woven frankly and wisely into the fabric of the child’s 
experience.„ . t is certain that children have clearer and more authentic ideas 
about jam-tarts_Ur amasi, and frocks than they have about moonbeams. riopiing 
ater, and ^.aines at the bottom of the garden" (or: A Spring Morning),

4 , • ld)Yery J°ften PuPi:L- are more eager to speak if the subject-is so out 
and they have to try to persuade others to agree witST them. Thus 

Boys mast learn to cook and sew" is a better subject for debate than "Should we

?  SeW Glrls w il1  be more eaSer to prove that "Girls must learn 
English chanto answer the question: "Should girls learn English?"

_ . le)Mo3t PUP?-.1.9. eni1°y feeling that they can understand and use the new
especially if the rule is made (and kept)" that only--that

language is to be used during the periods when it is being taught, the pupils 
m il  have to speak it if they want to get anything. A more advanced pupil help
ing the teacher (e.g. by taking a small group in the class, or by carrying on a 

conversation with the teacher in the first few lessons - to be described later) 
eels pxeased that he can do something important in the language. This kind" of

0 mg is Possible with the Peal Life Method, but not with the grammar method,
(.fUn every case the teacher must see that his mroiJs eniov _

The K aT  ^  encouragement, being asked to g^ttng?i& t ' tliey 4 n t ,  etc.

be ^ d i f f S u S  fo' tb0re ^  P" Pil? ^  ^  to the teacher %
nlp difficult for the pupil; therefore .the teacher must be very patient sim-

1 r ritable If* PuPils ta be perfdot- at once, and never become 
liri,able, xf a pupil succeeds, he is happy; if he fails, he is glooimr an  ̂ amrrv
and unwilling to try and improve. We must aim at stimulating the pupils to S

o speak rather than continually insisting on correctness, for that spoils "tte

+J ° ymeif  ° fP°a^iaS- Sc the-,.tcacber__must not criticize the mistakes, but
thg_faP0d poiq;c^. In a composition ho should mark not the bad words, sentences' &

?  g0°d ??63' f° r then the PuPi]L ’A'i;L1 feel eager to do ever bet
ter, and nns attention will be drawn to the things to be copied, not to the mis-

^ a™i<led. Oral or written compositions which need many - .corrections 
“ X  have been, set, for pupils, like us, learn far more from

Sve no dZVr* L T '  i ° nS nUm9rOUS’ the PUP-J 'S are discouraged and then 
e no desire to ao better; but even if they wanted tc do better they would bp

unable to remember the corrections because there are too many. If*the work (oral
or written) „  slovanly, or unprepared, the teaoher should biiia up in S e  c£ss
an attitude of: "One can't hand in stuff like that.” To sum up: ? L  pupUs * s £
hare soaethang to say ar.d be as eager as possible to say It. The teaoher sh“ ld



make sure that they know exactly what they intend to say before they begin, by 
leading them to talk it over first; the pupil should never be'told to speak or 

write about something he has never thought of before.
Later sections will suggest more ways of making pupils want to speak.

(2)
" 7 HEARIIIG PEOPLE SPEAK .

In school the pupil, unlike the baby, does not have 12 hours a day for years in 
which he can hear and slowly pick up the language. The language is studied for a- 
bout 30 minutes a day to start with, end even then the teacher usually speaks for 
more than 25 minutes, so that each of the 40 or 50 pupils gets not more than 5 
seconds for speaking the language. Remedy: Use the time carefully: The teacher 
must work out his scheme carefully, and prepare every lesson well. Many teachers 
think that real teaching means reading from a book or writing in a book,and that 
an oral lesson is just a joke for which they need not prepare. This is quite a 
wrong idea. Oral work (as we explained on p« 12) is the foundation of all read
ing and writing, and needs careful preparation by the teacher. Not a minute must 
be wasted by the teacher's not knowing what to do next, but every minute must be 
used for hearing and using the language clearly and correctljTTThe teacher must 
speak very carefully: he is the pupils' model). In the lesson as much time as 
possible must be spent in using the language to be learnt. If it is a home-lang- 
age lesson, the pupils must get practice in hearing and speaking their home-lang- 
uage and not English; if it is an English lesson, they must use English alone - 
not their home-language. Further, they will learn ta use it if they use it as 
much as possible, not if the teacher does most of the talking. To give them as 
much practice as possible in the time, the teacher shoujd very early accustom 
them to useful habits of repetition; e.g. when teacher (or pupilJ asks question 
and correct answer is given (perhaps with help of teacher) first the teacher and 
then the whole class should repeat the answer. This is an example of 

Concentrated Real Life:
The teacher has a great advantage over Real Life. In life 

outside the school the time is not carefully used. The child hears a word or a 
sentence once, and then perhaps has to wait hours before he has a chance of hear
ing it again. In school we can give concentrated Real Life: the child must hear 
(and later xise it) many times over in the lesson so that he can remember it bet
ter". .But we must be careful never to make this unlike Real Life, u:.id therefore 
monotonous. This must therefore be done as like life outside as possible; e.g. 
when a pupil is practising sentences like "I go from the one boy to the other", 
"This is the one end and that is the other", he must do these things. The idea 
of concentrating Real Life helps us to (a)choose the words, sentences, express
ions to be learnt first, and (b)give practice in them.

(a) What should be learnt first?
Let us copy the baby in Real Life. The baby hears' the most important words most 
often (e.g. mama, baba, eat, drink, sleep), and therefore learns them soonest.So 
when he comes to school, he should learn first the words he needs most in his 
life outside the school. In a town school he might learn i!motor-car" or "post- 
office*' in his first six months; but far away from a town he does not need these 

words so much, and can learn them much later. But it doesn't matter 
where he lives - he will never need words like abbot:abbess, he-goat 
: she-goat, thou dost make me to go, thither, bid, bade, bidden, and 
much else that children now have to learn in Stds. 1, 2 or 3 simply 
because they have been put into books by people with the grammarbook 
mind. In the same way we should first teach the constructions that 
the child needs most; e.g. "a_ man" is more necessary than "an umbrel
la", "If I had taken it" than "Had I taken it ". The writer would ad-
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vise teachers to get a good "Basio English" reader or dictionary, arid with their 
help select the most necessary words to he taught first. Such a reader uses the 
words in the order of their importance to an English child, however, so that the 
teacher will have to omit soino and put in others according to the Real Life out
side ids particular school in Africa. Even a child in. a mining city like Johan
nesburg wants to speak about different: things from a child in a seaport like 
Cape Town, or a child in a farming area like the Transkei. Until we have a good 
book, therefore, the teacher should make up his own course by finding out which 
words and sentences are most needed outside his school, comparing that with the 
reader or basic dictionary., and choosing those words which he then thinks most 
necessary; these m il  then be taught orally in interesting situations like those 
outsidej e.g.making a fire., buying in the store. (Contd» on n, 4).

“WHAT SHOULD I BECOME?’’ by the Editors.

( II.B . - These articles rill be written as talks to pupils, but they will 
help the pupils only if the teachers deal with them in school. Perhaps 

teachers may be more willing tc do this when, they know that it is con

sidered so important^ that it is to be introduced as a subject called 
’’Vocational Guidance" into all European and Coloured primary schools in 
the Cape Province* In addition tc giving the pupils such information 
in an attractive way* the teachers can help them by finding ' out what 
they are best fitted for, as explained in our June-uuly number. For in
stance to find out which pupils won Id become successful teach.ere,we sug
gest that teachers should from 'dime to time let a pupil teach his class
mates or a younger class. Teachers will be better able tc judge a pu** 
pil's talents as a teacher., the pupils m i l  enjoy its and most teaohere ; 
m i l  be amazed at what their pupils can do if given a fair chanoet 
(a) We must help them a little to think out the lesson? HT.11 come.’Tibering 
that we see other people's mistakes muoh more easily than our owr.? we 
must not expect them to teach ps skilfully as we probably do not teach 
ourselves

VOCATIONS r, General.
C l/"iirhat.e ver vocation you choose, get the best raining you can s If 

your qualifications are good, you are sure of getting work, your salary 
will be g-?od, ard you can do your work well.,

(2) The prospects are more important than the ooitmenciiig salarysYou 
may get a job as office boy at £60 p. year, while a teacher with Std. 6 
and two years* training gets £54 a year; but as office-boy you m i l  pro
bably never get more than £60, while the teacher’s salaiy rises steadily o 
Moreover, it is not likely that the office*’bqy will get a better job3while 
the teacher, after one or two years, c&n go back to sohool or college, 
train further, and start teaching again at £80 a year- or: more. lastly, 
the teacher's salary does not depend on the prosperity or bankruptcy of a 
private firm (the finances of his employer., the State, are much safer),he 
has holidays when he can study further, and the vork he is doing is mere 
worth-while than the office-boy:s. You should carefully thin!: orer such 
things before you choose a job; and if, later, you have a chance of iw> 
proving your position by further training, you should certainly mske
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use of ito (That will be very difficult if you marry soon after start
ing work)# We don't mean that you should always think of how you can make 
most money, but of how you oan do the work that gives most satisfaction bo
th to yourself and to your peopleo If you get a better salary, you have 
more money to do good with and your work suffers less from the worry of try
ing to stay out of debto If you have better qualifications, your work is 

more valuable to your people and more interesting to you,ant. jog? life ful

ler and richero
Here is an examples Paul and Victor, two Bantu pupils aged fifteen in 

Std* 6, want to become teachers0 Paul studies three years after Std. 6 
fend starts teaching when lie is eighteen* Victor studies eight years after 
Std. 6 and starts teaching at twenty-three. At sixty they retire. Paul 
has worked forty-two years and earned £4,221; Victor has worked thirty- 

seven years and earned £10,377 — £6,150 moreS (See diagram in margin.)

20 "Shall I Become a Teacher?"
PROSPECTS;

"What are ny chances of getting work?" —  Very Goodo

In those professions which are open to Africans there is a greater 
need for we 11-trained men than in ary other place in the world to-day, yet 
this demand is just the beginningo As the foundation of an advancing 
African civilization in general and of ary profession in particular must be 
laid by the teacher in school, efficient teachers are urgently needed, es
pecially for secondary and training schoolsu

This is not just a temporary demand0 Even in the Union of South 
Africa^ which is better off than the rest of Africa, for every one Bantu 
child in school there are three out of school who should be in it . We must 
therefore have at least four times as many schools and teachers as we have 
at present. Bantu Education above Std. 6 especially is progressing faster 
than ever before, but it will take many years before all children between 
the ages of six and fourteen will be at schoolo Hand-in-hand with this 
development is going the growth, among Europeans in South Africa,of a more 
liberal attitude which, we firmly believe, will spend more and more of the 
country's money on African Educatione Even when all children of school- 
going age (six to fourteen) are at school, therefore, African Education 
will steadily become better (for instance, one teacher for thirty or forty 
children instead of for sixty and eighty), and this will again demand more 
teacherso Another important fact is that, while in European countries 
fewer children are born to-dey and fewer sohools and teachers are needed, 
this will not happen among Africans for many years to come0 For very many 
years, therefore, there will be a great demand for African teachers.Jfore- 
over teachers from the Union may always take up work in other territories 
in Africa such as Rhodesia, Tanganyika, Kenya and even Ugandao Everywhere 
teachers are so urgently needed that applicants with indifferent qualifi
cations have often to be appointed. In short: a good teacher can always 
bd sure of a post. This is true also of Coloured and Indian teachers, al
though for them it is not always so easy to find a post at onceo
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"What are my ohances of doing good?" — T.imi ties s.
• '

The most inspiring thing about African Education is that the good 
the teacher can do is limited only by himself# There are 150,000,000 
Africans to be made healthier and wealthier*better in their ways of 
life, in their knowledge and ability, and in their character and spi
rit.

"What are the salaries?" — Fairly Good*

Fox* certificated men assistants in the Union the commencing sa
laries are as follows:-

Qualifications. PRURRY SCHOOLS P0S T-PRIEARY SCHOOLS
(up to. Std, 6) (after Std. 6)

Bantu Coloured -Bantu Coloured

Std, 6 & 3 yrs,_ ____£66 p.a. £90 p .a ,___ 1, ___£90 p0a» £105' p.a.
" 8 & 2 yrs. . _£78 p.a. £105 p.a. 2, _£10O p.a. £120 p.a.
" 10 & 1 yr. £120 p.a. 3. .£117 p«a. £135 p.a. 

£165.p .a .*" 10 & 2 yrs._ — £140 p.a, __ 4. __ £144 p.a.
" 10 & 3 yrs. — £140 p.a. 5, _ .£180 p.a. £195 p.a. 

£225 p.a.B.A. & 1 yr. £140 p.a. 6.
B.A. & 2 yrs. — £140 p.a. 7 1 « £285 p.a.

Women receive about one-third less than men. There is usually also 
provision for pension and cost-of-living allowances* Various kinds of 
leave are given, as well as regular holidays. In other territories 
the salary scales are usually lower, but the cost of living is much 
lower than in the Union, The need for well-trained teachers is also 
greater, so that the opportunities for doing good are more extensive. 
Pupils who want to become teachers because they think teachers get 
much money for little work, should be discouraged for two reasons: 
(a) If they ever become teachers, they will find out they have made a 
mistakoj (b) Such people are useless as teachers,

"What will be my chances of promotion?" —  Very Good.

(a) Every year a teacher’s salary becomes a little more, (b)
Besides, a good, efficient, well-qualified teacher has every chance of 
becoming, a. principal, a demonstrator, a supervisor, on an inspector. 
As African teachers become more efficient, the more outstanding ones 
will gradually pass from being assistant teaohers to being principals 
even in the large schools, until in the end probably only African 
teachers will be employed. This is already the policy of • the Cape 
Province &nd'lTatal.

"What will be ny status?" — Very Good,

The African teacher is respected everywhero as one of the most 
valuable members of the community.
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' "lhat qualities must I have to become a happy and successful

teacher?" —

The intending teacher should be —
(1) Fairly intelligent (not an unintelligent "cramraer"). A teacher has 
to understand his work and his subjects cloarly, think clearly, explain 
clearly. Very often, he has to make up his mind quickly, so he must have 
common-sense. If a pupil in Std. 6 wants to pass Std. 8 or 10 before 
becoming a teacher, he must be among the upper 10 - 20 of the classj 

otherwise he will probably fail*
(2) Patient and sympathetic; A teacher who often loses his temper makes 
life a misery for himself and his pupilsi He should be • cheerful, calm 
and kind/ So 'that his pupils feel that he wants orly to help them, not to 
criticize and scoldo The intending teacher should therefore enjoy en
tering into the thoughts and interests of younger children,understanding, 
helping and leading them. Anervous. hasty pupil should not become a 

teachers
(3 ) Self-confident, keen and forceful; A timid or hesitating pupil will 
fail as a teacher. A teacher must feel that he is doing really valuable 
work and doing it well* But really to do it well, he must be enthusias
tic, active and hard-working, ready to try out new ideas after carefully 
thinking them over and carefully preparing for them, and able to inspire 
and load•others« So, clearly knowing what is to be done, he must be 
firm and' able to keep discipline well.
(4) Healthy; A pupil who is often ill or absent, or -who cannot do really 
good work because of ill-health, will fail as a teacher. That is why, 
before one may start training as a teacher, one must get a certificate 
from a doctor to say that one's health is gcod. One’s eyes and oars es
pecially must be goodc A teacher who takes part in sport has a better 
chance of gaining his pupils5 friendship, -crust ana respect.

Other valuable qualities that one should have if one wants to become 
a teacher are; fairness; tact (knowing how to deal with people); abili
ty to co-operate with others; scholarship; a good comnand of English.

"Yilhere and how can I be trained?" — —
t

Before one can start training as a teacher, one must have passed a 
certain standard. This, and the length cf training for the different 
grades of teachers in the Union are stated on page 17; in other areas; the 
clasS teaoher should get his information from . his circuit inspector. 
Remember: In every way it is worth while getting the best training one 
can. The total cost of spending one year at a training school in the 
Union is about £16. Bursaries ranging from £3 to £15 are available for 
deserving students.

If one wants to teach in a secondary or training school,one should 
get a degree as well as"teacher training* The degree oan be obtained at 
a university or university college, or by private study,but the latter, i‘s 
exceedingly difficult. If one never fails, it takes three years after 
Std. 10 to. get the lowest degree, 5 , A . or B.Sc. If one want3 to'teach 
subjects like languages or history, one studies for the B«A.;if one wants 
to teach subjects like mathematics, botany, physics or chemistry,the B0Sc. 
If one wants to know oners subjects better, one can spend a fourth year
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to get the MoAo or MoSc. Then one must also study for a Teacher’ s Dip
loma. In the Union non-European students who have passed Std* 10 are 
admitted to the Universities of Cape Town and Witwatersrand, but the 
latter does not train teachers and the former does not encourage non- Eu
ropeans to apply for admission,, The South African Native. jCollege 
exists for the benefit of the non-Europeans and therefore arranges every
thing so as to help them,, whether they are Bantu, Coloured or Indian. 
For instance, it provides several alternative courses:-
(a) After taking a degree, a student may spend an extra year studying for 
the University of South Africa Education Diplomao
(b) After passing Stdo 10, a student may study for the B0A0 or B.Sc. and 
the South African ITative College Education Diploma at the same time; this 
three-year course, which reaches more or less the same standard as (a), 
is in many ways preferable to (a )0 Or, after one year of BCA 0 or B.Sc. 
a student may do the same course in one yearo A Bantu teacher with B»A. 
or BoSco gets the same salary -whether he has training 5 or 6 in the list 
belowo

To sum up: If one wants to become a secondary teacher, any of thp 
following are possible

Place. Timo What one Gets Total Cost of

4 . (South Afr- 

Sojican Native 
6„^College

6. Univ. C.Town

needed
2 yrs.

3 yrs,'
4 yrs»:

4 yrs®

BoAo or BuSooI &(S« A , 33* C, 

BoAo or B.Sc. Ed3 Dip0 
BtA e or B0Sc0 & Univ.Ed„Dip,

B«A0 or B0Sc,* & Sec0Diploma

Training and Board.

£20.^___. £44
£ 3 0 _____;____£66
£40 £88 

about about 
£150 .......... £160

(Under "Board" is included costs of medical attendance, societies,sports, 
etc.) At the South African Native College a large number of scholar
ships are given to deserving students ranging from £5-to £30 per annum.

A last word: A pupil who wants to become a doctor should not first 
become a teacher® We deal with the different medical courses in our 
next issue.

----- ooOoo----

EMPLO'MENT BUREAU

(EMPLOYMENT 
COUPON 
AUGUST

Posts Vacant: -

1. S.RHODESIA (Bulawayo): L .M .S .; Training school; male assistant with at least 

J .C . & teaching cert.; must be definitely missionary-minded; urgent.

2. TRANSVAAL (Witbank): Board; female teacher for Std. 7, with Matric or B.A . I

& teaching cert; as soon as possible. . .

3 . TRANSKEI (Tsamo): Bantu Pres .; male Princ. teaching Stds. 5 & 6, with Matric 

or B .A . I & teaching cert.; social service a recommendation; start Jan. 1938, 

but apply at once.

4 . TRANS KEI (Butterworth): Pres.; Traing school asst; graduate with teaching sert.

5 . TRANSVAAL (Pretoria): High school assts .; graduates with teaching certs.

6 . CAPE (Eastern): High school asst .; must have Xhcsa, Phys. S c ., B io .; grad, with 

teaching cert.

Posts Wanted: -

102. Princ ., 22 yrs experience

health: good reports from 
SB6§66666 666666666oC

T .3 , B .A . I , S.A.Native College Educ. D ip .; good

ood reports from Inspector.-----
066666666000000066666666666666666666666666

(The attention of Principals and ’Managers is drown to this Employment wer- 
(•yjc.©«. A nnmhejj 

( vacant* so on, one appli 

(This Bureau aims at 

(the schools which wan 

(teacher wants to make

(have the information ifn good time, so that they have a better chance 

( finding a really suitable post or teacher. Please enclose the Bureau Cou-

wr'U.i the* -rV̂vfisi-fc© quSiixT?.^ition& are scarce, 
inging into touch the teachers who want posts, and 
teachers - anywhere in Africa. I f  a school or a 

use of this service, we should like them to let us

of

(pon & 6d • stamps tc stiver postage.

TEACHING says: "ICH DIEN - if;'you w ill let met"

------- ooOoo----
Lay TEACHING help you?
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RECENT TEACHERST CONFERENCES - by Z, K. Matthews o

The Natal Bantu Teachers’ Union held its nineteenth annual confer

ence in  Pietermaritzburg-from June 30th to July 3rd. Over two hundred 

teachers attended the conference, and reports from over thirty-two bran

ches of the Association in different parts of Natal and Zululand reveal

ed that much progress was being made in the work of the Association. The 

conference -was officially  opened by the layor of Pietermaritzburg who, in 

the course of his remarks, congratulated the teachers and the Bantu people 

generally on the rapid strides which they were making in adapting them

selves to modern conditions of life® The duty of the Bantu teacher was 

to .play his part in liberating his people from the shackles of outworn 

and unfounded-beliefs and superstitions* The President of the Asso
ciation, Mr* A . W* Dhlamini, a former student of Fort Hare,, in his pre

sidential address made a comprehensive survey of the social and economic 

conditions of the Bantu and their bearing on his education, a vital ques

tion which deserves the earnest study of all those teachers who want to 

make their teaching real and v ital, Mr* Dhlamini in the course of his 

remarks paid a tribute to the municipalities of Ladysmith,Newcastle and 

Vryheid which had recently built schools for the Bantu children in their 

midst and expressed the hope that other municipalities in  Natal might 

follow this example# At a later stage of the conference it is reported 

that feeling ran high when the question of the employment of European 

headmasters in these schools, at what were described as "prince jy sala

ries", was discussed. It was generally thought that this m s  unjusti

fied, in  view of the number of African teachers with secondary qualifica

tions now being turned out at Fort Hare* The plea of the Natal Educa

tion Department is that Fort Hare is not yet able to supply the demand 

for. highly trained African teachers. The moral of this is obvious* 

Prospective African teachers must improve their qualifications and do 

their, work in such a way as to prove their fitness for being principals 

of the schools intended for their people*

Other important addresses included one by Dro Sormany on the subject 

of "Christian Education", in which the speaker emphasised the fact that 

the education of the individual must embrace the development of the whole 

of his personality, and particularly the moral aspect of his beings an

other by Mr. 0* E* Emanuelson, B .A*, M«Ed*, on "Progressive School Orga

nisation"; another by Mr* Frederick Dube, M«A. (Columbia), on "Aspects 

of Negro Progress in the United States", in which he exhorted Africans to 

emulate the Negroes in their development; another by Mr* R» Guma on "The 

History of Zulu Literature” ; while Mr* Z* A« Khumalo gave a demonstra

tion lesson on the "Teaching of Zulu Grammar", in which, among other 

things, he "exploded the theory that some people have that teaching Zulu 

in Zulu is cumbersome"=>

Through the generosity of the Municipal Native Affairs Department of 

Pietermaritzburg, various sight-seeing tours were arranged and altogether 

the Nineteenth Annual Conference was a great success and everybody bene- 

fitted from the interesting and inspiring programme which had been ar
ranged*

The Cape African Teachers’ Association held its annual Conference at
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All Saints, Engcobo, from June 23 to June 24, under the presidency of Mr. 
M. L. Kabane, B .A ., Principal of the Practising School at Lovedale. This 

was also a very well attended conference, close upon two hundred teachers 

being presente The conference was opened with a concert at v/hich the 

local chief was chairman,and musical items were rendered by local choirs. 

The teachers were welcomed to Engcobo by representatives of different 

sections of the community, including the Mayor of Engcobo, the local 

Native Commissioner, the Principal of All Saints, Chief Mgudlwa and Mr.
B. Ikhlasela, the Chairman of the local branch of the C . A . T. A . A note

worthy feature of this conference was the large number of Fort Hare gra

duates who were present, and one need hardly mention the fact that they 

added much to the deliberations of the conference® Several important re

solutions were passed, probably the most important being that concerned 

with the reported intention of the Cape Education Department ts debar 

African teachers in its service from participating in African elections. 

The Association is determined to fight against the muzzling of those who, 

in many communities are often the only people able to assist the inarti— 

culate millions of African tax-payers to make the best of the new system 
of representation devised for them.

Probably the most memorable thing about this conference was the ad

dress of the District Inspector, Mr. F . J„ de Yilliers, on "The Experi

mental School" which he is developing at All Saints, Engcobo. We hope 

to publish in our next number an account of this fascinating experiment 
in Realistic Education.

—'OoOoo—

Problem Bureaus

A DUPLICATOR FOR ONE SHILLING.

PROBLEM 
COUPON: 
AUGUST, 

1937 
"TEACHING".

I l L J l ijgg: Every teacher repeatedly needs many copies of a niece of music 

apparatus,^ examination papers, notes, etc. Dictating notes in class is* 

a -waste oi time, bores the pupils, makes them think of the writing rather 

than of the meaning, and causes mistakes. It is much better to deal in

terestingly with a lesson, and then at the end hand out duplicated notes 

on it  for revision. This is particularly necessary in African schools, 

where so few suitable textbooks have been written so far. The teacher 

therefore could very well experiment with such duplicated notes for a 

year or two, and then, i f  they proved useful, have them published as a 

book. Often the teacher also needs many copies of a piece of apparatus, 

e .g . a map, a picture, etc. The duplicator to be described is made out 

ox materials obtainable anywhere, and can make 30-40 copies either in 

one or in several colours. It works just as well as a duplicator for 
which the writer had to pay 25/-.

WHAT YOU J.'EED: Clay (as clean as possible).............• « > . . . . . . .............................0d.

Glycerine............................... ...........................................................

Smooth galvanized iron (15 " x 2 0 " ) .........................! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! .*6d!
Lots of care......................................................... 0d

(f ) Soak the clay in water. Meanwhile begin with (b ) .  IJhen the 

clay is quite soft, stir it with a stick to make it thin. Then pour the 

clay through a coarse sieve with holes small enough to stop the largest
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sand grains from passing through. (We used a piece of sacking as sieve). Then 

pour the sieved clay through a finer sieve. (We used a piece of muslin).. Con

tinue like this until the clay that passes through^is perfectly clean and fine .

(b) Get or make a shallow tray about s  inch deep and at least 1 in . 

longer and wider than the paper to be used for duplicating. We used a piece of 

galvanized iron like this diagram and made it  into a tray with 

a pair of pliers and a hammer# 

of wood or cardboard would do. 

one as cover.

(c) Pour the clay 

sun to dry. Ho dirt must get

----- r
*—  >4“ — h  

—  ,5 / / _

4" 10"

but the lid of a strong box 
It is best to have another

into it and leave it in the 

into i t .  As the clay dries 

it shrinks; so add more clay until the tray is full and

smooth, and the clay can just be shaped with one's fingers - still moist, but 

fairly hard. The surface of the clay must now be made perfectly smooth. To do 

this, put a piece of plank on the clay and hammer it all  over. Then scrape the 

surface with a long, straight knife or the clean edge of a perfectly straight ru

ler. Yftien it is quite smooth, warm the clay slightly, pour glycerine over it 

and cover it to keep out dust; leave it  for a day or two until all the glyc. has 

soaked into the clay. How it is ready for use.

USIi'G IT ;

With good copying or hectograph ink and a clean pen, write the words or 

picture to be copied on to paper that has a smooth, hard surface, for the ink 

must not soak into the paper but dry quickly on the surface. (So it is best to 

write when the air is fairly warm, e .g . near fire or in sun). The best colourto 

use is black ink, but other colours may be used along with it . All the time the 

writing is being done, a clean sheet of foolscap paper should be lying smoothed 

down on the clay to absorb unnecessary moisture; i f  this paper wrinkles, theclay 

is too moist, so replace it with a fresh sheet. When your writing is dry, take 

the clean sheet from the clay by lifting one corner and peeling it o ff . Place 

the sheet you have written on, smoothly on the clay so that the ink comes into 

contact with the clay. AVOID WRI1IKLES. Then press it  all over firmly against 

the clsy with a smooth pad of cloth, or the rubber roller we shall describe next 

time. To use the clay equally all over the tray, it is best to place the sheet 

in the one corner on one occasion, in another corner at another time, etc. If  

you want to know just where to put the sheets on which you want to get the cop

ies, you can mark the edges of your original by putting thin strips of paper on 

the clay. To be able to lift the sheets quickly off the clay, put a triangular 

bit op paper under one corner of the original, so that you can easily get hold 

of the corner#

Leave your original on the clay in this way for 3-5 minutes, meanwhile 

putting ready the paper to be used for the copies; smooth, thin paper is best to 

use, but we find that ordinary smooth, clean examination foolscap does very well 

indeed} rough paper is no good. When the 3-5 mins. are over, peel off your orig

inal, and press sheet after sheet on to the clay, smoothing it gently but firmly 

all over, and then peeling it off. I f  the first few copies are done fairly fast 

and not pressed down too hard, more copies w ill be obtained. When towards the 

end the copies become faint, clearer ones may be obtained by leaving the sheets 

longer on the clay, or by damping them before putting them on the clay; i f  the 

latter, there must be no water on the surface of the sheets.
STORING IT ;

When you have enough copies, wipe the clay perfectly clean with a damp
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sponge. Use clean water, but don't use too much. Turn the sponge as you wipe, 
so as to use a clean bib all the time. Wash away as little of the clay as you 
can. Then ccver the clay with a damp cloth soaked in glycerine, put the cover 
for the tray over the tray, and store it in a cool place. If the cloth becomes 
dry, the clay will crack.

liext month we give a recipe for another type of duplicator.
— , -------— . — .__„oo0oo-—----•— ---

AFRICA IK FRUIT

(under this heading we hope occasionally to give information about books, jour
nals, etc. of African interest)

"The Bantu-Speaking Tribes of South Africa'’: edit, I * Schapera. (Maskew Killer, 21/-) 
We should like to comend to our readers this useful book, consisting 
of a series of essays on various aspects of Bantu life by well-known 

authorities in their special fields of study. The book may be broadly divided 
into the following sections:-

(1) The first three chapters deal with the rac. al origins of the Southern Bantu, 
the natural environment in which tho,. ii'vs.. aivl their ethnic history and

classification. The'attempt to" rn.rave] the wangled skein in which these matters 
are bound together is creditably peiformed by Prof. Raymond Dart of the Univers
ity of the Wibwatersrand, Hr A .J ,G oo t ,in  of tho University of Cape Town, and Dr.
II.J. van Warmelo, the Government Ethnologist.-.

( 2) Chapters 4--11 deal wijh what may be caJied lliu life  and customs of the Bantu
- their social organszaticn_. the life-history of the individual, domestic and 
communal life, economic organization, political institutions, law and justice as 
well as magic and medicine, religious beliefs and practices. The writers inthis 
section include such wel i.-knewn anthropologists as M -3 A.W .Hoem le, Prof. Schap
era, Profo Dr Lestrn.de (Chief Inspector ox* I.ative Education in the Transvaal), 
xirs E.-J.Krige and I£r AcJ .Goodwin.

(3) The next three chapters (12-14; deal with the largrage and literature of the 
3antu and with their musical practices, The latter is dealt with by Prof. Kirby.
(4) The concluding chapters (15-18) deal with the impact of Western Civilization 
upon Bantu life, and attempt to show how the traditional culture of the Bantu has 
been and is being affected by contact with modern civilization both in urban and 
in rural areas.

Tne foregoing v.u.lI she if the c-r Tiprehunsive i^anner in which the writers 
have treated of this important subject. There is much that remains to be done, 
and the Editor observes that Che writers will i’erl a^-piy repaid for this work if 
the book "succeeds in stxmulatir m y  of its reader;, to inquire more fully into 
some 01 i^e topics or peoples dea.lt w itn "c As we have been pointing out in the 

/  articles 'African i'eaaaers and Keoeareh", it is our educated Ban
tu rathe than Europeans w .10 shcvH be stimulated to undertake 
such research. The ex> rIler.t photographs scattered throughout 
the book add to the attractive v/ay in which it has been got up.

"The Shavtavy G&zr.i'tc":
^ jaagaziiie is an important part of

^ne iife  ci day scnool. i;o'- cn.'.y is it of great benefit to the 
Staff and students cf the school itcoif aa it provides them with 
an excellent opportunity i .r  0elf-expression, but it also helps 
to give others an im'p.ht. into the spirit tud tone of the school.
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"The- Shavbury Gazette” (August number) which we have just received, is a good ex
ample of the type of magazine which every school ought to be proud to have. It 
contains much useful information about the activities and progress of the sohool, 
gives plenty of scope to the literary efforts of the students, and keeps the stu
dents in touch with what is happening in the outside world by means of notes on 
such matters as the recent Native elections and "Careers for Young Natives". We 
should like to draw the attention of teachers who are considering the production 
of a school magazine to the fact that a cyclostyled magazine is in many respects 
preferable to a printed one: it is less expensive, can therefore be produced of- 
tener and thu^ give the students more ind more continuous opportunities for ex
ercise in literary production, and can be illustrated at little cost, thus pro
viding opportunities for self-expression to those pupils who are not really gif
ted from the literary point 01 view. Mo congratulate Shawbury on her fine mag
azine, and wish her every success in her endeavours to develop whatever gifts 
the young Afr^'ins who pass through her’ halls may have,

"The Bant School Bulletin*1
A welcome addition to the growing number of per

iodicals .,o-. j.j.jt'fl readers which we have no hesitation in recommending to all 
teachers and parents. It is devoted to the cause of Sunday School work among 
the Bantu. Ho subject, it is often said, receives worse treatment at the hands 
of teachers of all kinds than the vital subject of Scripture. This magazine is 
sure to improve matters in this regard. The Sunday School Association (P.O. Box 
17, Port Elizabeth) is undenominational and its aim is "to make every Sunday- 
School worker a better worker in his or her own Church and to bring every ITative 
child, through the Sunday School, into the Church of its choice".

---------------- ooOoo--- -------------

OUR SUBSCRIBERS
Past Issues Wanted:

Has TEACKIHG already Decomu historically valuable? In any case 
some of our -eaders who only learnt ab^ut it recently are asking for copies of
pa., iss tUid re ai- unable to provi.dt, any«. If any of our readers hpve good

copies oi Los. 1, 2 or 3 that they don't need, will they please send them to us, 
and we will send them 6d. for each copy that we receive up to 10 per issue.

Publication of Names:

The Editors have decided to send receipts to paid-up subscri
bers instead of publishing their names. Our readers will, however, be pleased 
to know that after the publication of only three numbers TEACHING already has 
more than 160 subscribers - twice as -nry a* wv> counted upon having by the end 
of the first yearl This is stij.1 the day of sr.iu.ll things and much development 
in this respect is possible with the cooperation of our readers. So next month 
the Editors are publishing detail:; of a competition for obtaining more readers. 
"More readers" = "more value ia TEACHING". The Editors a - considering various 
plans for enlarging and improving our magazine? if you can help with ideas and 
subscriptions, they will be hajoy evrr titer.......................

Very Important'.

Readers are eernestlj ask^d to let ut knew at once if they change 
their address. If for any reason a Suuscr'ber doe;' not ~e ei/e his copy of 
TEACHING, we should be very glad if he will let us know, and we will send him 
a copy. A Subscription takes effect from the first r.ssve the Reader receives.
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EDITORIAL EOTES

Yfliat "TEACHIITG" wants to do.

To be enthusiastic and successful teachers, we must always be a- 

lert, thinking over new ideas and trying them out. If  we do not, we shall 

teach unthinkingly, never trying to reason out for ourselves why we are 

teaching our subjects, and therefore how we should teach them,- and so we 

shall teach in the seme way, year in and year out. "TEACEIEG" believes 

that the great majority of African teachers are keen, capable men and wo

men who are eager to help Africa as much as they can and who m i l ,  there

fore, welcome any new ideas that may help them to serve Africa better.

These are the .teachers that "TEACHIITG-wants to serve just by 

doing these things, for these teachers are doing a grea*' work. First of 

all, it wants to make its readers think about their work - to wonder why 

they are teaching that 2 x 2  are 4 , or that Julius Caesar conquered Gaul, 

or that two sides of a triangle are together greater than the third. Then 

its readers will also wonder whether they are teaching their subjects in 

the best way they can. Very often, therefore, "TEACEIEG" w ill say things 

that are quite different from what teachers usually think and do in school 

for it wants them to think out these things for themselves. But its read

ers must not conclude that it says extreme, irresponsible, incorrectthings 

just for that reason. '"TEACHIITG " w ill never do that. The ideas it prints 

are ideas that have been proved to be useful either by itself or by others. 

In the second place, then, it wants to give 5ts readers useful new ideas 

about their work - not only how to teach their subjects so as to help "the 

pupils more, but also how to help their pupils by advising them about the 

choice of a job, about the best methods of study, and so on. Lastly, it 

wants to ercourage its readers to put these ideas into practice. As one 

way of doing this, it will give prizes of £3, £2, and £1 every year to 

t ’-ose readers 7/ho have most successfully put them into practice. During 

1938, for instance, there w ill be a competition for teachers of languages, 

and for several months we shall therefore deal especially with the teach-

• ing of languages. In the meantime we remind our readers of the two small

er competitions in connection with language teaching:-

* 1 . ’'Ideas I have found useful in teaching the Official Language"; 

and: 2 . "Difficulties that are hard to overcome in teaching the Official

Language" .

Two prizes w ill be given: 5/- to the best letter about 1, and 5/~  to the 

best letter about 2. Entries must reach "TEACIillTG" before 31st December..

It w ill always be very glad to receive letters from its readers, 

especially letters giving■ advice on howto improve it , or letters contain

ing articles on some subjects that w ill help other teachers. All articles 

published w ill be paid for at the rate of l/~ per page of the magazine and
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all ideas found helpful will also be paid for. Please write to:-

"TEACHING",

Box 8,

ALICE, South Africa.

) or ( "TEACHING",

) ( South African Native College,

) ( Fort Hare,

( ALICE, Cape.

Subscriptions.

The subscription to "TEACHING" is 2/6 per annum for one copyjbut 

i f  6 or more copies are sent to the same address it is z/-  per copy. For 

instance, 7 copies cost 14/- per annum instead of 17 /6 . Please cross all 

postal orders by drawing two lines across them and writing "and Co ." be-

Then f il l  in the postal order 

______ in the usual way, like th is : -

3 . 'A >-'V —̂rrrTT~>— r, • ~ , fei

tween the lines like this:

One should always 

"cross" any post

al orders in this 

way, for they are 

much safer L  less 

likely to be lost.

and keep 
it

Please do not send a cheque for a small sum like 2 /6 . A postal 

order costs you less than a cheque, and gives "TEACHING" the whole 2/6 you 

sent, while a cheque for 2/6 gives "TEACHING" only 2/- —  the bank gets 

the other 6d.

"Getting New Subscribers" Competition.

After being alive for only 6 months, "TEACHING" has 200■subscrib

ers, which is more than twice as many as were expected after one year. But 

our magazine could become bigger and better i f  we had more subscribers, and 

it could help more people. So we announce a competition:-

To the reader sending in most subscriptions before 31st December 

we shall send a postal order for 10/-.

To the reader sending in second most subscriptions before 31st 

December we shall send 5/-.

And so we develop.

Instead of being published only 8 times a year, "TEACHING" will 

in future be published every month. But the Editors have to ask: "Please 

be patient with our short-comings, for instance the fact that we don't pub

lish the magazine on the same day every month. Because of our ordinary du

ties at Fort Hare, we cannot bo quite regular, but we promise that you w ill 

get your copy every month before the last day. If  you don't get it, please 

let us know. We take great care to see that you w ill get your copy - but 

we are only human and sometimes make a mistake. If  you change your address 

please let us know, so that we may send your copy straight to you."

Another development that w ill take place soon is this: For those 

readers v/ho want to learn Afrikaans, a language supplement w ill be publish

ed along with "TEACHING" from January 1938 on. It w ill contain 3-4 lessons 

a month and will cost l/- extra per annum. Only those readers who want it 

and who s«?nd l/- extra w ill receive it . Readers may also subscribe for it
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separately; if they order 12 copies of the supplement at a time, the cost 
is 9d. per copy per annum. If this supplement is successful, we hope also 
to publish a similar supplement to help people to learn one or more of the 
Bantu languages. These lessons will also be useful in showing step by step 
how one should teach a language. Text month we hope to publish the first 
lesson in order that our readers may see how easy it is to learn languages 
by the "Real Life Method".

Past Issues.

Nos. 1-3 of "TEACHING" are out of print, but we can still sup
ply copies of No. 4 (August), As Nos. 1-3 were introductory, explaining 
the ideas of the magazine and applying them in general to the different 
school subjects, roacers who have not received them have not missed any de- 
tailed advice.

We Make Mistakes.

Yes even "TEACHING " does make mistakes. Last month there were 
two oad ones: (l) p. 1 8 , line 8: If a pupil in Sxd. 6 wants to pass Std. 8

°/r 1 ° ^ 10 ^ { ° re beco:ninS a teacher, he must be among the uoper 10 - 20% 
(not: 10 - 20) of the class.

P* 23, par. 2: The writers in this section include such 
welx-Known anthropologists as Mrs A.U.Hoernle, Prof. Schapera Prof. Lest- 
rade Prof. Dr Eiselen (Chiof Inspector of Native Education in the Trans
vaal/, A i r s  i j .J.Krige, and Mr A.J.Goodwin.

',e apologize sincerely. Tie trouble was that our typist was ill so that 
one o* the editors had to tacki.e the job — and he is not an expert I

Zanzibar and Southern Rhodesia Take the Lead.

We have just received a letter from the Acting Director of Educ
ation ox Zanzibar, sending subscriptions on behalf of 25 of his teachers 
Needless to say, we appreciate such interest very highly indeed, the more 
so because a 'Director of Education has a tremendous amount of work - very 
important work - to attend to. The Acting Director is one of our first 
subscribers.

Recently the Director of Native Educetion for Southern Rhodesia 
who is also one of our firct subscribers, visited Fort Hare and gave the’ 
Editors some valuable advice. He has done much to make "TEACHING" known 
in his country, and we hope that we shall be able tc help his teachers in 
their great work for a very long time.

EMPLOYMENT BUREAU: Posts Vacant :-

No. 7 : TRAJjSVAAL: Training school; 2 or 3 men teachers needed. 
No. 8̂  : TRANSVAAL: Khaiso School: teacher with B.A. or B.k. I & 

teaching certificate, to teach -ing. <f: Hist, up to Matriculation. Salary 
according to Transvaal scale; lodging free.

Fosts Wanted:-

No. 102: Principal, 22 years' experience, very good reports from
nspec.or, good heaxth, T„3, B.A. I, S.A.Native College Education Diploma. 

Needs 3 months notice.



Fut t d x T Yife ' irro language teach ing

What has_ already been said»

In our August issue we tried to show that the usual method of 
teaching languages — the Grammar ifethod —• ivas wrong. We forgot to 
mention that the quotation marks around the heading "Grammar --a Great 
Deal of ITonsense'1, meanc that these were not our own words* They were 
the words of an educational expert who, for many years, was head of the 
educational system of one of the best-educated countries in the world-- 
Scotland, The man who used these words was Sir William M'Kechnie,ex-- 
Secretary of Education for Scotland. ITeed we thorefore defend our ar
ticle? Then we started to describe how one ought tc teach languages. 
Our advice was: COPY HEaL LIFE'

(l) The baby learns a language in Real Life because he wants 
something, and can only got it by using that languagea The teacher
should, therefore, collect many situations that make children want to 
speak. (2; Then the baby hears certain sentences repeatedly* until (3 ) 
he begins using then — ho speaks* That means that the teacher must 
not force the chiI.dron to speak the unknown language in the first lesson 
or two. When the baby finds that he can get what he wants by using 
those sentences, (4) he say_s_ them repeatedly. (5) Years later ho be
gins to read, and later T§T to Write", We pointed out that these things 
are important in bhis order., (!) being most important and (6) least im
portant, and that they should be taught in this order. We dealt with 
(l) and started on ( 2)0 Our advice was: Use the time carefully, 'by 
thorough preparation, by using tne language to be learnt, by letting the 
pupils speak, by giving them chances of repetition in the lesson, and by 
'carefully choosing the words and sentences to be learnt first. 3efore 
going further j we wart to emphasise the fact once more that the Real 
Life Jfethod used by -one baby should be used not only by the school child 
but even by the university student, It is just as useful with older 
glasses and, other Isnguages^as with young children aiid~the home-Tanguage".
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(2)
HEARIIJG FEOPIE SPEAK (contd.)

Ahother thing that helps us to choose the words that should 
be learnt first, is this: When the child como's "tV school, he*  ̂already 
knows about 2,000 words in his own language0 (He can therefore start 
speaking, reading and writing his cwn language from the first day of 
school: he has already had a long time to hear it ), Of .these 2,000 

words, more the;1 half are the names of things he knows (e.g. boy,noise); 
one-fifth are things he can do (e«ga shout, run); another one-fifth what 
the thnngp he knen.s *nd d o eg re  liko («»£« <?. big boy, shout loudly ) ;
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only one-hundredth are pronouns and another one-hundredth are preposi
tions. That is: 50 per cent, nouns, 20 per cent, verbs, 20 per cent, 
adjectives and adverbs, 1 per cent, pronouns, 1 per cent prepositions. 
That means: for every 1 pronoun and 1 preposition the teacher teaches in 
the new language, he should teaoh about 50 nouns, 20 verbs, and 20 ad- 
jectives-adverbs.

Having chosen the order in which the words should be learnt, 
and having made a list of them, he should now teach them systematically. 
There are two dangers here: (l) The teacher knows much more than his pu
pils. lhat seems easy to him may, therefore, be very difficult to his 
pupils. So he must be careful to teach a definite, we11-prepared num
ber of new words or phrases in every lesson, but not more than 5 - 6  new 
words per lesson. If he gives more, the pupils can:t remember them and 
are discouraged. The teacher should keep careful note of the words he 
teaches in every lesson, so that he knows exactly what has already been 
done. It is good to hang up this list in the class-room; then the pu
pils can see that they are making definite progress, and that encourages 
them and makes them work better. Here are three examples of how these 
new words should appear on the list: -

R UII ■. ___ A r -Th« rv\tir\ ror i ,.

D I T C H i s  a djich 

JUM P; Tke ina/\ jumps o\k£v the. 

ditch .

That is, they should be 
given in simple sentences 
with a little picture or 
something else to explain 
them as in real life ( see:

--------------------"Howto Explain"). In real
life we do not use one word at a time, but whole sentences — not "SAW 
RA.1T, JUMPED", but "I SAW the bull, so I RAK away and JUMPED over the 
fence." At this "listening" stage the teacher should not teach the pu
pils to read; reading will come naturally after six months or more have 
passed; but for the present the children should just be able to see 
that the list is becoming longer. At the "listening" stage the pupils 
should hear the new words and sentences as often as possible, and at the 
"speaking" stage they should also say them as often as possible.

But here is the second danger: (2) The teacher must keep the 
pupils interested. The list of words he has decided “
to teach in that lesson must not be forced on the 
children if they are not interested in those things.
For example, if he wants to teach them words about a 
house, but finds them very excited about a sn̂ lce that 
they have kilied, he should take the snake and teach 
them 5 - 6  new words about it: STAKE, POISON, BITES,
SCALES, HOLE III THE GR0U1TD, etc. The repetition of 
the new words by the teacher (and later by the pu
pils) should also not become monotonous drill. The 
teacher should make it a little different now and 
then, by doing something different, by saying a dif-
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ferent sentenoe, by letting the pupils do something (e*g< 
draw the new thing, go outside to find another like it), 
anrl so on. An endless variety and continual interest 

can be kept up in this way, for the language is as wide 
as real 3if“e itself. For example, to find out whether 
the pupils understand the new words "THORN" and "LEAF" 
that he has taught them, he can use a game: "Each of you 
run out and bring me one thorn and three leaves* See who 
is here first."

HOW TO EXPLAIN:-

We see, therefore, that in giving the pupils 
new words and sentences, the teacher does it more system
atically, more carefully than. Real Life, but that he must 

be very careful not to make it very different from Real Lifo. The same 
is true of explaining new words and sentences. When one hears people 
saying a new word in real life, one usually has to guess -what it means* 
One day, for instance, a little girl was visiting a lady with her mother. 
She got into the garden among the strawberries and started eating so ma
ny that the lady at last said to her mother: "Don’t you think we had bet
ter take her away from temptation?" The child thought this new word 
meant the nice things she was eating, so she 3aid: "Oh no, mummie, I 
like temptation." The teacher should make sure that the children do 
not make such mistakes about the meaning of a new word. He should make 
sure that every child understands from the first, and rather give too 
mu’oh explanation than too little. Very often the young teacher wastes 
much time because his pupils can’t see what he is driving at, so that 
they lose confidence in him and become discouraged. Sometimes the home- 
language may be used for explaining the new foreign word” but only when 
it is absolutely necessary: the pupils will learn to speak”  language 
only by hearing and speaking that language, not by. hearing and speaking 
a different language, If they are learning English, they must hear and 
speak English; if they are learning Xhosa, they must hear and speak 
Xhosa; if they are learning Swahili, they must hear and speak Swahili* 
It ought never to bo necessary to use the home-language at all in teach
ing ^Efcglish.. Then how can we explain the English words?

When we hear or see the sentence: "Nus cont ebigar", we say 
that it "means" nothing to us* The sentence: "That boy is ill" does 
"mean" something to us. Why the difference? When we saw the second 
sentence, a picture of a real thing came into our minds: A boy,ill*. The 
first sentence brought no picture into our minds — it did not stand for 
any real thing. The very best way of helping pupils J to understand, 

therefore, is to give them —

(l) The Real Thing Itself: Even dull pupils know and understand the real thing 
itself, and therefore they enjoy learning in this way* The baby learns 
his home-language in that way too; in fact all words in all languages,
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"This is a tree . , . 
Tiilhere is the tree? 0 
looking for the tree)

> and says, clearly and slowly: 
This is a tree .. .What is this? This is a tree... 

. . (He looks around and moves his arsis as if he were 
. . . There is the tree".

b) The teacher does ( 2 ), and says: "I ara walking", and so on.

c) The teacher points to a (3 ), and (moving his hands to show 
how small it is) says: "This is a small tree," Then he points,to a (l), 
and (moving his hands to show how big it is) says:."This is a big tree . . .  
•Where is the small tree? « . . Where is the big tree?" and so~on»

Other kinds of words will be taught in the same way by using the 
real things themselves® For example ( 4 ): "The bov is under the table;
(5) "I am walking slowly; (6) "I am walking quickly"; "T7p"0ne tree", (8) 
"Two trees"; etc, Much mqre advanced words, either in the home or the 
foreign language, should also be taught by giving the children the real 
things for which the words stand, Thus one would act (as like the real 
thing as possible) words like anger, excitement, anxiety, hesitate. These 
are the ways in which one learns most words in real life . But sometimes 
one can't get the thing itself; then one must use something as like the 
real thing as one can get —

(2 ) A Model of the Real Thing: If one can’t get a real castle, one can make a 
small castle of clay or cardboard,. Pupils in a higher class will enjoy 
making such a model, and in doing it they will become much more interested 
in history. The model must be as like the real thing as possible, and 
therefore it should be painted in the real colours# Often the children 
themselves can make the models as part of the language lesson; e.g.little 
clay oxen, pots, farms, bridges, or apples; a steamer out of a plank with 
a piece of twisted elastic below to turn a propsller""of bent tin; a sub- 
marine in the same **vay with a slight change; a harbour at a neighbouring 
pond or river; waves; etc. Sometimes one can buy little toy ducks, mo
tors, etc. very cheaplyo In any case, one should make a collection of 
models with the words which explain them, printed on'little labels oT hard 
white paper fixed to the models.

Anyone can see that the. children wi11 love learning in this way, 
but most teachers m il  object that it is a waste of time: it is 'so much 
quicker and easier just to tell the children about these things. We reply:
(a) In any subject it,is much easier for the teacher if he just talks: but
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children are not interested in mere words, and they learn very slowly by 

methods where everything is just talk and talk, talk — not even by -them
selves but by someone else* They learn much moro quickly from real 
things. This has been clearly proved at schools" such as Anne's 
School, Umzinto, Fatal, about which we hope to have articles in some 
later number, (b) But they also learn much more happily in this way* 
Things that one learns happily one remembers better. Besides, all child
ren, and young children especially, need happy play, and it is bad for 
them not to get it . The ordinary school gives them very little chance to 
move about, do things, and play. (c) Lastly, the children are not just 
hearing words about one subject which has nothing to do with anything else. 
They_arpJUy inj  ̂j^tji Re_a 1_ Life — and that is the best way to prepare them 
for taking part in Real Life later. That seems a vague, philosophical 
thing to say, but it means something very definite and practical. When the 
children are playing with boats, waves, harbours or castles, they are not 
only happy, they are not only learning the new words, but they are learn
ing about many other things as well — geography (e.g. winds,trade-routes, 
currents), history (e.g. voyages of discovery or medieval life around the 
castle), arithmetic (e.g. sizes of materials for models, numbers of people, 
boats, etc.), and so on. It is specially easy to use clay models in 
teaching arithmetics 10 (clay oxen) - 3 (clay oxen) a 7 (clay oxer); 5 x 2  
(5 lots of 2 oxen yoked together) a 10.

In future issues we shall show how to make and use models. — But 
one can't make models of everything. Then —

(3) A Picture of the Real Thing is very useful. This may be done by the 
teacher or the pupils, or it may be obtained ready made from magazines,etc. 
In a later issue we shall describe how to get and make them. A picture in 
the colours of the real thing is, of course, more like the real thing than 
one in black; therefore the children like it more. The drawing lessons, 
like the other handwork, should be connected with the language work, the 
children making drawings of the words they ha Are learnt. Thus, working

together, they might make a large picture of a 
steamer for the wall of the room, and (as with the 
models) fix to it little labels on which the names 
of the most important parts of the ship are
printed. Then a game may be played: The labels 
are taken away, and oach child has to take one and 
put it in the right place on the picture. Reading 
must not be taught during the "listening" stage; 
but towards the end of the "speaking" stage the 
teacher should gradually use more and more of
these labels, so that the children gradually learn 
to read almost without knowing it . IThen the
children really start to read and write, drawing 
will be very useful, for then they can draw pic
tures of the real things and write underneath what 
-bhes© are. That helps them to remember the new
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words and sentences. We shall deal with reading in 
the November issue. Drawings also help the teach
er to test whether the pupils understand new words 
and sentences. 1

The teacher will always find that if he 
can make quick drawings, or even simple diagrams 
like^-^/ he can easily explain things which

'-X. would otherwise need many, many words* '
This ~is so not only in language but in every other 
subject, e.g* geography, nature study>Scripture.

(4) Something that reminds_ us of the Real Thing often helps 
the teacher to explain a word or make his draw
ings clearer* For instance, the teacher wants to 
teach words about animals* He can explain dog by getting the real thing, 
or by a model, a picture or a drawing of the real thing; or he can say: 
"The dog makes bow-wow, bow-wow" (trying to copy a barking dog). The
bark makes the children think of the dogP In the same way the teacher 
can test whether the children understand the new words by a game: "What 
animals make these noises? —■ miaovir; moo; hee-haw". Other things also 
make noises; what, for example, makes " c ho ok-c ho ole, chook-chook"? Or 
the way in which a thing moves may remind us of it. The teacher may
therefore ask: "TOrat goes like this?" and he may imitate a frog jumping, 
a bird flying, an old man walking, etc*

(5) Description ofjbhe new words in words already known is p. quick way of ex
plaining a new word,, English dictionaries do that; for example: ugly= 
not pretty; delightful » very nice; widow •» her husband has died; fu
rious « very angry; lazy a does not want to work? ir-repar-able a cannot 
be repaired (mended, put right)„

(6) The rest of the sentence or story very often helps us to understand a new
word; e.g. what is the meaning of the words underlined in the following 
sentences? "There ware many men in the room, and as the beautiful girl 
walked in at the door, she was the cynosure of every eye in the room"; "I 
spreche with ny mouth and lips6 English people soreche English, Germans 
spreche German. The people in the Transkei spreche Xhosa. Now I spreche 
English"; "Cape Town is the hoofs tad of the Cape Province. London iV the" 
hoofstad of England* Rome is the hoofstad of Italy. Pretoria is the 
hoofstacl of South Africa." All of us learn new words in this way (we 
very rarely look them up in the dictionary), and pupi__ls should be encou
raged and trained to "guess " the meanings of such words" from the rest of 
the story before looking at the dictionary.

Related w o r d s  may help us to understand a new word; e.g. the child learning 
the Iatin word, manus wil-l understand and remember it better if the teacher 
reminds him of the English words ’‘manual work" (work done by hnnri), "manu
script 11 (soaething written by hand), ’etc. But this is not very useful. 
It is far better to moke the '•■hild connect manus with the real thing
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(8) The Home-language (translation). As we have said, this is DA.EGEROUS for 
it gives the child practice in the language that he already knows ~ and 
not in the language that he has to learn* But sometimes one may have 
to make sure that every child understands a new word; for if they can
not grasp it, they feel discouraged and irritated and may refuse to try 
to learn. This is particularly true of abstract ideas like love, 
naturally, personality, which may be difficult to explain by methods™! -" 
7» (The adult who has had some schooling and now wants to learn a new 
language, is particularly impatient.if he does not -understand a new word 
at once# That is mainly due to wrong teaching at school) a But as soon 
as the pupil grasps the meaning, the teacher should see to it that he 
immediately gets much practice in hearing end using the new word "so" as 
to get used ¥0 it and not" to think of the word in his awn"' Tanguage * Ex
ample: The teacher wants to explain the word accident. He will pre
pare the children by methods 1 - 7  (e.gc act axTaccident, picture of ac
cident, talk of accident all of them have seen, describe it in simpler 
English, etc.) Then he can say: "In Xhosa (the children's language) we 
call it ’ingozi*," At onoe he goes back to methods 1 - 7 ,  for having 
now clearly grasped the idea, the children must get accustomed to the 
new word (Everything in English):

"You see, the boy climbed up, like this . . . (Teacher or good pu
pil acts it) . . 0 "Then he fell, like this, and he broke his leg. It 
was an accident0 The other day I had an accident" . . . (Teacher tells 
about it — all in the language to be learnt .) . . . "How which of you 
has had a bad accident?"

The pupils tell about their accidents — all in the language 
to be learnt and not in the home-language except the one word or sen
tence used at the beginning., (if one is teaching a home-language les
son and explaining a new word, everything must of course be in the home- 
language), . In that way the children will not think of the word in
their own language but of the real thing itself; therefore when they 
aro thinking about that thing at some later time and want to speak about 
it in English, they will at once think of the English word and use it 
correctly* We must once more emphasize that only the language to be 
learnt should be used» The writer, after describing in the foregoing 
account how ;accidentr should be explained, decided to see whether it 
was necessary to use.the home-language word at all. He acted the word, 
gave examples of it. and described it in simpler words. His pupils under
stood immediately® The use of a word from another language should 
never be necessary .

Hew grrjc3ifetio_al_ constructions should be taught by the very 
same Real Life Method as we have used for teaching words® It makes no 
difference whether the new thing is a word or a construction: The child
ren should have many chances to hear and practise the right words or the" 
right sentences, and many others like them# Examples:-
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(Word: tree): The teacher points to a different tree each time, and 
says: """This is a treea "What is this? This is a tree• 'flhat is this, 
Betty? This is also* a tree. I touch this tree. Touch that ' tree, 
Nkomo. That tree is big. Where is the big tree. Isaac?" and so on. 
Warning: This must not become so different from the wey in which people 
speak in Real Life as to be monotonous (See page 5 ).

(Construction: a) 3rd person sing- present indie, active verb end
ings; b7"all thatT: a ). The real thing is done every time: "I walk to 
the door j We”  (teacher and pupil) walk to the window* Kkomo aiso walks_ 
to the window. Betty walks to the table", and so on. Different pupils 
do and say these sentences, separately and together; then the whole class 
says them. Normal pupils accept such constructions just as they accept 
the words b) "He has taken away all that I placed on the desk. AJLJL 
that he has taken away belongs to me® There were some valuable things 
amongst all that he has taken away. J. don’t believe all that he says 
to excuse himself, but his brother listens to all_that he tells him", and 
so on. When he is giving his pupils practice in such fairly * ’ advanced 
construction, the teacher should write the model sentences on the black
board, like a story as in real life, and not in separate sentences that 
have nothing to do with each others First, however, he should make sure 
that the pupils really have pictures of these sentences in their minds. 
For example, the all that sentences above should be acted in class. Then 
practice should follow, everybody thinking of the real thing (the teach
er can make them point at the real thing or do the real thing): first, 
one pupil says the sentences in this way, then another, and so on; then 
groups in the class say them; then the whole class; then again a few 
pupils separately in order to test whether thoy can do it well; then fur
ther examples are got from the class and written up on the blackboard; 
then as home-work the pupils mast males other examples; these are prac
tised in the same wry* The thing to remember is: We learn to speak cor
rectly by speaking correctly — many times over, but never monotonously 
and inattentively«

The teacher, knowing from experience that the pupils will tend 
to make certain mistakes, like "I 'l l  make you to_ do it", must in this 
way forestall the mistakes by giving them practice in the right sentences 
before the wrong sentences get a chance of being practised. This is true 
of other kinds of mistakes as well, e.g. saying "pronounciation" instead 
of "pronunciation’1, "bed" instead of "bird". Don’t give the mistake the 
chance of being made — let your pupils become used to the right thing 
first.

In our October number we shall deal with stages (3) and (4): 
Speaking and repetition, and give a lesson to show how the Real Life Ife- 
thod can be used. In November we baein with Reading9
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FLYING OVER AFRICA

By Z. K. Mrtthews

We must take our leavo of KenyaP We have said enough about 
it to make our readers realise what a great torritory Kenya is and how 
vast the possibilities that lie ahead of it» It is a country blessed 
with a healthy climate which can support, as some of our politicians keep 
on reminding us in these days, a fairly large population of whatever 
racial origin. Already the torritory has a rather mixed population con
sisting of Africans, Asiatics and Europeans^ One only needs to say this 
to bring to your mind the fact that Konya has its fair share of inter
racial problems, ana to keep the scales of justice and fair-play between 
the competing forces in the population is the unenviable task of the 
Colonial Office which is responsible for the administration of the terri
tory. Commission after commission has been cjent out there to examine 
and inquire into conditions on the spot* The settlers clamour for res
ponsible government which., in a word, means to be allowed to deal with 
their Natives in their own v.ray; the Natives oppose every step leading 
towards responsible government; the Asiatics seem to steer a middle
course. Responsible government would deliver 'shorn more completely into 
the hands of the settlors, between whom and themselves there is not too 
much love lost. On the other hand the paramountcy of Native interests 
which is a fundamental principle of Colonial Office ' administration 
would not be entirely in thoir favour either. The Asiatics were in
duced to come over to Africa to take part in various services such as the 
building of railways, public works., tho running of Government offices, 
banks, etc. at a time when Africans were neither able nor disposed to 
undertake such worke Now with steac’y progress among the Africans. the 
latter are gradually replacing the Asiatics without any provision being 
made for the latter« The whole situation is a delicate one, and it is 
to be hoped that in any solution that is arrived at, no undue hardships 
will be imposed upon a section of the population — the Asiatics — who 
have undoubtedly made an invaluable contribution to the progress p-nH 
development of the country„ Fortunately racial conflict in Kenya has 
not yet assumed the acute form which characterises race relations in,say, 
the Union of South Africa or the Southern States of America. But all 
the seeds of future trouble are present in the situation, although it 
ought not to be beyond the ingenuity of man, given goodwill and patience 
on both sides, to dcvice an equitable system of administration even for 
Kenya. One was impressed by the type of government official one met in 
Kenya — they all seemed to look upon their work with tho high serious
ness which belongs to a. task upon the proper performance of which the 
lives of many people dependo The social services which they are di
recting for the improvement of the health, agricultural and educational 
needs of the people, their genuine interest and devotion to the cause of 
the upliftment of the people speok volumes for the care with which they
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are selected for their jobs by the Colonial Office. Colonial Adminis
tration is being taken more and more seriously in British Colonies, and 
the old idea of entrusting important jobs to men with little or no"trail
ing except perhaps a smattering of the Native language is being abandoned. 
A word of congratulation is due also to the missions for the excellent 
educational work which is being done in the territory, There are rather 
more missions working in Kenya than, for example, in Uganda where the 
bulk of the mission work is divided between the Catholics on the one hand 
and the Church passionary Society on the other. More, missions mean
denominational rivalry, and while this is healthy up to a point, it can 
lead to much wasteful expenditure of energy on points of . difference 
rather than on questions on which all are agreed. The Protestant
Biissions in Kenya showed much useful co-operation especially in educa - 
tional projects, and one was impressed by the happy spirit which prevail
ed in a Missionary Education Advisory Board which we were privileged to 
attend in Nairobi. One of the common dangers which the Missions are 
facing in Kenya is .what is. known as the Independent School System#This 
is â movement among certain African tribes, principally the Kikuyu, which 
has^its object, among other things, the establishment of schools which 
are not under the control of Missions, but are under the control of the 
people themseIves« A number of such schools have been opened against 
the advice of both government and missions, and while conditions in some 
of these schools are s&id to be the reverse of ■ desirable, others seem
ed to be. on the way towards receiving government recognition. In these 
schoo.ls the people insist on the teaching of certain subjects, for ex- 
anple English, which they are denied up to a certain stage in other 
schoolso Vtfhether these courses of instruction are for their ultimate 
benefit is a moot point, but one feels that it is a healthy thing for 
people to desire to do for themselves even such important things as the 
running of their schools. The difficulties which they are bound to en
counter have all been encountered and mastered before by other people,and 
it is not beyond the bounds of reason to suppose that the independent 
school movement will produce men and women who will rise to the occasion 
and do for their, people what others have done for them up to now. There 
is so much work waiting to be dpne in the education of Africa that no 
agency which honestly sets out to help in this matter should be barred.

The train journey from Nairobi (Kenya) to Kampala in Uganda is 
a long and dreary one. The tedium of it is relieved somewhat by the 
beauty of the scenery, especially in the. earlier part of the journey. The 
thick tropical vegetation, the beauty of lakes such as Lake - Naivasha 
the climbs up and down mountains — at one place the train reaches a
height of 10,000 feet above sea level — , the game caught sight of now 
and again, all lend charm to the scene. Going to see the train pass the 
station seems to be a common pastime in East Africa0 At every station 
crowds of people turn up, their variegated costumes showing the interest
ing variety of human types to be found in the territory. Still vre did 
not regret our stepping out of the train at Kampala in Uganda, about
which more later.
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"TEACHING" has been conducting an employment survey of the Union 
of South Africa to find out what occupations are available for non- 
Europeans (Coloured, Indian and Bantu) who have passed Std. 6 or some 
higher standard# The number of replies to its enquiries has been very 
satisfactory. :-In fact so much material has been accumulated that it will 
take a long time before this series of articles can be completed. Some 
of the material is gradually being used in these articles. When "TEACHING" 
has completed its survey of the Union, it intends to embark on a similar 
survey of the British territories in Africa, so as to place at tho ser
vice of its readers and tncir pupils a complete list of careers that are 
possible for them anywhere in British Africa,

If any reader wants information about some particular vocation 
(for example, one not yet dealt with in our series), he can obtain it by 
writing to "TEACHING" and enclosing the Careers Coupon plus 6d. to cover 
postage. Past articles:- June-July:The Minister; AugustsThe Teacher.

Future " :- OctobersThe Medical Aid;Novembers The Nurse.
December: The Health Assistant;Januarys The 

Lavjyer and Attorney (Solicitor).

^h a ll  I help to make my People H^a'lthierT”"

YOU CAN HELP.

Can we help our people not to be ill so often, not to suffer so 
much pain, not to die so soon? YE£ — we can and we mustj It has been 
done in Europe; it can be done in Afrioa. Perhaps the most wonderful 
chango that has taken place in Europe in the last hundred years is just 
that. For thousands of years the people of Europe, especially the little 
babies and the valuable mothers, died like flies. Plagues destroyed mil
lions of people; for example, the Black Death in the fourteenth century 
killed one man out of every three. If you had been bora in Europe at 
any time before about 1700, the chances are that you would have been dead 
by twenty. Even if you had been born before 1850, you could have ex
pected to live only thirty-five years. Every baby born in Europe to-day, 
instead of dying just when he might have started to do good work, can ex
pect to live to the age of sixty. Because fewer people die, there are
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far more people in' the world to-day than a hundred years ago. These
pictures show
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how much longer people live to-day, how much less dangerous Death is, 
and how many more people enjoy life. It is impossible to show how much 
less pain there is in the world. Many diseases that used to kill hun
dreds of thousands of people in Europe (as they still do in Africa), like 
small-pox, plague, leprosy, malaria, tuberculosis, diphtheria, enteric 
and typhus, have been almost completely destroyed. To-day the poorest 
man in England gets better medical attention than any king anywhere in 
the world fifty years ago.

This has happened in Europe; it can and must happen in Africa. 

In Africa there still is a tremendous amount of sickness, pain7 weakness 
and death that can be changed into health, joy, strength and life. We 
who love Africa and the people of Africa — we must do thist And we do 
not need to be medically trained; in fact, some of the people who have 
done most to make the world a healthier and happier plaoe were not doc
tors at all. Teachers and ministers have a special opportunity to help 
the people among whom they work. But do they? Do we teachers teach our 
hygiene lessons in a way that will make our pupils and their parents
healthier, or do we teach facts, terms, words, in order to get good exa
mination results? We must not leave the health of our people to the 
doctors alone — all of us must help* Often a man goes to the doctor 
only when he is very ill, so ill that he cannot be cured any more. It is 
far more important to see that a man never becomes ill at all, than to 
patch him up when he is ill, and all of us can help with that. Patching 
up a sick man is like patching up a sick bicycle tube: !it seems all 
right at the time, but as soon as it gets a hot day or a bump it is all 
wrong again. Prevention is better than cure. — But, though every edu- 

ted man and woman should help to make their people healthier, it is par
ticularly the work of the doctor, the medical aid, the nurse, and \ the 
health assistant to do so. The dentist, dental mechanic and chcmist can 
also do much, but as they are not so urgently needed we shall not deal 
with them for some time. In this issue we try to tell you about a doc
tor's prospects, qualities and training.

3. "Should I Become a Doctor?"

Your Prospeots.

You will probably want to find out a number of things —
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"Yilhat are my chances^of getting work?" — Excellent.

There are far too few African teachers, as we saw last month, 
but there are far fewer African doctors, so you will find work everywhere. 
If you become a doctor, you may find it difficult at first to make a liv
ing, The country people are the ones that most need help, but they are 
poor, they often have droughts or bad seasons> and they are not used to 
paying fen* what a relative or friend does for them. If you .. love your 
people, they should not frighten you. After six months or a year, if 
you are a good doctor, things will go better, and all the time you will 
be doing a great work.

"What are my chances of doing good?" —  Limitless.

To save that frantic mother’s baby; to remove that boy’s pain
ful suffering; to soothe and comfort that girl delirious with malaria; 
to heal that dreadful festering sore; but more than that: to teach 
people how to keep healthy and happy; to kill tsetse flies and remove 
insanitary conditions breeding disease — the greatest work in the world 
lies before you, whether you become doctor, medical aid, nurse or ■ health 
assistant,

"Vifhat will be my income?" — Very Good,

better than in almost any other occupation you could enter. Your annual 
income as a doctor will depend on yourself, and on the people among whom 
you work, but a good country doctor should get from £400 to £700 when 
there is no drought,

"What will be ngr status?" — Excellent.

Far more than in any other vocation, you will be respected and valued by 
all. At a certain seaside village there are almost always doctors of 
science, doctors of literature and doctors of theology, professors from a 
neighbouring university. So, when an uncle of the writer’ s, a medical 
doctor, went there for a holiday, the fisherfolk asked him: "Dr. X, can 
you really help us? Are you a real doctor, or just the other kind?" To 
the ordinary man and woman nobody is so important as the person who
takes away their pain and makes them well. The doctor may feel lonely 
at times, for there will probably be nobody with an education equal to 
his, nobody with whom he can talk eb out intellectual subjects.

What you must be like.
\

More important than how you can make money, is how you can do 
good work in your occupation. The work of doctor, medical aid and nurse 
is strenuous, busy, full of responsibility. They may be called upon to 
work hard at any time of the day or night, for the life or death of human 
beings depends upon them. If you want to enter any of these profes-
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sions, ask yourself first: "Am I vdlling to work very hard?" If you 
want to know whether you can be a successful doctor, also go through the 
following list of qualities and tick off those that you really possess . 
(It is better to ask somebody else to do that, for one is inclined to 
over-estimate one's own ability and character.) To be a successful doc
tor, one must be intelligent (Are you among the top 5 per cent, in your 
J.C. or Matric classT); one must have a good memory; like study, espe
cially sciences like Biology, Physiology, Botany, Chemistry, Physics and 
Mathematics, for even when a doctor has completed his course he must re
main up-to-date by continuing to study; one must be skilful, handy,prac
tical, resourceful (know what to do in sn emergency), oareful. One must 
have an active, cheerful, friendly personality, a sense of humour, a real 
liking for other people and an ability to get on with them, sympathy, 
tact, patience,~~courage, confidence in oneself and the ability to make 
others have confidence in one. Finally, one must be healthy and vigor
ous, not get tired easily, like a busy life, have good~eyesJ~and, last 
but not least, one must really like the work,

Suraning up: If you are not clever, healthy, and sb le to get on 
well with other people, you will fail as a doctor.

How and where you may be trained.

Before you can start to train as a doctor, you must have passed 
matriculation, and you must have passed in mathematics as one of your 
matriculation subjects-?

Then you can study medicine either in South Africa or overseas. 
At the Universities of Cape Town and Witwatersrand non-Europeans can take 
the first three years of the doctor's course; for a number of reasons we 
would advise intending doctors to do so rather than go direct to Great 
Britain after matric» The change will not be so great and sudden; the 
expense is less; and it is likely that non-Europeans will be allowed, 
in a few more years, to do the whole course at these universities. At 
present, too, British medical schools are so crowded with students that 
people from outside Great Britain are not admitted unless they are spe
cially good or have completed a science Degree course. Perhaps „ this 
will not continue for many years, but at present the student intending to 
go overseas must make careful inquiry first. There is a scholarship of 
£50 per annum for four or five years given to a suitable applicant who 
has completed the pre-medical course at Fort Hare; and scholarships are 
awarded by the Transkeian General Council to help suitable students from 
the Transkei to study medicine. No scholarship, however, covers the 
whole cost, and applicants must therefore make sure that they can obtain 
at least a part of the totpi expenditure themselves.
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, Suimiary. South Africa. Great Britain

Entrance Std. X (with 'Mathematics)
'

Admission unlikely
Length 6 - 7  years 5 - 6  years
Minimum cost £600 £1,000
Scholarships Various Various
Cost of setting up

as doctor £100 (approx.)
Income £200 - £800 (varies greatly)

AFRICA IN PRINT

"Hative Administration in Nigeria" by Margery Perham (0, U. P.)

The scientific study of Colonial Administration is receiving 
much more attention in British countries than it has done hitherto. In 
all the important British universities such as Oxford, Cambridge and 
London, lectureships have been established through which knowledge and 
scientific investigation are being brought to bear upon the subject of 
how Colonial Powers rule their subject races,. One of the keenest stu
dents of this subject at the present time is Margery Perham of St. Hugh»s 
College, Oxford University. In her latest book she gives an intimate 
and thorough account of Native Administration as it is carried on in 
Nigeria. Nigeria, a vast country of about 373,674 square miles in ex
tent with a population rjust under twenty millions' has been fortunate 
enough to have in the course of its history such famous me  ̂ as Governors- 
General as Lord Lugard and Sir Donald Cameron,, Here thes3 Administra
tors have set out to demonstrate that the best v,ray to govern subject races 
is to rule them through their own social institutions, giving due recog
nition to their chieftainship, their laws and customs, and basing what
ever improvements are brought about upon what is worth while in their own 
background* Miss Perham1s book tells the story of how this system de
veloped, what its present state is and what future tendencies and pro
blems appear to be. The aim of the writer has been "to clothe the ske
leton of the administrative system with flesh end blood", and all one can 
hope is that we may expect similar studies from her able pen on the ad
ministrative system of ‘ other African territories that she has visited.

"A Junior Song Book for Native Schools" by Constance Beal (Lovedale)

Jfention has been made before in "TEACHING" on the scarcity of 
suitable music books for use in native schools. We are therefore happy 
to direct the attention of our readers to this little booklet. As its



title implies, it deals -with music suitable for the sub-standards and 
standard I .It  contains not. only t^^but suitable exercises for the singing 
lessons„ Large place is appropriately given to Xhosa songs, but simple 
English songs are not ignored. We gather that the publication of the 
book was subsidised by the Bantu Welfare Trust# We hope something simi
lar will be done in the near future for the higher standards.

— 0OO0-- 

A I-Tew Career

The I'Tational Sunday School Association, P.O.Box 17, Port Elizabeth, asks 
for applications for a new post, that of Native Sunday School Missionary, 
a man who will travel about the country organizing Sunday Schools and hold
ing conferences with Sunday School workers, parents and others. Education
al qualifications probably B.A.I or B.A.II and teaching certificate. If he 
has ministerial training it will be an added advantage. Here is a great 

opportunity for service. Who will take it?
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In next month's issue we hope to continue with series of articles such as

-Flying over Africa- 
-Putting Life into Language Teaching:- 

Learning to Speak 
A First Lesson 

-Africa in Print- 
-Employment Bureau- 

-fihat Should I Become?- 
Should I Become a Medical Aid?

In addition, we want to continue an article on

-Africans and Business-

the first part of which appeared some time ago.
There will also be short articles:

-Africa Marches Onl-

which will try to answer your question: Is there any progress in Africa?
and

-Do You Believe That?-

which 7/ill tell about unusual things done in some unusual schools.
In future numbers we hope to publish articles on "How to use the Black
board", "How to use Pictures", "Some Models to make", "Do Progressive 
Schools need money?", "How to be Progressive though Poor", "What is this

Fort Hare?"
. . . .  .and many more.......
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"Be strong and of a good courage." -

“ EDITORIAL TOTES - " •

The Force that Wins.

Born a penniless slave, the American ITegro, Booker T. Washington had something 
in him that in the end made h-im known the world over as one of the great men 
of the world, and one oi the greatest men of African descent who have ever 
lived. He experienced darker hours than most Africans know to-day. "I saw," 
he says, "one open battle take place between some of the coloured and • white 
people. There must have been not far from a hundred persons engaged on each 
side; many on both sides were seriously injvired... .It seemed to me as I watch
ed this struggle between members of the two races that there was no hope for 
our people in this country."

Yet at the end of his life-story "Up from Slavery" he writes: "Despite super
ficial and temporary signs which might lead one to entertain a contrary opin
ion, there was never a time when I felt more hopeful for iry race than I do at 
present. The great human law that in the end recognizes and rewards merit is 
everlasting and universal. The outside world does not know, neither can it ap
preciate, the struggle that is constantly going on in the hearts of both the 
Southern white people arid their former slaves to free themselves from racial 
prejudice; and while both races are thus struggling, they should have the sym
pathy, the support, and'the forbearance of the rest of the w orld ...."

"The Force that Wins" - Booker Washington had it. That is why he is such a 
fine friend to have in the Africa of to-day. From time to time we shall meet 
him,^in these pages, and learn from him about the Force that Wins.

Africa Marches Onl

C
"Iiope is the surge of Spring - 

And when it ebbs 
Sets in the Winter's death."

— D. J . D.
DARKKBS S. - When we look around us in the world to-day, we seem to see no

thing but civilized barbarity. By brute force, Italy conquered 
Abyssinia; shortly afterwards Spain was soaked with the blood of her sons; 
every nation in the world, terrified of its neighbours, started spending mil
lions of pounds to buy 7/eapons for killing people; at this moment in the Fj.r 
East Japan is brutally attacking China....Is  the world becoming a place where 
human beasts scratch and tear and devour?....

Hearer home, there are also struggles and unhappiness. Just the 
other day three policemen raiding a location in a Transvaal town were killed/



causing an outburst of ill-feeling among Europeans. Earlier this year 
ill-feeling among Natives had already been caused by the Native Franchise 
Act, which prevented the Native voters of the Cape Province from voting 
for the same parliamentary candidates as the Europeans, and instituted 
elections in all four provinces for separate representatives in Parlia
ment. And then there are all the perennial restrictions and unhappi
nesses — poll tax, imprisonment, poverty, prohibitions . . .

LIGHT, - But still the world is marching on and Africa with it. Only 
if we believe that, can we have the cowage to go forward and 

do the vast deal that remains to be done — "While we live,we hope", said 
the Roman of old; modern psychology says: "Only while we hope do we live". 
Recently the Durban Chamber of Commerce, official union of Durban busi
ness men, decided to pay not less than £3. 10s. per month to every adult 
Native employed by business. They also decided to try hard to get the 
conference of all South African chambers of commerce which will be held 
soon, to do this all over South Africa, From Durban also comes the 
news that the first co-operative company founded by non-Europeans in
Natal, the Natal Co-operative Trading Society, has been given permission 
to start business. This year it will set up a general dealer's store, 
and next year a shirt factory, shoe-making and catering departments. The 
company has a capital of £5,000, and hopes to pay members not less than
6 per cent, interest on their capital. The company has the right to 
have agencies overseas as well as throughout the Union. In the Transkei 
the Union Minister of Native Affairs not long ago informed a deputation 
of European store-keeoers, that Natives, provided they conformed to cer
tain conditions, would be allowed to trade in Native areas and would not 
be refused a licence simply because European traders objected. Then
£2,000,000 has been given by the State in the last two years to buy and 

develop land for Natives, as well as £700,000 from general revenue this 
year for developing the Native areas and stopping soil erosion. The State 
has also given £20,000 to help blind Natives in various ways. Most of 
this money has not come directly from the Native taxes, but still the 
poll tax presses so heavily on many Natives that an official inquiry is 
to be made in order to suggest improvements in the collection of the tax.

Educationally progress is also taking place. About Fort Bare, 
which is the only university institution for non-Europeans in Africa a- 
part from Fourah Bay College in Sierra Leone, Achimota in the Gold Coast, 
and the University of Cairo in Egypt, we hope to write in our November 
issue. New primary schools are being opened, and new secondary schools 
have been or will be opened in various places. Grah&mstown and East 

London have decided to establish secondary schools, largely through
public help, and in King William's Town the head of the European Tech
nical College has started secondary classes for non-Europeans. In the 
Orange Free State the Moroka Institution was recently opened, and the town 
council of Bloemfontein decided to borrow £20,000 for building Native 
schools. The refusal of a town like Ficksburg to borrow £2,000 for the 
same purpose is a rear-guard action by the retreating army of conserv1- 
atism.

That this army of conservatism is slowly weakening and retreat
ing is clear. Now and again it fights furiously — just because it feels 
that it is losing. The money spent or. Native Education proves that pro-
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gress is being made* A few weeks ago it was announced that the Native 
teachers whose ’salaries were ’'cut" in the depression years (1932-33)would 
get hack in full what they had lost then — about £65,000 in all. The 
European teachers, whose salaries were also "cut" at that time, have not 
got back in full what they lost then except in the Transvaal and Natal. 

The repayment of Native teachers1 salary "cuts" has been made possible by 
the increased amount available for Native Education. As our readers know, 
Native Education in the Union was paid for up to 1934 by taking 20 per
cent. of the money obtained from the poll tax and adding to it about 
£340,000 from general revenue. In 1937 60 per cent, of the poll tax \vill 
be spent on Native Education. The following table shows how the money 
spent by the Government on Native Education has increased by almost half 
since 1934:

MONEY SPELT ON I.ATIVE EDUCATION IN THE UNION

1934 £593,000 -- that is 20% of Native Tax, plus a grant
1935 £667,000 , ii ii 35% ti II If IT ti tl
1936 £742,000 ___ " " 40% Tl IT It II it It
1937 £819,000' . . ~ IT It 60% II tl f! It ii II

Improvements are also taking place in Coloured and Indian Edu
cation. One of our readers, for example, Mr. C. J, Viljoeh, JM-.,B,Ed«., 
has been appointed principal of the large Coloured Training College at 
Worcester (ninety miles from Cape Town), from January, 1938. When the 
principalship fell vacant last year, Mr. Viljoen was easily the best of 
the applicants, but there was so much opposition from various sides to 
the appointment of a non-European that he was not then appointed. The 
Education Department of the Cape Province, however, clearly stated that 
it was their policy in non-European institutions to appoint non-Europeans 
if they were suitable, and announced that; they would not budge from this 
polioy. Mr, Viljoen has excellent academic and professional qualifica
tions as well as several years’ experience of secondary and training col
lege work. At present he is on the sta^f of the Battswood Training Col- 
lege, Cape Town, ono of the largest training colleges in Africa. We
extend our cordial congratulations to Lr> Viljoen and to the Coloured 
People of whom he is such a fine representative, and wish him every suc
cess in his importart new post. — Our readers see 
exemplified here two tilings that we ha\e emphasized 
before: (a)- The importance of getting the very best 
qu% li f i c at ions s "6b) The fact -chat opposition to 
non-European progress is'dying out, slowly but sure
ly.

One more example of the fact that the Eu
ropeans in South Africa are becoming more and more 
sympathetic to the progress of their non-European 
countrymen, is the princely girt . ,of £50,000 by 

Col. James Donaldson of Johannesburg to found "The 
Bantu Welfare T r u s t T h e  interest on this sum 
(£1,500 per annum) ’.dll be spent on helping the
Bantu in many ways — business^ farming, health, 
education, and so or.. The Trust has given £50 to
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to help to publish books of Xhosa songs for Native schools* This maga
zine itself would have to die if  it did not get a grant from the Trust, 
for the subscriptions as yet do not pay for the cost of publication.

And so, in many, many ways opposition bo the welfare of the 
non-European is fighting a losing battle, and the arny of love and
good-will is advancing* No fair-minded person can say that things are 
what they should be —  that is the challenge to us; but no fair-minded 
person can deny that Africa is marching on to a better day . . .

"The old order changeth, yielding place to new,
And God fulfils himself in many ways".

OUR READERS CAN HELP.

Our readers would help us and each other very much if they 
sent us examples of progress for our section "Africa Marohes Onl" espe
cially from areas outside the Union of South Africa. News about all 
kinds of progress — economic, commercial, medical, agricultural, educa
tional, otc., otc* — will be welcomed. Very often such news will sug" 
gest new ideas, and always it will encourage all of us in our work of 
serving Africa.

"TEAC HIKG IN AFRICA

Our Readers have probably noticed a change in the magazine:both 
the name and the cover of the magazine have been slightly altered. Short
ly after printing the first number of "TEACHING11 we discovered that there 
was a magazine in India with the same name: "Teaching". To keep our 
name would cause confusion, so we changed it and made use of the oppor
tunity to get a new cover design. Nothing on earth is perfect, but we 
hope our subscribers will like the changes.

OUR SUBSCRIBERS.

Subscription to ’’TEACHING IN AFRICA1' s 2/6 per annum; if more 
than five copies are sent to the same address: 2/- per 
bofy per annum. Please send postal orders and cross 
them .. that is safer. New subscribers please
note ~ that we cannot supply NosJL-S. Subscribers

are earnestly asked to let us know if they have changed 
t.ieir address, or if they have not received their copy of 
the magazine by the end of each month.

IAEGUAGE SUPPLEMENT.

As stated last month, we hope to publish a 
language supplement from January 1938 on for those readers 
who want to learr Afrikaans. It will be financed sepa
rately from.the magazine, so readers who want it must
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subscribe for it separately. Subscription: l/- per annum; if twelve 
copies are sent to the same address: 9d. per copjr per annum, later we 
hope to publish similar supplements in the Bantu languages.

COMPETITIONS .

Prizes of 5/- will be given to the two best letters received 
before 31st December on the two following subjects:-

1. "Ideas I have found useful in teaching the Official Language";
2. " Difficulties that are hard to overcome in teaching the Official lan

guage."

Prizes oj. 10/— and 5 — will be given to the two readers who 
send in most subscriptions before 31st December.

OUR ADDRESS is:

"TEACHING IK AFRICA", ) ( "TEACHING III AFRICA",

8, ) or (S. A. Native College,
Alice, ) (Fort Hare,
S ,  Africa. ) (Alice, S .  Africa

PUTTING LIFE II1T0 LAITGUAGE "fEACEIEG I II .

WHAT HAS ALREADY BEEN SAID,

In teaching any subject, one must COPY REAL LIFE outside the 
sohool. In teaching children to speak a new language, for example, one 
must copy the way in which a baby learns to understand and speak its own 
mother-tongue in real liie« One finds that;** (l) From birth onwards the 
baby wants things, and (2) hears people speaking about these things. At 
first it does not understand what they are saying, but from about the age 
of nine months it begins to know what the sounds mean. In our August 
number we dealt with (l)t how to keep the school-chiId interested so that 
he will want to understand and speakj and in our September number we 
dealt with (2): how to help the child to hear and to understand. Just as 
the baby hears the most important words oftenest and understands them 
first (e.g. mama), so the child at school should hear the most important 
words and constructions first and oftenest; that is, the teacher should 
teach them according to a definite plan, starting with the most important 
ones, and keeping the pupils interested all the time. And just as the 
mother teaches the baby to speak her language not by translation nor by 
grammar but by using real things, so the teacher should teach the new 
language not by translation nor by grammar but by using real things, to 
explain new words and constructions (se9 September, pages 6 to l l ) . When 
the baby understands, it slowly tries to speak — (3} from about the age 
of twelve months it speaks more and more« In the same way the pupil at 
school should just listen for two to three lessons to the new language, 
trying to understand it* He should not be made to speak too soon, for 
he will then speak badly and be laughed at by the others and probably be 
scolded by the teacher. Especially at the beginning of a new subject 
the teacher should take care that the pupils get happiness,encourage
ment, success. If from the beginning a new subject makes them unhappy,



In "basic English", 

speech for all every-day purposes has been 

reduced with scientific precision to a

.................vocabulary of 850 words...................

and students can now acquire a- sound and 

accurate knowledge of the English language 

in a fraction of the time previously taken.

So that those who 

ore learning English as a second language 

may read widely in "basic", Kelson's are 
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'OUR CHANGING TIMES' SERIES
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7. THE FIRST VIRGINIANS -
8. THE WHITE MAN COMES TO NEW YORK.

THOMAS NELSON & SONS LIMITED
35-36 Paternoster Row, London, E.C. 4
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discouraged and unsuccessful, it will«be very diffi
cult for them ever to like that subject* In thisj 
number we want to say something about (3 ) and (4 ): 
speaking and speaking again. — After the baby has 
spoken for about five yearsj i t ' (5 ) learns to read 
and (6) to write* These things are important in 
this order, ’"wanting" being the most important, and 
"writing" least important,

(5) & (4) SPEAKUB - AGAIIi and AGAIN

For the first two lessons or so,the teach
er should speak alone, clearly and slowly but natur
ally, as we have described. He must not translate.

How then can he find out whether his pupils -under-___

stand and are attending? By making them , do the real things themselves—  
the pupils can start acting without■having to speak. For Example, the 
teacher asks one of hisbrightest pupils in the'first lesson ( September, 
p. 7): "Where is the tree?" and shows by moving his arms that the boy 
must stand up, go go the tr3ea and point at i t .  Then in the same way he

Or after teaching 
ToWn ana 

i o u  are s ta nd ^i

asks other pupilr: "Where is the tree?" and so on,

'  ~ f H T T T ^  m r c f r ^
a n d rujj 1st o n d frujj

ft îvT] fWui- you \
Stand-1, n I stapdjwg]

Va u I

(*J
Cb)

the pupils: (a;''± am fitting", (b) "I run standing", he can order them: 
’Stand", "Sit", "John., stand", "Betty, stand", "John, sit". ' - If they 

can-do these things correctly, they understand the words. Besides, the 
pupils like to do things themselves and not just.to listen to the"teacher. 
Or a game like this will help: The teacher has taught his pupils "Yes" 
and "Ho" by using the real things to explain them (e.g* pointing to a 
table: "Is this a tree?" . . , shaking his head. •* . . "Hoi"); and then 
asks: "Is this a tree? (lTo)...I.g this a.table? (Ho)...Is this a window? 
(l\To).,. Is this a man? ( /esJ .1' In the same way: "Is ho sitting? (Fo)... Is
he walking? (Yes) J'

t

Very often there is a pupil who, already knows some English in 
the class and who loses interest because the work is too easy for him. If 
the teacher uses him to aswer the questions and do the-things at first, 
he will enjoy it and the first few lessons will become clearer and more 
interesting to the other pupils because it will be more like two ' people 
talking in real life. Example (T: teacher, P: pupil):- T: "What is 
this?" P: "That is a window.'* T: "Walk to the window." P. does so and 
says: "I am walking tc the window." T: "Tfelk to the door." P does so 
and says what he is doing. I11 the same way: "Walk to the window." Then 
T̂  tells another P t "Walk to,the window," and so on. The P does s.o 
without speaking,, Icter the teacher can- use the more advanced pupil to 
introduce new constructions5 e »£« while xess advanced P is walking to 
the door, T can ask more advanced P: "¥hat is John doing?" Advanced P :

1s walking to the door,'' and so on. In the same way: "We are . . "
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"You are . . . , "  "They are . • • etc* The
diagrams given above show how such things should be 
acted and drawn by the pupils — think of the real 
thing and copy it I

If there isn't a more advanced pupil in 
the class, the teacher should bring one from a high
er class. In fact the teacher should always,in all 
subjects, whether they are geography, arithmetic, 
Latin or mathematics, and in all classes from the 
infants to the matrics, encourage and train his pu
pils to help him and each other as much as possible. 
The teacher is helped, the pupils like doing impor
tant things, and thus they learn to get pleasure in 
helping others# For example, such pupils can now 
and then take charge of small groups of the class, 

teaching them and giving them more practice than the teacher could in a 
class of fifty* Of course the teacher must walk about quietly, notice 
what they are doing, and quietly help if necessary; and of course it 
will be a success only if the teacher has carefully gone through the 
lesson with the group leaders.

After about three lessons, more and more children should be 
able not only to point at things when they are asked, and to do things 
that they are told to do, but to say simple things likes "This is a
table," "I am standing," and so on. (N.B* After three lessons the pupils 
should understand about eighteen words, e.g. I, am, standing, this, is, a, 
table). At first the whole class should speak in chorus,for the child
ren will still be afraid to speak separately by themselves. They must 
enjoy the feeling of success and confidence before being told to speak 
alone. Then the separate pupils can start answering the teacher*s ques
tions or each other's questions* They must always do ARP say what they 
are doing; e.g* P: "John, go to the window." John goes and says: "I am 
going to the window*” If the teacher accustoms his pupils to this from 
the beginning, much time will be saved. The pupils should play a more 
and more important part in the lessons by taking the part of the teacher; 
e.g. they give commands to the class, to parts of the class, or to sepa
rate pupils, they ask questions, and so on. They will, of course make 
mistakes, but the teacher should be very careful how he corrects them.Get- 
ting angry does no good, praise helps far more than blame, and encourage
ment is much better than criticism* Wo one (not- even we teachers I) is 
perfect from the beginning. If a pupil therefore says something like 
this: "He am walking", the teacher should not draw attention to the mis
take by scolding him, but quietly emphasize the right sentence: "Yes, he 
is walking. What is he doing? John? You do that, , John. What is 
John doing, class? That’s good: He is walking." —  Any of the sug- , 
gestions that have been made or will be made should occasionally be car
ried out by the pupils instead of by the teacher* That is valuable in a 
number of ways, but especially in giving the pupils as much practice as 
possible in speaking the language to be learnt* We teachers are so an
xious that our pupils should get the best possible help and not make mis
takes that we are sometimes inclined to do all the work ourselves. We 
have to remember that we become good riders only if we ourselves get on
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to the horse and ride as much as we can, and not if we just look on when 

someone: else is riding. In the same way our pupils become good speakers 
not by listening to us speaking but by speaking as much as possible them
selves.

: r _ , ,

What has been said about learning to speak a new language, is 
just as true of learning to speak one's home-language better. Hew words 
end new constructions should be taught in the same way, and mistakes
should be_ corrected in the same way. In some later issue we hope to 
deal-specially with these questions and others-such-as: "How 
pupils to see and Use the differences between different -words 
pressions meaning a.unost the same thing,"

(Hext month : Learning to Read.) \

THE FIRST ENGLISH LESSON

From the very first, the pupils must understand the method and 
have confidence in the teacher and in themselves. If they can't under
stand, they will think that the subject is hopelessly difficult,they will 
lose courage and interest and perhaps hate the subject and the. teacher. 
It is extremely important that every pupil should-understand.all the time 
and that he should find it easy and enjoyable, especially, at first* rln 
this first lesson the teacher therefore just wants to put his pupils at 
their ease. The first part of the lesson.will be given in the pupils' 
hone-language because the teacher is just explaining the whole idea to 
them. Wien he starts teaching English, he must use English alone. In 
order to make our readers feel v/hat their pupils feel like when they 
learn a new language, the writer will use Afrikaans instead of English 
in the second part of the lessen.

(A).. (All in the pupils' hone-language).

Toaoher: Can you speak any language, John? John: Yes, sir.
£ : lllhich language can you speak? • John: Xhosa (his home-language).
T_ i Can you speek any other language? John; No, sir.
T_ : Betty, can-you speak any other language? Betty: Yos, sir, I can

. speak English.
T_ : 1/i/hich can voU'speak better, Xhosa or Eng

lish? . Betty : Xhosa.
T : How’did you learn to speak Xhosa so well?
TThe pupils give all sorts of answers. Teacher uses 
them to let children understand how they learnt their 
home-language).

T_ : Good. That is how we learnt to speak Xhosa
so well. Hot* there is another language 
that you often see- and hear. Where do you 
see this (I)*  for instance? Pupils: When you 
come to the rrilway.

T_ • What does it say? Pupil: It ’ says you must
be careful, a train may bo coming. T: What 

, will happen if you don’t know wiiat it says? *~Pupils:

*Se9  next

to' help 
and ex-
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HALT 1 
Look out for 

the TRAIN !

Wo Trespassing 
PENALTY £5

Europeans!

. Only___\
7 3

Is
is

The train may kill us. T_: Can you read the words. Pupils; No.^'T: 
it important for you to know the words? Pupils: Yes. T: Yes, this 
a very important language. What is its name? Pupils :— English . . , 
_T: Here is another thing that you sometimes see (2). What does it mean 
Msuthu? (He doesn't know. At last one pupil puts up his hand). P: It 
means one must not go inside. T: Yes, and what will happen if you do?.. 
(The pupils give various answersT . . . Yes, yovi will have to pay £5 . . . .  
(T may do the same with other notices, with instructions on things 
bought in shops, and with sentences often heard) . . . .

T_: Yes, we must learn more English to understand all these things. We 
must learn it well. Now, how did you learn Xhosa so well? . . . .  Good’. 
Well, we must learn English just like that. What is this (5) in Xhosa? 
P: Indoda. T_: Who taught you that? . . . .  (Various answers, e .g .%  mother 
told me) . . . .  Right: We’re goirg to learn English like that. Betty 
will tell you what these things are in English, and you will see how easy 
it is ."

hardloop
spring

sit~- sit 5'eSEsrr

Betty does (l), and says slowly: "Ek sit . . . Ek sit." The teacher 
does (2), and says: "Ek sit . . . Ek sit." If there is another pupil 

who knows'a little of the language, he does so too. All three of them 
do it, and each one pointing to himself,seys: "Ek sit."  They do it in 
different ways, o.g. on the table, on a desk, behind the table. Then the 
teacher orders Betty: "Betty, sit I" Betty does it and orders ...1 the P: 
"George, sitj" And so on. In the same kind of way they oan now do
(3 ) . Pointing at the real things, the T says: "Betty sit. Ek staan.
Wat doen Betty? Betty sit. Wat doen George? George sit. Wat doen ek? 
Ek staan. George, staan. Wat doen Geoge nou? George staan nou. Wat 
doen Betty nou? Betty sit nou." George does and says the same kind 
of thing: "Wat doen ek nou? Ek staan nou. Wat doen Betty nou? Betty 
sit nou (oto.)." Betty also speaks (pointing to the real things): "Ek 
sit nou. George staan nou. George I Siti Wat doen George nou? .(etc) 

In this way not only the teacher but the pupils who already 
know something take part by doing things, by saying what they are doing, 
by giving orders, by asking questions, and so on. Everyone can see that 
the repetition which is necessary oan be given in all sorts of ways. This 
variety is very important, for the work must not become monotonous. The 
more smiles, happiness, and activity, the better for overyone. Even the 
other pupils can take part. For instance, Betty turns to the other
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pupils and says (moving her. arms upwards): "Jan, staan. George,wat doen 

Jan?” George: "Jen staan nou." Betty: "Annie, staan." George: "Betty, 

wat doen Annie nou?" Betty: "Annie staan nou." And so they can go on 

right through the class, taking separate children', or the whole class, or 
each 'other, or the teacher. The rest of the lesson is just as simple:
(5 ), (6) and ( 7 ) are quite clear, Note how the lessons become more in

teresting as they go on, becuaee more words are learnt and more things can 

be done. For instance, by the end of ^he lesson* the teacher can tell 

Batty: "Betty, staan. George, wat doen Betty nou? . . . Betty, loop na 

die K -r*r3^T-taf‘e-f George, wat doen Betty nou? (and so on) . . . .
George.« hardloop na die tafel . . . .  . Spring

bp die tafel. Bot£y, wat doen George nou? (and so on )." '

N0B, (a) Don't discourage the pupils by giving too many new \vords. We 
have perhaps used tco many in this first lesson (twelve words)e As a 

rule, not more thui five to six words should be given in each lesson.Some- 

times a few more may be used (as in this lesson), but only if  the child

ren oan see what the sentences mean, and do not have to learn more than 
the five to six words that form the centre of the lesson.

(b) Note how words bocome clearer if  they are used in sentences which 

one can understand easily, e .g . what is the meaning of wat, nou, doen,na, 
and die, above? These were not specially taught, but beoause the

sentences were full of real things one oan understand them. *

PLYim OVER AFRICA 711.

By Z, K* Matthews

At last, cn January 12th, we reached Uganda, the country which 

wus to be the centre of our activities for the next six or seven weeks. 

We wore met at the sbation by the Director of Education, TSfr. H. Jowitt, 

well known to most c,? cur roadcra a.z former Inspector of Native Schools 
in Natal and later Director of Native Development in Southern Rhodesia, 

and by the Deputy-Director of Education, ft3r. R. S . Foster, who also has 

South African connections in that1 his wife is a daughter of the late Ifr. 

Justice Gardiner, the famous Judge-President of the Cape Provincial Divi

sion of the. Supreme Court of South Africa* We were in Uganda the guests 
of the Protectorate. Government, but as rn educational commission we were 
more particularly the quests of the Department of Education, and the 
gentlemen mentioned above, with their subordinate officers, had charge of 
arrangements for our wcrk, our f.ccommodation and our comfort generally. 
We also met at the station for the first time Mr. F . J . Pedler , our 

Secretary, and we were to have :.aany evidences of his thoughtfulness, his 
painstaking attention to details that might facilitate the work of the 

Comission, and ha s gereral efficiency. In a day or two after that all 
the members of the Commission had arrived, with the exception of one who 
wes prevented by illness from unking the trip to East Africa. I think 

it might be useful to take this opportunity to introduce the members of 

the Commission to our readers, The Conr.iission consisted of ten members, 
eight being from England and two —  Dr, Kerr and myself — from South*
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Africa, It included, one lady who gave special attention to women’ s edu
cation and one African to represent the African point of view* As al

ready indicated, one had to decline the invitation of the Secretary of 

State for the Colonies at the last moment for reasons of ill-health.

The Chairman of the Commission was Earl de la Warr, then Under
secretary of State for the Colonies. Member of an old English family 

■whose title goes back, I believe, to the thirteenth century, an Oxford 

graduate in Agriculture, he has held various important posts in - the 

British Government in the Board of Education, the Ministry of Agriculture 

and Fisheries and in the Colonial Office. His varied experience stood 
him in good state. The Chairman of a Commission has got to be tactful 
and considerate, patient with the witnesses who come to give evidence 

(especially when they seem to be doubtful as to what they want to say), 

ready to reply to addresses of welcome and quick to take in a situation 

and to meet an argument, and above all indefatigable. Considered from 

these points of view, ''our Lord", as he was referred to in more than one 

memorandum submitted to the Commission, was an excellent Chairman. It 

might be mentioned that as originally planned the Chairman of the Com
mission was to have been Lord Plymouth, now world-famous as Chairman of 

the Non-Intervention Committee which has been engaged in an endeavour to 

prevent the Spanish Civil War from developing into a World War. The fact 

that such outstanding men were invited to undertake this work will give 

our readers some idea of the importance which the British Government at
taches to the consideration of the problems arising out of the education 
of African Communities,

The Vice-Chairman of the Commission was Dr. John Hurray, Prin
cipal of the University College of Exeter. Dr. Murray was no stranger 
to Africa, for he attended the New Education Fellowship Conference held 

in 1934 and was one of the ablest delegates to that important gathering 

of educationists* His rip9 experience and wide knowledge of educational 
problems made him a valuable member of the Comnission. His oratorical 

gifts made him popular in Uganda as a public speaker on educational and 
political subjects.

One of the most important aspects of Education in East Africa 
is the large place which must necessarily be given to technical education 
in territories which probably for all time have to be content with Afri
can technicians —  surveyors, engineers civil and electrical, etc., etc. 
This aspect of education was consequently well represented by the in
clusion in the personnel of the Conraission of Mr, B. Mouat-Jones, D .S .O ., 
M*A., and Dr, W, H, Maclean, Ph,D,, M .Inst.C .E , Mr. Mouat-Jones is head 

of the School of Technology in Manchester, and his overseas experience in
cluded a period of service in India at the University of Allahabad. Dr. 
Macloan was no stranger to Africa for as a young man he had gone out

with Lord Kitchener to the Egyptian Sudan to start a School of Engineer

ing for the Sudanese at Khartoum, As City Engineer he was responsible 
for the laying out of Khartoum which still remains one of the best laid 

out cities in Africa. Later he went to Alexandria as City Engineer and 
played an important part in the rebuilding and modernising of that city. 
After the War he went with Lord Allenby to do the same sort of work in 

Jerusalem. During our visit to Khartoum we had the pleasure of meeting 

some of the Sudanese he had trained, and the thoroughness of the training 
they had received was borne out by the important posts which some of them
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hold in the service of the government of the Egypt- 

ian-Sudan. Since his retirement from service in 

Africa, Dr. Maclean has kept up his interest in
Africa through his membership of the Advisory Com

mittee of the Colonial Office on the Education of 

African Communitiesc
The education of women was well looked 

affcer by Dr, Phillips. Esdaile, Head of the Domestic 

Science Department of one of the Colleges of London 
University* Her keenness on the education of women 

and girls endeared, her to African leaders wherever 
the Commission went; Those •mho gave evidence before 

the Comnission will long remeniber the persistence 
and the earnestness with which she wanted to know 

what was' being done for women*

Two members of the House of Commons were included in the Com

mission, namely Mru Robert Bernays, M.P» and Mr* Harold Nicolson, C.M .G., 

If.Fo, both members of the National Labour Party* Mr. Robert Bernays, son 

of the Reotor of Finchley, is one of the younger members of the House of 
Commons* He is a graduate of Oxford University, and had the honour 
•while there of being elected President of the Oxford Union, a much- 

coveted distinction in that University, A much travelled man, his know

ledge of India me.de him a keen advocate of the educational interests of 
the Indians in Ea^t Africa* Mr* Harold Kicolson spent many years in dif

ferent countries in the Diplomatic service of Great Britain and -was a 
member of the British delegation at the Peace Conference in 1919* He is 
a k^en student of British foreign policy on -which he has written several 

outstanding books^ Both these M .P ’s were naturally called upon to give 

lectures on public . ;e.rfcions of the day during their stay in East Africa, 
Dr» Alexander Kerr needs no introduction to most of our 

readers* As Principal of the South African Native College for over 
twenty years, he is the acknowledged . leader of and authority on the 

hrgher education cf Africans* As the Commission was specially concerned 
with the development of higher education in East Africa, his inclusion in 

it was very appropriate*

I have already referred to the Secretary, Mr* F. J . Pedler. He 

had had experience of African conditions during his period of service in 
Tanganyika Territory, und among other things, his knowledge of S-wahili 

proved useful to these of us who were not acquainted with the lingua
franca of East Africa*

It will be seen from the abovn that the Comnission had on it 
representatives of a variety of interest and experience, and one need 

hardly say all the export knowledge of these men and women was placed 
unstintingly at the .service of Africa and her peoples®

( A word should be said about tho writer of this interesting series of 

articles himself* Mr.. Matthews was appointed to the Comnission by the 
British Government to represent the African point of view. That he has 
done so very ably, is clear« The first Fort Hare B .A . graduate in 1923, 
he later gained tho 1L B* as well, Afcer occupying with distinction the 

principalship of one of the largest Bantu High Schools in the Union, that 
at Adams College, Iff eta j., for several years, he was awarded a fellowship
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for advanced study at one of the foremost universities in the world, the 
University of Yale in America. Gaining the M»A. 0f  Yale, he received a 

further scholarship for study at the University of London. Then he was 

appointed Lecturer in law and Social Anthropology at his alma mater, the 

South African Native College, where he is continuing his career of dis
tinguished service. — His Co-Editor,)

CAREERS 
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"TEACHING IN 
AFRICA-

WHAT SHOULD I BECOME?

4. Should I Become A Medical Aid?

Last month’ s article showed that health conditions in Africa 
are bad but ' that they can be greatly improved i f  all of us help. The 

other day the 1936 Health Report for the Cape Peninsula was published. It 
showed that 8 out of overy 10,'000 . . Europeans in the Cape Peninsula had 
died of tuberculosis daring '1936; but that 45 out of every 10,000 non- 

Europeans had diod of /tuberculosis — almost six times as many. For the 

whole Union the 3937 figures arc: 5 Europeans and 42 non-Europeans per

10,000. The report stated: "The factors that are responsible for this 

exceptionally high death rate must be looked for in the low social and 
economic conditions in which the vast majority of the non-Europeans and 

the poorer classes of Europeans live. Malnutrition, inadequate housing, 

and overcrowding are the main factors* Social reform is the best and 
most effectual means of combating this." All of us must work continu

ously for such reforms, whether we live in town or in the country, but 

in the mearitime the medically trained man or woman will be best ablo to 
overcome the evil?*

YOUR PROSPECTS,

One of ihe best ways of saving one’s people in this way is by 
becoming a Ifedical Aid. Very few people seem to know about this new 

profession, yet it offers excellent prospects of service and a better 

salary than any other profession* But you will want to ask definite 
questions;

"Whftt are my chances of getting work?" —  Excellent.
There is no other profession in which employment is guaranteed for you# 

When you have completed your course as Jfedioal Aid, however, the Govern
ment guarantees to give you work,

"what are ny chances of doing good?"—  Limitless.

Think of all the disease and suffering you yourself have wit
nessed; most of it need never have destroyed happiness or life —  it is 

preventable* Africa needs hundreds and thousands of health workers as 
quickly as they can be trained, to try to improve conditions of life and 

thus prevent disease, and also to cure disease that does occur. The

greatest work in the world lies before you* (The writer of this article 
is a teacher who finds the greatest delight in his work and thinks that 
teaching is an exceedingly important vocation. In spite of that, he is 

in dead earnest here). If  you Trent to get a medical training but intend 
to become a teachor instead because you are afraid that you will not be 
able to earn a living when you have finished, you should become a medical
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aid (provided you are fit for i t ) 0 If  you become a teacher ,your heart 

w ill not be in your work* The teacher sometimes becomes discouraged be

cause all his hard work seems to have no effect on his pupils. The medical 

man can see improvement taking place in his patients. Besides, the work 

of a teacher is often very narrowly limited and confined by the syllabus, 

and much of the stuff that he is forced to teach is useless and mono

tonous. The work of the ‘medical aid is obviously useful and therefore 

very . interesting^ Further, T/hile the teacher-in-training can never 

be quite sure that he m i l  get work when he has finished his course, the 

medical a id ’ s employment is guaranteed. His salary is also better than 

that of the best-qualified Bantu teacher, while his training costs about 

£6 per annum (including board, etc0) .

* "Vfoat then w ill be my salary?" —  Quite Good.

You w ill start at a salary of £180, rising by £10 per annum to 

£300. In addition you w ill  have a free house snd a dispensary, the two 

together worth about £50 per annum. You w ill  also enjoy certain other 

privileges of Government employees, such as leave and pension, —  Sup

posing there are two pupils, Victor and John, aged seventeen, in matric. 

Victor decides to take his degree and teacher training at the South Afri

can Native College, and John decides to become a medical aid. Victor 

starts teaching at twenty; John starts medical work at .twenty-one. Both 

retire at £60. Victor has taught for forty years and earned £11,2-95; 

John has worked for thirty-nine years and earned £12,870.

"Yilhat w ill be my status?" —  Very Good.

To the ordinary man and woman nobody is so important as the 

person who saves them from pain and disease. The Ifedioal Aid w ill, how

ever, create a nev/ profession. His status w ill therefore depend largely 

on himself. I f  he does good work, his status wi.ll be excellent. That 

people w ill be very ready to respect him is quite certain.

WHAT YOU MJST BE LIKE..
You w ill be a successful and happy Medical Aid only i f  you have 

the right qualities * To find out whether.you w ill be successful, you 

should go through the list of qualities printed on p . 17 of our Septem

ber issue, the same as for a doctor. In addition, you should be -between 

the ages of about eighteen and twenty-five, and submit a medical certifi

cate of health and e. certificate of character. To sum up: If  you are 

not clever, healthy, and able to get on well with other people, you will  

not succeed as a Ifedioal Aid .

HOW AND WHERE YOU I.IAY BE TRAINED.
Before you can start to train as a Medical Aid, you must pass 

matriculation; your matric subjects should include mathematics, and i f  

possible physical science and biology. Then you can enter the pre-medi

cal course at the South African Native College, In your second year at 

the College you really start on the medical work. This is what a senior 

student thinks of tho work:-

" I  am now doing nry third year in the Jfedical Aid course. I find it 

very fascinating. In the first two years, I thought nothing could 

be more interesting than the study of the human body, first aid to 

the injured, and home nursing methods. To-day, however, I find 

pathology and bacteriologjr and the examination of patients at the
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Hospital even more fascinating. —«

And yet I am impatient to start on my life 's  work itse lf . The call

is so urgent. I expect -great interest and satisfaction in ny work 

and service of my people distressed, needy and helpless. It is ray

belief, and one which urged me to take up this course, that no man

can give greater service tb his fellow man than to help him in his

illness or to show him how to escape and prevent illness, lay many 

get the call and .answer: Here am I I"

Summary:- Entrance :Std . X .

Length :4  to 5 years.

Cost :£6 per annum.

Salary :£180 and house and dispensary, rising £10 per annum.

THE ALL S A PITS EXPERIt lEIITAL SCHOOL.

By Z, K. Sktthsws

The proper education of the young is a matter of vital import

ance for the welfare of any society. So general is the recognition of 

this fact that in practically every civilised country education is re

garded as probably the most important function of the State. If  this 

supreme task of passing on to the new generation the accumulated know

ledge of the society, the skills which it has discovered or invented for 

the proper performance of various types of work and the developing in 

the young of those habits of mind and body which are considered neces

sary for a successful, happy and good life, —  i f  this task is to be well 

done, it is essential that those responsible for education should con

stantly try out new methods of doing their work better and acheiving their 

objects more effectively. Ho single method w ill do for all time or for 

all pupils or for all subjects. The readers of "TEACHING IIT AFRICA" do 

not need to be reminded of the necessity for constant testing of their 

methods, for being on the look-out for defects in old methods, for being 

ready to give new methods a fair tr ia l . In other words, experiment is 

is of the very, essence of successful teaching. In every country which 

is progressive educationally, opportunities are provided for those who 

have the initiative, the ability and the means to conduct educational ex

periments and much has been learnt from experimental schools about the 

laws of learning, about the best ways of teaching various subjects, about 

school organisation, discipline —  in fact about every aspect of school 

work which lends itself to intelligent experimenting.

Such experiments are also,, being carried out in African educa

tion. In fact from one point of view the whole of African education is 

one huge experiment; for the burden of African education is to pass on 

to the peoples of Africa knowledge, skills and attitudes which have, in 

the main,not,formed part of the experience of African communities. To a 

large extent our task is to pass on to Africans, both young and old, the 

experience and wisdom of Europe and to interweave them with the best ele

ments of African life and thought. It is common knowledge that we are 

not always successful in doing this, and not infrequently our lack of
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success is due to our failure either to experiment ourselves or to study 
and learn from such experiments as are being carried on by others round 

about us.

We have referred in these pages to the training of '' Joenes 

teachers which^part of an experiment in adult education. In this article 

we want to direct your attention to an experiment in primary education 

which is being carried on at the All Saints Mission, Engcobo, in the 

Transkei. The idea of the school was conceived by the district Inspect

or of Schools? Mr, F. J . de Villiers, B .A .# B.Do who in addition to his 
training in America, the country with the most experimental outlook in 
educational matters* has had experience of the training of both. Native 
and Coloured teachers, the former at Adams College in Natal, and the lat

ter at the Dower Memorial College in the Cape. Furthermore the scheme 

has the support of the Mission authorities at All Saints, who generously 
placed at the disposal of the Education Department for this purpose an 
eighty-acre farm with its present equipment and buildings. When an ap

peal was made to the Bunga for assistance, that body readily consented to 
make a grant tow&rds the equipment of the school, and it is hoped that 

the- services of a Bunga Agricultural Demonstrator will soon be placed at 

the disposal of the school. The Native Recruiting Corporation also made 
a generous contribution towards the cost of the necessary buildings.

Now what sort of school is this which has made such an appeal 
to the imagination of these important bodies that they have so';>,- readiljt 

consented to help to establish it? What is the underlying philosophy of 

it? How does it or will it differ from the ordinary school? What is 

going to be its programme?

The school appears to be. based upon a belief that many of the 

present day Native primary schools are lacking in certain directions.
In the first place many of our pr.esent-day schools fail to 

develop in their pupils the right type of character. Educationists and 
others are always reminding us that character-training is the most im

portant aspect of educations Now many of our teachers have a rather nar

row view of character and think that all it means is that our pupils must 

be taught to keep cut of mischief* to be truthful, to respect their el

ders (especially their teachers), but they fail to remember that the 
training of character includes the development in our pupils of qualities 

such as initiative, enterprise, self-confidence, habits of industry and 
powers of judgment and controls- TOiat is even more 

important to remember is that these qualities can 
only be developed in a situation which •_ calls : for 

their exercise* Ihe ordinary classroom in which too 
often the teaching of the various subjects is carried 
on in a manner that does not call forth these qua
lities from the pup Ilf, fails to develop theme Hence 

the numerous complaints by parents and others about 

the products of our schools«,
Secondly, in numerous schools the teaching

as carried on takes little account of the laws______of

learning. Psychologists who have studied this mat "̂ 

ter experimentally tell us that learning takes place 
most effectively within a situation that compels 'the 
maximum attention of the pupils because the situation
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is one that interests them. It is often said that children learn more 

in the street or out in the veld than they do in schoolo This is a 

damaging criticism of any school,, The street and the veld are interest

ing to the children because they are real and there children engage ac

tively in things that appeal to them* In the ordinary school, however, 

we try to draw their attention to things, which however important they 

may be to adults, do not appeal to the pupils, or even if  they would na
turally command their interest, we present them in ways that fail to re
tain their attention for any length of time0

Finally, we seldom remember that our pupils have to be develop
ed not only individually but also socially» They are members of a com
munity or a society and however well developed they m y be as individuals, 

they will fail when they get out into life unless they have learnt how to 

get on with other people — with their parents, their fellow-workers .They 
must be able,to fit into their social environment, possess * 'qualities, 

skills and knowledge which are in demand or can be ma.de use of in their 

society. Only  ̂then will they be able to take their place in the world 
as enterprising and useful citizens*

How is it proposed to remedy these defects or to guard against 

their development in the'pupils of the All Saints Experimental School?

Perhaps the best way of describing this school is, that it is 
a school farm. Notice that it is not a farm school which is "rather 

a different thing* In a farm school the emphasis is laid on the school, 

the term "farm" simply indicating either the place in which the school 

is situated or the fact that farming conditions are not entirely ignored 
in its programme. In the school farm stress is laid upon the farm as 

the most important aspect of the school, and upon the fact that agricul

tural activities will form the framework within which the pupils will ac
quire their knowledge.of English, Xhosa, Arithmetic, Manual and Agricul

tural training, Hygiene and Nature Study, In other words the teachers 
and the pupils are going to live on this farm like a family —  as if  it 

were their own. They will grew their own food and other crops, sell 

their surplus produce and make the project as nearly self-supporting as 

possible. The profits made will go, among other things, towards reducing 

the boarding fees of the boys. But at the same time the usual school 
subjects will be incorporated in the activities of the farming and the 
pupils will take the usual school examinations along with pupils who have 

attended the ordinary type of school. It is maintained by those respons
ible for the experiment — and the writer concurs in this view —  that 
the standard of achievement in tho ordinary school subjects _ of boys 

trained in such a school ought to be much above the average because their 
knowledge will have been grounded in practical situations and in * the 
living 'and real experience of the pupils. To quote from the memorandum 

addressed to Managers and Principals of Native Mission Schools about the 

school: "The farm will be developed intensively, with help of the boys* 
The boys in fact wi11 help to plan all the developments and will be fully 
conversant with all transactions touching the life of the community.Fore
most among the initial activities of the farm will be a dairy for the 

production of butter; a piggery and a hennery; and the growing of vege- 
tab les and field crops. All the produce of the farm above the immediate 

needs of the pupils will be sold, mainly to tho All Saints Institution^., 
and the proceeds will be devoted to help make the school self-supporting
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or to expand its activities»

Definite school hours m i l  be observed,but cutsido sohool.-hours 
the boys m i l  be kept occupied both in sharing and planning the farm 

occupations and in relating those occupations to their work in the class

room, As far as possible, the activities of the farm will form centres 
of natural interest Yrhioh the work of the classroom will be freely linked.

It must be emphasised that this school will not be an agricul

tural school. Its aim will be to prepare its pupils for the usual De

partmental Std. VI. examination, upon the completion of which its pupils 

may proceed to a Secondary or a Training School or an Agricultural School 
if they wish. But the agricultural background to be provided in tfcle 

school will be freely used to lend interest and life to the subjects laid 
down by the syllabus, thereby promoting, it is believed, a more intel

ligent understanding of, and lively interest:'in, the 'subjects' of the 

classroom, while at the same time developing in the boy more independence 

of thought, self-confidence and initiative# Should he leave school after 

Std« VI he should then be able to fit into his environment more success
fully and be able to control nis world more profitably than the present 
Std. VI boy about to lef-.ve schools"

So far only boys who have passed Std* III or Std® IV are admit
ted and' the enrolment is limited to twenty-five* But it is interesting 

to note that, contrary to expectation, more than twice that number ap
plied for admission when the school was opened, ►_ • ~r

The success of an experiment of this kind depends to no small 
extent upon the keenness and ability of the staff, and from all accounts 

the _teacher at present in charge of the classroom work, Me, Voyi, an ex

perienced teacher who holds the Primary Higher. Teachers * Certificate has 
the right outlook for this job ana is doing it admirably* rAs pointed out 

before, it is expected that he will be joined by an Agricultural Demons
trator in the near future, and together they will teach the boys * under 
their charge both how to live and how to make a living.

All the world knows that running a farm is no easy job, espe
cially in South Africa, and one would have thought that the pupils would 

be discouraged, as so many adults are, by the disappointments and fail
ures of their early efforts, but the enthusiasm and keenness of the boys 

have been surprising. This can largely be explained by the fact that 

the conditions under which their work is done are of real interest . to 

them. The progress of the All Saints Experimental School will be watch

ed with interest by all teachers. It has immense possibilities for the 
vitalizing of the work of the school, ana it is to be hoped that its

methods will in time pervade the whole of Native Primary education.

AFRICA__ IE PRDIT

" The Bisoro Stories" by H, H, Prince Akilci ITyabongo, 2 parts. ' (Basil 
Blackwell, Oxford), Pricc l/- each part.

"The Bisoro Stories" is a collection of African tales compiled 
by a distinguished African, Prince Akiki Eyahongo of the Kingdom of Toro 
in Uganda, whose first book, "The Story of an African Chief" attracted
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wide notice among people interested in Africa in America and elsewhere. 

In "The Story of an African Chief" the author’ s object seems to have been 

to give th e ; we stem  world some insight into the African ’s impression of 

things Western —  of European customs and method of ’c iv ilising ’ Africa. 

The result was a book which caused mild amusement in some quarters »r>rt 

caustic and resentful comment in others. In the present work which is 

published in two parts, Prince Byabongo’ s object is to meet the desire of 

those westerners who appeal to the educated Afrioan "to enlighten us as 

to their culture, so that we may know the truth and endeavour to under

stand them as they try to understand us"« In particular it is written 

with the object of enlightening the children of the western world who, 

the author hopes, w ill  derive both amusement and profit from the stories.

We have no doubt that these stories which are published at a 

reasonable price w ill  appeal to a wider circle of youthful readers than 

those for whom it is intended, and not least of all to African children 

in African schools» There is a lamentable scarcity of suitable reading 

material for African school, children, and Prince Tfyabongo?s books w ill  

help to meet that need. When it  is borne in mind that the story in

African culture is no mere tale, full of sound and fury signifying no

thing, but is a reality lived, containing an impression of the wisdom of 

the ages, the educational import of these books w ill  be realised.

It is interesting that the books are dedicated to the sons of 

two distinguished persons of African descent, Ras Kassa, the famous Abys

sinian general, and Paul Robeson, the renowned Negro singer.

Fireside Stories —  Basic English Edition —  Nelson l /~

Electric Power at Yfork ” " l/-

Across the Isthmus of Panama " ” l/-

A ll  over the African continent, in territories which are untfer 

British influenoe, English is one of the most important subjects in tho 

school. But the non-English child who sets out to acquiro a working 

knowledge of English is often discouraged by the vastness of its litera

ture, and by its extensive vocabulary. Yet it is common knowledge that 

not all the words found in the English language are in everyday use.

Realising this, certain wise people have made a collection of the English 

words which are most commonly used in ordinary speech and writing.

Strange as it may seem they have found that with a knowledge of only 850 

^iTOrds to which they have given the name "Basic English", it is possible 

/^nyrhing normally required in the ordinary relationships of life . We

need hardily point out to our readers how much saving in time and energy 

would be derived from becoming acquainted with and making use of Basio 

English in their teaching and otherwise. Several books have been written 

in Basic English, including new books and old books in which basic Eng

lish words have been substituted for the less comnon English words. The 

books mentioned above are written in Basic English. Not only that. They 

deal with ’b asic ’ subjects in modern, school life , dealing as they do'With 

the inventions by which our way of living has been changed, the dis

coveries by which the earth has been made to seem sma.ller, and the

sciences by which the organisation of society and the arts of peace have 

been made possible". We heartily recommend especially to our African 

readers the study and use of Basic English and the highly valuable books 

in which it has been exclusively employed.
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I s this Your Problem Too?
A . C . J . ,  Kroonstad:

21

PROBLEM 

COUPOK: 

Oct. 1937
"Where and how can I get English elocution records, espec- "T-i-A". 

ially of the Letter Scene & the Murder Scene (Macbeth)?" ' ~ 1

Any good music dealer w ill  order them for you, or you may send for them direct to the 

Principal, Central Educational Offices, 98 Clerkenwell Road, London, E .C . 1. Other good 

records are those by Hewbolt, Drinkwater, de la Mare, Turner, Forbes-Robertson, Ainley & 

Barrymore (very good), The Linguaphone Institute, 24-27 High Holborn, London, also pub

lishes a number of good records, especially a "Shakespearean Series" (Gielgud)and "Talks 

on English Speech" (James) .--The value of such recox-ds is great, & at some later time we 
shall deal with this matter in detail.

Employment Bureau
BUREAU

coupor
To use this service, send the coupon and 6d. in stamps to cover postage. jOct. 1937

TEACHERS WANTED: - j "T-i-A".

Ho. 8: TRA.ESVAAL: Khaiso School; teacher with B .A . or B .A .I  k teaching cert7;~~to teach 

Eng. &  Hist, up to matric. Salary according to Tvl. scale; lodging free.

Ho. 9: S.RHODESIA: Hope Fountain: experienced teacher for Home Demonstrators’ tfourse;

end January; Domestic Science qualifications essential. Apply to Miss I .  Ross. 

H o .10: TRAMSKEI: Buntingvilie: teacher with matric ., or B .A ., & teaching cert.; teach 

Std. 7; will probably be appointed principal of the Higher Mission School.

Appointments

The following Fort Hare students have received appointments, £ "T-i-A" congratulates them: 

Messrs R.I: .GugUshe, W.Kkomo, Kilnerton, Pretoria; M.T.Chiepe, V.Crutse, Modderpoort, OFS; 

de Wet Maqanda, St Matthews, Keiskamahoelc; E.H.Bokako, Bantu Languages Department, Univ
ersity of Cape Town,

Bantu Sunday School Convention 

Encouraged by the success of the First Bantu Sunday School Convention held at Port Eliza

beth last December, the Hational Sunday School Association is holding a second Convention 

in Johannesburg from December 14th-16th inclusive. The Convention is open to Bantu Sun

day School Workers of all denominations, and free hospitality is being provided for one 

hundred accredited Bantu delegates. For particulars write to:-

The S.A.Hational Sunday School Association (Bantu Section), Box 17, Port Elizabeth.
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The Pictures

in this issue all represent scenes at or near Fort Hare.
Within a 30-mile radius lie three large Institutions for non-U- 
nivorsity education: Lovedale (l mile away), Healdtown (10 miles 
away), St Matthews' (oG miles away).
The monument on page 8 is a memorial to Dr Stewart, as principal 
of Lovedale, who originated the idea of establishing a non-Euro
pean University; the swing bridge on page 9 carries a- fcJotpath 
across the Tyumie which divides Fort Hare and Lovedale. On page 
12 is a part of the old fort from which "Fort Hare" takes its 
popular name, and at the top of another page we see the historic 
imatola range in the distance. Facing page 4 are two views of 
Livingstone Hall, the largest building at Fort Hare, inaugurated 
this year to .house the Departments of Medicine and Science. The 
photos facing page 10 give views of the Christian Union, erect
ed by the American Y.M .C.A. as the headquarters of Bantu S.C.A. 
work in South Africa and assembly hall for the College; and of a 
laboratory in the older teaching block. The latter,Stewart Hall, 
is shown facing page 14, and below it is one of the three host
els, Beda Hall.
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** I vd.ll study and got ready. ** 

and soya® day ray chonco vri.ll oonie. - Abraham. Lincoln.

- EDITORIAL VOTES - . . ' ....

In our last editorial notes we endeavoured to bring to the notice of our read- 
ere a number of facts which* in our belief, indicated that, is spite <sf many 
obvious signs -to the contrary, the world —  and Africa with it — is marching on, 

very slowly to be sure, but ever more nearly approaching the best of life that is 

yot to bet In the midst of so much that is discouraging in the world of today, 

it is wholesome, we. believe, to remind cursalves from time to time that things 

sure not as bad as they may appear* Ho individual or race can develop in an at

mosphere of unrelieved despondency* Nobody who is unable to see rays of hope, 

however faint, in a dark situation ever does anything to alter it* Every oloud 

has a ..silver lining and the man worth while is the one who can see and appre
ciate the significance of. the silver lining nc less than that of the cloud.

On the other hand we must sound a note of warning here. As we have 

implied, optimism is valuable only when it makes us work harder, especially in 
•teaching, but there are different kinds of optimism shown by different types of 

people* There is the man* for example, who, ostrich-like, hides his head in the 

sand, and thinks that tile difficulties of life-. of working together with other 
•people, of human relationships generally, can be removed 'by denying that they 

•exist or by believing that the millennium is just around the corner. On the other 
< hand 7/e find the other, type of optimist who knows perfectly well what the diffi

culties arp, but who thinkc it ie an act of kindness to hide them from the people 
who ought to be aware of them. Neither, of these two types of optimists is real

istic in his attitude towards life* There is no easy road to success either for 

•individuals or for groups in the world to-day. In our own country to-day cnly a 
fool or a knave will deny that difficult times are still ahead of us in every 
.sphere of life, Our race problems are not going to be solved to-morrow; they 
are not going to be easy to solve# There is going to be an ever greater demand 
for patienoe, for the spirit of and take, for hard thinking; about the .issues
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involved and hard working in order to make a sound contribution to the real pro

gress of our country. The type of optimism we advocate is that which will "see 
life whole fend see it steadily" and which, remembering that a good time is some

thing to be worked for, will make us work hard to get it . No mere repetition of 

the phrase, "There’ s a good time coming, boys" will usher in that much-to-be-de- 
sired period in the history of the world or of any country.

NATIVE AFFAIRS COMMISSION REPORT.

The Native Affairs Commission, one of the most important agencies in 

Native Administration~in South Africa, has just issued a report which will be 'of 

great interest to those who are concerned with Native Education. This Commission 

it will be remembered, was established under the Native Affairs Act of 1920 and 

is an advisory body consisting of not fewer than three or more than five members 

appointed by the Governor-General and presided over by the Minister of Native 
Affairs. Its functions "include the consideration of any matter relating to the 

general conduct of the Administration of Native Affairs or to legislation in so 

far as it may affect the Native population (other than matters of departmental 
administration) and the submission to the Minister of Native Affairs of its re

commendations on any such matter." It will be seen from the above that although 

it is purely an advisory body, the scope of its activities is rather wide,nor oan 

its recommendations be tak3n lightly by anybody, least of all by the Native peo

ple. Since the establishment of the Native Development Fund, the allocation of 

the proceeds of that fund to various aspects of Native development has been made 

with the advice of the Native Affairs Commission. The scales of salaries for 

Native teachers were laid down by the same body, after consultation, of course, 
with other interested bodies such as the Provincial Education Departments.

In its latest report the Native Affairs Commission makes drastic cri
ticisms of Native education as at present organized in the Union and suggests 

changes which have already called forth protests from various quarters and,in any 
event, demand serious consideration. The Commission states: "It is a singular 
fact that where so much is at stako for the future of South Africa the State 

itself has shown such amazing indifference to Native eduoation. (Our underlining) 

European education is probably as highly organised and as centrally directed in 

South Afrioa as in any country in the world: private enterprise applies to com
paratively few schools and these even in their instruction, must follow the lines 
laid down by the State matriculation standard. But in Native eduoation the ut~ 
most licence prevails. (Our underlining.) Native education still remains in 

the hands of the Missions. Though they are subsidised by x;he Central Government 
and controlled by the Provincial Councils, the control is limited to an in

spection of curricula which has little or no relation to the Native policy of the 

oountry. (Our underlining,) The missions represent many nationalities and al- 
most all the sects of modem Christendom, many of them in competition with each 
other. The missionaries are themselves the product of many and varied systems 
of education having in common only the clerical conception of eduoation which has 
come down to us from the middle ages when it was designed by priests for the 

training of clerks to fill  privileged positions. To many of the unacclimatized 
teachers of the Natives, South Africa still presents itself as the innrl of evan
gelical adventure which made its stirring appeal to the Christian conscience of 
Europe in the early years of last century and coloured all our history. That
South Africa has developed into a complex whole among the nations of the world 

and is set about shaping its own destiny to desired ends is least apprehended by 
some of the teachers in our Native schools." The results of the present system 
of Native education may, according to the Commission, be seen in (a) the rise
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of a multitude of I'lative churches, with attendant schools "wherein their child

ren can be taught by their cam kind and in which the teachers are scarcely wiser 

ohan the pupils j (b) the attempt of many Chiefs to establish their own tribal 

■schools to which they can appoint their teachers in an effort to retain the trib- 

allegiance cf the children as they grow up ~  an illustration of the inherent 

straggle for racial self-expression. "These facts appear to point to a very- 

deep-seated dissatisfaction with the existing mission institutions among manv 

Natives who have passed through them, Their secession, in most cases, °is  pro

bably due to personal and selfish reasons on the part, of the leaders,' but that 

they shoula carry with them so many others appears to indicato a reaction to the 
.prevailing system which should not be ignored."

_ _ Regarding the question of remedying the present state of affairs, the 

Commission is of the opinion:- (a) That the control of Native education should be 

transferred from theProvincial Councils to the Union Government,a reform which 

was reconraended by the Hative Affairs Commission of 1921, (b) That the time has 

arrived to adopt a policy of Bantuisation of the Hative educational system. .'Sinoe 

we are aiming at the paramountcy of Hative interests in Hative areas,then Native 

■education should be considered tc be pre-eminently a Native area in which there 

should oe no colour bars and where the Native intelligentsia should find more and 

more opportunity for their talents0 That Natives vdio have obtained high educa

tional iionours in European universities should be considered unfitted to occupy 

some of the higher directive posts in Native education, is either a reflection on 

their ability, which tneir academic qualifications deny, or else it is an un

necessary^ form of colour prejudice which is operating against Native policy." This 

Bantuisation of the Native educational service "could be gradually accomplished 

■without hardship to anybody, since the qualified European teachers could be read

ily absorbed in their respective grades in the European educational system." (c) 

ihe policy of transferring schools from Mission control to State control should 

be consistently pursued,. (d) That the curricula in Native schools’ should be 

adapted to the varying needs and conditions of the Natives in different areas.

The Commission has raised very important questions regarding Native 

education and these-will have to be studied and examined critically . Many will 

want to W t  what authority the Comission has for its observations. What ac

quaintance ̂ with conditions in Native schools can its members lay claim to? Is it 

a sound principle of education that Native schools should reflect the • FatiVe 

policy of the Government? Do European schools reflect Government policy? If  it 

is right, and we believe it is essentially sound, to Bantuise the Native educat

ional service, may we take it that a similar policy w ill be followed w ith 'regard  

to other services intended for the Natives -  post offices in Native areas,magis

trate s courts,_interpretership, agricultural officers, not excluding the Native 

Affairs Commission itse _f . YJhat is meant by the State controlling. Native schools? 

Does it imply more liberal financial support of these schools or w ill it mean 

even more stringent starvation in the future? The plausibility of many of the 

statements made in this report should not blind us to some of their doubtful im

plications,, On the other hand their devastating criticisms, even where they are 

unjustifiable, should not prevent us from seeking for the kernel of truth in some 

oi their adverse comments. For, as Dr. Brookes, Principal of one of the leading 

Native educational, institutions, has observed, "the report is a curious mixture 

01 onlliance and factual ignorance, in-sight and prejudice, truth and error. It 

should be read with a keenly critical mind." Our readers' are advised to buy the 

Report ana to study it with the care which it undoubtedly deserves.

NOH-EUROPEANS IN EUROPEAN UNIVERSITIES*
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The National Union of South African Students, an association of Eu

ropean university student s, recently sent out a questionnaire to all its members 

in order to ascertain what their attitude would be regarding, the inclusion of 

non-European students in academic discussions, social gatherings,sports functions 

and the official residences of white universities« The results of the investi

gations are rather interesting as showing the trend of thought among white uni

versity students regarding race relationships in South Africa*

1037 students voted in favour of including non-European students at 

academic discussions, while 481 voted againstP The number in favour of exclud

ing non-Europeans from social gatherings was 1209, only 293 voting in favour. 998 

voted against including non-Eurcpeans at sports functions,, many of them stipulat

ing that thoy objected to playing against a non-European sports team or to in

cluding non-Europeans members in their own sports team, but not to their attend

ance at matches. 185 students were in favour of allowing non-Europeans to take 

up residence at the official university residences, 1317 voting against. Many 

of the latter stated that they objected to the admission of non-European students 

to residences purely on the ground that this course of action might make their 

universities unpopular with the general public-c,

The figures for individual universities in connection with the inclu

sion of non-European students at academic functions are as follows:-

Include ? C0T own--Huguenot--Rhodes---Durban--Natal-—0 »FoS o— Pretoria--Wit s .

Y e s . . . . . 294 50 258 47 105 23 2 258

No. . . . . . 189 30 43 36 61 16 5 101

The number of replies received does not represent the total number of students at 

the universities concerned« Only twenty per cent;) of the students at the Wit- 

watersrand University submitted replies* only thirty per cent 0 of the University 

of Cape Town, and only forty per cent,, at Natal University College.

SUBSCRIPTIONS.

Readers are reminded that subscriptions for "Teaching in Africa" are:-

(1) 2/6 per annum for non-Europeans

(2) 3/~ " " " Europeans 

These are payable in  advance and should be sent to:

The Editor,

"Teaching in  Africa".

Fort Hare,

ALICE, Ce T,
EMPLOYMENT BUREaU.

( To TnaK-fi use of Employment, Problem or Careers services, send Coupon + 6d.) 
Post Wanted: -

No. 103: Eur.j F .j B.A. + Primary Teacher's Cert.; 25 y r s'; 3 yrs experience; all 
primary subjects3 Eng. & Hist, in secondary school; V. G. testimonials. 

Teachers Wanted: -
No. 9 : S.RHODESIA: Hope Fountain: experienced teacher for Home Demonstrators* 

Course; end January; Domestic Science qualifications essential.

No. 11 : NATAL: Umpumulo: Nat., M .; Degree & Teaching cert. & experience (if
• possible); to be Princ. of High School, Feb. 1938.

No. 12 : CAPE: 'Tiger kloof: Nat., M .;' 1st, 2nd or 3rd yr B .a . + Teaching cert.;
Lat ., h ist ., biology, hyg.; start Feb. 1938.

No. 13 : NATAL: Polela: B .A. II  or II I  + Teaching cert.; 2 assts. wanted for Ah. 
and/or Sotho, also some work in Stds. 6 & 7.
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THE NOIl-EUROFEAH lJlfIV£P.S ITY OF SOUTKEM AFRICA.

*yHIS number of "T-i-A", our readers will observe, is a special Fort
Hare number# ihe Soutn ..frican Native College, situated around the ruined bat

tlements of an old fort and symbolizing the victory of good-will over conflict, 

is the only institution -which caters for the university education of non-Europ- 

eans in Southern Africa.. There are, of course, small numbers of non-European 
students in some of our European universities, but it may be . said that they are 
there on sufferance. South African public opinion is not ready for the admis

sion of non-Europeans to white universities, although there is actually no sta
tutory colour bar in any of these universities. It v.ill be realised/then, that 

the S . A . Native College is of no sma-ll importance among the educational institu
tions of this country. It is intended to serve the needs of nearly ten million 

people, including the Protectcrates and the Rhodesias , Indeed it has drawn stu

dents from as far afield as Ifenya and Uganda* It is necessary,therefore, that 
Africans and others should know the activities, the progress and the development 

of Fort Hare and its place in the educational system set up for the Native popu
lation of South Africa.

Being an institution for higher education, Fort Hare, like the European 
Universities and Technical Colleges In South Africa, ccmes directly under the 

Union Department of Education^ -n the same way as the other Universities, it 

began its career in 1916 as a secondary school preparing students for the Matri
culation Examination, but started in 1919 to prepare students for the degrees of 
the University of South Africa* Up to the end of last year 63 of its students 

had graduated B.A. or B .Sc,, more than 25 per cent, of them in the last tiro years. 

Fort Hare not being technically recognised as a University College, its students 

have hitherto been regarded as external students of the University of South 

Africa, but developments are taking place which are bringing nearer the day when 
it will be given full university college status. From the beginning of 1938 

Fort Hare will cease to admit matriculation students except " for thoological 
courses. It will receive increased representation in the Senate of the Univer

sity of South Africa, and the members of the staff -will be appointed internal 
examiners of the University in their own subjects, just as is the case in the 
other university colleges,

The total cost of one year's study is approximately £50, which is a 
large sum for Native students, but through the generosity of various public

bodies such as the Transkeian Bunga, the Provincial Administrations, etc., " more 
than 75 scholarships varying from £5 to £32 are available for deserving students.

It takes threo years after matric. to gain the B«A. or B.Sc. degrees. 
The courses for which students are prepared may be gathered from the 

following articles, but it may*of interest to point out that of the 500 ex-



students of Fort Hare, one-third have become teachers, one-fiffch ministers of 

religion, one-seventh civil servants and the rest agricultural demonstrators,doc

tors, lawyers, etc. Without exception they have definitely gone back among 
their own people to work for their upliftment in a multitude of ways.
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Fort Hare is situated on the banks of the River Tyumie, about 80 milos

JORT HARE was founded to- do for the Bantu and other non-European races 

of South Africa what all Colleges have attempted to do for the communities which 
they serve; and it employs the same methodso Fort Hare teaches the broad 

universal laws and faots of nature. Man's use of nature is one of its main con

cerns. It gives instruction in the forms that community life has assumed gene

rally in the world at large throughout the ages, and locally, in comparatively 
recent times, in Africa. It teaches also the conclusions reaohed by man's re

flection on his own mind and conduct, and the theories of his place in the uni

verse, with emphasis on ths Christian view of it . So far as possible it teaches 

the mother-tongue of each of its students, and carries their studies as far as 
modern scholarship has gone, shouldering in doing so the burden of the five or 

six mother-tongue courses that need to be provided for, and for which increasing 

provision will require to be made in the future« Beyond these it teaches the 
official languages of the government of the Union, Afrikaans and English,the lat

ter of which is the only language common to all its students, and this fortunate
ly no,mere lingua franca but a world language with a world literature, both an
cient and modern. In attempting all this, Fort Hare has had to conform to the 
general lay-out of the educational system of the country, and to measure up to 

the standards imposed on other elements of the population —  at first an irksome, 
but, in the.long run, a beneficial necessity. If  one so chooses, studies such 
as those nentioned may be regarded as tending to the cultivation of the . indivi

dual.
Rarely, however, can anyone in these days direct his attention solely 

to his own cultivation regardless of the function that Society will require him 
to perform, and of none is this truer than of the non-European peoples in Africa. 

The community here needs the -whole endeavour of every man and woman. Some are 
needed in the administration of the government whether their people are living 

under tribal or under European conditions. The main thrust of effort continues 
to be given by the Christian minister, but in addition to him there are required 
specialized social workers, both men and women,for re-creational tasks in team 
and country. The most extensive, as it is the most highly organized profession 
at present, is teaching, in which ever more highly qualified men and women aro



called for* A promising career just opened in the government health service is 
that of Medical Aid, the institution of which marks a new sensitiveness on the 

part of the people to Communal health. Amongst a people predominantly rural, 

more and more attention must be given to all the branches of agriculture and

economic development..Much technical knowledge and skill requires to be dif

fused amongst the people and utilized in the building of houses,churches,schools, 
roads and bridges in non-European areas*

Fort Hare, we hope, -while continuing to draw the majority of its stu
dents from amongst the Bantu who form the mass of the non-European population in 

South Africa, will adopt as generous a policy as its character allows, and wel

come to its student-body representatives of all the diverse racial elements of 

the African scene. At present in addition to members of Bantu tribes from a 
far-flung area, it extends cordial hospitality to Coloured and Indian groups who 

constitute interesting and "valuable elements in its make-up, and contribute much 
to the richness of its life . The main world problem of the immediate future 

seems to be the accommodation of the nations one to another, and the discovery of 

a mode by which, within the bounds of one state, groups differing in racial ori
gin and historical and cultural background can exist in mutual respect and es

teem, No better experimental ground for the study and experiencing of such pro
blems can be found than the campus of a College. To fit men and vramen for the 
new age and to make the new age worthy of the new generation is the dual task of 

Fort Hare as of every other school of sound learning and Christian education.
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TIE HOSTEL SYSTEM AT FOKF HARE. ^

It is generally recognised that there is great value in students having 
a Community Life* From inter course with one another they gain what is really 

more valuable than what they gain from the study of books, for they therein learn 
by practice lessons of leadership and co-operation -which cannot be learnt in any 

other way. The development of spiritual knowledge and habits is the most im
portant part of education* It is for these reasons that many European parents 

send their children to Church Boarding Schools where they ofton have to pay twice 

as much as if  they sent them to Government Schools; though in tne government 
schools they would have at least as good a chance of passing their - rexaminations 
as in Churoh Schools*

These two reasons are at the back of the Hostel system at Fort Hare*The 
three men's Hostels are managed respectively by the Methodist, Presbyterian and 

Anglican Churches. The students attend the Hostel which is managed by their own 
Churoh. They are thus able to continue their religious learning and worship on 
the same lines on which they have been brought up at home.

The Hostel Warden is in charge of the religious teaching and practice 
in his own Hostel. Each Hostel has compulsory evening prayers on week days. ' In 

the Methodist Hostel prayers are taken by leading students on most days. On Sun
days the Warden has a Bible Class at which the students can bring up questions.

In tho Presbyterian Hostel there is also a Bible Class on Sundays. In 
both the Methodist and Presbyterian Hostels a conspicuous part of the religious 
activities of the Hostel is in connection witl£’Students1 Christian Association and 

the Sunday Schools in villages near. This enables the students to work for 
others in religious matters and must of necessity strengthen the faith of those 
•who take part in them.

In the Anglican Hostel the daily evening prayers take the form of

¥
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shortened Evensong, The Hostel Choir enables the

musical parts gf the service to be rendered efficiently. 

This service is compulsory for Anglican Students and 

voluntray for others. Those who from religious scruples 
(as in the case of some Roman Catholics and Hindus) do not 
wish to attend, go at that time to the Hostel library and 

read their own religious books0 The Bible Class on Sun
day is voluntary,

In addition to these services, prayers and Bible 
classes in the Hostels, the whole College meets in com

bined devotions every morning on weekdays, and for a ser
vice in the Christian Union on Sunday evenings. In each 

Hostel the Warden is also able from time to time to give 

personal spiritual help to those who seek it . The living 
habits of social life that can be developed under such sym
pathetic guidance in the course of actually dwelling and 

working together in the Hostels and College, have already 

been referred to. Altogether it may be said that the 
students at Fort Hare get in their Hostels and in the College a great opportunity 

of developing their spiritual life in the way that can be most profitable.

THE HOWARD PIH LIBRARY

„  <^T has been said that the modern University is a Library;and this must 
be the opinion of some students at Fort Hare, who say frankly they have come to 

Fort Hare "to get the books in the Library". This is not really a new idea at 
all, for the first Universities, founded in Europe army back in the Middle Ages, 

were just collections of students who gathered round great scholars and teachers 

ready to explain the deep thoughts in the books of some great Library beside
■which they lived.

Ho other library in South Africa which is open to non-European students 
has anything like so large or so fine a collection of books. Here is a treasure- 

house in which are stored for Africa’s sons and daughters all a world’s truth, 
and wisdom, and wit.

A few of the books, such as Dictionaries (and there are dictionaries of 

more than 20 languages) and Encyclopaedias, may be used only inside the Library; 
but nearly all the books are lent out to students for a fortnight at a time. The 

great difference between a school and a University College is that at most schools 
the children are taught in the classes what they must learn, whereas in a Uni

versity the student, though he receives much invaluable help in classes, is ex
pected to educate himself by his own reading and thinking. It is to give oppor

tunity for this self-culture that the Library exists * In order to take the ful
lest advantage of it, intending students are advised to buy at once and master 

now before the College opens the text-books for the subjects they hope to pursue 
in order to be free, when the Library is open, to read widely from its books

about those subjects. On what subjects may they hope to get information? Almost 
any! It is very rare indeed for any seeker after knowledge to go away empty from 
the Howard Pim Library. . Here are its main collections of books:Reference bodks; 
Prose, poetry, plays, and fiction in all the principal languages of South Africa 

and Europe; Geography; Anthropology (the collection of books on Africa is pos

sibly unique); Philosophy; Science (Mathematics, Physics, Chemistry, Zoology, 
Botany); Fine Arts (Music, Architecture, Painting); Agriculture; Theology; Law; 
Medical Science; Education, In addition a good selection of periodicals comes
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^to the Library; and by these as well as continual purchases of new books, the 

Library is able to give the most up-to-date information to the students of the 
•College

THE FACULTY OF ARTS.

 ̂ Tost students study for the Bachelor of Arts degree; their subjects 

will therefore be chosen mainly from those provided by the Faculty of Arts. These 

are:- Latin, English, Afrikaans, Psychology (why do people do the things they do?) 

Ethios (what is the right thing to do?), Logic (how can people reason correctly?), 

Politics (how should people be governed’ ), History, Mathematics,Bantu- languages,' 

Social Anthropology (how do people live together), Native lav/ and Roman law.

Of these courses, English, History and the Bantu Languages may be taken 

for three years, each year being more advanced than the preceding. All students 
take one course in English, most of them more than one, and the B.A. students 

usually take all three courses. History and the Bantu Languages are dealt with 
elsewhere. The intent of the other subjects is clear. Most of them may be 

studied for two years. At present there is only one course in Afrikaans, but 
others will be arranged as the need arises.

It is scarcely necessary to point out how valuable these subjects are. 

The language courses, for instance, are indispensable for teachers who will teaoh 
those languages or teach in them. All the subjects in addition lead into new 
worlds of thought and make possible the enjoyment of the rich heritage of all 
agesr and all countries*
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THE FACULTY OF SCIENCE

fORT HARE provides courses for the Bachelor of Science Degree of the 
University of South Africa, in four science subjects: Chemistry, Botany,. Physics 
and Zoology.

. .. A student wishing to obtain a degree in science, selects two of these
subjects as his major subjects, and studies them continuously .during the three 
years of his course, i .e .  he takes three courses in each of his majors. He must 
also study English for at least one year and pass the , . ,

first year examination in this subject. Certain science 

subjeots are required also as ancillary courses along 

with the major subjects. Fcr example,a student major
ing in Zoology must do at least a first year course in 
Chemistry. Fine courses altogether make up the mini

mum requirements for the B.Sc. The following is a po
pular combination at Fort Hare:-

MAJOR SUBJECTS 

Anci llary_ Subje ct s:

Chemistry 
Zoology 
Botany 

Physics 
English .

3

3
1

1

1

courses
courses

course

course
course

TOTAL 9

In addition to attendance at lectures, a most
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important part of the students’ work in all science subjects is the laboratory- 

work# This is under the direction of the lecturers in the various departments* 

Students pay a small fee over and above the ordinary tuition fee payable by all 
arts and science students, and they have the advantage of working with material 

and apparatus belonging to the College* The fine new Physics laboratories, for 
example,are stocked with valuable apparatus for experiments dealing with heat, 

light and sound* Practical classes are popular, and the laboratories are seldom 

empty. Bantu students, like other students, enjoy investigating problems for 
themselves, and using concrete material to obtain proof that at least some of the 
statements made in text-books are true*

Graduates in Science haTe no difficulty in finding employment when .they 

leave Fort Hare0 The High Schools are eager for men qualified to teach the

school subjects Physical Science and Biology« Students working for B.A.are wise 
if  they include at least one science course in their list of subjects* There is 

every indication that Bantu B .Sc ’s will be increasingly needed by African govern
ments to oarry on research and perform scientific work*

Pupils now in the High Schools, who are looking forward to studying 

science subjects when they come to Fort Hare, should be advised to include as 

much science as possible in their matriculation course* Those who attempt uni

versity work in such subjects as Chemistry and Botany with no previous knowledge 

of them, find the work difficult, although very many have successfully overcome 

this handioap.

AFRICAN STUDIES.

-^-)t the S , A . Native College it is fitting that rdequr.te provision 

should be made for the study of African Languages and Cultures* Firstly,we have 

courses in the Bantu Languages, tip to third-year BoA. The first course consists 

of an introduction to the phonology, grammar and literature of one Bantu language, 
the later courses requiring deeper study of these subjects over a 'wider' field. 
Practioally every B.A. student takes at least one course in a Bantu Language,while 

several take courses in more than one or make it one of their major subjects for 

the B,A. The Bantu Languages at present taught at Fort Hare are Zulu, Xhosa, 

Sotho and Tswana» There are indications that provision may later have to be 

made for some of the East African languages such as Swahili,' Kikuyu and luganda.

.Secondly, those interested in African Studies may take up the study of 

Social Anthropology.) This is divided into two B,A6 courses, the first being an 
introduction to the study of primitive culture, while the second involves tho 

study of advanced anthropological theory and method as well as modern applica
tions of anthropology to problems of administration, evangelisation,education and 
economics.

Finally, those who are particularly interested in applied anthropology 
may take up a more detailed study of Native law and Administration. In.a country 
such as South Africa where Native Law is applied in courts specially set up for 
this purpose and where the problems of Native Administration are with us every 
day, the importance of these studies will readily be realised. Students with the 
type of training offered by these courses m i l  find increasing opportunities in 

the teaching of Bantu Languages in Bantu schools and colleges; the production of 
various types of Bantu literature; the collection of material in the vernacular 

bearing on various aspects of Native life; as demonstrators in the African Stu

dios Departments of European universities, interpreters in the law courts, clerks 

in the civil service, and anthropological end sociological research workers in 
urban and rural areas either on their own or under the auspices of bodies such as 
tho International Institute of African languages and Culture,the Inter-University
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Committee on African Studies, or even Fort Hare, which has at its . disposal a 
small sum of money for the encouragement of research in African Studies by Bantu 

students»

LIBRARY FACILITIES* Through the generosity of various donors the African Studies

section of the Howard Pim Library (see p . 8.) is gradually be

ing stocked with all procurable material in the way of monographs on tribes in 
different parts of the world., treatises on African languages, reference works, 

government reports,etcV An attempt is also being made to build up a collection 

of specimens of Bantu Arts and Crafts, the educational value of which does not 

require to be stressed# It is hoped to equip the Language Department with the 

.necessary apparatus for Experimental Phonetic's so that this part of Bantu lingui

stics may receive adequate attention©
The aim of Fort Hare is to make its African Studies Department one of 

the best equipped in Southern Africa so that it may become the natural place in 
which those interested in problems bearing on African Life and Customs will pur

sue their studiese

3 V  FHILOSOPHIGAL COURSES
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^E E  philosophical side of the Faculty of Arts is represented by the 

Departments of History and Philosophy*
The Department of Philosophy teaches Psychology (two courses), Ethics 

(two), Politics (onejo In the first year courses in Psychology a general des

cription of people’ s behaviour is given, and' the feelings, interests and purposes 
that move them to. act the v,ay they do, are examined. In the second year a more 

detailed and concrete study cf‘ behaviour is made* Social Psychology, the study 
6f*the socially approved ways of pursuing our interests and expressing our feel

ings;' Child Psychology, studying the interests and point of view of children; Ab

normal Psychology., explaining the behaviour of people who are. not normal;, and Ex

perimental Work — the study, of human ■behatriour in these.ways is not only' of ab
sorbing interest but very useful-. In the study of Ethics one tries to: find out 

what kind of life is good and what qualities good behaviour ought to  have. The 

good life, however, cannot be lived apart from other ..people, who provide us with 

training and goods end regulate our bahaviour0 One way in which people organize 

themselves is their political institutions; these, are studied by Polities, -which 
discusses what kind of political organizations and practices 'would best help to 

make life goodn The study of politics is a great help to students of history,and 

vice versa, A course of psychology, especially a second year course,' is invalu

able to teachers, social and medical workers* Ethics is of some value-in all 
walks of life because it may help us to judge better what is right and good, and 
thus to know what we. Should do.

The Department of History, by studying what people have actually done 
in the past and what have been the results of their, actions, .helps us to know 

what we should do to~day» Inhabitants of a complex modern world, we can find 

.in a study of history an explanatory account of how things came to be .as they 
"are and .guidance as to the cure of present ills . History is therefore likely 

ever to remain an important part of every school curriculum, and there will al
ways be a steady demand for teachers qualified to teach it c At present it is 
taught up to third year B»A. at Fort Hare* It is hoped that in future - there 
will be students offering themselves for MeA. in history, and that the £'l .courses 
will be so arranged as to have even more definite bearing on the interests and 
requirements of African students,.
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MED1C31IE

rJ m  Medical Department is the youngest Faculty of the College, and the 

Medical Aid Curriculum was started two years ago at the request of the Union

Governmente The new laboratories for Anatomy, Physiology, Pathology and Bac
teriology were opened at the beginning of this year,

The training of Medical Assistants for work in rural areas is an under
taking -which every country that has a large scattered population has to shoulder 
sooner or later# Such work is already established in many parts of the world 

including , several parts of Africa. There is no doubt about the need of medi

cal assistance everywhere, and there is also no doubt about the benefits which 
medical care brings in its train. Scientific knowledge is far enough advanced 

to diminish sickness enormously- and the diffusion of this knowledge is the aim of 
all medical educationu

The teachers cf the curriculum, hape that the curriculum will be ar

ranged to include both men and women students, because more than half the popula
tion of any district is made up of women and children, and it is desirable that 
the advice of specially trained women Aids should be available for them.

IAW COURSES.

^_AW subjects are included by various students in their curriculum for 
the B»A» degree,, The subjects which have so far been taken at Fort Hare are:- 

Constitutioiiai law, Native jaw, South African Criminal Law, Roman Dutch law,Roman 

tor (two courses)* If a sufficiently high standard is reached in these subjects 

they may later be made to count towards (a) The law Certificate which is the the 

minimum qualification required for attorneys in South Africa? (b) the LL.B. de

gree., the minimum qualification for advocates, who may, however, elect to prac
tise as attorneyso

In addition to passing either the Lav; Certificate or the LL.B. degree, 
the student who desires to outer the legal profession is required to serve ar

ticles with a j.egal firm of oeveral years • standing for a period varying . . from 

three to five yearso Although it is not easy to find legal firms that are will

ing to article Native clerks, a number of Fort Hare students have succeeded in 
getting articled^ No doubt in the future this difficulty m i l  be obviated by 
our students serving articles under Native legal practitioners who have already 
been admitted as attorneys of the Supreme Court of South Africa.

Another avenue cf employment for men with legal training is the Civil 
Service in Native areas* Although this has not yet been opened to Natives,there 
is no doubt that it will be in future when the policy of the Bantu-ization of 
Native services is put into effect,,

TEACHER TRAH3IKG.

F the over 600 students who have passed through the S . A . Native Col
lege, more have become teachors than anything else. Up to the present Fort Hare 
has therefore concerned itself mainly with teacher training, and its Education 

Department was the first of its departments to be recognised by the University of 
South Afrioa.

Fort Hare trains teachers for secondary and training schools and offers 
two main courses:-
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I . Education Diploma of the University of• South Africa: First one must gain 

one's BiA. or B»Sce, and after that spend one year studying for this Diploma.

U p  Education Diploma of the S. A, Native College: For students who cannot 

stay -for four years, all Education Diploma is awarded on the completion of a 
course which may be taken in one, two or three years. Normally the course takes 

three years, along with the B»A. course, so that the student receives both his 

degree end his teaching diploma after three years (if  he never fails). Whether 

taken in one, two or three years, the course is of the same standard,being equal 

to the University Education Diploma* If a teacher who has a degree and the 

College Diploma wants to take the University Diploma, he need take only two 

further examination and may do so while teaching.

There is such a demand for non-European (especially Bantu) teachers of 
this ,type that they have no difficulty in getting posts, and this vail be even 

more so in the future. The Bantu-ization of the staffs of Bantu institutions 

will go on apace provided a sufficient supply of well-qualified Bantu teachers is 
ensured. It is the aim.of Fort Hare to provide the very best opportunities for 
such training* ■ . .

a gr ic u ltu r e .
--------  •;

jROM. the first, one of the aims of the S « A« Native College has been 

to help the Bantu to make good use of their land. Soon after its establishment, 

therefore, the College bought a farm and introduced courses in agriculture. Now 
that the College is confining itself to work of University standard, a course 

leading to an Advanced Diploma in Agriculture is being worked out in . - collabo
ration with the Government, This course will start in 1938, but details are not 

ready for publication:. Two scholarships covering fees, board and lodging . at 

Fort Hare are available for students who wish to take the course,:

In view of th§ Government's policy of buying land for. Native settlement, 
large numbers gf higher-grade agricultural officials will be urgently needed ■ by 

the Government in the nexb few years to enable the Native settlers to make tjae 

best use of their'land, Here, therefore, is a great field for service aind' ad
vancements

I f e l  . THEOLOGICAL COURSES.
^  i, ■ , ' .v

/ HE. S 0 A , N, ,C» itself does not undertake the training of Theological 

students,- but- the candidates of the Methodist Church study at Wesley House Under 
the Rev. A« J . Cook, B .A ., and those of the Presbyterian Churches at Iona House 
under the Rev. Mungo Carriole, B.D. Other denominations can arrange to . send 
their candidates to either of these courses, In every case only men-who -. have 
been recommended by the Church they wish to serve can be enrolled.

The course at Wesley House takes two years. The Meth.odist Church pf

S , A , bears the whole cost of the College training of its ministers, though they 
are expected to contribute something towards that cost. No- fixed academic stan
dard is required of candidates, but there are certain practical requirements. 
One must have served at least two years as a Ley Preacher, and passed prelimi
nary tests in preaching ability. Scripture knowledge, and general knowledge (about 
Std. Vi or VII)o Entrance is likely shortly to be raised.

The course at Iona House admits applicants with Junior Certificate or
Matriculation and lasts 3 yearsc Certain bursaries are available, A Syllabus
can be obtained, on application.
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During their stay in College theological students are 
able to further thbxr-'general education and attain to Col

lege Matriculation and even study some B .A , subjects. Of 

the need for a well educated and capable Ministry there can 

be no doubt. The fears and.superstitions ‘ that beset
African life can only be destroyed by the imparting of

Christian education, arid their damage to personality re

paired by acceptance of the redeeming power and love of God.
The African Church is moving very slowly towards a 

form of worship and an expression of its duty to the commu
nity that will be distinctively African, and will event

ually replace our European forms and ideas of these things. 

Other tasks that are vital to the social life of Africa, as 
well as to its religious life, are the winning of _ . young 
people for purity of lifo, the encouragement of older

Christians to give young people opportunities of service, the evangelisation of 

heathen homes, the christianising of Mine Compounds and the planning of Church 

life so that the relation between rural areas and town temporary-labour popopula- 

tions should be effectively Christian; and so on. The need is obvious and great, 
yet some Churches experience difficulty in obtaining an adequate supply of can

didates for their Ministry. This can only be remedied by men who have a vision 

of the nBed of Africa to-day.

STUDENT SOCIETIES.

-^T any educational institution one of the most important aspects is 

the education provided by the social and intellectual activities of the stu
dents in their own societies. In addition to the Students’ Representative 

Council (which is the students' parliament) and the various branches of the Ath

letic Union (which is responsible for sports activities), the students of Fort 
Hare conduct the following societies with the advice and assistance of the Staff:
1 , .The Literary and Debating Society exists to help its members to become fluent 

,v public speakers, especially by enlightened discussion of vital questions, and 

to develop a taste for good literature. Debates are regularly arranged with 

neighbouring Institutions, including Rhodes University College. It is hoped that, 
by running the Society on the lines of a Parliamentary Debating Society next 

year, even more students will be attracted and benefited.
2. The Student Christian Association (affiliated to the world-wide Student Christ" 

ian Movement) aims at winning students to a real decision for God, thus unit
ing them in a living Christianity and inspiring them to lives of Christian ser
vice, Under the management of the Association, a free evening school for do
mestic servants and others unable to attend the day-schools has been conducted 

for many years. On Sundays members also visit the neighbouring villages and 
schools to conduct Sunday Schools and services.
3. The Bantu Studies Society fosters the study of various aspects of Bantu lifo, 

past and present. Meetings are held once each month. Papers pertaining to

pressing questions —  not only Bantu but European, Indian and Coloured —  are 

read and discussed. The Society exchanges its papers and ideas with the Rhodes 
University College Social Studies Club. At present the membership is small, 
but there is no doubt that more and more students will realise the value and in
terest of its activities.

4 . The Dramatic Society produces at least one play each year, often’with real suc
cess* It's aim is to cultivate dramatic art in all its aspects —  elocution,writ
ing plays, producing and studying drama. Plays staged by this Society are
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sometimes repeated at neighbouring institutions# The value of such a society to 
intending public speakers and teachers of language is obvious.

5* The Musical Association encourages the practice of music both vocal and ins-.

trumental • Once a year it holds a concert which has always been a great 

success# The neighbours, staff members and students all look forward to this 
event. Further, meetings are often arranged and lectures on music given. Much 
emphasis is placed on developing Bantu music.

6 . The Education Society aims at improving the quality and extent of African Edu

cation. It tries to do this^by meeting once a month for lectures, papers, 

debates and discussions, and by publishing a magazine dealing with matters afu 

fecting African Eduoation. Free copies are supplied to all members of the 
Society. It is hoped that a circulating library of books and journals for
teachers will be established soon.

In these various Societies the students develop habits of keen thought 
on questions that are of importance to them, habits of initiative and cooperation, 

and sometimes discover to themselves and the world real talent in different’ di
rections.

+4 KECgEATlOM A L  A C T IV I T IE S .

College provides facilities for men students to take part in cri
cket, association football,.rugby football, tennis, and athletic sports. Women 

students play tennis and net ball. Fixtures are arranged annually with the neigh
bouring institutions of Lovedale, Healdtown, St. Matthews and Fort Cox. Within 
the College competitions between the various Hostels are held.

Nothing need be said of the value of a healthy well-developed body to 
the individual and to his race. The necessity for recreation and the . benefits 

and pleasures to be derived therefrom during the years of study should be real

ised by all university students, but especially * by intending teachers. Games 
play a large part in the life of both girls’ and boys’ schools, and the teacher 

finds a knowledge of games a considerable help in his work. They help him, for 
instance, to gain the respect and friendship of his pupils and an insight into 

their personality. Every student who intends to spend three or four years at 
Fort Hare before entering the teaching profession should not lose the opportunitr- 

of gaining both practical and theoretical knowledge of several games. Headn&stera 
repeatedly ask for teachers who are able to help vdth the coaching and organisa
tion of boys’ games.

Tho recreational activities at Fort Hare are in the hands of the stu
dents 1 Athletic Union, The subscription per student is small, and student help 

is relied on for the up-keep and extension of the sporting facilities. The Ath
letic  Union hopes shortly to commence the development of a new playing field* ' ^
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CAREERS
COUPOIT: SHOULD I BECOME A HTOSE?

)V. 1937
"T-i-A" ("T-i-A" gives advice in particular cases. Send Coupon plus 6d.

stamps.) In September and October we wrote about the great amount: of 

good that can be done by the medically trained man or woman, and this time 7/e 

want to deal particularly with tho nurse.

"T/ilhat are my chances of getting work?" —  Exoollent.

There is a great need of nurses, especially non-European nurses, in the 

Union. You will therefore very easily get a post in a hospital, with a munici

pality, with welfare societies, etcr

"What arc my chances of doing good?" — Limitless.

We repeat what 7/e said about the doctor and the medical aid: The great

est work in the world lies before you. There is a tremendous amount of illness 
in Africa, and you can do nrnch to relieve the pain, to cure the illness and to 

prevent disease.

"Vihat will be my income?" —  Quite good,

— better than in most occupations you could enter. It varies, but a fully 

trained nurse will receive from £70 to £108 per annum. Hurses not fully quali

fied receive loss,

"What 7d.Il be my status?" —  Excellent.

You 7/ill be respected and valued by all. To the ordinary man or woman 

nobody is so important as the person who takes away their pain and makes them 

well.

"What are my chances of promotion?" —  Very C-ood.

As medical services for the non-Europeans are extended and the Bantu- 
ization of Bantu services goes on, efficient non-European nurses Tvill be more and 

more appointed to higher posts, becoming sisters or matrons and doing more res

ponsible work with higher salaries* . In any oase their salaries rise year ^by 
year. A nurse's ultimate promotion will probably be m a r r i a g e .Though a good wife, 

like a good poet, is born and not made, training can do much to make her bette? 

and there is no training that helps so much to make a good wife as being a nurse. 

If that is so, you 7/ill ask:

"yjhat must I be like to become a nurse?"
Far more important than how much money or promotion you can get, is how 

you can do good work as a nurse, A nurse’s work is strenuous, busy, full of 
responsibility; she may be called on to work hard at any time of the day or 
night, for the life or death of human beings depends upon her. Her T/orking

hours are often long. If you want to become a nurse, ask yourself first: "Am I 

willing to 7/ork very hard?" If you want to know 7/hether you have the other qua
lities necessary for becoming a good and happy nurse, go through the following 

list and mark off those you really possess:- To be a successful nurse you must 
be intelligent ( Are you among the top 10 per cent, in Std. 8?); have a good 
memory; like study, especially sciences like biology, Physiology; be very prac
tical, resourceful (know what to do in an emergency), skilful, handy, careful# 
You must have a definite desire to be a nurse, and you must be healthy and strong, 

for your work 7 / i l l  probably be even more strenuous than that of a doctor or a



medical aid. You should have an. attractive, cheerful, friendly personality, a 

sense of humour so that you ’-Till laugh and not cry when difficulties come along; 

you should like other people and be willing and able to get on well with them, 

and especially to work together with others4 for your work (unlike"the doctor’s) 

depends upon whether you oan cooperate with the doctor and other nurses,and you 

have much more to do with people than the doctor has. In short: To be a success
ful nurse, you must be healthy, clever, and able to get on well with other people.

"How and where can I be trained?" —
Before you can start to train as a nurse, you must have passed the Ju

nior Certificate; but it is best to pass matric, first* (Some hospitals ac

cept a lower standard but do not give the full training.) Then you can apply to 

a hospital, and if  you are accepted you will bo trained there. . The training 
costs nothing; in fact, in addition to getting good board and lodging, uniforms 

and your washing (equal to about £35 per year) free, you are paid £12 for the 

first year, £18 for the next , £24 for the third, and £36 for the fourth, and often 

the hospital p’ays part of your train-far©* At the end of four years you should 

be able to start on your great life -work u

*** Summary;*Entrance : at l e a s t  Std. 8.

* Length : 4 years.

*Cost ; nothing.
*Salary ; £70 - £108.
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The Afrikaans lessons cannot be published unless 50 subscriptions are received.So 
far only two have been paid. For l/- p .a . subscribers will get 40 lessons, which 
we guarantee to be better than anything else at ten times the price. In fact, as 
the advertisements say, a stupendous bargain!
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-£- Next Year is 19381 -£-

£;That's -why our front cover is one colour, & our back cover anotherl But to

get down to business..............
£;"T-i-A" is founded on Real Life. It does not believe that the subjects in 

the school-room can save Africa. Real Life outside the school must be chan
ged. But the Teacher, who is often the Leader in Civilization, will have to 
take the lead in changing Real Life outside the school. "T-i-A" is there

fore not just a school-room affair - it wants to publish all kinds of art

icles that might help to make Real Life better.
£:So next year we hope to give our Readers articles on such matters as "How 

to have Healthy and Happy Babies," "How to Train Character," "How to give
Our Art a new lease of L ife ," "Useful Kinds of Handwork," and so on..........

£ :In addition there will be articles on other countries whose difficulties & 

conditions are similar to ours, in order to see whether they can give us an 
idea of what to do in Africa. There m i l ,  for instance, be series of arti

cles entitled "India Indeed" and "Russian Questioimark", both humorous sto

ries of visits to those countries.
£:We have also engaged the services of an Expert on Dress-making to give ad

vice (if  required) and occasionally to include in the magazine*paper pat

terns from which dresses can be made.
£ :But our main job -will be to help in School - otherwise we must change our 

name! In our January number therefore we hope to have an Editorial as full 

of Real Life as we can make it, and then some articles on Dead Subjects in 
order (i f  we can) to save some of the pupils at the beginning of a course 
from choosing them. If we have space, there will be advice on training our 
pupils t -) study and work on their own, in class and outside, something that 
is very important both for the pupil and for the. teacher. Then there will

be the articles we have had to postpone on unusual schools, and so on..........
££:But what's the use of. all. this if  the teachers, do. not try to make use of 

such ideas? So we are going to give Prizes to those of our Subscribers who 

during 1938 are most, successful in introducing new methods, of teaching the 
language subjects in their classes. The First Prize will be £3, the Second 
£2, and the Third. £1.. The Laguage Articles will be continued during 1938. 

££:Remember also that our Subscriptions Competition closes on December 31, and 

that your letters, on "Difficulties that are Hard to Overcome in the offic- 
al language" and "Good Ways of teaching the Official Language" should be in 

our hands by December 31 too.

--0OO0—
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-* "The Race moves forward on the feet of its little Children" *- 
-* "Let us Live for our Children" *- 
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The Force That Wins

"The education that I received at Hampton out of text-books,” says Booker Wash
ington, "was but a small part of what I learned there. One of the things that 
impressed itself upon me deeply was the unselfishness of the teachers. It v\ras 
hard for me to understand how any individuals could bring themselves to thepoint 
where they could be so hap^y in vrorking for others. Before the end of the year 
1 think I began learning that -those who are the happiest are those vjho do the 
most for others."

* * * * *

"I  have spoken of my admiration for General Armstrong, and yet he was but a type 
of that Christlike body of men and women who went into the Negro schools at the 
close of the war by the hundreds to assist in lifting up my race. The history of 
the world fails to show a higher purer and more unselfish class of men and women 
than those who found their way into those Negro schools."

* * v * *

"The happiest people are 'those who do the most for others; the most miserableare 
those who do the least." * * * * *

African and Non-African, thousands of devoted teachers are working for Africa in 
that way to-day. In far-away corners of the Great Continent they do their work 
faithfully day by day in school and out of it . They and their schools have very- 
little money, but very much work; they have to work in the face very often of 
opposition and always of difficulty. To them this magazjne is dedicated......

TEACHING Ilj aFjlXUa

-* To All Our Readers *- 
-•* Wherever they are in Africa *-

* Membera of the Great Army of ken and Women who, in the face of opposition and *
•» . r* rx * I • ^  -P  1 1 4 -y-» A  <-> "tr z."i A  ttnr +■ O  H  V ) rl i

* discouragement and difficulties
* heart and hand for ever

* WE CORDIALLY WISH
*
*  a  NEW YEiut
*

* NEARER S
*

* TrlEIR 
*¥***:».*

of all M nds, have devoted head * 
to ennobling African Life *

A JOYOUS CHiixSTMAS L *
*

Bit Iii G o.l'l G i'HEiii v 
*

NEaRER TO * 
*

HOPES * 
*******
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Africanizing African Education

When we really need a doctor, we don't, care whether he comes from Eng
land or Italy, and whether he is a Pacifist or a Fascist, but we do care whether 
he is a good doctor and vdaether he can help us. In any educational problem, we 
must think like that: Ytfhat m i l  help our African people most?

In discussing the Report of the Hative Affairs Commission last month,we 
nentioned one such problem; Africanizing African Education (or the African Chur
ches, or Medical and Agricultural services). In this matter, "Teaching in Africa" 
believes: (l) The Africanization of African services: of all kinds is highly de
sirable; but -

(2) The welfare of the African people as a whole is all-important and 
must therefore decide everything we do, among other things when and how to carry 
out the Africanizing.

— ^  ( 1 ) ^  —

What is happening in Africa has happened hundreds of times in other pla
ces. All nations were at first backward, and were taught better ways of life by 
other nations. In every case there came a time when the pupils said: "We aren't 
always going to be taught by people of another race. We are now fit  to look after 
ourselves." And gradually the pupils became the teo.chers, the clergy, the doct
ors and so on, while the other race said: "These Romans (or Gauls or Britons...) 
are hopeless. They haven't got our background or our training. They are ruining 
the country. When will they learn that such things must develop naturally, and 
not be pushed on artificially]” . . . .But ’the Romanization of Roman education went 
on,, and nobody seemed the worse for i t . . . .

"T-i-A" believes that this must happen in Africa. Always to remain a 
pupil is intolerable.. . .  Besides, the teacher is successful only if  he trains his 
pupil to take his place and do his work even better than he himself can do it. It 
is hard for the teacher to give up his place and to feel that he is not needed a- 
ny more; but after all, his feelings matter less than the welfare of the people 
for whom he is working.

The Education Departments of the four Provinces of the Union realized 
this years ago and adopted the policy of encouraging the employment of Africans - 
even in classes above Std. 6. The Missions welcomed it and have carried it out 
far more thoroughly than Government institutions like the agricultural schools.In 
other words, nothing is done to prevent the Africanization of African Education & 
everything is done to encourage it. How it is up to the Africans themselves to 
see that there are enough African teachers for these posts, and -that these teach
ers are so well trained that the African people will benefit from such Africaniz
ation. -*(2 )*-

For the welfare of the African people is the only thing that matters, & 
nothing must harm their welfare if we can help it.

Yflien a post as teacher or doctor is vacant, for.instance, an African 
should preferably be appointed; but if a Non-African applicant can do more for 
their welfare, he_ should be appointed. If there is no African applicant, he can 
of course not be appointed. At present there are too few Africans for such posts 
in any African service. Let us take as an example a sub-section of one service - 
secondary education. The only Institution training African Secondary & Training 
School teachers in Africa south of the equator, is the S.A.Hative College. Every 
single one of the 1C-12 students who complete the Education Diploma course of the 
College every year, gets a post several months before the end of his course. Then 
there are many posts for which there are no African candidates at all, and the 
College is overwhelmed with requests by telegram and letter from Education auth
orities who have posts but no teachers. If teachers get posts too easily, they 
have little incentive for improving their teaching qualifications. We v/ant Afri
can teachers for African schools, but then we Africans must see, firstly, that a

(Continued on p. 6)
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pictures sir school

By Mr. Jr W0 Maoquarrie, Principal of the 
Training School, Lovodalo«

||CE-CREAM tastes lilco a beautiful but unfriendly lady, A bad 

ogg stinks in the nostrils like a piano played out of tune*" Poets some
times use strango pictures and similes like these# but any ordinary per
son using them would be considered just a trifle mac,, YPnat !s wrong with 

thorn? Simply that we are trying to explain sensations of one kind ("ice- 

crean": tastej and "bad egg": small) through sensations of another kind 

("beautiful": sight; and J'piano": hearing).

Yet in practically every school in the country —* Native,Colour
ed, and European —  teachers are trying tc do this almost every minute of 

every day of their lives. They particularly try to explain everything 

through the pupils* sense of hearing, for the teachers talk almost all the 
time* In fact, v/nen we think ox* a "teacher*', we see a picture of a 
grjwn-up talking, talking, talking to a room full of pupils sitting, sit

ting, sitting* Especially in Native schools there is too much passive 
listening, too much use of sound whon wc should bo employing the other 

senses —  touching, smelling, tasting, moving., end especially that very 
str»ng and useful sense: seeing, A single rough picture, for instanoe of 

an aeroplane, will help the pupils far better to know what an aeroplane is 

than hours of description in words. Of oourse, a ;*eal ride in a a real 
aeroplane would be best cf all; but unfortunately our pupils oan’t get 

that, so we must give them something as like the real aeroplane us pos

sible — for instance a model (like this V—-- ----__ ) folded

from a sheet of paper and thrown into the aij; 
or a picture, or a simple drawing. ^  1—--

It will be generally agreed that wo need pictures especially of 
things Y/hich we do not know in our own real lives — ships, deserts, palm 

trees, railway stations, and perhaps towns, skyskrtpers, European houses, 

Bushmen, canals, people from history, cotton fields, submarines, charac

ters in fairy tales, animals of all kinds, oto3 And we need them at all 
stages, not only in Sub-standard A but also in Standard 100 Even uni
versities would do better -work if  the professors made more use of real 
things, or pictures or diagrams of the real things., instead of just talk
ing all the time. Let LI. A. English students construct a diagram of 

Grimm’s Law and they wi 11 never forget it . One seeing is worth hundred 
hearings.

Pictures have other values as well; ev-jn pictures of familiar 
objects make an enormous appeal to the senses. Advertisers, who so of
ten know their business better than teachers know theirs, appreciate the
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interest -value of pictures* They don't just _sa^ that the most beauti

ful ladies smoke Sheik Cigarettes or wear Empress Stockings» - No, they 

show you a picture in real colours of a most ravishing beauty actually 

smoking their cigarettes or wearing their stockings. No wonder that
everybody attends to their advertisement. Can’t we get our pupils to 

attend like that in school?

GETTING PICTURES» But where to get pictures? No doubt our schools are

desperately poor and teachers most inadequately paid, but 

energy and initiative should make it possible to subscribe to some picture 

paper# "Pictorial Education1' (Evans Brothers) costs just over a shilling 

a month and provides about thirty large excellent pictures every month. 
One school that has just been saving these for three or four years has now 

nearly a thousand pictures covering all kinds of subjects and can produce 

at a moment’s notice a submarine; a hippopotamus, a London railway station, 
etc. "Child Education" is also good and is ospecially recommended for 

kindergarten work.

Then all newspapers and magazines to-day contain pictures«. A 

teacher won’t want wedding groups cr the chairman of the Lily Tennis Club, 

but now and again, surprisingly often, a useful picture will be found,e.g. 

a sketch of the landing of Van Riebeeck, a photograph of a -ship being 

loaded, etc. Traders- missionaries, friends -will be very glad to allow 

teaohers to ransack their old papers for pictures, and it is wonderful 

just how many can bo obtained. Advertisorients especially should be scan
ned. Pictures extolling coming cinema films, or the merits of some par

ticular brandy are often useful for quite different purposes.

Ribli.city posters and leaflets issued by towns, e ,g , East London, and 

countries, e .g . Japan, or tourist agencies, e .g . Cook’s, or steamship com

panies, often provide excellent pictureso These are generally somewhat 
difficult for African teaohers to get* But there is no harm in writing 

to the offices of travel bureaus for them, or in asking your Manager or 
friends to do so for you. The addresses to write to may be found in ad

vertisements in newspapers, etc.

MAKING PICTURES. Then pictures can be made* Anybody -who can write can

also draw., for both processes are just a matter cf making 
marks on papero The drawing may not be good but the roughest drawing is 

often more useful to children than the finest word-picture ever painted* 
The next article explains how to drew pictures, and the one after that how 

to copy and enlarge pictures. Pictures, either originals or enlarge

ments of smaller ones., can be made on the board or, better, on sheets of 
paper. They will greatly repay the time spent preparing them.

KEEPING PICTURES. All pictures should be mounted so that they will not get 
torn in constant use. They may be pasted on to thick paper, or on to 
waste paper, or tacked on to cardboard or wood* Thon they must be stored
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in an orderly way® Cupboards divided into spaces (a cupboard made of 

petrol boxes) may be used. One well-known Institution •, -merely uses a 

series of hooks to hang the pictures on on the wall, e .g . one hook for 

South African History, one for animals, etc. Whatever method is used, 

one must be able to get a particular picture immediately when one needs 

it .

USIUG PICTURES. The method of using pictures must not be overlooked. The

old foolish saying that teachers are born and not made 

causes much trouble in education and is greatly at fault here. You never 

hear it said that doctors are born and not made* Or bookbinders. Or soil 
erosion experts. Ho, they have to learn their trades; so have teachers.

How often are pictures wrongly used! A teacher .i .'-is describing 

life in India. He holds up a picture, dabs at it vaguely with his free 

hand. "Here is a street in Indian Do you all see it?" "Yes i sir." 
""What is it?" "A street in India," He drops the picture, wipes his brow 
with a feeling that he has performed a somewhat burdensome duty,and passes 

on to further words, words, words. The class doesn't mind. Tfflhat it never 

has had, it never has missed.

The procedure should probably be more or less as follows. The 

picture is shown. By means of questions the teacher leads the pupils to 

notice the important facts. Vague questions are useless. For instance, 
the "raw" or "born" teacher will say: "What do you see in the picture?" 
Well, what do they see? There are thousands of things in the picture that 

they might see, but probably they see very little. Man sees only what 

man knows. The experienced or "manufactured" teacher says: "Point to the 

people in the picture" . . . "What is the colour of this man's skin?"

(Dark brown.) "In  what country then might he live?" (Central America, 

Africa, India, East Indies). "What is this woman wearing?" (Long, white 
shawl-like dress). "In  which of these countries do women dress like

that?" etc. In this way the pupils gradually reason out that it .is a 

picture of India, "What is this man wearing? Do you think it . is a hot 

or cold day? Why? He wears these clothes all the year round. What kind 
of country must India be?" Similar questions drawing attention to his 

raggedness, the type of roofs, the brasswork, the shop-fronts, otc., can 
add enormously to the children's knowledge of India and will greatly sti

mulate their interest and curiosity.

Two points must particularly be observed. One must avoid super

ficial questions —  a mere list of the things seen in a picture — and let 

the pupils see the meanings of the things, the connections between the 
things, e .g . the rich man is avoiding the poor man; the beggar is asking 
the rich man for money or food, otc. And, of course, one must try .all 
the time to get behind the picture to -underlying causes, e .g . because we 

see the kind of clothes and roofs of the houses, we conclude that India is 

hot and wet.
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The second point to observe, however, is that pictures are ser- 

vants not masters0 The lesson should be thought out first, without re

ference to pictures» In the lesson the pictures should be used for ex
planation, and then put aside* They should not control a lesson. For 

instance, if  you are teaching the poem "The Slave’s Dream.11, you will come 
to a reference to a water-horse, a hippopotamuso When you reach that 

point, you should show a hippo, ask a question or two about where it lives, 
what it looks like, its size, etc. And then, no more* Get back to the 
slave and his dream? •

let us make a real attempt to introduce more visual aids into 
our school* Listening is good; it is excellent for learning music,spok
en language, etc„j but in many other subjects it is a poor substitute for 
sight# At present;, for all the use our pupils make of their eyes during 
school hours, they might almost as well be blindfolded©

Africanizing African Educ. (contd* from p* 2)

large enough number of African, students come up for training,and secondly, 

that they obtain the best possible qualifications,, The only other plan 

is to make it easier to get" ' a teaching certificate, which will mean 

inferior teachers doing inferior work for the people whom they serve. The 
same is true of the other services»

We must stress two more points, The first is our hope that 
even when the Africanization of staffs is complete, they will not be ex

clusively African but contain a few members of the other races. Such dif

ferences of race, language, culture, training and experience will help to 
stimulate thought and initiative* and to keep the particular service up- 
to-date and active in the welfare of the people® The second is our con
viction that the views of the Native Representative Council at present in 

session in Pretoria, fully represent those of all responsible Africans on 
this matter: Throughout the long process of Africanizing education and 

the other services, and despite the friction that will come in doing so, 
the African people and their leaders will rightly value the great services 
that have been, are being, ar.d will for many years still be rendered to 

them by the Missionaries® The Editors cannot lay claim to being mission
aries —  they are just educationistsj but they cannot help appreciating 
the deep devotion, the outstanding ability and the act:vs idealism that 
led so many of these men and women to leave their own lands in order to 
serve Africa —  Our Africa* On another page we tell a little of the work 
of one of them Who has just retired*
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DRAWING

By Mr* TiT. P. Corry, Principal of the

Training School,St. Matthews College

a> the Cape Province, drawing 
is an "optional" subject, and so 
hardly any Native schools teach it . 

Is it right that we should not

teach this subject? Are the pupils 
losing something they ought to have? 

And is the teacher negleoting some

thing he cannot very well do with
out?

EDUCATES TEE PUPIL. Mr. Jowitt,

the Director 
of Education for Uganda, in his 

book on "Suggested Methods for the 

Afrioan School", is very definite 

on the place of drawing in the syl

labus: "An African takes art as he 
takes food and exercise, as a 

natural and ordinary need, and he 
satisfies his need with joy qnH 

laughter." He applies his art to 
craftwork and design, and in the 

past he did it very well. To-day, 

the educated African often thinks 
it beneath him to try to keep this 

ancient craft alive; yet to keep 

alive the love of the beautiful and 

the pride in good craftsmanship

should be our endeavour --  they

should not be thf.ngs we are anxious 
to disown. Anyone who is in

terested in the subject can oollect 

in a short time, examples of really 
attractive works of art, with ' de-

<

The tall
:ower stood —  
on the summit of 
a precipitous crag/

]r ~  ' ~
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signs .to be proud of, in bead-work of striking pattern and colours, pot

tery with splendid proportions and intricate design, woodwork end wire-

work. But these are not the work of "school Natives"c They show that 

the African has the desii e and the ability tc produce works cf* art dis

tinctive of his race i f  only he is properly directed and encouraged; he 
can give to the world not only works of art but new ideas in srt, and we 
should help him to help himself and world* Why should we omit the teach
ing of drawing — not copies of European drawings, but the individual ex

pression of the child hinuself? The "power" is there no one can doubt, it 
only remains to turn it on*

The Red Book of "Suggestions for the Consideration of Toachers" 
(Cape Province) thinks that drawing as a subject is just as important:

"language is not the only wey by which we can express 

our ideas: a simple drawing may often express our 
ideas more clearly than any number of words* Drawing 
is a subject of great aesthetic end practical value, 

end an import art means of mental developmen c3 for it
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aids us in the power to observe attentively, know ac

curately, and represent objects and ideas truth

fully . . , Drawing is a natural means of education."
Yet in most Native schools this subject is omitted# Are the pupils los

ing something they ought to have? The answer is surely, "Yes, ' decidedly 

yes." The children like this subject when taught in an interesting way. 

They take a pride in their powers of reproduction: they have ideas and 

express them in drawings where they cannot do so in words* "I f  children 
are given freedom to express what they feel about the world," * -says a 

world-famous educationist, "there will be fewer of them driven over" by 
repressions to unnatural lives and delinquency,"

USEFUL TO TIE PUPIIS, But pupils not only like drawingj when they leave

school they find it very useful, A man wants a 
door for his new hut and wants it made in a certain way for his - greater 

convenience, so he tells the carpenter in words what he wants. All too 
often when the door arrives, it is not what he wanted 0 How much ' better 

it would be if  he made a drawing of what he wanted and put into the draw

ing the different measurements. Or the potter .wants to put something

USEFUL FOR THE TEACHER. Just as the pupil can express his thoughts better

if  he can draw them, so the teacher can his

nice on the side of his new pot; the weaver wants to design some new 

patterns into the new cloth or basket-work; the sewing woman wants to put 

some embroidery on to the new dress. The power to do so depends on the 

dexterity of the worker and the technical skill lie or she has acquired■»The 
power may be inborn, but a little teaching and practice in school will 

make it very much better, and the pupils will be more fully educated than 
those who have not had that teaching.
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teaching much clearer and more interesting by drawinge A teacher who 
wants to make his teaching "real", cannot always bring the real ‘things 

(crocodiles, for example/ to school or do the real tilings in school, and 

will have to make use of drawings, diagrams* or —  just words. Does ar$i 

teacher doubt that, drawings help his pupils far better than "just words" 

to attend to the lesson end to remember it?* "What teacher is able to 
takej say, Nature Study, without having to use sketches and drawings? One 

can easily see that pictures make pupils interested in, and help them to 
remember subjects, like History, Geography, Hygiene, Language and Scripture; 

but every subject of the curriculum would be better taught by making it 
real in that wayo The pictures in previous issues of ”T-i-A" , at the 
beginning of this article3 and below, show how new words (or stories)

should be explained and made interestingo The following pictures show 

how arithmetic should be made real, easily understood and interesting.

7

~7

■J7
4 + 5

13 tw os  are 6 

2 threes are 6

Such pictures are easy to draw and may even be obtained from the pupils in 

a primary schoolo Every teacher must draw on the blackboard sometimes to 
show things that he cannot explain clearly in words, and the pupils very 

often want to copy his drawing just as they copy his figures and letters. 
So, is a teacher who omits drawing, losing something he cannot very well 
do without? The answer is again, ’’Decidedly yese:i Just compare a teacher 

who uses sketches to make his point clear, with another who uses only
words. Also, compare the attention and interest of the pupils of these 

two teachers.1 And in the results also, the children remember the les-

* If any teacher is doubtful, we should be glad if  he would write to us and 
say so. Then we can describe an easy experiment that he can make for him
self to find out*. —  Editor.

tyuhen you opened the magazine, what did you look at.first • 

the pictures? —  Editor^
the words, or
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son that has been drawn far better than that which has only been heard. In 

short, drawing is connected with many subjects and helps those subjects 
greatly.

HOW TO TEACH IT. In this short article it is not possible to give full

deteils of how drawing should be taught* Some general 
remarks may, however, be useful, We should begin in the substandards and 
let the^ little ones have the pleasure of expressing themselves —  drawl

ing their own ideas, not ours 9 These drawings may not be very good in 

our eyes, but we should look at them with the eyes of the cMld and see 

what he wanted to draw* The drawings should be big, drawn on the black
board with coloured chalks, The subjects must be interesting ■' to the 

child and about his every-day life — brother killing a snake, sister stamp
ing mealies, and so on. Some teachers say the drawings must ' be made 

from objects placed in front of the class, like a flower or a box or a 

leaf. But if  these do not have an interest that attracts the chchildren, 
they are the dullest and most unpleasant things one can think of and they 

do a great deal of harm* Certainly we have to teach proportion,but that 

does not mean that we must be dull. Teaching drawing that way is like 

teaching a language by grammar — it makes the children lose interest at 

the start. In every subject we must get the pupils1 interest; we must. 
We must let the child draw v/hat he wants to draw; but by suggesting in
teresting subjects in yn attractive way, by praising his work and by 

gently leading him to criticize his own work., we can develop in him a keen 

desire to draw and the power to do so better and better. At about Std. 3 
the pupil will have such control of his fingers that he may be led to use 
pencil and paper* later he may apply his drawings to the handwork pat

terns he wants to make* The teacher*s blackboard drawings will make ..him 

want to draw something Dike them, and to draw more and mere quickly. Any 

textbooks on the art of drawing made for the teaching of European child

ren may be of some little help, buc the African pupil is not interested in 

the same things as the European child and therefore does not want to draw 
the some things, so the subjects of his drawings will be different.

Some teachers nay drawing should be taught "in  mass" and not 
in outline . There _s much to be said for both sides, and each teacher 

must choose for himself that which he finds his pupils like better. later,

the use of aids such as rulers and measurements should be brought in ___
but these should not be slavishly used. A child should be able to draw 

straight line without a ruler-, and to ge*c the proportion generally cor
rect without any measurement except that of his own eye-judgment. If  thqy 

make drawings that are smaller than the things they draw, the teacher may 
lead them to ’fecale drawing", which is a great help when they come to maps, 
etc. In fact, there seems no end to the uses of drawing either for the 
child or the teacher* Bo we may close with the last oaraKranh in the 
Red Book:

"YVhen children have learnt to love drawing, as most 

children do.' they will see more beauty in Nature and
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in comon things. They may develop interests that 
will lift them above the deadening materialism that 
is so oammon, and find joy in the array of form and 

odour so richly supplied in the world around."

K0¥ 10 COPY AM) ENIARGE PICTURES: I .

making any piece of apparatus the teacher m i l  always find it 
well worth while to be accurate and careful. If he does not take '.I. time 

and trouble to be accurate, his apparatus will probably be misleading «nri 

cause much unnecessary misunderstanding, trouble and waste of time in
class. This is equally true of maps, diagrams or pictures drawn on the 
blackboard. It always pays to take trouble. Very few teachers realize 
how necessary it is to be really accurate in these things,

To Copy Pictures (maps, cto,) one can vse different methods:-

(l) Put a piece of carbon paper (sample enclosed), black side down
wards, below the picture to be copied and on top of the clean sheet on 

which the copy is to come (See picture l ) .  Then with a pencil trace over 

the outlines of the picture, The copy will be left on the clean sheet. 

To get two copies at the same time, put p. second carbon paper below the 

olean sheet, and a second clean sheet below the carbon paper. More copies 

can be made by using more carbon papers and clean sheets in this way. If 

a smooth, pointed stick ?.s used instead of a pencil to trace the outlines, 
no bad pencil marks m i l  be left on the picture.

Corbon
paper

PencU
Shading

%
1* J i

13
(2) If one has only a soft pencil, one can copy a picture in two 

ways: (a) On the back side of the picture gently rub with the pencil (See 
picture 2 ). Then put the picture (pencilled side below) on the clean 

sheet, and trace the outline# A pencil copy will be left on the clean 
sheet. (b) With the pencil draw over the outlines of the picture. Then 

put the picture upside down (i .e . facing the clean sheet) on the clean 
sheet and rub on the back of the picture with your finger-nail. The pic

ture will be on the clean sheet, but turned round —  the left-hand side 
will be on the right. This is very useful when one wants to make a sym

metrical design of which the two halves are exactly the same. One draws 
the one half of the design in soft pencil; then one folds the paper in 

half (see picture 3), and rubs with one’s nail over'the back of the paper;
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the same design will then be found on the other half of the paper.

(3 ) Put a piece of transparent paper (sample enclosed) on the pic
ture to be copied, and trace the outlines of the picture with a pencil on 

the transparent paper. Then one can use three methods: (a) Put ..the trans
parent paper on a clean sheet and trace the picture, pressing hard on the 
pencil* A faint outline is lefb on the clean sheet, and the picture can 

be drawn from this0 (b) Put the transparent paper on a piece of carbon 

paper, and put the clean sheet underneath® Then trace the outline as in 

"(l ) . (0) On the back side of the transparent paper gently rub with a 

soft pencil (Soe picture 2 ). Continue as in (2 ) (a ). This is the 
cheapest and easiest method of copying a picture.

In all these cases, neither the picture nor the copy-paper must 
shift or be moved. To make sure that the papers do not shift, one can 

fix them to a .plank -with drawing pins, or to each other vdth stamp paper 

or paper clips; or (and this is easiest) one can make two or more marks 
on the picture (see picture -i) and putting the transparent paper over it, 
carefully mark the marks on the transparent paper. Then if the paper 

moves, one can easily moire it back to the right place by seeing that the 

marks on the copy-paper are on top of the marks on the picture.

Next month we hope to explain how to make many copies of the 
same picture, and how to make a big picture when one has a small picture.

---oCOo--

Some Artists.

Our Readers have probably noticed that our pictures are dif- 
erent in execution from those which have so far adorned our pages. The 

reason is that the artist who drew them, has completed his course at the

S.A.Native College and is starting his life 's  work as a teacher in Natal 

next year. He is Mr N.K.Sham. It is fairly easy to draw on a cyclostyle 
stencil, but to draw something that is beautiful on it is very difficult, 
and Mr Sham had acquired the knack of drawing something that was beautiful 

on it . Perhaps it will be possible to moke an arrangement by which he may 
continue to delight us with his pictures.

— -0—

Last year Mr Mancoba won the May Esther Bedford Prize for his 
sculpture, and this year the Bantu Welfare Trust has decided to help him 

to go to Europe in order to develop his artistic talents further. As far 
as vre know, he will be the first Eantu from the Union to be given such an 

opportunity. The Bantu are always considered to possess special talent in 

art of all kinds, but our schools have hardly ever done anything to uncov

er such talent among Bantu pupils or to develop it . We hope thereforethat 
Mr Mancoba will be sc highly successful in his studies that our education- 
al authorities ■will be stimulated to encourage aj-1 kinds of artistic work 
in our schools instead of concentrating on the "cultural" three R 's .

— •

This year Mr Pemba won the same Prise for his outstanding paintings.
— 0—
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TRAILING AFRICA1! BUSINESS ME IT

By Erio H*McAllister, A .I.A .C .,Nat« Com. Teacher’s Cert.

jjll the June - July .. issue of 

"T-i-Athe writer tried • to show 

that the value of a business training
—  is twofold: firstly, it prepares the 

student for the vrork of real life; and 

secondly, it makes him better able to under
stand the world in which he lives, it broad

ens his outlook on life#

-he first difficulty of the commercial teacher in an 
African school is the fact that his pupils know so 

little aoout business matters* Very few understand 

simple business transactions, e .g . a student did not know 
what an invoice was, and hardly anybody knew what it meant 

o "cross" a cheque. (One of the Editors writes : To a 
smaller extent-the same is true cf European students. It is 

only in the last few years that I myself have understood these two 

things which are so important in the world to-day. That was be

cause I was brought up from Std. 5 on "cultural" subjects such as 
Latin and mathematics, which are supposed to broaden one’s outlook on 

life more than, only "vocational5' subjects,) This is the result of two 

things: (a) These business matters are not part of the pupils' every- day 
lives, so that they do not get a chance to pick up knowledge about them 

out of school; (b; the primary school does nothing to give them such in

formation — it much prefers to spend its time on stocks and shares, the 

circumference of circles, and baths (in lunatic asylums) being filled by 
two taps at different speeds while the water is running out at the bottom 
at yet another speed.

To overcome these difficulties, the teacher must make business 
as much a part of the pupils1 real life as he can, in school and out of 
it . If  he does that in school, they will be so interested that they will 

do it themselves out of school. To do this, he must be in close contact 
with the commercial world and teach on the "Model Office System", making 
the class-room as much like a real modern office as he can. It is aTweTl 
known fact that knowledge only remains when the student can see its prac

tical value, and can use it in every-day life . Book-keeping,for example, 
will not be taught in the old way of reading from, a text-boolc all the time. 
A Book-keeping lesson can be given by handing out the actual documents as 

used in real business, and the students can be taught how to write the co»* 
tents of such documents in their books of account. Where possible real 
or make-believe buying and selling should be carried out, using real or 

imitation coins, bank-notes and cheques. In this way the student will 
get a dear idea of such documents as invoices, debit and credit . notes, 
cheques and bills of exchange, etc. The very least a teacher can do is
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to collect copies of the documents used in real business. The writer

hopes to have the various documents printed. Unless this kind of thing 

is dono, commercial education is a farce® It will just be another unreal 
meaningless subject to be crammed parrot-like from a text-book in order to 

pass the Junior or Senior Certificate. The pupil will understand very 

little of it and will certainly be able to use very little (if any of it) 

in real business.

In the same way the teacher should gradually collect business 

oquipment, or try to persuade his principal that if  he got it the school 

could be”managed better*. Some of this equipment can be made by the stu- 

‘ dents, and so much the better5 as their activity and interest are the 
foundation of good method. For example, the documents referred : to on 

page 14 , should be systematically filed (i .e . stored away) by the pupils. 
The’1' can make a vertical filing cabinet for next to nothing (see diagrams)

out of a wooden box, and the guide cards out of cardboard. Folders and 

tabs oan be bought very cheaply, or made* The pupils can get pleasure and 

importance by storing in the file the school correspondence, copies of 

exam, papers, records of pupils, pictures and newspaper cuttings as well 

as the documents used in the commercial class-room. Even a teacher or a 
minister who oan file his documents like this will find it very usefuljbut 

a clerk who can keep his papers in such a m y  that he can find them easi

ly and quickly is worth his weight in gold to his employers We teachers 

are so afraid of bad exam results and eager to get good results that . we 

are afraid to use new methods; but if  we make our commercial classes real 

the exam results will look after themselves,. The writer’s students, for 
instance, have constructed a vertical filing cabinet, a card index, card 

ledgers, index to bound books, and so on, and he has found that the use

ful, practical work has made his pupils so interested that they-have mas

tered their lessons twice as quickly as in the theoretical classes.

If the pupils are taking a full business course, the teacher 

should carefully work out a plan by which all their subjects may be linked 

up or correlated with their commercial work. Here are some examples:Pro
nunciation and speech exercises connected with shorthand; letter writing 
with business correspondence and typewriting; geography (e .g . trade routes 

or the distribution of products) combined with transport in Commerce. If 

the teacher gives the pupils many chances for doing things, and if  he uses 
real things, pictures or diagrams, it is amazing how interesting the geo

graphy and commerce lessons become.
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For those pupils •I'dio have_ a definite commercial career in. view, 
the work -will be even more interesting. An everlasting bond of under

standing and^friendship will be created if  the.teacher discusses with such 

students their practical business problems, e»g# of running their father's 
store® Spare time m i l  be used in encouraging pupils to suggest the best 

methods of keeping accounts for, say, a shop-keeper, a farmer, c. teacher 

or other professional nan. Models or diagrams of such practical sug
gestions should be made and displayed in the class-room (see pictures on 

p»15). In short, the class-room should have the real business atmos

phere about it, as like real life as possible« The teacher should, there—
. fore, know the business conditions his pupils must face when they leave, 

and carefully prepare for them® In the July holidays the writer gained 

practical insight into the working of traders2 stores, and also inter
viewed a Native Commissioner on the question of Native traders. The 

general opinion was that the African was weak in business beoause he had 

no experience in handling money and keeping accounts carefully, Surely this 
is an accusation against teachers of Africansc We talk much about buy

ing price and selling price and honesty and a sense of responsibility, but 

do we give our pupils chances to practise these things in the class-room? 

Special stress should obviously be laid on these matters in school. In the 
Union the African is now being encouraged to trade on his own,* but if  our 

schools do not prepare for this real life, where can the African get the 
business training he so urgently needs?

In conclusion the writer must once more urge the teacher to keep 
the future of his , pupils in view. From time to time talks on vocational 

guidance should be given^ The school should not be a factory turning out 
certificated boys and girls, but a training ground for the future builders 

of the nation, The teacher has the responsibility of laying the found- 
ation„ and thus it rests with him as to what the future will be. Methods 

such as those mentioned above ensure a happy future. They arouse so much 
interest that the pupils work eagerly and find it difficult to believe 

that they have actually had a lesson. To them it is not a school lesson. 

It is real life —  their real life outside the school,. It is the writ
er ’s sincere belief that Africans have their part to play in the great 

field of commerce, and if  they are trained in a realistic way they will un
doubtedly play that part with success, To the teacher himself comes a 
deep feeling of satisfaction in the conviction that he is not teaching 

just another sohool subject but something.that they ?dll remember, use and 

appreciate to the end of their liveso With the words of Principal Dr, 
Kerr of the S , A 0 Native College I bring this article to a closer

"Prepare yourself in faith for the work your people need and you de
sire, and the way will open up,"

--0O0--
An African is Honoured.

Rev, George M. Molefe has been appointed to a scho
larship in the Union Theological Seminary. New York. He will sail for A- 
merica in September. This Scholarship is provided for a student from all 

Africa by the other students of the Seminary as a piece of missionary work. 
Mr Molefe is the second student of the S.A.Native College to hold it, the 
first being Mr A.J.Ferreira, M.A.
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-* He Served Africa *- 

(by H .J .R .)

In these days, when missionaries come in for a good deal of crit
icism, it is well to remind ourselves that there are few aspects of African 
welfare in which the people who have led the way were not missionaries. Not 
only have they brought to Africa the- best things that Western Civilization 
can give, such as Christianity, health and education, but they have preser
ved for the world the best things that African Civilization can give, such 
as its languages and literatures, its art and craft, its philosophy and its 
wisdom.

One important aspect of African welfare is health; and after a 
life-time in the service of our land, there has just retired one who is an 
example of the pioneering work done by thousands of missionary doctors in 
every land, not only in tho past but also at the present. Dr. N. Macvicar 
first served in Nyasaland, and then in 1902 became superintendent of the 
newly founded Victoria Hospital, Lovedale, the first and today the largest 
mission hospital in South Africa. Slowly winning the friendship of the pe
ople, he was the only doctor at the Hospital for 25 years until joined by 2 
young doctors - his daughter, and later her husband.

Soon he saw that the greatest danger was tuberculosis, which kills 
more non-Europeans than any other disease, and ho therefore directed his at
tack mainly against it and its causes: bad food and too little food, bad 
housing, aid bad wages. To help him in his fight, he did pioneering scien
tific work for which he was given the M.D. degree; he wrote many articles - 
both in medical and. popular journals - which awakened South Africa to see 
how serious the problem vras; and he did such excellent work at the Hospit
al that the Governemnt is building the "Macvicar Hospital" for tuberculosis 

next to the Victoria Hospital.
ac: * * * sje

But no one man can kill disease, its brother ignorance, and its 
mother bad living conditions. So Dr. Macvicar started two other ways of at
tacking them: training African nurses who would be better able to get into 
the homes of the people all over the country, and spreading health informa
tion by founding a Health Society and a Health Magazine. At first both Af
ricans and non-Africans were against the training of African nurses and ma
ny other difficulties also arose. But Dr. Macvicar fought and overcame the 
difficulties so well that of the 16Victoria Hospital nurses who wrote the 
same elimination as the European nurses, lOOfa passed this year; ■while his 
nurses are employed in evry part of South Africa, and other hospitals all o- 
ver the country are following his example. The influence of his Healtn So
ciety is shown by the fact that it has sent out 80,000 booklets and that 

its magazine has 3,000 subscribers.
* * * * *

Yfliat we have described is only a part of his health work; but his 
health work was not all. He was one of the founders of the S.A.Native Col- 
ege and did a great deal to ensure its establishment and smooth functioning 
and in many ways has given it most valuable help ever since.

* * * Si! *

The Editors and readers of "Teaching in Africa" wish to do honour 
to a great Servant of Africa. May God grant our country many more.

— **000**—

The man who never makes a mistake,
- never makes anything -
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